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Abstract
The quantification of privacy plays an important role in
privacy protection. It can be used to solve privacy metrics as a quantitative measure of information. To realize the privacy metrics, some models of privacy information entropy are proposed according to Shannon’s Information Theory. Those models include the basic information entropy model of privacy protection, the information entropy model of privacy protection with adversary, the information entropy model of privacy protection
with subjective feelings and multi-source information entropy model of privacy protection. In those models, the
information owner is assumed to be the sender, privacy
attacker is assumed as to be the recipient, and the privacy disclosure course can be regarded as a communication channel. Based on those assumptions, the entropy,
mutual information, conditional entropy, and conditional
mutual information are introduced to describe measurement of privacy, privacy disclosure, and privacy and disclosure with background knowledge for the privacy protection system. Furthermore, the quantitative evaluation
of privacy protection strength and adversary ability is
provided to support quantitative risk assessment for privacy disclosure. Finally, the specific information entropy
model, measurement and analysis of privacy protection algorithms, and adversary ability are supplied for location
privacy protection application. The proposed models and
the privacy metrics can be used to analyze and evaluate
the privacy protection technology and privacy disclosure
risk assessment.
Keywords: Communication Model; Information Entropy
Model; Privacy Measurement; Privacy Protection

algorithms are mainly focused on anonymity methods,
including K-anonymity, diversity anonymity and t-close
anonymity and their derived methods. The privacy metrics originate from the related anonymity algorithm [15].
In the research of anonymity privacy protection algorithm, some scholars pay more attention to the problem
of privacy quantification. Especially in the area of location service, location and trajectory anonymity algorithms have a lot of preliminary research on privacy measurement [13, 14]. However, there are many factors involved in privacy disclosure. Designing effective privacy
protection algorithms is still a challenging problem. From
these analyses, the study of privacy metrics has very important theoretical significance and application value.

Information entropy, as an effective tool for information measurement, has shown its important contribution
in the field of communication [2]. Privacy as a certain
of information, naturally can be represented as entropy.
For this reason, many scholars have some researches on
entropy, such as event entropy, anonymous set entropy,
conditional entropy and so on [1, 7, 11]. But these researches are more fragmented or focus on for a particular
area but not for a unified model, such as location privacy protection. Moreover, its scope of application is also
limited. People may have different opinions on the same
privacy in our space-time nature. Based on the above
analysis, This paper aims to propose the communication
framework of Shannon’s Information theory [12]. Several privacy protection information entropy models are
proposed, Include basic information entropy model, adversary attack model, subjective and privacy protection
model with multiple privacy sources. In these models,
the information owner is assumed to be the sender, the
privacy purveyor is assumed to be the receiver, and the
privacy leak channel is assumed to be a communication
1 Introduction
channel. Based on these assumptions, Privacy informaThe study of privacy protection started earlier, but in tion entropy, average mutual information, conditional enrecent years, the industry and academia have suddenly tropy and conditional mutual information are introduced
attracted much attention because of big data Privacy to describe privacy measure, privacy disclosure measure,
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privacy measure and disclosure measure of privacy information system. Based on this, the paper further puts forward the quantitative evaluation of the strength of privacy
protection method and the ability of adversary attack,
and tries to provide a theoretical support for quantitative
risk assessment of privacy disclosure.
Section 2 of this paper describes the related work.
Based on the communication model of information entropy, the information entropy model of privacy metric
with common characteristics is proposed in Section 3.
Section 4 presents a privacy metric and evaluation system based on the model proposed in Section 3. Section 5
applies the privacy measurement method and evaluation
system proposed in this paper to prove the privacy protection method effectiveness. Section 6 gives conclusion.

2

Related Work

The information entropy theory proposed by Shannon [12]
solves the theoretical basis of information quantification
and communication. Earlier information entropy measure
considering privacy research is Diaz et al and Serjantov
et al, they proposed using information entropy to measure the anonymity of anonymous communication systems. Assuming the attacker’s intention is to determine
the true identity of the sender (or recipient) of the message, each user in the system is guessed as the true sender
or receiver of the message with a certain probability, and
the attacker guesses that a user is a real sender or receiver as a random
Pvariable X, and uses information entropy H(X) = − p(x) log p(x) to quantify the privacy
level of the system.
Subsequently, many scholars have applied information
entropy to some specific areas of privacy metrics, such
as location services, social networks and data mining and
other fields [3–6, 8–10, 13, 14]. For different schemes, the
probability expression of the random variable is different
from the way to deal with entropy. In the field of locationbased services, in 2007, Hoh et al. [5, 6] proposed privacy
measurement based on information entropy to measure
uncertainty of trajectory tracking, where the probability
of a random variable is represented by the probability
that each location instance contains the current tracked
vehicle trajectory. In 2009, Ma et al. [10] proposed the
privacy measurement method of information entropy in
the V2X car network system. Among them, the probability of a random variable performance associated with each
location information to the probability that a particular
user. The method also takes into account the situation
that the probability of a random variable is updated over
time, the attacker’s cumulative information on the impact
of system privacy. In the same year, Lin Xin and others [8]
for the LBS in the continuous query problem, a continuous query attack algorithm. They point out that the
anonymity of the set is no longer suitable as a measure of
the anonymity of the algorithm and presents a measure of
entropy based on information. Where the probability of

2

a random variable is represented by the probability that
each user ui is the true originator of the query q, the information entropy is calculated as H(q), and the privacy
level of the system is measured by AD(q) = 2H(q). In
2011, Shokri et al. divided the metrics of location privacy
into accuracy, certainty and correctness: The accuracy
measure is the confidence interval of the attacker’s guessing event. The deterministic measure is the uncertainty
of the attacker’s guess. The correctness measure is the
probability of the attacker’s error. Among them, the accuracy of the measurement is based on the measurement
method of information entropy. The probability of random variables for each observed event is the probability
of real events.
In 2012, Chen and others [3] for LBS query privacy
measurement. The probability of a random variable is
represented by the probability that the attacker has no
background knowledge or background knowledge, and the
user ui is the conditional probability of the true sender of
the query q, and use mutual information I(U |q; < r, t, q >
) = H(U |q) − H(U | < r, t, q >) to measure the privacy
level of the system. In the same year, Wang Caimei
et al [14] for the trajectory in LBS privacy protection
method Silent Cascade proposed based on the information
entropy of privacy measurement method. The probability of a random variable is expressed as the probability of
every possible trajectory of a user. The entropy calculation for a particular user is H(ui ), and use the standard
entropy D(ui ) = H(ui )/Hmax (ui ) to measure the privacy
level of the system. In 2014, the literature [4, 9] used the
information entropy to measure the LBS system’s privacy
level.
In summary, at present, the theoretical system of privacy measurement based on information entropy is fragmented and lacks a unified model foundation. Regarding the issue above, in this paper, we try to regard the
privacy protection system as a communication propagation model, and try to discuss the more common privacy
measure information entropy model, and solve some basic
concepts and basic system of privacy measurement.

3

Privacy Protection Information
Entropy Model

The starting point of this paper is to assume that the
owner of the information as the sender, privacy seekers
(adversaries) is assumed to be the receiver, the privacy
of the leakage channel is assumed to be communication
channels.
The information set owned by the sender is called
the privacy source, represented by the random variable
X, X is a privacy message space made up of privacy
messages of all discrete basic disclosure events, which is
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }, where xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is the privacy
message of the basic disclosure event; The information
collection that the receiver gets is called the privacy sink,
with a random variable Y said, which is made up of all the
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basic privacy messages acquired by the adversary, which
is {y1 , y2 , · · · , ym }, where yj (j = 1, 2, · · · , m) is a private
information obtained by the adversary. Correspondingly,
a specific privacy protection algorithm can be seen as a
privacy message conversion, encoding method. It can interfere with the privacy message, and then realize the protection of privacy information. Among them, the privacy
protection algorithm of the overall structure of privacy
protection mechanism space is called the source of privacy protection mechanism. Adversary in a certain background knowledge of the private information mining and
analysis of means of privacy attacks, all privacy methods
known as privacy attack space.
Based on this assumption, in this section, we propose several privacy information entropy models based on
Shannon information theory [12], including privacy protection basic information entropy model, privacy protection information entropy model with adversary attack, information entropy model with subjective perception and
privacy protection information entropy model with multiple privacy sources.

3.1

Privacy Protection Basic Information
Entropy Model

Here, we first assume that the adversary has no privacy
attack ability, the adversary only observes the privacy
information through the channel, and only considers the
situation of the discrete single privacy source. The model
definition is shown in Figure 1.

3

H(X) is used to characterize the average amount of privacy information of privacy sources, and also the degree
of privacy uncertainty of privacy sources. The greater the
H(X), the less likely the privacy disclosure is, so it can
also be used to measure the degree of privacy protection.
In the absence of external conditions, the value is a certain value. When the privacy of the client Y to obtain
some privacy information in the conditions, as to the degree of uncertainty of privacy sources, we can introduce
the privacy condition entropy H(X|Y ), which is defined
as
H(X|Y ) = −

m X
n
X

p(xi yj ) log2 p(xi |yj ).

j=1 i=1

The conditional entropy means that the privacy source X
is still uncertain after receiving the Y information. The
degree of uncertainty is caused by the interference (privacy protection) of the privacy leak channel, which is adversaries in the long-term observation of the source of privacy in the process, due to the protection of privacy protection mechanism, the opponent of the source of privacy
is still some unknown and easy to prove. This entropy of
privacy information satisfies the basic properties of Shannon source entropy [2]. That has non-negative, symmetry,
expansibility, certainty, additivity, extreme value, convexity and so on, and satisfies the maximal discrete entropy
theorem, will not repeat here. The following describes the
average privacy mutual information I(X; Y ) to describe
the degree of privacy disclosure on the channel, defined
as
I(X; Y ) = −

n X
m
X
i=1 j=1

p(xi yj ) log2

p(xi |yj )
p(xi )

(2)

Figure 1: Communication model of privacy protection I(X; Y ) denotes the average amount of information exwith single privacy information source
changed between the privacy source X and the privacy
sink Y , that is, the amount of privacy information propagated on the channel. It can just depict the overall degree
The mathematical model of a single private source X
of disclosure of privacy, which can be used as a measure
can be expressed as:
of privacy disclosure.

 

X
x1
x2
···
xi
···
xn
=
P (X)
p(x1 ) p(x2 ) · · · p(xi ) · · · p(xn )
Pn
3.2 Information Entropy Model of PriAmong them, 0 ≤ p(xi ) ≤ 1,
i=1 p(xi ) = 1. Simivacy Protection with Adversary Atlarly, the mathematical model of privacy sink Y can be
tack
expressed as :

 

Y
y1
y2
···
yj
···
ym
The privacy entropy model proposed in the previous sec=
P (Y )
p(y1 ) p(y2 ) · · · p(yj ) · · · p(ym )
tion describes objectively the privacy measurement prob(1) lem in the case of invulnerability or non-attack capability. In the actual system, there is often a privacy attack
Pm
Among them, 0 ≤ p(yj ) ≤ 1, j=1 p(yj ) = 1. For this analysis, the adversary can be in a certain background
model, we define the entropy H(X):
knowledge of attack analysis, the model definition shown
in Figure 2.
n
X
H(X) = −
p(xi ) log2 p(xi )
In this model, Z represents the background knowledge
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Figure 2: Communication model of privacy protection
with single privacy information source and adversaries’
attacks

space, and its mathematical model can also be defined as

 

Z
z1
z2
···
zk
···
zl
=
,
P (Z)
p(z1 ) p(z2 ) · · · p(zk ) · · · p(zl )
0 ≤ p(zk ) ≤ 1,

l
X

p(zk ) = 1, k = 1, 2, · · · , l

k=1

The attacker can exploit the background knowledge Z
to strengthen the privacy attack. For the attacker, it
can combine the privacy message Y and the background
knowledge Z to carry on the privacy analysis attack and
introduce the attack condition entropy:
H(X|Y Z) = −

m X
l
n X
X

p(xi yj zk ) log2 p(xi |yj zk ).

i=1 j=1 k=1

H(X|Y Z) reflects that the attacker obtains the privacy
message Y and the background knowledge Z, with regard
to the uncertainty that X still exists. It can be used as
an attack in the means of privacy under the uncertainty
of information can also be used as a measure of privacy
protection strength. Similarly, the average mutual information of privacy attacks is further defined:
I(X; Y |Z) =

n X
m X
l
X

p(xi yj zk ) log2

i=1 j=1 k=1

p(xi zk |yj
p(xi |zk )p(xj |zk )

I(X; Y |Z) reflects the average mutual information between X and Y under the condition that Z is obtained,
that is, the amount of privacy information obtained by the
receiver and the degree of privacy disclosure with background knowledge attack.

3.3

Information Entropy
Subjective Feeling

Model

with

In reality, the sensitivity of privacy information is usually
subjective, and different people feel different about the
value of privacy information. In this section, the weights
are introduced into the information entropy model of the
first two sections, and the information entropy model with
subjective feelings are proposed and measurement.
1) Entropy model of privacy protection with subjective
feelings
For the privacy message xi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) of the

4

communication model described in Figure 1, a nonnegative real number is set as the sensitivity weight
of the message. The greater the weight is, the greater
the sensitivity. The weight space is as follow

 

X
x1
x2
···
xn
=
,
W (X)
p(x1 ) p(x2 ) · · · p(xn )
wi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n
Define privacy-weighted source entropy:
Hw (X) = −

n
X

wi p(xi ) log2 p(xi ).

i=1

Hw (X) is to describe the subjective sensitivity of different users to privacy messages by weight Wi (i =
1, 2, · · · , n), so as to realize the privacy information
measure with subjective feelings. The weighted entropy of private sources obviously has the following
properties:
Non-negative: That the source of privacy in the
event of a privacy disclosure event, which can
always provide some privacy information.
Continuity: When the probability of private event
occurs, the private information source will form
another privacy source. The weight entropy of
the two privacy sources before and after the
change is continuous. This feature is very effective in characterizing changes in the characteristics of a source of privacy due to temporal
changes. Such as in a certain period of time, a
person’s life law is fixed, leading to its ability to
disclose personal privacy behavior model of the
probability distribution is relatively fixed,, but
with the passage of time, the person’s life will be
a continuous pattern of minor changes, and thus
be able to reveal their privacy behavior pattern
of probability distribution has also been a slight
change. However, before and after the behavior
change, the weighted entropy of the behavioral
population is continuous.
In addition, the weighted entropy of the source information and other properties of information entropy,
in the privacy protection system also have the corresponding practical significance.
Likewise, we can define the privacy weighting condition entropy Hw (X|Y ) to describe the condition
that privacy seekers obtain some privacy information,
about the owner’s privacy information uncertainty of
average:
Hw (X|Y ) = −

n X
m
X

p(xi yj ) log2 p(xi |yj ).

i=1 j=1

Define privacy-weighted average mutual information
Iw (X|Y ) to describe the degree of privacy information disclosure with subjective feelings, under the
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5

protection of the privacy protection mechanism. It other. Figure 3 shows the privacy of multiple privacy
indicates the amount of private information obtained sources without privacy attacks communication model.
by privacy seekers by observing the privacy events:
Iw (X; Y ) =

n
X
i=1

wi

m
X
j=1

p(xi yj ) log2

p(xi |yj )
p(xi )

Here, the privacy-weighted condition entropy and the
privacy-weighted average mutual information only
take into account the subjective feelings and preferences of the privacy source to the privacy message.
In the actual system, not only the information owner
of their own privacy information has different subjective feelings, privacy seekers to obtain the privacy
information also have different subjective feelings and
preferences. It can further explore the private communication model of privacy in the privacy of the
subject of privacy messages and give weight to the
feelings, and even set up the weight matrix that depicts the preference source of privacy source and privacy sink.

Figure 3: Communication model of privacy protection
with multi-source of privacy information and none privacy attacks

In the communication model shown in Figure 3, privacy source X1 and privacy source X2 together constitute
the source of privacy X. The mathematical model is

 

X1
x11
x12
···
x1n1
=
(3)
P (X1 )
p(x11 ) p(x12 ) · · · p(x1n1 )
n1
X
p(xi1 ) = 1, i1 = 1, 2, · · · , n1
0 ≤ p(xi1 ) ≤ 1,

2) An Entropy Model of Privacy Protection with Subi1 =1
jective Feelings and Attacking

 

X2
x21
x22
···
x2n2
In consideration of the subjective feelings or prefer=
(4)
P (X2 )
p(x21 ) p(x22 ) · · · p(x2n2 )
ences of the privacy owner of his privacy informan2
tion, we define the weighting attack condition enX
0 ≤ p(xi2 ) ≤ 1,
p(xi2 ) = 1, i2 = 1, 2, · · · , n2
tropy Hw (X|Y Z) to describe the attack effect of prii2 =1
vacy sink Y in background knowledge Z support, it
can also be used as a measure of privacy protection
The mathematical model of privacy sink Y is described by
against rival attacks.
Equation (1). The definition of multi-source joint source
n
m X
l
X
X
of privacy information source entropy H(X1 X2 ). The
Hw (X|Y Z) = −
wi
p(xi yj zk )
source entropy characterizes a number of privacy meai=1
j=1 k=1
sures with associated privacy owners:
· log2 p(xi |yj zk ).
n1 X
n2
X
H(X1 X2 ) = −
p(xi1 xi2 ) log2 p(xi1 xi2 )
On this basis, further defined privacy attacks
i1 =1 i2 =1
weighted average mutual information Iw (X; Y |Z); It
represents the amount of private information received
= H(X1 ) + H(X2 |X1 ).
by the privacy sink under the condition that Z is
obtained, which characterizes the privacy disclosure The multi-source federated privacy condition entropy of
measure under the condition of background knowl- private source X under the condition of known privacy
edge:
client Y can be defined as H(X|Y ) = H(X1 X2 Y )−H(Y ).
The definition of the definition of a number of associated
n
m X
l
X
X
with the source of privacy in the implementation of pri′
Iw (X; Y |Z) =
wi
p(xi yj xk )
vacy protection. The average degree of joint uncertainty
i=1
j=1 k=1
of the privacy information is obtained by the privacy inp(xi zk |yj )
formation acquirer after observing the privacy event.
.
· log2
p(xi |zk )(yj |zk )
Simultaneously, the multi-source joint average mutual
information I(X1 X2 ; Y ) can be defined to characterize the
3.4 Multi-source Privacy Privacy Protec- degree of privacy disclosure of the associated plurality of
tion Information Entropy Model
privacy sources:
Realistic information system owners often have more than
n1 X
n2 X
m
X
p(xi1 xi2 |yj )
one. Thus involving a number of privacy sources of the I(1 X2 ; Y ) =
p(xi1 xi2 yj ) log2
p(xi1 xi2 )
problem. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a privacyi1 =1 i2 =1 j=1
protected communication model with multiple privacy
sources to measure the protection and attack of the pri Privacy protection information entropy model with
vacy information of multiple sources associated with each
multiple privacy sources and privacy attack
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Based on the information entropy model with privacy attack, privacy protection was proposed in Section 2.2, introducing a plurality of associated information owners,
forming a new associated multi-privacy source, constructing the privacy protection information entropy model of
multi-privacy source with adversary attack, as shown in
Figure 4.

6

the privacy protection mechanism. The average amount
of privacy information acquired by the sink Y , similarly,
Ipi (X, Y ) is the privacy information received by Y after
being protected by pi . It should be as small as possible.
Property 1. Privacy condition entropy H(X|Y ) and privacy mutual information I(X; Y ) have the consistency of
privacy measure.
Proof. From Equation (2) shows:
I(X; Y )

=

n X
m
X

p(xi yj ) log2

p(xi |yj )
p(xi )

p(xi yj ) log2

1
p(xi )

i=1 j=1

Figure 4: Communication model of privacy protection
with multi-source of privacy information and attacks

=

n X
m
X
i=1 j=1

n X
m
X
1
Figure 4 shows the source model of the communica−
p(xi yj ) log2
p(x
tion model as shown in Equation (3) and Equation (4),
i |yj )
i=1 j=1
the mathematical model of privacy sink Y is described
n
X
1
in Equation (1). The multi-source joint source entropy
p(xi ) log2
=
p(xi )
of this model is H(X) = H(X1 X2 ), multi-source joint
i=1
privacy attack condition entropy is H(X1 X2 |Y Z), multin
m
XX
1
source joint privacy attack condition average mutual inp(xi yj ) log2
−
p(x
i |yj )
formation is I(X1 X2 ; Y |Z), among them, multi-source
i=1 j=1
joint privacy attack condition entropy represents the un= H(X) − H(X|Y ).
certainty of the privacy information of the joint privacy
source under background knowledge attack; multi-source So there I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ). The larger the
federated privacy attack condition average mutual infor- privacy condition entropy, the smaller the mutual information is the degree of privacy disclosure of the joint pri- mation of privacy meaning, and they are consistent.
vacy source under background knowledge attack, among
them,

4.2

4

H(X1 X2 |Y Z)

= H(X1 X2 |Y Z) − H(Y Z)

I(X1 X2 ; Y |Z)

= H(X1 X2 ) − H(X1 X2 Y |Z).

Privacy Metrics and Their Evaluation Mechanisms

Information entropy and average mutual information can
be related to the measurement of privacy information,
based on this, the establishment of anti-attack ability
evaluation method of privacy protection mechanism is realized.

4.2.1

Privacy Protection Mechanism and
Privacy Attack Evaluation and Analysis
Privacy protection of the Basic Information Entropy Model

The purpose of the privacy protection mechanism (algorithm) is to protect the privacy of information owners.
The aim is to make H(X|Y ) as small as possible. That
is, through some kind of privacy protection mechanism,
so that the amount of information I(X; Y ) obtained by
the privacy gatherer is as small as possible, preferably 0.

Definition 1. If under the protection of some kind of
privacy protection, privacy, average mutual information
I(X; Y ) (private sink received from the source to the priIn the basic information entropy model, the privacy con- vacy of the privacy information is 0), it is said that the
dition entropy H(X|Y ) can be used to measure in the privacy protection mechanism for this source is completely
privacy protection mechanism. The privacy source still privacy protection.
has a degree of uncertainty so that it can evaluate the
strength of the privacy protection algorithm. If the A Definition 2. For the same privacy source X, privacy
records for a specific privacy protection, then Hpi (X|Y ) protection mechanisms pi and pj are used to protect:
is in the implementation of protection with I(X, Y ) after
the privacy of the destination (adversary) Y is still on
 If Hpi (X|Y ) < Hpj (X|Y ) or Ipi (X; Y ) > Ipj (X; Y ),
the unknown amount of privacy, from a privacy owner’s
then the privacy protection mechanism pj is better
perspective, it is desirable that the condition I(X, Y ) inthan the pi privacy protection. Abbreviated as partial
dicates that the privacy information X is protected by
order relation pi ≺ pj .

4.1

Privacy Measurement Methods
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 If Hpi (X|Y ) = Hpj (X|Y ) or Ipi (X; Y ) = Ipj (X; Y ),
then said the privacy protection mechanism pi and pj
privacy protection equivalence. Abbreviated as equivalence relation pi ≊ pj .
Theorem 1. Partial order relation and equivalence relation of privacy protection mechanism are defined as defined in definition 2, then partial ordering relation is transitivity, and equivalence relation has reflexivity, transitivity and symmetry.
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Definition 5. For a privacy protection system with an
adversary attack, if the adversary adopts the privacy attack means Ar to carry on the attack, the system respectively uses the privacy protection mechanism and to carry
on the protection:

 If Hpi ,Ar (X|Y Z)
<
Hpj ,Ar (X|Y Z) or
Ipi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) < Ipj ,Ar (X; Y |Z), then in the
resistance to Ar attack, the privacy protection mechanism pj is better than the pi privacy protection,
recorded as partial order relation pi (Ar ) ≺ pj (Ar );

Proof. If pi ≺ pj , pj ≺ pk , and by definition there are
 If Hpi ,Ar (X|Y Z)
=
Hpj ,Ar (X|Y Z) or
Hpi (X|Y ) < Hpj (X|Y ) and Hpj (X|Y ) < Hpk (X|Y ). AcIpi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) = Ipj ,Ar (X; Y |Z), then it is said
cording to the nature of information entropy, easy to get
that the privacy protection mechanism pi and pj
Hpi (X|Y ) < Hpk (X|Y ), namely pi ≺ pk . Similarly, if
privacy protection equivalence, recorded as partial
Ipi (X; Y ) > Ipj (X; Y ) and Ipj (X; Y ) > Ipk (X; Y ), acorder relation pi (Ar ) ≊ pj (Ar );
cording to the nature of 1, easy to prove Ipi (X; Y ) >
Ipk (X; Y ). Then there is pi ≺ pk . That is, partial order Definition 6. (Anti-privacy attack privacy protection varelations are transitivity. Similarly, it’s easy to verify the lidity distance). In the privacy entropy model with the
adversary attack, the same privacy source X and privacy
equivalence of the three characteristics.
attack Ar . If under the privacy attack, the use of priDefinition 3. (privacy protection validity distance). In vacy protection mechanisms pi and pj protection respecthe basic entropy model of privacy protection, privacy tively, and the amount of private information obtained
protection mechanism pi and pj are used to protect the by privacy sink Y is Ipi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) and Ipj ,Ar (X; Y |Z).
same privacy source X, if the amount of private in- The validity distance between the two privacy protecformation received by privacy sink Y is Ipi (X; Y ) and tion mechanisms in the privacy attack Ar is dI (Ar ) =
Ipj (X; Y ), respectively. The validity distance between |Ipi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) − Ipj (X; Y |Z)|.
these two privacy protection mechanisms is defined as
In the information entropy model of privacy protection
dI = |Ipi (X; Y ) − Ipj (X; Y )|.
with adversary attack, the validity distance dI (Ar ) of the
privacy protection anti-privacy attack depicts the validIn the privacy protection basic information entropy ity difference of different privacy protection mechanisms
model, the privacy protection validity distance depicts under the same privacy attack.
the effectiveness of two different privacy protection mechanisms to protect the same privacy information. Clearly, Definition 7. Under the same privacy protection mechdI smaller, the smaller the difference between the two ef- anism pi , the adversary adopts privacy attack Ar and Aq
fectiveness of privacy protection algorithms; The greater to attack:
the dI , the greater the difference in the effectiveness of
 If Hpi ,Ar (X|Y Z)
>
Hpi ,Aq (X|Y Z)
or
the two privacy protection algorithms.
Ipi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) > Ipi ,Aq (X; Y |Z), it is said that under the protection of privacy protection mechanism
pi , privacy attack Ar more effective than the Aq ,
4.3 The Privacy Protection Mechanism
recorded as partial order relation Ar (pi ) ≻ Aa (pi ).

and Privacy Attack Evaluation with
Adversary Attack

In the actual system, the goal of the privacy protection
mechanism is: In the case of various types of privacy attacks against opponents. The privacy information of the
information owner is still made available to the privacy
seeker as little as possible. That is, through a privacy protection mechanism to resist the opponent in the certain
background knowledge of privacy attacks, making privacy
seekers get the amount of private information I(X; Y |Z)
as small as possible, preferably 0.
Definition 4. For a privacy protection system with an
adversary attack, if I(X; Y |Z) = 0, that is, in the opponent in the context of knowledge Z attack, if the privacy
protection mechanism can make the owner of the information disclosure of privacy information is 0, then said
the privacy system is perfect privacy protection.

 If Hpi ,Ar (X|Y Z)
=
Hpi ,Aq (X|Y Z)
or
Ipi ,Ar (X; Y |Z) = Ipi ,Aq (X; Y |Z), then it is said
that under the protection of privacy protection
mechanism pi , private attack Ar and privacy attacks
Aq privacy attack effectiveness equivalent, recorded
as partial order relation Ar (pi ) ≊ Aq (pi ).
Theorem 2. If partial relation and equivalence relation
are defined as Definition 5 or Definition 7, partial ordering relation satisfies transitivity, and equivalence relation
≊ satisfies reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, abbreviated.
Definition 8. (privacy attack validity distance). In the
privacy protection information entropy model with the adversary attack, under the same privacy protection mechanism pi , adversaries use privacy attacks Ar and Aq to
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attack, The validity distance between the two privacy at- in which the user space, assuming that the
of
Pprobability
M
tacks is called dI (pi ) = |Ipi ,Ar (X; Y ) − Ipi ,Aq (X; Y )|.
each region is p(ri ), has 0 ≤ p(ri ) ≤ 1, i=1 p(ri ) = 1,
the probability model of R can be expressed as
In the information entropy model of privacy protec
 

tion with adversary attack, the validity of privacy attack
R
r1
r2
···
ri
···
rM
=
distance dI (pi ) depicts the difference of adversary attack
P (R)
p(r1 ) p(r2 ) · · · p(ri ) · · · p(rM )
ability, which gives the measure of adversary attack abilThe true location distribution information of the user is
ity.
privacy information, in order to prevent the attacker from
Theorem 3. In the privacy protection communication obtaining the real area of the user directly, it is necessary
model with the adversary attack, suppose the rival’s back- to protect the position distribution R of the user, through
ground knowledge is Z. Then I(X; Y ) ≤ I(X; Y Z).
a location privacy protection mechanism (Including location generalization, taking pseudonyms, hiding or adding
Proof. From the calculation of the average mutual inforvirtual locations, etc.) after performing the privacy promation equation:
tection process on the position distribution R, becomes an
observable position distribution R′ that can be directly
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y )
′
observed by an attacker, set up R′ = {r1′ , r2′ , · · · , rM
},
I(X; Y Z) = H(X) − H(X|Y Z).
′
where ri is the area of the user u that can be observed by
the attacker after privacy protection, and the probability
Let (22) be subtracted from (21) to obtain:
model of observable position distribution R′ is


 
I(X; Y Z) − I(X; Y ) = H(X|Y ) − H(X|Y Z).
′
R′
r1′
r2′
···
ri′
···
rM
=
′
)
P (R′ )
p(r1′ ) p(r2′ ) · · · p(ri′ ) · · · p(rM
By the nature of information entropy H(X|Y ) ≥
′
M
H(X|Y Z), so H(X|Y ) − H(X|Y Z) ≥ 0 and I(X; Y Z) ≥
X
0 ≤ p(ri′ ) ≤ 1,
p(ri′ ) = 1
I(X; Y ).
i=1

The theorem states: adversary in a certain background
knowledge of privacy attacks and analysis, the adversary
to obtain the privacy information is not less than its
background information cannot get the privacy information. This also provides a direction for privacy protection,
that is, the privacy information intercepted by the adversary and the background information associated with it
as small as possible, so as to maximize the protection of
privacy information.

5

Experiments and Simulations

The privacy protection information entropy model proposed above and its measurement method belong to the
general situation, applicable to different scenarios. The
following is a simple location privacy protection application for the example of the effectiveness of the model
analysis. Assume that a user Au moves in an area divided
into M blocks, denote R = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rM } is the set of
different areas of M blocks, that is, the location space,
the purpose of the attacker is to determine the user’s real
location.

5.1

Location Privacy Protection Communication Model

After the attacker obtains the observable position distribution R′ , combined with the background knowledge of
the user u to attack the location, we get the inferred position R̂ of the attacker, set up R̂ = {rˆ1 , rˆ2 , · · · , rˆM },
among them, R̂ that the attacker guessed the user U is
the real region, its probability model is
#

 "
rˆ1
rˆ2
···
rˆi
···
r M̂
ˆ
R̂
=
p(rˆ1 ) p(rˆ2 ) · · · p(rˆi ) · · · p(r M̂
ˆ )
P (R̂′ )
0 ≤ p(rˆ1 ) ≤ 1,

M̂
X

p(rˆi ) = 1

i=1

Figure 5 shows the communication model of the location
privacy protection scene, which can be regarded as a concrete example of privacy protection information entropy
model with adversary attack.

Figure 5: Communication model of location privacy

Corresponding to the privacy protection information entropy model with adversary attack, the privacy source is 5.2 Comparison of Different Privacy Prothe location distribution R for which the user may be
tection Mechanisms under the Same
located, and the value of the random variable R indicates that the user u is in a certain location area ri , us- Background Knowledge In the initial stage, the user u is
ing {r1 , r2 , · · · , rm } indicates the position of the region in a real region ri , The probability that the user is in the
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region ri is 1. The probability of being in other regions is 5.3 Comparison
0. Specifically
Comparison of the Effects of Different Privacy Attacks

 

under the Same Privacy Protection Mechanism:
R
r1 r2 · · · ri · · · rM
=
p(R)
0 0 ··· 1 ···
0
1) The privacy measure of weak privacy attack strength
In this case, the entropy of the entropy of the source inThe privacy measure of the intensity of weak privacy
formation, that is, the location distribution R, is H(R) =
protection is the same as in Section 5.2.
PM
− i=1 p(ri ) log p(ri ) = 0.
2) Strong privacy attack strength of privacy measures
1) Weak privacy protection intensity of privacy meaPrivacy protection mechanism with the weak privacy
sures
protection in Section 5.2 of the privacy measure, the
If the location generalization is used as the locaattacker to obtain the observable position distribution privacy protection mechanism, if the user u’s
tion, combined with their background knowledge of
publishing location is generalized from area ri to
the analysis, in strong privacy attack strength. The
{ri−1 , ri , ri+1 , ri+2 }, the probability model of observprobability model for the more accurate inferred poable location distribution is as follows:
sitional distribution for user u is analyzed as follows:
i
h
i h ′
′
′
′
′
r1
···
ri−1
ri′
ri+1
ri+2
···
rM
i
h
i h
R′
′
= 0 ···
rˆ1
···
rˆi
rˆi ri+1
ˆ
ri+2
ˆ
···
r M̂
ˆ
1
1
1
1
R̂
P (R′ )
···
0
4
4
4
4
=
2
1
1
1
···
0
0
···
P (R̂)
6

Then the entropy of observable position distribution
PM ′
is H(R′ ) = − i=1 p(ri′ ) log p(ri′ ) = 2, it is equivalent to the entropy containing privacy information
entropy model adversary under H(X|Y ). After the
attacker obtains the observable position distribution,
combined with their own background knowledge for
analysis, in a certain background knowledge, the
probability distribution model of the inferred location of user u is analyzed as follows:
h
i h
i
r̂1 · · ·
r̂i r̂i
r̂i+1
r̂i+2 · · ·
r̂M
R̂
=
1
1
1
1
0
···
···
0
P (R̂)
4

4
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2) Strong privacy protection intensity of privacy measures
When we take the generalization of the location area
becomes larger, that is, strong privacy protection
means, we take the release location of user u from
area {ri−1 , ri , ri+1 , ri+2 } to {ri , ri+1 , · · · , ri+7 }. The
probabilistic model of observable location distribution is

 

R̂
r̂1 · · · r̂i r̂i+1 r̂i+2 · · · r̂M
=
1
1
1
0

···

2

8

12

12

At this point,
we can get H(R̂)
=
PM̂
− i=1 p(rˆi ) log p(rˆi ) = 1.418, it represents attacker uncertainty measure the user’s location
under conditions having background knowledge,
equivalent to the entropy privacy information
entropy model adversary under H(X|Y Z). From
1.418 < 1.75 can be verified with the adversary
attack privacy protection information entropy model
Hpi ,Ar (X|Y Z) < Hpi ,Aq (X|Y Z) is established.

8

At this point we can get H(R̂)
=
PM̂
− i=1 p(rˆi ) log p(rˆi ) = 1.75, it indicates the
degree of uncertainty of the location of the user
under the condition of background knowledge, it
is equivalent to the entropy privacy information
entropy model adversary under H(X|Y Z).

P (R̂)

3

8

···

0

6

Conclusion

In this paper, several privacy protection information entropy models are proposed based on Shannon information
theory. The key point is to regard the privacy protection system as a communication model. The methods
of privacy information measurement, privacy disclosure
measurement, privacy protection intensity quantification
and attack capability quantification in different occasions
are given preliminarily by defining the concepts of source,
destination and channel/introducing information entropy,
average mutual information quantity, conditional entropy
and conditional mutual information. Although this work
only gives a relatively basic information entropy model, it
solves the privacy protection system to quantify the problem to establish a viable system foundation. I believe the
related research can continue to deepen study. At the
same time, as the privacy information has attributes of
space-time, subjectivity, fuzziness. The next step I will
consider the use of generalized information theory, fuzzy
information theory, such as the study of privacy information entropy model.

At this point,
we can get H(R̂) =
PM̂
− i=1 p(rˆi ) log p(rˆi ) = 2.3125, it represents
attacker uncertainty measure the user’s location
under conditions having background knowledge,
equivalent to the entropy privacy information
entropy model adversary under H(X|Y Z). From Acknowledgments
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Abstract
ZigBee is one of the prevalent WSNs and IoT networks.
ZigBee devices (ZB-DV), being a part of the wireless network, is susceptible to attacks DDoS that floods the incoming traffic in the net on the devices, this flooding of
data traffic originates from several tools or sources that
block the entry of new data into the system causing a
situation where data cannot be received. The evolving
software-defined anything model ensures secure control
of IoT devices. In this research work, First, we introduce a general infrastructure for a software-defined ZigBee network (ZBSDN) based on the SDNA and consists of ZBCLs, Switch (ZBSW), Gateway, and Enduser ZigBee (ZB). Then we propose an algorithm that
can isolate malicious nodes to recognize and decrease
DDoS attacks(DDOSATKs) that apply Enhanced sqrtcosine(ISC) that can isolate malicious nodes.
Keywords: DDoS; Improved Sqrt Cosine Similarity Keywords; The Last Keyword; ZBSDN; ZigBee; ZigBee Software Defined-Network

1

Introduction

ZigBee is a wireless-personal network sensor (WPAN)
based on 802.15.4 IEEE standards and a high level networking protocol. ZigBee is a fast, secure, and cost effective system compared to other Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPANs). It was the best choice for a variety of environments, such as smart home automation,
healthcare, smart technology, etc. with a range of beneficial features of the ZigBee protocol, including low power
and reliable networking [17]. There are several softwaredefined anything in various technical areas, including
SDN-defined security, software-defined storage, software
defined networks, and software defined data centers [17].
SDN Networking is a modern networking architecture
that significantly improves network functionality. SDN
distinguishes the control plane and the data plane from
decisions taken by a theoretically centralized assistance
sharing agent [13]. This decoupling provides a network-

wide view of the ZBCL, allowing them to make betterinformed decisions [4]. As a result of centralized control,
the network becomes more robust, and the network resources managed more efficiently and cost-effectively. After the introduction of this modern networking paradigm,
Open-Flow(OpenF) led a regular SDN protocol.
It is a programmable network protocol that governs
traffic flows between switches (SW) and routers (RT)
irrespective of their unit. The control plane makes
choices as to where the packets are to be transmitted,
and the data plane makes those arrangements and the
following packages. Efficient network transactions can
be accomplished by taking advantage of the centralized
arrangement-planning of the overall network conditions
from a clear and consistent point of view. While SDN
offers flexibility and reliable, low-cost control, new weaknesses have been introduced. OpenF is a standard SDN
communication protocol for SWs and central controllers.
OpenF handles the incoming data packet according to the
respective flow information in the SW flow map. If the
table is missing from the flow list, the package may be
forwarded to the controller for further processing. This
allows the attacker to plan a DDOSATK. A large amount
of missing packets will be generated by transferring the
attacker to the OpenF central controller in the flow table,
which will eventually exhaust the central controller and
not run the network [20].
We implement this proposed method using the NS2
simulation tool, and the experimental results show that
the Improved Sqrt Cosine Similarity method uses the
DDOSATK manuals. We’ve been generating traffic and
attack manuals. In our planned ZBSDN system, we evaluate the identification and mitigation of DDOSATKs. The
main findings of this article are:
 The extensive configuration for the ZBSDN is defined, and the suggested structure contains of the
CL equipment, the SDN-SWs combined with the ZBSDN gateway and the ZigBee equipment. The system equipment originates from the longitudinal CL,
which includes the central CL, the underlying CL
layer, and the supervision of the supervisor.
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 We suggested an ISC algorithm to recognize and decrease the rate of PK-In DDOSATKs. Our simulation conclusion shows that ICS can find nodes
that send DDOS packets very quickly and reduce the
DDOSATK in ZBSDN.

The remaining part of the paper is separated as follows:
Section 2 describes the research study; Section 3discusses
ZigBee-Software Defined Network ZBSDN and topologies;
Section 4 discusses experimental evaluation and results;
Section 5 discusses and concludes future work.

2

Literature Review

Dayal, Neelam et al. [17] concentrated on TCAM, logical port, etc. These types of attacks could desolate results both through the attack on the controller. Duy,
Phan, et al. [3] they explored the time factor in the collection of data activities when detecting DDOSATKs in the
SDN setting by using entropy metric to presume underattack status, taking into account variations in the host
feature profile.Khan,Samia, et al. [19] [9]they prevented
black hole and DDOSATKs in MANETs, a lightweight
and feasible solution was implemented. The solution proposed will protect the defined path and authenticate the
network participating nodes. Wang, Yang, et al. [22] they
proposed secure the CL aircraft from SDN DDOSATKs
and introduced a Safe-Guard Scheme (SGS). Efficient signature modules have been developed: deviation flow identification and dynamic security system. Wang et al. [17]
Developed an effective HMM-R algorithm matching signature to detect L-DDOSATKs in the data center network and compared to other algorithms such as KNN,
SVM, SOM, BP. Myint Oo, et al. [20] Introduced identification of DDOSATKs relating SDN-based approach to
decrease the authorized user operation and introduced
an advanced vector support machine (ASVM) to improve
the current backup vector algorithm (SVM) to recognize
DDOSATKs. Zhu, et al. [18].
Presented SDN-based cross-domain weakness intuition
system examined privacy and prevention of DDOSATKs.
Baojun Zhou, et al. [20] Proposed an online machinelearning DDOSATK intuition applying Spark Streaming
to test software set outcomes by machine-learning performance. Wu, Di, et al. [14] The proposed algorithm
developed an efficient signature scheme PCA to determine the traffic packet data network state. Kothamasu, et
al. [12] proposed CS DDoS program provides a solution for
protecting storage records by classifying incoming packets and making a classification based-decision. The CS
DDOS detects and decides if a packet is natural or originating from an intruder during the intuition process.
Kokila et al. [1] Developed an effective SVM algorithm to
identify DDOSATKs. We’re named it the NND algorithm
for simplicity. The NND algorithm is easy to implement
but is unable to manage significant traffic demands. Most
specifically, the NND algorithm breaks down DDoS packets based on IP locations that have been compromised by
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the fake IP locations of the source. It was necessary to
implement a backtracking algorithm in order to improve
the reply time to find a specific DDoS source. Hameed et
al. [5] Suggested an integrative mitigation Scheme for
DDoS attacks within SDN. Reliable CL to CL protocol
has been constructed.
When a CL identifies the severity of a DDoS attack
over its system, it stops That Traffic and also informs
its neighbors controllers present in different autonomous
systems. This aims to mitigate the attack from continuing to spread certain networks and to minimize the attack
near its source. The writers were using 3three distinct approaches, Namely optimized, central and mesh, their test
bed. The findings demonstrate a quicker DDoS Mitigation plan that occurs in practice time.Deng et al. [2]Developed an SDN DosDefender capability using a floodlight controller to detect a DoS attack. Jaafar et al. [6]
presented a comprehensive report on the recognition of
DDoS attacks that used the modern methods used to detect HTTP. The DDoS attack was being presented and
a vital research was conducted.S Singh, SKV Jayakumar, et al. [15]. proposed a ”twin security model” machine learning-based that integrates two knowledge to
achieve security quality with regard to detection.

3
3.1

Zigbee Software Defined Network
ZBSDN Architecture

ZBSDN has been massively scalable, transparent, programmable, robust in compliance with policies, and allows connectivity between Devices using ZigBee protocols.It doesn’t have the vicinity disadvantages of a peer to
peer (p2p) [16] strategy while maintaining its low latency
and low-energy advantages. To allow a network service
computerization rule for ZigBee devices, we are introducing a programmable software SW requested ZBSW at the
edge, which resides as an intermediary Separate the relevant ZBDE to collect all of their p2p transactions. ZBSDN of such SWs is distributed across a wide range of ZB
devices and interconnected via the backhaul IP network
to address the limited scope of native ZB protocols and
to form a wide variety of ZBDEs.
We used Zigbee protocol to illustrate the validity of
such an approach to design.Although this protocol is
based on a completely different data link layer, it essentially provides a logical support layer (composed of a few
protocol layers, as shown in Figure 1 at the top of the
underlying link layer. Different protocols use a variety of
fields and semantics to support the service layer [11].
Functionalities provided by the ZBSDN architecture
are divided into three different planes:
The data plane contains network tools capable of transmitting data according to ZBCLcommands. These devices may be switches, routers, or any other framework
provided they support at least one of the southbound in-
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Figure 2: Pond structure
Figure 1: ZBSDN architecture
terfaces and can store the set of rules offered by this interface.Data plane enabling the inspection and retrieval
of service layer packets using the match action, counter,
rules statistics. ZBCL is represented by the ZBCL(s) that
CLs the system in the data plane layer. A management
plane that uses on-board devices based on particular link
layer protocols.
Two interfaces are used to allow the three layers to
communicate:
 Southbound system for aircraft contact with data to
be monitored. OpenF is the most prevalent pattern.
 Gateway Northbound?for communication between
management and CL systems. It can be implemented
using various protocols, including REST (Representative State Transfer), RESTful API, RESTCON,
and so on.

3.2

ZBCL Pond Structure

The ZBCL pond incorporated the SDN network into the
ZB as a vertical CL structure. It is separated in Copple
layers depicted in fig2: the lead CL plate and the central
part. The main CL cooperates upwards through the layer
application (APP), cooperates downwards by the corresponding CL layer, and connects the infrastructure layer
through the central CL layer. Many core CLs, called the
central ZBCL, are operated on the primary CL layer by
each ZBCL inversely, other key ZBCLs used in the base
CL layer as standby CL objects. Core ZBCLs are reliable
for managing staff, safeguarding, and preserving the underlying layer of CL and providing access to layer APP
networks for northern regions. The Leader decided to use
the Paxos algorithm in the main ZBCLs to address the
issue of consensus. The Leader will obtain information
on the topology of the global network; track the principal
ZBCLs, and the primary ZBCL coordinates. Simple ZBCLs are reliable for managing and using resources within
the ZB domain. SDN-Devices are managed in the same
domain by simple domain CL. The Master ZBCL is connected to the SW and is called the Slave ZBCL. Two ZB
systems can communicate across different domains via the
same ZBCL.

3.3

ZigBee-Devices ZBSDN

Zigbee is the complete IoT networking solution. Provides an layer APP(libraries) for interoperability between
different devices and a communication network protocol
stack (ZigbeePRO) that uses the IEEE 802.15.4 network
layer. The ZigBee protocol splits communication devices
into two classes: a Full Function Device (FFD) and a
Reduced Function Device (RFD). The FFD has the capability to navigate, while the RFD does not. The coordinator (ZC) and the router (ZR) are part of the FFD
within the ZigBee network, while the gateway node (ZED)
belongs to the RFD. The FFD can communicate with another FFD and an RFD but the RFD can communicate
only with the FFD that set up the network. ZigBee Star
Topology is primarily designed for simple communication
between a single node and a amount of nodes. The network node is running a hierarchical / node routing system.
And the network uses the AODV and Hierarchical / Tree
routing hybrid mixed routing approach [7]. The AODV
used in ZigBee, however, differs slightly from the AODV
used in the ad hoc network. The latter is based on the
amount of sequences, which always chooses the newest
path. ZigBee AODV(ZBAO) is targeted toward lateral
failure [11].ZBDVs, which are part of the wireless network, are weak to DDOSATKs that overwhelm incoming
network traffic and this influx of data traffic originates
from several tools or sources that block new data entry
into the system, leading to a situation where data cannot
be received.

3.4

Ddosatks in the Zbsdn Environment

SDN ZBCLs are reliable for unified network intelligence for the operation of the entire network and Zigbee switches (ZB-Sws) are reliable for the transmission of
network traffic on the basis of orders from SDN ZBCLs.
SDN is currently trying to adapt to changing traffic patterns, high latency and complex APPs, and is an developing technology which could deliver confidence mitigation
tools that can quickly detect attacks. Recent studies have
shown that SDN is seen as a vital enabler of IoT protection. SDN can simplify predefined IoT rules for devices,
involuntarily distinguish and address security weaknesses,
configure edge computing and analyze data flow. The
DDoS is an obstructed kind of attack in computers on the
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network are targeted in a distributed manner from multiple sources, causing in a denial of service to users. With
its programmability functionality, SDN offers DDOSATK
security solutions that automatically build programs for
any complicated scenario. ZBCLs in the ZB processor are
reliable for the logical and intelligence-central CL of the
entire ZB device in the proposed ZBSDN kernel. Centralized logic CL is informal to handle and customize, And
that also triggers security issues. Compared to SDN, ZBSDN is adept of present proactive systems to identify and
prevent DDOSATKs by programming the proposed ZBSDN kernel. Next section, the DDOSATK protocol for
ZBSDN will be checked. The attacker sends a new packet
from ZBSDN to a particular SW where the script generates the attack packet. If the flow-table elements of
the ZBSW do not fit, the ZBSW encapsulates the packet
header in the message(PIM) and passes it to one ZB Controller(ZBCL). While a DDOS produces a huge amount
of packets exclusive of similar the ZBCL, the ZBCL obtains a huge amount of packets in messages that not only
consumes network resources between the ZBCL and the
ZBSW but also includes memory and other ZBCL resources in the CPU, causing in improved latency and even
interruption. Also, the ZBSWs are constantly connected
to new flow-table items, and the ZBSWs cannot stay to
achieve new Obtained packets if the amount of flow-table
elements in the ZBSWs reaches the cap. Therefore, the
ZBSWs cannot function properly.

3.5

Intuition and Reduction Algorithm of
DDOSATK

Due to the wireless transmission medium, WSNs are
prone to attacks in the network, which can cause intruders to hack or attack the data being transferred between
nodes. WSN are resource-limited DVs with data rates,
power consumption and security constraints. It’s an advantage for hackers to flood or drain the system’s power
to block the DV or extract useful information. Intuition
and reduction of such attacks [8] is necessary in order to
overcome defects and security problems and make ZigBeeSDN a secure, reliable and robust architectural algorithm.
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The threat referred to in paragraph 1 shall be called a
congestion channel protection ZBCL. While the OpenF
protocol specifies that each SW and ZBCL has a secure,
independent channel, the same physical link is shared by
those logically separate CL channels. Logical link congestion causes all other logical links to fail, which leads
to the dumping of valid packets.The threat referred to in
paragraph 2 shall be called ZBCL land depletion. The
information is stored in the SW register after the packet
reaches the processor. Nevertheless, information processing includes using ZBCL resources (CPU, memory, bandwidth, etc.). When a large amount of packets enter communications, the ZBCL tool is used to avoid transmission
of the requirements. Both of these risks may result in
the ZBCL failing to provide the service to regular users.
In more dangerous situations, the attacker can impersonate the ZBCL during this time to steal user information
or launch a significant attack. So efficient, reliable, and
scalable methods should be used in the ZBCL to detect
high volume DDoS flood attacks.

3.7

Set of Input Port Rate Vectors A and
B

At an interval,∆t, of time, we first obtain the PKIN rate
αm (m = 1, 2, · · · ). From the input port γ of the SDNSW boundary, and then we get the set: A=A1, A2, ...,
An = α2, α4, α6, ..., α2k, B = B1, B2, Bn = α1, α3, α5,
..., 2k − 1. Where k is the sets or vectors A and B period
length. We’ll discuss the set of k values in detail in the
chapter below.

3.8

Improved ISC Similarity A, B of the
Vectors A and B

Improved Sqrt Cosine Similarity is a two vector similitude
property. ISC similarity is very useful, particularly in the
case of Flexible vectors, since only dimensions which are
not zero should be noticed. The similarity of the PKIN
port b vectors to the ISC can be obtained through the following Equation (1): The similarity between the two vectors is a function of the similarity between the two. ISC
similarity is very useful, especially in the case of different
vectors, since only dimensions other than zero should be
3.6 Problem Description
considered. Using the following Equation (1), we can set
The ZBCLserves as an SDN brain in the ZBSDN archi- ISC similarity for δ a, δ b of the port vector rate packet:
tecture for high-level routing and decision making. The
ISC = (A, B)
ZB SW forwards packets according to the predefined flow
PN √
O=1 AO BO
chart of the ZBCL. If the new packet arrives at the ZBSW
qP
(1)
= qP
N
N
does not suit the predefined flow table of the ZBCL, the
( O=1 AO ) ( O=1 ABO )
packet in a message transmitted over the secure channel
to the ZBCL. DDOSATKs randomly produce a signifi- Where m = 1, 2, k. Clearly, each the parts of vectors A,
cant amount of stochastic basis IP addresses and target B are larger than or match to 0, and therefore we have
IP address packets. It cannot suit the SW flow chart, 0 ≤ δa, b ≤ 1. Since ISC comparison α a, b is equal to 1,
which results in the dispatch of a large amount of pack- the nearer the vectors angle, the nearer the vectors A and
ets to ZBCL. This can cause the ZBCL to handle chan- B are to each other. The similarity between the vectors
nel congestion or exhaust the resource. Yeah, just like A and B is higher if the ISC similarity αa, b is equal to
Figure 2. Examining the two obstacles the ZBCL faces. 1.
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3.9

Deciding If There is a DDOSATK

To evaluate the direction and normal direction of the
DDOSATK, the ISC THreshold value (THRVAL) is assumed to be Ω U. If Ω U ≤ δa, b≤1. If (N) the DDOSATK
can occur in the SDNSW input port. If 0 ≤ δa, b≤ Ω U,
the port data packet may be a regular request. Setting the
ISC THRVAL is crucial to the proposed demonstration of
the algorithm. Within following section, we address in
detail the degree of ISClikeness (D).

3.10

Remove the
DDOSATK

Packet

for

the

Multiple DDOSATK flow and normal flow values must be
tested to improve the performance protection and accuracy. We get a set of P = δ1, δ3, ..., δl, where l is the
amount of Ω U ≤ δ ≤ 1 samples. We use the count to
indicate the total value of the amount of DDOSATKer
samples and remove the specific kind of data packet in
the channel.

3.11

Parameter Settings For Zbsdn

THRVAL ΩU of the ISC and the length k (LK) vectors
A and B are two essential elements of the proposed algorithm. When it is too large, several DDOSATK packets
are calculated as legitimate demands.
If ΩU is too small, most standard packets considered
to be DDOSATKs. The time of intuition is larger if the
k value is higher. That could reduce the ZigBee’s efficiency and even result in the SDNCLs and SWs being
broken down. It can reduce the reliability of the intuition
conclusion when the value of k is too low and which conclusively result in a high rate of error. We must conduct
a huge amount of experiments and analyses in order to
obtain the best possible value of ISC between ΩU and
LK.
3.11.1

Figure 3: ISC of DDOSATK flow K=1-9

The THRVAL ΩU Value of the Improved
Sqrt Cosine Similarity

interval time ∆0 for transmitting packet attack is unpredictable and The phase scale of 0.005s to 0.05s is 0.005s.
The ∆1 period for transmitting daily flow PKIN between
0.05s and 1s and the duration of the ∆1 step is 0.05s. The
influence of various k values on ISC can be observed when
the value of k decreases from 1 to 9. per k amount, we got
100 ISC costs continuously, and then The ISC mean Figure 4 and standard deviation. Figure 5 can be determined
separately.
3.11.2

Length k of Vectors

The mean k 3-5 and standard deviation k 3 to 6 of the ISC
among the DDoS flow and normal flow become depicted
in Figure 6. If the result of the width k of columns A and
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B is changed between 2 to 9, the ISC average is modi- this configuration of ZBSDN is simulated. The network
fied. Procedure EQ 3-2 DDOSATK Identify and prevent is made up of 40 nodes deployed in 200 m. The following
experimental criteria checked To test the results purposed
Procedure for ZB.
algorithm to assess the reliability of the proposed system,
Input: The set SW of all border ZBSWs, the amount ISC of the ZBSDN boundary CL gates PIM frequency
amount of samples P to fulfill the criterion, the size vectors used to address whether DDOSATKs occurred on
k of the vectors A and B, the time interim ∆, the WSN under special ZBSDN conditions. The system is
amount of PAKINMs,PAKIN and the THRVAL Ω U set up using NS2 to build a 40-node mesh topology netof the ISC.
work that is connected directly to the SW (which might
be a terminal or other network).There are 40 nodes and
Output: The DDoS port that runs and detects a
SWs in this network (See Table 1). The NS2 simulator
DDOSATK.
3.11.3

Configuring

For both the genetic scheme we initially set to 20s
and 300s, respectively, the idletimeout and hardtimeout
parameters of usual table flow elements in the ZBSDN
ZBCL. Upon recognition of the DDOSATK, idletimeout
and hardtimeout become set at 100s and 290s, the same
approach for the NNP algorithm, respectively.

Table 1: Parametric values for ZBSDN algorithm
Parameter
Simulation time
Area
Amount of nodes
Transport layer protocol
Routing protocol
Antenna type
Network interface
MAC interface
Extended protocol
CPU Intel-Core?
RAM
Storage 320

Value
100 sec
200*200
40
TCP
AODV(ZB-AO)
Omni directional antenna
Phy/WirelessPhy
802.15.4
SDN
i5
16 GB
GB

is based on two programming languages: TCL and C ++
TCL is used to write the simulation scenario and define
the DDOSATKer and C ++ to detect and CL the attack.
Figure 4: The mean graph for LK vectors

4.1

Analysis ZBSDN Algorithm

In the following paragraph, we measure the amount of
packets throughout messages sent to the zigbee controller(ZBCL) by ZBSDN switches(ZBSWs) and the
amount of data packets Obtained by the ZBCLusing both
algorithms and raw data.

Figure 5: Standard deviation of ISC separately

4

Experimental Evaluation and
Results

The algorithm is purposed to identify and decrease
Figure 6: Amount of flow table
DDOSATKs using the ZBSDN kernel where ISC of the
PK-IN frequency vectors at the boundary, ZBSDN transfer ports are applied to resolve DDOSATKs that hapTime effect on the amount of packet-in messages Figpened in Zigbee DVs. In NS-2 discrete event simulator, ure 7 (PAKINM) sent to the ZBCL by ZBSW. Over time
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Figure 7: PIMs sent by SDN-SW to the SDN-CL

the amount of PAKINMs sent to the ZBCL by the ZBSW
is rising. For our algorithm, the three curves show a slower
growth rate than the NND algorithm and the raw data.
Our approach applies rules to the stuff in the flow table
and removes the packet when a DDOSATK packet is sent
to the port using our algorithm. Therefore ZBSW is no
longer required to direct a large amount of PAKINMs to
the ZBCL. In the case of raw data or the NND algorithm
in, the ZBSW quiet desires to drive the ZBCL a large
amount of PAKINMs, and therefore the curve slope is
very steep.
The effect of time on the bandwidth transition for
the ZBCL-channel was shown in Figure 9. When our
ZBSDN algorithm detects DDOSATKs, the ZBSW removes DDOSATK packets. Therefore the ZBSDN transfer does not need to give a large amount of PAKINMs
Figure 7 to the ZBCL. The value of data packets obtained by the ZBCL gradually decreases to the lowest
level until they are stable. The amount of data packets
that the ZBCL gets reaches the limit. The raw data Figure 8. Bandwidth transfer to the ZBCL-channel under
ZBSDN. Shows steady at 10s, then slowly. The ups and
downs that happen emerge because both the DDOSATK
flow produces messages for the packet-in and the normal
flow. In the case of the NND algorithm [10], the value
of data packets obtained after the 20s by the ZBCL is
stable and high; this is identical to the raw data after
the 20s. Thankfully the algorithm doesn’t detect attacks
from DDoS. To study, the amount of PAKINMs from the
ZBSWs to the ZBCL, and the amount of data packets
Obtained by the ZBCL when using our algorithm is lower
than the amount of other approaches.
The results show that our algorithm boosts the efficiency of the ZBSDN system under DDOSATKs. ZBSDN routing uses the Ad Hoc, On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [21]routing protocol. In the ad hoc network,
however, the AODV used in ZBSDN differs slightly from
the AODV network. The latter is based on the amount of
sequences that always select the newest route. ZBSDN’s
AODV focuses on route loss. So, for convenience, we are
using ZB-AODV to represent ZigBee’s AODV.
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Figure 8: The amount of packets received by the SDN-CL

Figure 9: The bandwidth of controller-SW channels in
ZBSDN

5

Conclusions

This paper describes the general ZBSDN architecture consisting of the SDN-CL, the SDN-SWs combined with the
ZBSDN gateway and the ZigBee system. Instead, with
the new ZBSDN architecture, we suggest an appropriate algorithm to intuition and reduction DDOSATKs. At
the ZBSDN boundary shift ports suggested algorithm, we
reach the THR-VAL of ISC similarity to the packet in
frequency vectors; we use the THR-VAL to decide if a
DDOSATK happened, to locate the actual DDOSATKer
and to block the initial DDOSATK. Finally, the analysis conclusion was that the suggested methodology is
capable of finding the ZBSDN network through which
a DDOSATK is initiated in a shorter time, managing
and reducing the DDOSATK quickly, and currently improving the discovered apparent weaknesses in ZBSDN
DVs with computational and memory specifications for
ZBSDN DVs. We are contrasting the outcomes of the
methods suggested. Future work would suggest and identify such attacks as DDoS based on the Fuzzy Synthetic
Assessment model, with other methods of DDoS intuition. Therefore, the ZBCLwill design and implement
dynamic routing algorithms and discover more powerful
Algorithms based on the ZBSDN method for insight and
reduction of DDOSATKs.
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Abstract

1

Introduction

Web applications are still the preferred target for cybercriminals, as these applications have achieved widespread
popularity among individuals and companies. The crosssite scripting attack (XSS) is one of the most severe concerns highlighted at the forefront of information security
experts’ reports. In this study, we proposed the NLPSVM method to detect web-based XSS attacks. The
method used Natural Language Processing (NLP) for processing text payload attacks and the SVM model for the
detection task. The XSS attack payloads were converted
into vectors at payload-level instead of word embeddinglevel. Subsequently, the generated vectors were used for
modeling using a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. The proposed method has successfully surpassed
double-check tests include the 10-fold cross-validation
approach and the hold-out dataset approach. Extensive analyses of the results determine that the proposed
method can efficiently and effectively detect the XSSbased attacks with minimum FN and FP rates. Furthermore, the proposed method had many worthy advantages
over the well-known eight algorithms that used the same
data. It achieved promising and state-of-the-art results
with accuracy, precision, detection probabilities, F-Score,
FN rate, FP rate, Misclassification, and AUC-ROC scores
of 99.44%, 99.54%, 99.64%, 99.59%, 0.4%, 1.0%, 0.56%,
and 99.33%, respectively.
Keywords: Attack Detection; Cross-Site Scripting attack (XSS); Embedding Vectors; Natural Language Processing (NLP); Support Vector Machine (SVM); Web Application Security

With the development of technology and the Internet’s
availability everywhere, web applications have occupied
a prominent place among the people, and a growing interest by profit and non-profit organizations. Simultaneously, cybercriminals’ desire has increased to target
these applications to obtain informational or financial
gains. According to the Common Vulnerability Scoring
System (CVSS), the overall number of new vulnerabilities increased by 17.6% (from 17,308 in 2018 to 20,362
in 2019) [16]. Consequently, this increase represents
the keen security concern for various applications, Notably, those carried out in high priority facilities or highavailability operations, such as medical care, banking, ecommerce, etc. [13].
One of the most concerned and high-risk cyber-attacks
on web applications is Cross-Site Scripting (XSS). The
cybercriminals exploit vulnerabilities in the web application to inject their malicious code into the HTML pages,
typically in script form executed on users browsers. The
cyber-criminals can then extract personal information or
steal user cookies to hijack an identity in a fraud session.
Consequently, They can steal confidential data or even
take hold of those devices [13, 15, 22].
Recently, XSS vulnerabilities continued to grow and
ranked as the second most common vulnerability at 14%
among 2018 web application vulnerabilities, and they still
the second most common vulnerability in 2019. Furthermore, the XSS vulnerabilities were the most common by
44.6% (703) in 2019 of all the 1530 WordPress vulnerabilities [17]. Additionally, XSS enlisted as the most attack
vectors, nearly 40% of all attacks used against web applications in 2019, as per PreciseSecurity research [18].
Despite many tools existing to check malicious code
existence and the awareness of these vulnerabilities, their
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number will not decrease in the future. The immediate 2
Related Work
impact of the exploit of these vulnerabilities, as well as
the lack of preconditions required to exploit them in most Many researchers using traditional-based XSS attack
mitigation including pattern filtering [28] sanitizationcases, could be the main reason for this.
based [2], browser extension [11, 23, 26], proxy-based [8]
Many researchers in the web security domain have used
signatures of script code [21], and Content security poldifferent techniques such as traditional-based and maicy (CSP) [6]; More details can be find in [20]. These
chine learning-based to mitigate and detect this type of
traditional methods are still facing some limitations, escyber-attack, operating them on the server-side, clientpecially in the FP rate. The researchers have been moved
side, or both [27]. However, they all still face some limito a machine learning technique to improve such an attations present to
tack’s detection rate.
In the study presented in [1] the authors used the
1) Have remarkable missing cases, that is, false nega- word2vec tool to determine the occurrence frequency and
coincidence of XSS scripts payloads. The occurrence fretive (FN) rate;
quency vectors are used for modelling using different machine learning models. However, using the frequency of
2) Produce an unignorable issue of false positive (FP occurrence and coincidence resulting in large and sparse
vectors (mostly 0 values) describes script but not the
rate).
meaning of the words.
The dynamic feature extraction from content and inThe FN issue is crucial since the real threat will pass the tegrates it with Artificial neural networks (MLP) for the
system undetected, leading to a complete penetration of detection task has been proposed in [13]. However, the
the system, losing a lot, such as reputation or financial detection rate of 98.35% needs to improve.
point of view. In contrast, the FP problematic will cause
A study proposed by the authors in [4] presents the
the legitimate user to be deprived of the service. Further, Browser-based method as defenses against XSS attacks
a heavy burden will add to the security system specialists using tokens authentication. Their method hypothesis
that will investigate, waste much time, and lose user’s was based on 2464 cookies gathered from 215 ranked webconfidence and, therefore, companies losing money.
sites; Then, the problem was formulated as a binary clasThis study proposed the NLP-SVM method to detect sification, and different ML algorithms were used for clasweb-based XSS attacks to overcome the FN and FP is- sification. However, using only tokens authentication is
sues, which is highly efficient and has the tendency to de- not enough to defeat such attacks. Further, the best defeat such cyber-attacks. The proposed method processes tection rate obtained with a random forest model was
the attacks text payload using Natural Language Process- 83%. In [25], the authors proposed a model for malicious
ing (NLP). It provides the attack vectors at payload-level code detection using the stacked denoising autoencoder
instead of word embedding-level to fit the support vec- technique, which resulted in big dimensions, forcing the
tor machine algorithm for modelling. More than 20200 authors to use sparse random projections for dimensions
samples of XSS text payloads were used, and the method reduction. However, the FP and the detection rate were
was tested using double-check. that is, our method was 4.2% and 93%, respectively, which is inadequate for detested using 10-fold cross-validation and hold-out testing tecting malicious attacks.
In the study [19], the authors proposed the XSS attacks
dataset. Extensive analyses of the results determine that
the proposed method able to detect the XSS-based at- classification model for social sites. They applied various
tacks efficiently and effectively with minimum FN and algorithms that trained on 100 samples only. However,
FP. Furthermore, the proposed method had many wor- the dataset is too small and a detection rate score of 0.949.
Wang et al. [24] introduced a hybrid analysis method
thy advantages compared to eight algorithms that used
the same data. It achieved promising and state of the art to detect malicious web pages. They used three gropes of
results with accuracy, precision, detection probabilities, features includes URL, HTML, and JavaScript, to clasF-Score, FN rate, FP rate, Misclassification, and AUC- sify malicious pages. The result of the detection rate was
ROC scores of 99.44%, 99.54%, 99.64%, 99.59%, 0.4%, 88.20%, which is inadequate for detecting malicious attacks.
1.0%, 0.56%, and 99.33%, respectively.
The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the most recent related work. Section 3
presents the essential details about this study’s methodology and techniques. While Section 4 offers the experimental design and evaluation mechanism strategy, including
in-deep details about results, discussion, and comparing
the proposed with different eight algorithms. Finally, section 5 concludes this study with its significance and highlights future research directions.

3
3.1

Detection Methodology
XSS Payload-Level Vector

Since the XSS payloads data are usually in script form,
machine learning requires that we first represent the text
numerically. The straightforward bag-words model encoding schemes such as frequencies and word counts gen-
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Table 1: Examples of payload attacks in the dataset
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Payload
<link rel=import href=data:text/html&comma;&lt;script&gt;alert(1)&lt;&sol;script&gt;
&”;!–>XSS <=&{()}
<SCRIPT>alert(’XSS’);</SCRIPT>
<svg xmlns=http://www.w3.org/2000/svg” onload=”alert(document.domain)”/>
<script/src=data:&comma;eval(atob(location.hash.slice(1)))//#alert(1)
<li><a href=”/wiki/Social software” title=”Social software”¿Social information systems
</a></li>
<a
href=”/wiki/Dreyfus%27 critique of artificial intelligence”
class=”mw-redirect”
title=”Dreyfus&#39; critique of artificial intelligence”>Dreyfus’ critique of artificial intelligence
</a>:

erate huge and sparse vectors. Therefore, the word vectors also called the word embeddings technique is introduced to represent each word numerically so that the
vector corresponds to how that word is used or what it
means. Word embeddings are learned by considering the
context. That is, getting the meaning of words from their
appearance in context. The word vector approach further improves straightforward bag-words model encoding
schemes. The words that appear in similar contexts will
have similar vectors. However, using this method resulting in 94-dimensional for each word. Since we do not
have word-level labels and only have XSS attack payloadlevel labels, ML models won’t be able to use the wordlevel embedding. Therefore, the vector representation at
payload-level for each attack sample is needed. To deal
with this issue, we averaged each word’s vectors (wordlevel) for each attack payload and obtained a single vector at payload-level for each sample. Then, these vectors
are used as input for modelling. The NLP is used to
pre-processing the XSS attack payload. In particular, we
used the current and efficient framework in NLP called
spaCy [9]. It is a free and open-source library for advanced (NLP) in Python specifically built for production
use and helps create applications that comprehend and
process large volumes of text. It can create knowledge
extraction, natural language comprehension systems, and
pre-process text for ML or Deep learning.
spaCy provides embedding learned from a model called
Word2Vec [12] and can calculate the average XSS attack
vectors obtaining by doc.vector class. These attack vectors are passed to scikit-learn models. The steps of our
method are presented with (Algorithm 1).

Collection XSS Dataset

The XSS payload attacks consist of 3944 samples were collected from PortSwigger Research [17] and Github repository [7]. The benign payloads consist of 6313 samples
were gathered from [10]. Table 1 present a few payload
samples.
Looking at sample No.1 in Table 1 as an example, when
the XSS payload is converted into a word vector, we got
a vector for each word, each vector with 96-dominations.

XSS

Algorithm 1 NLP-SVM steps
1: Begin
2: Initial dataset upload:
3: Initialize the observations storage.
4: for each XSS text payload in the dataset do
5:
Tokenized payload into the sequence of token
6:
for each token do
7:
Get the vector representation
8:
end for
9:
Calculate the average vectors for each token in the
payload
10:
Combine all the tokens vectors into a single payload
vector
11:
Append payload vector with its label
12: end for
13: Use payload vectors as input to training ML models
14: Validation ML using the 10-fold cross-validation
method
15: Test the fully training model on a hold-out data set
16: End

That is 27 vectors, each with 96-dimensions, making machine learning model inability to learn. Furthermore, the
payloads within the dataset do not have word-level labels and only have the payloads-level labels. Therefore,
each payload’s vector representation is obtained using
word’s vectors’ average and used the labels at payloadlevel. Later, we obtained 20257 vectors, each with 96dimensions for the entire dataset. Table 2 shows the word
level vectors and the payload-level vector dimensions.

3.3
3.2

Class
XSS
XSS
XSS
XSS
XSS
XSS

Machine Learning Model

Although machine learning has gained a prominent place
in cybersecurity, most XSS-based attack detection models still suffer some limitations. Precisely, there are limitations in low detection rate, high false-positive alerts,
or high false-negative alerts. Therefore, machine learning
models need clean and accurate data to be able to detect
attacks efficiently. One of the most popular algorithms
is the support vector machine (SVM). SVM is a robust
supervised learning algorithm used for classification, re-
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Table 2: Payload attack tokens with word-level and payload level vector-dimensions
Payload
Payload tokens
World
Payload
victorsvectordimendimensions
sions
<link
rel=
import <, link, rel= import, href, =
(27, 96)
(1, 96)
href=data:text/html&comma;&lt; data, :, text, /, html, &comma,;,
script&gt;
&lt,;, script, &gt,; alert(1),&lt,;
alert(1)&lt;&sol;script&gt;
&sol,; script, &gt,;

23

Entire
dataset
dimensions
(20257,
96)

3.4 Experimental and Evaluation
gression, and outlier detection [22].
Given
training
vectors
xi ∈ ℜn , i = 1, ..., N ,
and their corresponding labels from two classes 3.5 Dataset Subdivisions
yi ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, ..., N, the classification problem The dataset consists of 20,257 text payload samples, in
is formulated as Equation (1).
which 6,313 are benign, and 13,944 are malicious. The
dataset has been split randomly and separately into two
T
yi (x) = ω ϕ(x) + b.
(1)
parts with a ratio of 70%: 30%: for training and testing
Where ϕ is the feature-space transformation function, w sets, respectively. The details of the complete dataset are
shown in Table 3.
is vectors and b is the linear classification bias.
The SVM objective is to find the optimal hyper-plane
Table 3: Dataset subdivisions
w ∈ Rn in N-dimensional space and distinctly classify
Name
Benign
Malicious Total
the data points by maximizing the nearest positive and
Training dataset
4392
9787
14179
negative samples’ margin. This procedure is expressed in
Hold-Out dataset 1921
4157
6078
Equation (2):
Total
dataset
6313
13944
20257
min max = 21 subject to : yi (x) = ω T ϕ(x) + b. (2)
wb

However, calculating ϕ(x) is very ineffectual and could
be impossible because of the introduction of the Lagrange multipliers α = {αi }, i = 1, ..., N. Therefore, the
former minimization problem is converted into a maximization problem [5]. Further, the feature space can
be high-dimensional and may have infinite dimensions.
The kernel function is introduced to implicitly define the
feature space and efficiently compute very high dimensional spaces. Furthermore, the controller parameters,
also known as soft-margin, that allow the violation of the
margin constraint are introduced to solve the optimization problem. The kernel function with its parameters is
shown in Equation (3). In our experiment, we used the
Radial basis function (RBF) defined in Equation (4).
max Dγ (α) =
α

N
X

N

αi −

i=1

subjectto :=

N

1 XX
αi αj yi yj κγ (xi xj ),
2 i=1 i=1
(3)
nP
yi αi =0∀i
0≤αi ≤C∀i

where κγ refers to the RBF function kernel is defined as in
Equation (4), and C refers to a regularization term that
controls the allowed misclassification-level for the training
samples. The maxα Dγ (α) is the quantity of an upper
bound on misclassification probability of kernel κγ .
κγ (x, y)

= exp−γ

(x−y)2

(4)

We tuned γ parameter (gamma) to 0.01 and C parameter
to 5 based on practical experiments.

3.6

Performance Evaluation Metrics

In this research, accuracy, precision, detection rate (DR),
Error Rate, false positive, false negative, F-score, and
ROC-AUC curves are selected to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. These measurements
are based on confusion matrix [14]. The TN represents
whether the normal case is correctly classified as normal
or not. FP or type I error means the normal cases that are
incorrectly labeled as an XSS attack. FN or type II error
represents an XSS payloads attacks that are incorrectly
identified as normal. TP means that an attack payload
is correctly identified as an attack. The detailed derivation of the selected performance metrics are shown in the
following equations:


TP
P recision =
TP + FP


TP
DetectionRate =
TP + FN


FP
T PRate =
TN + FP


FN
F NRate =
TP + FN


Recall × precision
F − score = 2
Recall + precision
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mance. Verification of NLP-SVM was applied at fold+
2 TP + FN
T N + F Plevel, and the mean of 10-fold was calculated. The Fig-

Results and Discussion

In this study, SVM alongside eight ML algorithms are
implemented, including Logistic Regression (LR), Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA), K-Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree (CART), GaussianNB (NB), AdaBoost (AB),
Gradient Boosting (GB), and Random Forest (RF) [3].
The entire experiments were done on the operating platform LinuxMint-19-tara, 16 GB RAM, Intel Xeon CPU
E-5-2620 v3@ 2.40GHz, GPU NIVIDA (Quadro K220).
SpaCy version is V2.0, and the Python version is 3.6.7.
For strict validation of our model’s proposal, we used
double-check. All models are trained and tested using 10fold cross-validation at the first check. Then the Hold-Out
test set is used to assess the performance of the final and
fully trained models. Overall, the results achieved by all
the algorithms were promising. However, the SVM model
achieves superior results in both 10-fold cross-validation
and the hold-out dataset test. Figure 1 shows that the
SVM performance comes in the first position, within an
accuracy of 0.9929 and 0.0028 standard deviation. Followed by RF, KNN, GBM, LR, LDA, CART, and NB
score of 0.989632, 0.987023, 0.984484, 0.979759, 0.975034,
0.968193, and 0.929121, respectively.
The NLP-SVM model then was tested under 10-fold
cross-validation. The SVM parameters of gamma and C
were tuning to 0.01 and 5, respectively. The NLP-SVM
testing result demonstrated the ability and effectiveness of
the model to detect the XSS payloads. Figure 2 shows the
NLP-SVM learning and testing curve. The convergence
and smoothness between the learning curve and the verification curve indicate that the model learns very well,
especially after 4000 sample size.
To clarify the NLP-SVM discriminative robustness, we
evaluated it with the ROC curve (receiver operating characteristic). The ROC curve is a crucial measure for any
classification model’s performance that visualizes classi-

ure 3(a) and 3(b) shown the ROC curves performance of
NLP-SVM. The mean area under the ROC curve was 0.99
with ?00, proving the model’s robustness and ability to
detect XSS attacks.
Furthermore, The NLP-SVM model was evaluated by
a score and scalability functions. Figure 4 shows the
model’s results evaluation consisting of (A) Score Vs.
Training samples, (B) Scalability Vs. Fit-times, and (C)
the performance Vs. Training samples. The results clear
that the model has a powerful ability to detect XSS-based
attacks. All evaluation results are very consistent and
harmonic, which is another strong proof of our proposal
outstanding performance.
The second evaluation was done by testing all models
on the hold-out dataset. This process was performed after all models were training. The confusion matrix of all
models is shown in Table 4. We provided in-depth details
with extensive evaluation measurements to compare all
the models’ results in Table 5. Although the performance
of all algorithms was efficient, there are some different
crucial points. Compared to SVM, we can see that some
models are selective behave. They have higher precision
than the detection rate, resulting in an increased FN rate,
which means that the real threats will pass through the
system undetected. The LR, LDA, CART, NB, AB, and
GBM are examples of this category. Another observation
is that some models have low precision and low detection
rate, resulting in increased FP and FN simultaneously.
The NB and CART are examples of this category.
Furthermore, some models have difficulty distinguishing between benign and attack samples where the XSS
attack class results are very well, but the benign class results are not. Therefore, they classify many benign samples as attacks, leading to an increasing FP rate. The
RF, GBM, AB, NB, CART, LDA, and LR are Fall in this
category.
On the other hand, the proposed model is an ideal
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model by all measures, which have minimal false negatives and false positives simultaneously. The false negatives score is 0.004 (0.4%), and the false positives score
is 0.010 (1.0%), as shown in Figure 5. This ideal result
is crucial in such security systems. The FNs are posing
real threats to the system. They may lead to a complete
penetration of the system, losing a lot, such as reputation
or financial point of view. Therefore, it must be taken
into consideration very well.

Due to the FP, the legitimate user may deprive of the
service. A heavy burden will add to the security system
specialists that will investigate, waste much time, and lose
users and money’s confidence. Therefore, the FP must
be reduced to the maximum extent. Other pointers to
our proposed model’s robustness are the ROC carve and
F-score measurements. The area under the ROC curve
reaches 99.33%, and the F-score to 99.35%, reflecting the
harmony of accuracy and recall and implies the model’s
power.
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Table 4: Confusion matrix of
dataset
Model TP
FN TN
LR
1841 48
4109
LDA
1840 67
4090
K-NN
1903 60
4097
CART
1816 95
4062
NB
1616 136 4021
AB
1820 74
4083
GBM
1855 37
4120
RF
1881 24
4133
SVM
1902 15
4142

3.8

all models on hold-out
FP
80
81
18
105
305
101
66
40
19

Total Samples
6078
6078
6078
6078
6078
6078
6078
6078
6078

[2]

[3]

[4]

Comparison with Previous Works

This section compares our work with the reported results
of three previous related works in [1, 19, 24], as shown in
Table 6. The studies we compare our work with were
discussed in more detail in the related work section.
The comparison results demonstrate our proposed
work performance is better than others in most measurement. Notably, NLP-SVM’s detection rate is the highest, which is critical in such attacks detection systems.
Furthermore, we assessed our proposed work on various
performance metrics not mentioned in the relevant works.

[5]

4

[8]

Conclusions

This study presents NLP-SVM model using average word
embedding method to detected web-based XSS attacks.
Our proposal is used NLP for processing text payloads attacks and the SVM model for the detection task. The detection model has been proved efficient to achieve higher
accuracy and a remarkable detection rate with minimal
False Positive and Negative rates. The NLP-SVM model
adopted a large dataset for training and testing. Numerous analyses have been performed to test the proposed
model at various stages. The experimental results confirm the efficiency and idealism of the NLP-SVM method
with significant perfection and harmony of performance
on multiple measurements of both classes, compared to
eight ML algorithms. Moreover, the proposed model outperforms all models in all aspects.
Although our method has proven highly efficient in detecting such attacks, the attack payloads should be extracted from the content to detect the attack automatically. This task will be our future work, as we plan to propose a mechanism for the automatic extraction the attack
payload from the content and integrated with NLP-SVM
model.
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Abstract
With the rapid development of the Internet and the expansion of its application, network security is becoming
more critical, especially the defense of network intrusion.
This paper briefly introduced the network intrusion detection and extreme learning machine (ELM) algorithm,
improved ELM with the kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) algorithm. Then, it carried out simulation
experiments on the improved ELM algorithm. The simulation experiment included the parameter selection of
the KPCA-ELM algorithm and the performance comparison between the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm
and the ELM algorithm. The results showed that the optimal number of nodes in the hidden layer of the KPCAELM algorithm was 50, and the activation function was
sigmoid. Furthermore, the KPCA-ELM algorithm had
higher accuracy, lowered false alarm rate, and took less
time than the other two detection algorithms.
Keywords: Extreme Learning Machine; Intrusion Detection; Kernel Principal Component Analysis; Network Security

1

Introduction

While the Internet brings convenience, it also brings
corresponding risks. With the wide application of the Internet, users gradually upload important information to
the network server, which often contains important privacy information. Once leaked, it will cause serious security risks [6]. The anonymity and connectivity of the
Internet enable criminals to conduct more covert intrusion, steal or destroy important information, and cause
losses to legitimate users [4]. The traditional network security protection measure to ensure network security is a
firewall [5], i.e., an isolation measure. Its principle is to
set up a data monitoring system similar to the wall between multiple regional networks to shield attacks from
the outside world as much as possible.

Network intrusion detection is an active network defense measure. The basic principle of network intrusion
detection to achieve active defense is to detect the data
actively with the detector connected with the network interface layer in the detection system. An intrusion detection system [9] can actively collect the data information
of key nodes in the network and detect them to achieve
real-time defense of network intrusion. Fossaceca et al. [3]
proposed a new multiple adaptive reduction kernel extreme learning machine (ELM). The experimental results
showed that it was scalable to large data sets. Eduardo et
al. [2] put forward a network anomaly detection and classification method combining statistical technology with a
self-organizing map, and the detection ability of the system could be modified without retraining the mapping.
Park et al. [11] proposed a risk index quantifying the intrusion information through principal component analysis
(PCA) to represent the comprehensive risk of port scanning attacks. The experimental results verified the excellent performance of the method.

2

Network Intrusion Detection

The detection methods of intrusion data in network
intrusion detection systems are divided into misuse detection and anomaly detection [10]. Both methods need
to learn to obtain the relevant data feature database and
the parameters of detection algorithms. The difference
between them is that misuse detection identifies the intrusion data or behavior with fixed features and form an
intrusion data feature library by learning and collecting
these characteristics, but the feature library constructed
by anomaly detection after learning includes features of
normal data and behaviors [12]. Misuse detection uses the
feature library of abnormal data to test the data, which
depends on the perfection of the feature library of abnormal data. Once the feature library is deficient, it cannot
accurately test the type of abnormal data. Anomaly detection uses the feature library of normal data to test the
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data. As long as the data does not conform to the feature are m neurons in the output layer, corresponding to m
library and exceeds some threshold, it is judged as abnor- output vectors.
mal data, and the normal data feature library is easier to
BP neural network needs to reversely adjust its pabe perfected than the abnormal data feature library [8]. rameters step by step during training, which is a timeconsuming and laborious process. The basic training principle of the ELM algorithm is to randomly generate and
fix the weight ω between the input layer and the hidden
3 ELM Algorithm
layer and- the offset b between the three structural layers
during calculation in ELM network, calculate the weight
3.1 Introduction of ELM Algorithm
β between the hidden layer and output layer according to
When the anomaly detection method compares the fea- the training sample, equivalent to transform the training
tures of the detected data with the feature library, it problem into a least square problem, and gradually adjust
will judge according to the similarity. The setting of the β to fit the data of the training sample on the premise of
threshold is very important, but the diversity of normal fixed ω and b. The basic steps of ELM training are as
data and the camouflage of abnormal data will lead to follows.
misjudgment. The diversity of data and the camouflage
of abnormal data make the features used for recognition 1) Firstly, the number of nodes in the hidden layer and
the excitation function needed in the calculation are
have rules, but the differences between different abnormal
set.
data and normal data are different, making the recognition rules of features have nonlinear properties.
2) Weight ω and offset b are randomly generated.
Back-propagation (BP) neural network [15] can deal
with the randomness and nonlinearity of data recognition 3) Weight value β is calculated using Equation (1) [13]:
features well. However, BP neural network needs a lot
Where H is the output matrix of the hidden layer.
of historical data for training to ensure the accuracy of
H + is the generalized inverse matrix of H. T is the
recognition, and multiple hidden layers will lead to the
output matrix of the output layer. xj is the j-th
adjustment of many parameters during learning, which
sample (totally Q samples). xnj is the n-th feature
will affect the learning speed. Also, the data traffic in the
of xj , and ωi is the weight set of the i-th node in the
network is large; thus, multiple hidden layers of the BP
hidden layer node to the nodes in the output layer.
neural network will also reduce detection speed. The ELM
algorithm is proposed to speed up learning and detection. 4) After obtaining β, learning ends.
It is seen from the above steps that the ELM network,
compared with the BP neural network, does not need
to repeatedly adjust parameters such as weight and bias.
The ELM network only needs to fit the training data under the fixed weight and bias of the hidden layer to obtain
the output layer weight, and the training speed is higher.

3.2

Figure 1: The basic structure of the ELM neural network

The ELM algorithm [1] is shown in Figure 1. The ELM
algorithm also includes the input layer, hidden layer, and
output layer, but there is only one hidden layer. The
input layer has n neurons, corresponding to n input variables, i.e., the feature dimension of the sample data in this
paper. There are l neurons in the hidden layer, and its
number is adjusted according to actual demands. There

Improving the Elm Algorithm with
Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Although the ELM algorithm is fast in training, when
it is applied to network intrusion detection, it takes much
time to train and detect because of the large feature dimension of the data to be trained and detected, and not
all the features have the same contribution to the data
recognition. Therefore, to ensure the accuracy of recognition and improve the efficiency of training and detection,
the ELM algorithm is improved by kernel principal component analysis (KPCA).
KPCA is a nonlinear extension of PCA [7], which is
more suitable for analyzing the importance of nonlinear
characteristics. The training flow of the improved ELM
algorithm is shown in Figure 2, and the specific steps are
as follows.
1) Training data are input, and a data matrix in a size of
m × n (m is the number of training samples and n is
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Figure 2: The ELM training process after improvement by KPCA
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2) Kernel function K(xi , x) and its parameters are set,
and a kernel matrix in a size of m × m is constructed.
The elements in the kernel matrix are:


Kiv = (ϕ(xi ) · ϕ(xv ))
(2)
i = 1, 2, · · · , m


v = 1, 2, · · · , m

f (ω1 x1 + bl )
f (ω1 x2 + bl )
..
.
f (ω1 xQ + bl )







Q×l

(1)
= 1, 2, · · · , Q)

6) According to the dimension of principal component
features given in Steps 1 → 4, the dimension of training samples is reduced, and then the samples are input into the ELM algorithm.
7) According to Equation (1), β in the ELM algorithm
is calculated. The training ends.

where Kiv is an element in the i-th row and the v-th
When the improved ELM algorithm after training is used
column in the kernel matrix, ϕ(xi ) and ϕ(xv ) are the
for intrusion detection, it also uses the principal compomappings of samples xi and xv using kernel function
nent feature dimension processed by KPCA to reduce the
K(xi , x).
dimension of the detected data before detecting the data
3) The feature values and feature vectors of the kernel with the trained ELM algorithm.
matrix are sorted in descending order.
4) The accumulative contribution rates of the first l
sample features after descending sort are calculated.
Features with an accumulative contribution rates exceeding the set range are selected as the main features.

4
4.1

Simulation Experiment
Experimental Environment

The KPCA-ELM algorithm was simulated and ana5) The ELM network is initialized according to the tra- lyzed by MATLAB software [14]. The experiment was
ditional ELM algorithm steps, including randomly carried out on a laboratory server, configured with Wingenerating weight ω and offset b.
dows 7 system, I7 processor, and 16 G memory.
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Table 1: Confusion matrix

Abnormal actually
Normal actually

4.2

The algorithm is determined as abnormal
TP
FP

Experimental Data

The KDD99 data set was used in this study. Every
data in the data set was 42-dimensional. The first 41 dimensions were the characteristic attributes of the data,
and the last one was the decision attribute, indicating
whether the data was abnormal or not, which was used
for detecting the performance of the algorithm. One thousand normal data, 800 Dos data, 600 U2R data, and 400
Probe data were randomly selected from the KDD99 data
set, and 30% of them were used as training samples and
70% as test samples.

4.3

Experimental Setup

The algorithm is determined as normal
FN
TN

The number of nodes in the hidden layer of every
active function was 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80,
respectively.
Performance comparison between support vector machine (SVM), ELM, and KPCA-ELM algorithms:
The ELM algorithm is an algorithm before improvement, which was consistent with the ELM part of
the KPCA-ELM algorithm. The relevant parameters
of the three algorithms are as follows. The number
of nodes in the hidden layer of the ELN algorithm
was set as 50, and the activation function was sigmoid. The kernel function of the KPCA part in the
KPCA-ELM algorithm was sigmoid, and the dimension with an accumulative contribution rate over 95%
was taken as the reduced feature dimension. The kernel function of the SVM algorithm was sigmoid, and
the penalty parameter was 1.

Data set Preprocessing:
Among the 41 dimensions of features in the KDD99
dataset, only 38 dimensions of features were numbers, and the other three dimensions of features were
characters, which could not be recognized directly 4.4 Performance Index
by intrusion detection algorithms. Therefore, firstly,
In this paper, the confusion matrix is used to analyze
character features were converted into numerical feathe
detection performance of the three algorithms, and
tures, and the 41-dimensional features became 122the
accuracy
and false alarm rate are used as the evaluadimensional numerical features. Then, the standardtion
criteria
(see
Table 1):
ized operation was carried out to eliminate the problem of the large numerical span between different
TP + TN
data:
(4)
Accuracy =
TP + TN + FP + FN
x − x̄
FP
y=
,
(3)
Error =
(5)
xvar
FP + TN
where y is the standardized data; x is the data that
needs to be standardized; x̄ is the average value of
the data; and xvar is the variance of the data.
The number of nodes in the hidden layer and the selection of activation function in the KPCA-ELM algorithm:
The KPCA-ELM algorithm is an improvement of the
ELM algorithm. Except for reducing the dimension
of the test data with the KPCA algorithm, the flow of
other parts was consistent with the traditional ELM
algorithm. The number of nodes in the hidden layer
could be set freely, which would affect the training
and detection, and the type of activation function
in the hidden layer would also affect the accuracy of
the detection algorithm. Therefore, in order to select
the relatively optimal number of nodes in the hidden
layer and the type of activation function, this paper
compared the detection algorithms of three hidden
layer activation functions, sigmoid, tanh, and relu.

4.5

Experimental Results

When the KPCA-ELM algorithm detected intrusion
data, its performance depends on the size of training samples and its parameter settings, including the number of
hidden layer nodes and the activation function. This paper compared the algorithm performance under different
numbers of nodes in the hidden layer and three activation
functions to ensure the good performance of the KPCAELM algorithm in intrusion detection, and the results are
shown in Figure 3. It was seen from Figure 3 that the
accuracy of the detection algorithm under the three activation functions increased first and then decreased with
the increase of the number of hidden layer nodes. When
the hidden layer node was set as 50, the accuracy of the
improved ELM algorithm under the three activation functions reached their respective highest values. By comparing the improved ELM algorithms that adopted different
activation functions under the same number of hidden
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Table 2: Time consumption between three detection algorithms for recognition

Dos/s
R2L/s
U2R/s
Probe/s
Integrated/s

SVM algorithm
0.453
0.077
0.017
0.402
0.237

ELM algorithm
0.448
0.073
0.011
0.397
0.232

KPCA-ELM algorithm
0.230
0.017
0.005
0.012
0.066

layer nodes, it was found that the improved ELM algorithm that adopted the sigmoid function had a higher
accuracy. Therefore, the KPCA-ELM algorithm finally
chose the sigmoid function and set 50 hidden layer nodes
as the final parameter setting for intrusion detection and
subsequent performance comparison test.

data; in addition, the ELM algorithm was born out of
the BP neural network, making it fit the nonlinear law of
network intrusion data better than the SVM algorithm.
For network intrusion detection algorithms, in addition to the above detection accuracy and false alarm rate,
the detection efficiency is also very important. If the efficiency of an intrusion detection algorithm is low, on the
one hand, it can not find the intrusion data in time; on the
other hand, the data can not pass before the detection is
finished, thus the low detection efficiency will slow down
the data transmission. The recognition time of the three
detection algorithms is shown in Table 2. It was seen
from Table 2 that in the face of different types of intrusion data, the three detection algorithms spent different
time, but on the whole, the time consumption difference
between the SVM algorithm and the ELM algorithm was
not large, the ELM algorithm spent less time; the time
consumption of the KPCA-ELM algorithm was significantly less than the other two algorithms, because the
KPCA algorithm reduced the dimension of the detection
Figure 3: Accuracy of the KPCA-ELM algorithm un- data, greatly reducing the amount of calculation.
der different activation functions and nodes in the hidden
layer

5

The recognition accuracy of the three algorithms for
intrusion data is shown in Figure 4. It was seen from Figure 4 that no matter what kind of intrusion data type,
the KPCA-ELM algorithm always had the highest accuracy rate, the ELM algorithm was the second, and the
SVM algorithm was the lowest. Also, when recognizing
the integrated data, the KPCA-ELM algorithm had the
highest recognition accuracy rate, and the SVM algorithm
had the lowest accuracy rate.
The comparison of the false alarm rates between the
three algorithms in Figure 5 showed that no matter what
type of intrusion data, the SVM algorithm had the highest
false alarm rate, followed by the ELM algorithm, and the
KPCA-ELM algorithm had the lowest false alarm rate.
In conclusion, compared with SVM and traditional
ELM algorithms, the KPCA-ELM algorithm had a higher
recognition accuracy and lower false alarm rate. The reason for the above conclusion was that reducing the dimension of data with the KPCA algorithm reduced the
amount of calculation, improved efficiency, and deleted
the unimportant or even disturbing features among the

Conclusion

This paper briefly introduced network intrusion detection and the ELM algorithm used for network intrusion detection, and improved the ELM algorithm with
the KPCA algorithm, and then carried out simulation
experiments on the improved ELM algorithm. Through
orthogonal experiments, the optimal number of hidden
layer nodes and activation function of the KPCA-ELM
algorithm were selected, and it was compared with SVM
and traditional ELM algorithms. The results are as follows:
1) The orthogonal experiment showed that the optimal
number of hidden layer nodes of the KPCA-ELM algorithm was 50, and the activation function was sigmoid;
2) For four types of intrusion data in the KDD99
dataset, the KPCA-ELM algorithm had the highest recognition accuracy, followed by traditional ELM
and SVM algorithms;
3) For four types of intrusion data in the KDD99
dataset, the SVM algorithm had the highest false
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Figure 4: The recognition accuracy of three detection algorithms

Figure 5: The false alarm rate of three detection algorithms

alarm rate, followed by the traditional ELM algorithm, and the KPCA-ELM algorithm had the lowest
false alarm rate;
4) When recognizing intrusion data, the SVM algorithm took the longest time, followed by the ELM
algorithm, and the KPCA-ELM algorithm took the
shortest time.
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Abstract
In China, the production and marketing relationship of
industrial cannabis is becoming more and more complex.
The existing supervise means are mainly manual, with low
efficiency and security. Therefore, this paper proposes a
traceable supply chain monitoring solution based on the
private chain and proof of work (PoW). The records of our
scheme including the source, the destination, the amount,
and the loss of industrial cannabis for each transaction.
The directed graph is used to abstract the transaction process. And three types of illegal behavior can be identified
by alarm strategies. SM3 Cryptographic Hash Algorithm
is used for integrity protection, and SM9 Identity-Based
Cryptographic Algorithm is used for authenticity and confidentiality protection. In the experiment, with the verification system designed, the PoW calculation is stable,
and the optimized encryption algorithms work efficiently.
Keywords: Blockchain; Industrial Cannabis; SM3; SM9

1

Introduction

Cannabis represents one of the most important global
growth opportunities in the next decade. In China, after Yunnan and Heilongjiang, Jilin will become the third
province to liberalize the cultivation of industrial hemp.
During the cannabidiol (CBD) extraction and production,
it is possible to purify THC as the raw material of drugs.
Therefore, the entire production process must be strictly
controlled by the public security department, with all aspects of the network monitoring. With the increasingly
complex relationship between the production and marketing of industrial hemp, problems of low efficiency and low
safety are exposed. It is urgent for public security departments to trace industrial hemp and its related products

of information, and effectively supervise the production,
processing, circulation, and sales of industrial hemp.
This paper studies the monitoring technology of industrial hemp based on the blockchain, and adopts the Chinese cryptographic algorithm to realize the security and
reliability of the monitoring technology, to improve the
regulatory efficiency of industrial hemp and the security
of the monitoring information.

2

Related Work

Due to its high economic value, China’s industrial hemp
cultivation scale is constantly expanding, and its products are also applied in various fields [4]. Fiber and seed
are the main products of industrial hemp. The former
is widely used as textile raw materials due to its breathable and bacteriostatic properties. The latter has edible
and medicinal value. Hemp materials, such as flowers and
leaves, are also of value after processing, from which CBD
can be extracted and used in the production of nutrition
products, skin-care products, and energy drinks.

2.1

THC and Related Purification Techniques

Generally, the mass fraction of THC in industrial hemp is
less than 0.3 % and has no drug utilization value. Human
ingests hemp containing more than 3.0gkg −1 of THC (expressed as mass concentration), then it shows that a certain tendency of medicinal or abuse [16]. At the present
stage, mature technologies such as chromatographic production [3] and supercritical fluid [14] can be used to efficiently extract and obtain high-purity THC from industrial hemp flowers, stems, and leaves. This means that
it is possible to purify drugs in the whole process of in-
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dustrial hemp production and processing, which indicates However, the blockchain hash algorithm is dominated by
that risks exist in each part of the industrial hemp supply SHA-256 [15], and the asymmetric encryption algorithm
chain.
is dominated by RSA, which is relatively limited and has
some security risks, so it is not conducive to domestic gen2.2 Industrial Hemp Supply Chain Anal- eralize. Beijing Electronic Science and Technology Institute has proposed a provable security block chain privacy
ysis Method
protection scheme based on the SM9 algorithm [17], but
Existing analysis methods for the cannabis supply chain it only focuses on group signature and is limited to theinclude Predator-Prey based model [5], Classification oretical analysis, without combining specific application
Trees [19], Information Fusion Predictive model based scenarios.
on medical approaches [1], and Embedding role Classification based on Compositional Multiview [2]. Among
3 The Design of Blockchain
them, the Predator-Prey based model analyzes illicit drug
consumption by its users. Classification Trees quantifies Combined with the Chinese cryptographic algorithm and
and predicts the use of industrial hemp products. Infor- the actual application requirements of industrial hemp
mation Fusion Predictive model presents a supply and monitoring, this paper focuses on the blockchain data
demand analysis method based on online social network layer. The storage model based on account stores data
data. Classification of the role based on Compositional in the form of key-value pairs and constantly updates the
Multiview Embedding dynamically feedback relevant in- account data by executing transactions, which is not conformation of individual users, informed organizations, and venient for the comprehensive and specific recording of
retail accounts by integrating time and geographical loca- industrial hemp flow information. In order to realize the
tion. However, with the increasingly complex relationship reverse traceability of the supply chain, a private chain
between its production and marketing, the above meth- was constructed based on the transaction and the circuods cannot meet the need for comprehensive and traceable lation of each batch of industrial hemp was recorded.
monitoring.

2.3

Blockchain and Proof-of-Work

Although the specific implementation of blockchain technology is different, it still has many generalities in
the whole system architecture. Taking Bitcoin and
Ethereum as examples to analyze the general structure
of blockchain, can be divided into five layers shown in
Figure 1, which are the application layer, thecontrol layer,
the consensus layer, the network layer, and the data layer.
Among them, the control layer includes automatic scripts
and sandbox environment written by the program, and
the data layer includes block data structure and specific
storage content.
Due to its characteristics of openness, cooperation and
mutual trust, decentralization, and confidentiality, and reliability, blockchain technology has been applied to information sharing and product traceability, with most application scenarios in finance and medical treatment. Typically, blockchain can realize distributed Shared ledger and
generate intelligent financial reports [7], realize fair payment contracts in cloud storage public audit [13], solve
electronic medical record management problems in Internet of Things devices [12], and build a reverse supply
chain of expired drugs [18]. Trust relationship and privacy
protection are the key points in the practical application
of blockchain, which need to be supported by reliable algorithms. Existing blockchain consensus algorithms include Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake(PoS), Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) and Raft algorithm, etc. [11]. Under the further study, Chinese researchers proposed a PBFT [20] based on a tree-topology
network and a Raft [8] combined with a BLS signature.

3.1

Proof of Work

This paper designs a private chain based on the Proof of
Work (PoW) algorithm and controls the block generation.
The node matches the target by calculating, and then
generates the block.
The design of PoW is not complex, and the computational overhead is relatively stable. The reasons are as
follows. First, private chain nodes are dominated by personal computers and do not have great computing power.
Second, PoW sets the number of unrecorded transactions
as a trigger condition. And the Stable computational
overhead means a stable time from PoW to a new block
generation. The number of transactions generated is limited so that the number of transactions recorded in each
block is similar. Third, the purpose of the new block is
generated for recording transactions. Nodes are not rewarded for finding blocks, and it is meaningless to skip
the PoW attack strategy.
Starting from the work’s initial value, the calulation
process of each iteration is shown in Table 1. Current
proof p′ is increment by the previous proof p, and k is the
increment. Before each increment, p and p′ are concatenated as a string, and the result is substituted into the
SM3 hash algorithm. If the number of 0 at the end of the
hash is l, then hit the target, otherwise continue to calculate. In the verification system, the initial value of work
1, and k=3,l=1, the reasons are shown in Section 6.1.

3.2

Block Structure

The creation block and the general block are designed as
the basic components of the block chain. This section de-
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Figure 1: The proposed scheme

Table 1: Calculation process of PoW
Input: Pervious proof p
Output: Current proof p′
Begin:
p′ = p
While l! = 0 :
p′ = p′ + k
End while
End

scribes the two block structures respectively, as shown in
Figure 2. In the header of the block, the previous block
hash (PreBlockHash) is calculated by the SM3 hash algorithm, the Proof is calculated by the POW algorithm, and
the block serial number (Index) and Time stamp (Time)
are automatically generated.

Figure 2: Industrial hemp block structure

The creation block is the first block in the private chain
and can only be initiated by industrial hemp producers.
And it only stores the corresponding industrial hemp production batches of Base Transaction. There is no preblock, so the hash of the previous block is the constant
value 100, and the work is set to the initial value of 1.
Generally, a block has and only has one precursor, and
each node is generated by work calculation. The record
involves multiple transactions of this batch of industrial

hemp. There are three reasons to eliminate incentives.
First, the blockchain used is private and does not require
or attract other computing power to participate in the
PoW. Second, non-profit, but for recording transactions.
Third, from a security perspective, it makes no sense to
attack incentives such as Selfish Mining.

3.3

Transaction Structure

Transactions initiated by each node are recorded in the
block in chronological order. In the context of industrial
hemp application, the transaction can correspond to a
certain process, as well as market behaviors such as transportation and purchase. In particular, the initial transaction refers specifically to the first transaction recorded in
the creation block, the property of which is described in
Section 2.4.

Figure 3: Transaction structure of industrial hemp

The designed transaction structure is shown in Figure 3.,where the target of the Sign is the Source of the
sender. The Kind of industrial hemp product is transmitted in ciphertext, and only the Destination can be seen
after decryption. Normal loss may be caused during processing and transportation, so in order to comprehensively
and concretely reflect and quantify the flow of industrial
hemp products, we record Amount and Lost by quality.
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Monitoring and Alarm Policies

between input and output [6]:

The transaction behavior in the block chain is abstracted
79cc4519, 0 ≤ j ≤ 15
T
=
j
by the directed generation graph D=( V,E,C ). Among
7a879d8a, 16 ≤ j ≤ 63
them,V = {v0 , v1 , v2 ...} is the node set, v0 is the super
Boolean function, ∧ represents 32-bit AND
source point, v1 is the originating node of the creation
block. E is a directed edge set, and eab ∈ E represents operation,∨ is 32-bit OR operation, ⊕is 32-bit XOR
node va to send a transaction to the node vb . C is the operation,¬is 32-bit NOT operation:

directed edge capacity set, cab =( i,j ),cab ∈ C represents
 X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z, 0 ≤ j ≤ 15
the transaction in eab , the industrial hemp transaction is
(X ∧ Y ) ∨ (X ∧ Z) ∨ (Y ∧ Z),
F Fj (X, Y, Z) =
I and the loss is J.

16 ≤ j ≤ 63
The input degree of super source node v0 is 0, and the

 X ⊕ Y ⊕ Z, 0 ≤ j ≤ 15
output degree is 1, the corresponding entity is the same
(X ∧ Y ) ∨ (¬X ∧ Z),
GG
(X,
Y,
Z)
=
j
as v1 . Industrial hemp producers initiate creation blocks

16 ≤ j ≤ 63
that may send the initial trade directly to specific nodes
v0 → v1 → va . It was also possible to send an initial
Replacement function, ⊕k represents k-bit ring left
transaction to myself and then initiate a transaction to
shift
of 32-bit.
multiple nodesv0 → v1 → W , W ⊆ V . Whatever in any
case, c01 = (i, j),j=0, i is always the sum of the quality
P0 (X) = X ⊕ (X <<< 9) ⊕ (X <<< 17)
of the industrial hemp batch. In the former case, va obP1 (X) = X ⊕ (X <<< 15) ⊕ (X <<< 23).
tained all the industrial hemp in that batch. In the latter
case, v1 distributes the industrial hemp batch to mul- Calculate 32 bit ring left shift K bit, X ≫ (32 − k)||X ≪
tiple nodes. Blockchain records all transactionsPinvolv- k. Under the condition of multi-digit abandonment, then
ing
cab [1] take the XOR operation between the result of moving X
Pthe batch
P of industrial hemp means c01 [0]=
+ cba [0]- cab [0],a ̸= 0,b ̸= 0, and the sum of the total to the left k bit and X to the right 32-k bit.
loss and the amount of each node is equal to the initial
trades.
When a ̸= 0, a new transaction eab , is initiated, an ex- 4.2 Computational Flow and Software
Optimization
ception is determined, and the transaction is terminated
immediately. First, the receiver doesn’t exist,Pthat is We will fill the message m whose length L is not a multiple
vP
/ V . Second,
the node va lack holdings, that is cka [0] of 512. We add 1 bit ”1”, k bit ”0”, and a 64-bit string
b ∈
P
- cak [0]- cak [1] < i + j,cab =( i,j). Third, the quality at the back of message m. Where K is the minimum nonloss is over expected, that is j ≥ n ∗ i,cab =( i,j ), n is the negative integer satisfying l+k+1=448 mod 512, and the
proportionality constant, which can be adjusted accord- 64-bit string is the binary representation of length L. Take
ing to the actual situation. And n is equal to 1 in the message 00000000 as an example, its length L =8, and the
verification system.
filling process is shown in Figure 4.

4

SM3 Hash Cryptographic Algorithm
Figure 4: Example of SM3 message padding

SM3 hash algorithm was released as the national standard
by State Cryptography Administration in 2016. MerkleDamgard structure is adopted in the algorithm. And for
input messages of variable length, 256 bit hash value is
generated and output after filling and iterative compression [10]. This section describes the software optimization
implementation of SM3 used in the blockchain.

Optimize the process with the help of bytes structure
and mathematical reasoning.Encode the message m and
get the bytes array, and convert it to a hexadecimal string.
Take four bits as a group, and the filling rules are as
follows. The first 1-bit is ”1” which is combined with
the subsequent 3-bit ”0”, then add them to hexadecimal
string as an ”8”. The remaining k-3 bit ”0” combinations
4.1 Constants and Functions
are added as hexadecimal ”0” and the number is (k-3) //
4. For the 64-bit strings, calculate the hexadecimal length
Initial value IV consists of eight 32-bit series:
l for h (leading 0 is reserved) firstly. Add hexadecimal ”0”
with the number of 16-Lh , where Lh is the hexadecimal
IV = 7380166f 4914b2b9 172442d7 da8a0600
length
of H. Finally, add h. After coding, l % 4=0, and
a96f30bc 163138aa e38dee4d b0fb0e4e
because of k=447-l mod 512, so k > 3 and (k − 3)%4 ≡ 0
Constant Tj is used in modular 232 addition operation when 0 < l < 512. So we can optimize by bytes array, and
to reduce the linear and differential genetic probability the time complexity is reduced from O (k) to O (k/4).
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Table 2: Iterative compression process
Input: message grouping B (i) , initial value IV
Output: compression results V (n)
for i = 0 to n − 1 do
V (i+1) = CF (V (i) , B (i) )
end for

Table 3: Message extension process
Input: Divide B (i) to get 16 words W0 , W1 ... W15
Output: W16 , W17 ... W67 , W0 ′ , W1 ′ ...W63 ′
for j = 16 to 67
Wj = P1 (Wj−16 ⊕ Wj−9 ⊕ (Wj−3 <<< 15))⊕
(Wj−1 <<< 7) ⊕ Wj−6
end for
for j = 16 to 63 do
Wj ′ = Wj ⊕ Wj+4
end for

Iteratively compress the filled message m′ . Then the
message m′ is grouped with a length of 512 bits, denoted
as B i , where 0 ≤ i ≤ (l + k + 65)/512 − 1. The iterative
process is shown in Table 2, where CF is the compression
function, V 0 is the initial value IV, V n is the compression
result, and n=(l+k+65)/512. Message expansion in the
unit of message grouping B i , 132 message words are generated for the compression function, denoted as W0 , W1
′
· · · , W67 , W0′ , W1′ , · · · , W63
, it is shown in Table 3.
In big-end storage mode, CF calculation process is
shown in Table 4. Where A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H are directly
calculated as integer data, and SS1, SS2, TT1, TT2 are
intermediate variables.

5

SM9 Identification
graphic Algorithm

40

N is a prime number, and N > 2191 . P1 and P2 are
generators of G1 and G2 respectively.
Point group operation is the basis, it includes addition
and multiple points. The addition operation is the mod N
addition of G1 and G2 domain and the symbol is expressed
as m+n=(m+n) mod N, where m, n ∈ G. The multiple
point operation is the repeated addition of the same point
on an elliptic curve.
Bilinear pair operation e(G1 , G2 ) is mapping G1 ×
G2 → GT . Four kinds of intractable problems are used to
ensure the safety of the algorithm.
Problem 1, bilinear inverse (BIDH), given (a[P1 ],
b[P2 ]), a, b ∈ [1, N − 1], to calculate e(P1 , P2 )b/a difficult.
Problem 2, judgmental bilinear inverse (DBIDH), given
(a, b, r) ∈ [1, N − 1], it is difficult to distinguish between (P1 , P2 , [a]P1 , [b]P2 , e(P1 , P2 )b/a ).
Problem 3, τ -bilinear inverse (τ -Gap-BDHI), given (P1 ,
[x]P1 , P2 , [x]P2 , [x2 ]P2 , · · · , [xτ ]P2 ), τ, x ∈ [1, N − 1]
computing e(P1 , P2 )1/x difficult.
Problem 4, τ -Gap-bilinear inverse (τ -Gap-BDHI),
given (P1 , [x]P1 , P2 , [x]P2 , [x2 ]P2 , · · · , [xτ ]P2 ), τ, x ∈
[1, N − 1] computing e(P1 , P2 )1/x .

5.2

The General Process

According to functions, four modules can be divided:
parameter initialization, calculation initialization, key
derivation, and password calculation. The calculation
process is shown in Figure 5.

Crypto-

SM9 identity cipher algorithm is a bilinear pair-based
identity cipher algorithm, published as the national standard by the State Cryptography Administration in 2015.
It generates public and private key pairs based on the
user’s identity, and the identity information is associated
with the password algorithm, eliminating the process of
digital certificate, certificate library, and keystore management. This section introduces the specific functions of
the algorithm and the implementation of software optimization.

5.1

Propaedeutics

Figure 5: SM9 function module and calculation process

The mathematical tools of SM9 are point group operation
The parameter initialization module provides calculaand bilinear pair operation of elliptic curve over finite field
group. Let G1 and G2 be two additive cyclic groups of tion parameters. The curve initialization completes the
order N, GT be a multiplicative cyclic group of order N, definition of finite field and elliptic curve. The loop group
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Table 4: The compression function of the calculation process
Input: W0 , W1 ... W67 , W0 ′ , W1 ′ ...W63 ′ , V (i)
Output: V (i+1)
ABCDEFGH ← V (i)
for j = 0 to 63 do
SS1 ← ((A <<< 12) + E + (Tj <<< (j mod 32))) <<< 7
SS2 ← SS1 ⊕ (A <<< 12)
T T 1 ← F Fj (A, B, C) + D + SS2 + Wj ′
T T 2 ← GGj (E, F, G) + H + SS1 + Wj
D←C
C ← B <<< 9
B←A
A ← TT1
H←G
G ← F <<< 19
F ←E
E ← p0 (T T 2)
end for
V (i+1) = ABCDEF GH ⊕ V (i)

initializes the calculated generators P1 and P2 . For each
user, generate tuples that are unique and generally not
modified. So parameter initialization is only done for the
first use by users, or when information security is compromised and the generation tuple must be regenerated.
The calculation initialization module realizes the generation of the primary key. In signature initialization, the
signature’s master private key s is generated randomly.
The signature’s primary public key S is s times P2 , published with a bilinear pair of P2 and S. In the encryption
initialization, the encryption main private key e is generated randomly. The encrypted primary public key E is e
times P1 , published with a bilinear pair of E and P2 .
The key derivation module uses SM3 as a auxiliary
hash function to derive the key based on the primary key
and user identity. When the signature private key is derived, the user identity participates in the hash operation,
s is added to the hash value, and after modulus inverse,
the result is multiplied with P1 to generate the signature
private key. When the signature private key is derived,
the user identity participates in the hash operation, and
the sum of e and the hash value is performed. After modulus inverse, the result is multifold with P2 , and finally,
the encrypted private key is generated.
The cipher calculation module provides four functions:
signature, check, encryption and decryption. When signing, the generated signature private key is used. To verify
the signature, SM3 is used to generate a hash value of the
user id. The result is multipoint calculated with P2 , and
then added with the signature’s primary public key. The
final result is used to verify the signature. To encrypt
it, SM3 is used to generate a hash of the user id. The
result is multiplied by P1 , then added to the encrypted
primary public key and encrypted with the final result.
When decrypted, the generated encrypted private key is

used.

5.3

Software Optimization

Key derivation function KDF ( Z,L ) is called in key
derivation module, cipher calculation module, and other
relevant modules calculation. Its input Z is the data to be
processed and L is the length of data to be obtained. In
this paper, SM3 is used to assist KDF calculation. Consitent with the output format of SM3, KDF computations
no longer use bit strings, but are grouped into hexadecimal strings. Z is entered directly as a hexadecimal string,
and L indicates the desired hexadecimal string length.
The 32-bit registers involved in the computation are represented as 8-bit hexadecimal in the implementation of
the software. Compared with the computation bit by bit,
the time complexity of the algorithm is reduced by 1/4.
Except for KDF, other data information processed by
key derived module and cipher calculation module is expressed by hexadecimal. Hexadecimal strings have an advantage over strings in computation involving a decimal
integers. As shown in Figure 6, if ”4d ” appears as a character, the conversion to a decimal integer must be encoded
firstly, then each character is represented as a decimal integer and finally stored as a list. If ”4d ” is regarded as
hexadecimal, it can be converted directly into hexadecimal, with less computational overhead. In particular, it
is different from the hexadecimal representation of Large
Numbers, we use bytes as a structure for grouping, which
takes up less space. Take ”test” as an example, as the
information to be processed, its hexadecimal representation is e6b58be8af95, with ”b” data storage, occupying 39
memory. It is stored with type 0x data, occupying 69
memory.
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user id is used to generate an identity file, after the verification system receives it, SM9 is called for operation,
and the calculated results such as a generator, primary
Figure 6: Results of type conversion under different
public key, and primary private key are encapsulated and
strategies
returned in the form of the file. For users with existing
identity files, the verification system will verify the files,
as detailed in Section 5.3. Allow the user to log in after
confirming the identity file is correct.
6 Verification System Design
The verification system is based on B/S architecture and
realizes application layer interaction through Web pages.
Through this system, the block running information is
checked, and the block running condition is detected.The
system provides a verification platform for SM3 and SM9
related experiments. This section introduces its function Figure 7: Interface of verify system and function module
module design, running process, and boundary treatment
method.
The transaction initiation module collects the specific information needed by the creation block and the
6.1 Development Environment
new transaction initiation. On the interface, a text box
Javascript, JS for short, is a widely used literal transla- prompts you to enter the ”recipient” of industrial hemp
tion scripting language. In addition to UI (User Interface) trade, the ”type” of industrial hemp traded, the ”amount”
design, the verification system uses this language for ac- of industrial hemp involved in the trade, and the normal
cess control and boundary handling. With the help of this ”loss” of industrial hemp caused by the current node. The
language, the validity of the input data on the web page ”quantity” and ”loss” of industrial hemp were expressed
can be verified, and the communication data encapsula- in terms of quality (gram). Specifically, the industrial
tion with server and communication result feedback can marijuana trade ”sender” is fixed for the identity file read
by the user id. The user clicks the ”Start” button, and
be realized in the verification system.
JSON (Javascript Object Notation) is a lightweight the input information is submitted as the initial transacdata exchange format. In Python, this format can be tion. The corresponding creation block is established, and
solved by flask library functions. It is simple and flex- the initial transaction is directly written into it. When
ible. Blockchain uses this format to record block and the user clicks the ”trade” button, the input information
transaction information. In the verification system, the will be submitted as general trade, and the writing locacommunication data transmitted between the server and tion will be determined according to the actual situation.
Boundary handling and illegal input filtering are shown
the browser is mainly in this format.
in Section 5.3.
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) is for inThe query and detection module provides three functeractive web pages that update web content without
tions: ”backtracking bill”, ”holding query” and ”block
reloading. In the verification system, the web page uses
check”. Among them, ”backtracking bill” returns all the
this technology to interact with the server, request data in
current blockchain information, so that users can visuthe process of bill backtracking, holding query and block
ally view the block generation and transaction records.
verification, and display the data on the page. Submit
Among the returned information, ”signature” is the caldata when the new transaction is initiated and the block
culation result of SM9 signature algorithm, and the
created, receive and display feedback information from
”sender” signature private key participates in the operthe server.
ation. ”Type” is the result of SM9 encryption algorithm
calculation, and ”receiver” encrypted public key partic6.2 Function Module and Running Pro- ipates in the calculation. The ”Possession query” returns the quality of the current user’s industrial hemp
cess
possession, that is, the difference between the total input
The verification system is designed to meet both exper- and output qualities. ”Block check” returns the verified
imental and application requirements. It can be divided blockchain information, including workload proof, hash of
into three modules according to functions: data inter- the previous block, and user signature. Among them, if
action module, transaction initiation module, and query the signature is approved, the text ”true” is returned. If
detection module, as shown in Figure 7. The data in- the signature verification fails, the text ”false” is returned.
teraction module authenticates the user. The interface In particular, to confirm the correctness of encryption and
includes a user identity submission interface and an iden- decryption calculations, ”category” is returned as SM9
tity file upload interface. The user id is submitted for the decryption results, in contrast to the ”back billing” refirst time if the identity file has not been generated. The turn information.
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In general, a new block is created using the verification system to record transactions, which can be done as
shown in Figure 8. First, enter the user id in the data
interaction module to get the identity file. The existing
identity file is uploaded and read correctly in the data interaction module before entering the main interface. For
certain batches of industrial hemp, the creation block cannot be initiated for general trade until it is produced. User
A and user B log in respectively, and industrial marijuana
consumption is 0 by default. User A, as an industrial
hemp producer, initiated the initial transaction and generated the creation block. As the receiving party, user
B’s industrial marijuana consumption increases after receiving the transaction. At this point, User B can initiate
a general transaction, but the transaction volume is limited and the sum of ”quantity” and ”loss” cannot exceed
the total amount of industrial marijuana currently held.
During the process, the trading volume limit that can be
initiated can be confirmed through ”holding query”, and
the current recorded trading information can be checked
through ”backtracking bill” to confirm the signature and
encryption status. Finally, the results of PoW and cipher
algorithm are verified by ”block check”.
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action is filtered and an error report is sent. Use regular
expressions to determine the ”amount” and ”lost” input
data types. Because the quality of industrial hemp corresponds, transactions are allowed to initiate if and only
if ”quantity” and ”loss” inputs are real Numbers. In particular, the trigger condition of the ”trade” and ”Start”
buttons is that all five input fields are not empty, that is,
the transaction information filled in by the user must be
complete.
Query detection module. In ”block check”, the detection contents related to blocks include workload proof and
hash of the previous block. If the calculated results are inconsistent with the recorded content, the blockchain is not
trusted. Transaction related detection content includes
signature, encryption results. First, according to ”sender”
and ”receiver”, the signature and encryption principal are
detected as registration nodes. If the subject does not correspond to the node information, the transaction will not
be trusted. After that, the signature is verified.

7
7.1

Experimental Verification
PoW Test Analysis

Target hash: The number of 0’s at the end is l.
Hit counts: PoW algorithm hits the target hash for the
time of n.
Iterations: m represents the number of iterations of the
PoW algorithm from the time n-1 to the time of n
hit.
Intervals: k is the calculated increment used by the PoW
algorithm.
Figure 8: The flow of using

6.3

Access Control and Boundary Handling

This section describes in detail the access control and
boundary handling policies adopted by function modules in the verification system. Data interaction module.
When creating an identity file, the user’s submitted identity cannot be empty. When a user submits an identity
file, the content should correspond to what was encapsulated when the identity file was generated. If the identity
file is missing or inconsistent, it will be judged illegal and
users cannot access the transaction initiation module and
query detection module.
Transaction initiation module. ”Sender” is fixed and
cannot be modified, especially the user ID read from the
identity file. ”Receiver” is the user id corresponding to the
added node, and the server traverses the node information
to detect it. If the ”recipient” does not exist, the trans-

This paper designs PoW algorithm based on SM3. Establish the blockchain private chain, cancel the incentive
mechanism, require the new block mandatory generation.
When a new transaction is initiated, if the record of the
current number in transactions is p, it begins to calculate
the work. In order to ensure that the number of transactions recorded in each block is similar and the block
size is controlled at the same time, the PoW algorithm
takes a stable hit as the main target and does not require
excessive complexity.
This section measures and analyzes the hit of PoW
algorithm under different conditions of k and l. In the
experiment, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, whose value is the prime factor of most natural numbers, can fully reflect the general
influence of intervals on hit times. When the target is
L, mk is the number of iterations of the PoW algorithm.
Record the measured value of mk while l=1,k ∈ {1, 2, 3},
and part of the results are shown in Table 5.
As can be seen from Table 5, when l=1, the variation
trend of mk is similar for different k. That is, with the
increase of hit times, the number of iterations increases
and finally tends to be stable. Take l=2 and l=3 for multiple experiments, record data, and draw the curve of m
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changing with n, as shown in Figure 9. Where (a) is the
changing trend of m with n when L =1; (b) is the changing trend of m with n when l=2; (c) is the changing trend
of m with n when l=3.
Table 5: The number of iterations under the hash of different targetse
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

m1 /times
11
33
56
59
73
75
78
79
82
123
125
137
144
157
166
190
196
204
227
240
259
272
311
313
333
347
381
406
432
435
435

m2 /times
11
33
87
107
127
129
165
187
211
243
273
297
325
333
347
381
441
491
493
597
711
743
743
743
743
743
743
743
743
743
743

m3 /times
88
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

Figure 9: The change of iteration number under different
target hashing

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the curve trend is increasing and finally reaches the level. In other words, for
different k and l, the PoW algorithm hits a certain number of times, the target hash is uniformly distributed, and
the number of iterations tends to be stable. This means
that the blockchain using the PoW algorithm in this paper will have the following characteristics: as the chain
length increases, the interval time required for the workload proof from the trigger of the calculation condition to
the final generation of the new block gradually increases
and finally reaches a constant. The different k and l only
affect the hit number N needed to reach constant time, as
shown in Table 6.
It can be seen from Table 6 that, when k is constant,
N increases with the increase of l, and vice versa. This
means that a blockchain using this PoW algorithm would
have the following properties: the number of blocks that
need to be generated before reaching a constant time can
be controlled, and only by changing the target hash. The
total number Mk of iterations needed to hit N times under
different k values when l=3 is calculated by the following
formula :
X6310
M1 =
m1 = 81173004675
n=1

Table 6: The number of hits required to achieve a constant
time
N
k=1
k=2
k=3

l=1
30
22
2

l=2
71
96
112

l=3
6310
1759
379

M2 =

X1759
n=1

m2 = 12908482065

The minimum value is M3 , so the order of iteration
required for N hits when l=4 is estimated:
M3 =

X379
n=1

m3 = 909839005

It can be seen that when l=4, the number of iterations
required to hit N times will be much larger than 9 × 108 .
Considering the time complexity of the SM3 algorithm,
the iterative operation of the above order will consume
huge computing resources, exceeding the computing capacity of personal computers. The block generation time
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cannot be stable in a short time, which does not meet the
Table 7: Time records for each scheme
practical application requirements.
tA /ms
tB /ms
tC /ms
To sum up, this paper designs a PoW algorithm based
Group One
9.973
10.935
69.814
on SM3, and the blockchain using this algorithm will
Group Two
80.784
87.767
628.289
have the following two characteristics. First, when the
Group Three 108.357
123.633
715.047
blockchain reaches a certain length, the time taken to
Group Four
277.258
328.122
2045.533
generate the block will tend to be stable. Second, the staGroup Five
339.090
386.934
2581.123
ble block generation time can and only can be achieved
Group Six
1042.207 1238.683 7613.630
through target hash control. Based on the experiment in
this section, the parameter values k=3,l=1 in the verification system were determined, so that the block generation time in the verification system could reach stability Group four: n = 90, l ∈ {60B, 120B, 180B, · · · , 600B},
the samples are different from each other, including
as soon as possible, and the calculation amount required
30 strings of Numbers, 30 strings of letters, and 30
for each hit was moderate, which could meet the requirestrings of Chinese characters. Different samples of
ments.
the same kind appear alternately, and the length of
the samples of the same kind increases by 60B.

7.2

SM3 Test Analysis

Sample: Input data for any finite length string, password Group five: n = 60, l ∈ {60B, 120B, 180B, · · · , 1200B},
it includes 20 different samples, each of which occurs
hash algorithm.
3 times in random order. The length of the sample
increases by 60B and is composed of numbers, letters,
Sample length: l is the byte occupied by the sample.
and Chinese characters.
Sample size: n is the total number of samples in the
Group six: n = 1, l = 86079B, letters, Chinese characexperimental group.
ters, symbols, and English appear randomly in the
This paper designs the python software optimization imsample.
plementation of the SM3 hash algorithm. In scheme A,
the sample is processed as hexadecimal byte string di- The experimental encoding environment is UTF-8.
rectly, the cyclic left displacement is realized by the num- tA ,tB ,tC is the time using in each scheme and they were
ber theory method, and the message filling is optimized recorded respectively, as shown in Table 7. Scheme A
by mathematical reasoning. Scheme B is derived from takes the shortest time to complete 6 groups of experigmssl-python and is used for comparison without compu- ments.
Compared with Scheme B, Scheme A has a stronger
tational optimization by mathematical reasoning. Scheme
compressive
resistance and is more advantageous in dealC is used for comparison, and the sample is transcoded
ing
with
long
samples. Di is denoted as the difference
to 0,1 string, and the operation is completed with data
between
the
time
taken by Scheme B and Scheme A to
structures such as lists.
process
per
byte
in
the experiment of group i. In group 3,
Due to the influence of hardware condition, external
n
=
30,
D
=1.543
us
was calculated. In group 4, n = 90,
3
environment, and other factors, the code running time
other
conditions
being
equal, D4 =1.713 us was calculated,
fluctuates in a small range. Therefore, the experimental
and
it
was
found
that
scheme A took less time per byte
group was designed, and the hash function was called for
when
processing
multiple
samples continuously.
n times in the group to reduce the error. The contents of
the 6 experimental groups are as follows:
tB3 − tA3
123.633 − 108.357
D3 = P
=
= 1.543 us
n
9900
i=0 li
Group one: n = 10, l = 100B, the samples are identical
and consist of numbers, letters, and Chinese characters.

t B4 − t A 4
386.934 − 339.090
D4 = P
=
= 1.401 us
n
34140
i=0 li

Group two: n = 15, l = 600B, the samples differ from
one another, including five strings of numbers, five
In group 6, l = 86079B was the maximum sample
strings of letters, and five strings of Chinese charac- length used, D =2.283 us, and the difference of processing
6
ters.
time per byte was also the maximum.
Group three: n
=
30,
l
∈
tB6 − tA6
1238.683 − 1042.207
D6 = P
=
= 2.283 us
n
{60B, 120B, 180B, · · · , 600B}, the samples are
86079
i=0 li
different from each other, including 10 strings of
Compared with plan C, Scheme A significantly reduces
numbers, 10 strings of letters, and 10 strings of
Chinese characters. Different samples of the same the time complexity. E AC is the average ratio of time
kind appear alternately, and the length of the taken to complete each experiment in Scheme A and C.
Scheme A deals with Bytes while Scheme C deals with
samples of the same kind increases by 60B.
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algorithm, the 256 bit length SM3 hash calculation result
Table 8: The time taken of the derived key for each
is used, which directly participates in the signature operscheme
ation to eliminate the interference of the hash algorithm
tA /ms tB /ms
to the experiment. For the signature check algorithm, the
d1 158.50 227.69
signature used is the above information. Execute contind2 190.36 262.39
uously and record the completion times of each scheme
d3 204.84 294.60
per minute cA , cB , as shown in Table 9. The encryption
d4 177.11 340.47
d5
d6

190.48
176.18

260.33
294.58

bits. E AC ≡ 0.138 accords with the theoretical values
and reflects the algorithm optimization.

Table 9: Comparison of operation times of signature check
signature
signature check

cA /tpm
336
62

cB /tpm
304
59

6

EAC

=

1 X tAi
6 i=0 tCi

1
(0.143 + 0.128 + 0.152 + 0.131 + 0.137)
6
≈ 0.138.
=

In conclusion, the SM3 hash algorithm python software
implementation scheme designed in this paper reduces the
computation time and achieves a better optimization effect. At the same time, from the perspective of the system, the SM3 software implementation scheme designed
in this paper has a certain compressive ability, which can
meet the practical application requirements of blockchain.

7.3

SM9 Test Analysis

This paper designs a python software optimization implementation of the SM9 identification cipher algorithm.
This section will design experiments for key derivation,
signature verification, encryption, and decryption to verify the optimization effect. Scheme A, based on bytes
structure in python, is used to process data in byte bits,
and integer type is used to complete bitwise ecotone or
other Boolean operations. At the same time, the key export and hash function are optimized by mathematical
reasoning. Scheme B is used for comparison. The operation process involves character data, and the calculation
is not optimized by mathematical reasoning.
Take the signature private key as an example to measure the key derivation time of schemes A and B. In the
experiment, the user id was randomly generated, with a
total of 6 strings of characters within 20 in length, denoted
as D= d1 ,d2 ,d3 ,d4 ,d5 ,d6 . Due to the influence of hardware
condition, external environment, and other factors, the
code running time fluctuates in a small range. Therefore,
for ∀di ∈ D, adopt measures of average 6 times to reduce
error. The time taken for each scheme to generate the
signature private key was measured, and the average ta
tb was calculated. The results are shown in Table 8: The
signature and check algorithms were respectively executed
to measure the operation times per minute of scheme A
and B. The experimental encoding environment is UTF-8.
The pending information is the same. For the signature

and decryption algorithms are respectively implemented
to measure the encryption and decryption rates of scheme
A and B. Randomly generate 10 strings of characters in
bytes N ∗ 103 ,N ∈{1,2,3...9,10}. For ∀N , we use the program group key, and alternate with six groups of encryption and decryption operations, each time of encryption
operation is recorded as ei ,and each time of decryption
operation is recorded as di ,i ∈ [1, 6]. Computing the encryption number of bytes
P6per second, and the encryption
speed v = 6 ∗ N ∗ 103 / i=1 ei . Computing the decryption number of bytes
P6 per second, and the decryption rate
w = 6∗N ∗103 / i=1 ei , the results as shown in Table 10:
It can be seen from Figure 10 that the encryption and decryption rates of scheme A are higher
than those of Scheme B. Both vA ,wA remain stable
and do not change significantly with the increase of
plaintext length. Furthermore, calculating thepaverage
v A = 614.26,w
D(vA )
A = 370.22 standard deviation
p
=31.90, D(pA ) =23.23. It is difficult for an attacker to
infer the length of a key by changing the rate of encryption and decryption.

Figure 10: The encryption and decryption rates vary with
the length of plaintext

Diffusion requires the relationship between Ming and
ciphertext to be as complex as possible, and any small
change in the plaintext will make the ciphertext greatly
different [9]. Experiments are designed to verify that the
security of the encryption algorithm itself is not damaged
by the optimization of scheme A. Randomly generate a
string of characters of length 100.3 groups of experiments
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Table 10: Encryption and decryption rate of each scheme
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

vA /(B ∗ s−1 )
602.05
673.63
636.12
592.52
641.66
642.47
615.41
564.05
583.13
591.59

wA /(B ∗ s−1 )
548.72
590.69
571.77
558.54
601.28
605.85
538.48
537.23
576.28
573.38

were conducted to randomly generate characters and replace k in the plaintext,k ∈{1,2,3}. For ∀k, six experiments, each plaintext character have the same number
change, but the content and position of random. The
mean value and standard deviation of character changes
are calculated. The discrete distribution is shown in Table 11: In the experiment, the change of plaintext and
Table 11: The ciphertext character changes of scheme A
k
1
2
3

mean ± SD
93.50 ± 1.50
95.67 ± 1.49
94.50 ± 3.10

ciphertext will have great changes. The number of ciphertext character changes is above 90, accounting for more
than 90% It can be seen that the plaintext diffusion is
good, and the optimization of scheme A does not destroy
the security of the algorithm.
To sum up, this section designs experiments to verify
the software optimization effect of python for the SM9
identification cipher algorithm. In the key derivation, it
takes less time to generate the signature private key with
different user identities. In signature verification, experiments were conducted respectively, and the signature and
verification algorithms were successively executed, with
more operations per minute. In encryption and decryption, the plaintext length is different, multiple encryption
and decryption operation, the rate is faster. At the same
time, plaintext diffusion is good, security is not damaged.

vB /(B ∗ s−1 )
426.08
486.54
547.85
507.40
523.50
500.34
466.77
505.58
504.51
482.50

wA /(B ∗ s−1 )
368.30
475.37
467.43
500.41
476.30
467.72
473.19
476.03
458.77
475.33

the block record content, ”hash of previous block” is generated by the SM3 hash algorithm to protect the integrity
of the block. In the transaction record content, ”signature” and ”type” are generated by the SM9 identification
algorithm respectively, which protect the authenticity and
confidentiality of the transaction. In the design, the creation block and the initial transaction have a special nature and are initiated only by the producer. In the initial
transaction, the ”quantity” corresponds to the total quality of the batch of industrial hemp. Taking the initiation
node of the Genesis block as the super source node and
the transaction as the arc, a directed graph is constructed
to monitor three types of anomalies which are the illegal
recipient, insufficient holding, and excessive loss.
In the software implementation, SM3 and SM9 are
optimized with the help of mathematical reasoning and
Python3 bytes structure, which reduces the computational overhead.
The verification system was established, and the data
interaction module, transaction initiation module, and
query detection module are corresponding to various functions of the blockchain. It is supplemented by access control and boundary treatment strategies, which serve as
an experimental verification platform with complete functions,a beautiful interface, and friendly interaction. In the
experiment, in addition to testing various functions, PoW
computing overhead and SM3 and SM9 optimization were
also tested. PoW calculation overhead is stable and the
number of transactions recorded in each block is similar.
The optimization effect of SM3 and SM9 is obvious, the
time and space overhead of hash, key generation, signature, check, encryption, decryption, and other calculation
are reduced, and the security is not broken.

Conclusion
At present, the supervision of industrial hemp has the
problems of low efficiency and low safety. This paper analyzes the actual needs of industrial hemp monitoring and
proposes a solution based on the technical background of
blockchain and SM series algorithms. First, We use the
private chain based on PoW, remove the incentive mechanism. Then we design a block and trading structure according to industrial hemp monitoring requirements. In
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Abstract
Aiming at the problems of existing industrial control network security situation prediction methods that the prediction accuracy is insufficient, the model is difficult to
construct and requires a large amount of training data.
Therefore, industrial control network security situation
prediction method based on adaptive grey Verhulst model
and gated recurrent unit (GRU) network was proposed.
Firstly, the background value generation of the traditional
grey Verhulst model is improved to adapt to the nonlinear character of historical and current network security
situation sequence. Secondly, the historical and current
network security situation value sequence is input into the
improved grey Verhulst model to obtain the preliminary
prediction value and residual sequence of the network security situation. Then, the preliminary prediction value
sequence is taken as the input and the residual sequence
as the output to train the GRU network. Finally, the
trained GRU network is used to predict the residual error and output the predicted value of the network security situation after the residual error correction. Experimental results show that the proposed method can reach
the convergence state faster than the existing prediction
methods. Moreover, the loss value is smaller, which has a
higher accuracy of network security situation prediction.
Keywords: Adaptive Grey Verhulst Model; GRU Network;
Industrial Control Network; Network Security Situation
Prediction; Residual Sequence

1

Introduction

With the proposed strategies of ”Industry 4.0”, ”Industrial Internet” and ”Made in China 2025”, the integration
of all aspects of industrialization and informatization continues to deepen and develop. In this process, the traditional industrial system is gradually developing from the

physical isolation control system in the past to the multidimensional control of the Internet. The hidden network
security risks in the Internet have gradually transitioned
to the industrial control system, causing the industrial
control network to face huge security threats [3]. In recent years, new types of network attack technologies have
emerged one after another, the problem of network vulnerability has become increasingly prominent, and network information security is facing severe challenges [2].
Therefore, network security situation prediction plays an
important role in network defense, network security early
warning and network resource allocation, and has become
a research hotspot in the field of industrial control network security [12].
Prevention is more effective than detection and recovery. With the increasing number of industrial network security threats, network administrators are eager to have
a clear understanding of their network security situation
before taking defensive measures [11]. Network security
situation prediction is based on the historical and current network security situation assessment to further predict the development trend of possible network security
in the future, which can help the network administrators
have more time and preparation to cope with the possible
arrival of threats, reasonably allocate network resources,
and take accurate preventive measures against the target network [27]. Network security situation prediction
mainly focuses on the fitting of nonlinear situation sequence. There are many existing network security situation prediction methods, such as neural network, support
vector machine (SVM), Markov model, grey theory, belief rule-base and so on. In [23], an improved particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is adopted to optimize the radial basis function (RBF) neural network for
network security situation prediction and to improve the
prediction accuracy and convergence speed of the prediction algorithm.
Zhang et al. [24] proposed a BP neural network secu-
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rity situation prediction method based on hybrid rice algorithm optimization. Through the advantages of global
search and rapid convergence of hybrid rice optimization
algorithm, the future security situation of the network
was predicted, which effectively improved the accuracy of
situation prediction. Han et al. [5] put forward a network security situation prediction method based on intuitionistic fuzzy sets of nonlinear regression neural network (IFS-NARX), which solves the problem of existing
prediction methods are difficult to deal with network security situation prediction uncertainty under the complex network environment and using empirical data effectively improve the efficiency and accuracy of network
security situation prediction. Shang et al. [27] brought up
a network security situation prediction method based on
LSTM-XGBoost model. The improved LSTM neural network model is used to predict the network security data,
and then the XGBoost model is utilized to evaluate the
situation of the predicted data. As traditional network
security situation prediction methods rely on the accuracy of historical situation values, He et al. [6] brought
forward a GRU coding prediction method based on attention mechanism. This method uses GRU neural network
to mine the time correlation between network security situation data. Attention mechanism is introduced to calculate the assigned weight of security index and encode it
into network security situation value. As the existing haze
concentration prediction model cannot accurately capture
the law between haze concentration and influencing realistic factors, it is difficult to accurately predict the nonlinear haze data.
Wang et al. [21] proposed a two-layer model prediction
algorithm based on Long Short Term Memory Neural Network and Gated Recurrent Unit (LSTM&GRU). Chen et
al. [2] proposed a network security situational awareness
algorithm based on regression predictive SVM (RF-SVM).
This algorithm adopts the regressive thought, fully refers
to the historical network attack data in the network perception process, and predicts the potential threat in the
future network data stream. Chen et al. [20] introduced a
reliability prediction model of SVM based on genetic algorithm optimization, aiming at the current situation of
inaccurate single prediction model of network security situation prediction. Hu et al. [14] proposed a network security situation prediction model based on MapReduce and
SVM to solve the problem of long training time of SVM.
This model make use of cuckoo search algorithm (CS)
for parameter optimization to determine the optimal parameters of SVM, and chooses MapReduce for distributed
training on SVM to improve the training speed. Liang et
al. [26] presented a multi-scale entropy weighted hidden
Markov prediction model. The model adopts the multiscale entropy method to select appropriate scale factors
as training data, and employ the correlation coefficient
weighting method to predict the future security situation.
Yang et al. [25] come up with a new method of network security situation prediction on the basis of selfcorrecting coefficient smoothing method, this method es-
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tablishes multiple coefficient of smoothing model to get
the initial forecast, through the initial forecast deviation
based on the real consequences and time-varying weighted
Markov chain, through the model to forecast the deviation and correct the initial forecast, the resulting network
security situation prediction results. In view of the character of intrusion attacks and the deficiency of traditional
grey Verhust model, Leau et al. [11] proposed an adaptive
grey Verhust model with adjustable generating sequence
to improve the prediction accuracy. Aiming at the existing network security prediction methods in cloud environment have some limitations in accuracy and real-time, a
network security prediction method based on grey neural
network is proposed in [16]. Hong et al. [7] brought up
a network security situation prediction method based on
grey relational analysis and SVM algorithm. The grey
relational analysis theory is used to weight network evaluation indexes, and the prediction process is simulated
based on SVM algorithm. A network security situation
prediction model based on multi-swarm chaotic particle
optimization and optimized grey neural network is proposed in [17]. By establishing the nonlinear mapping relationship between network evaluation index and network
security situation, the network situation can be predicted.
At present, the research on network security situation prediction in the domestic and overseas is mainly
based on data-driven, and a prediction model that can reflect the hidden behavior characteristic values is directly
established by using observable data and corresponding
methods [22]. With the development of new technologies such as deep learning and machine learning, network
security prediction technology is developing towards intelligence and integration [9]. The latest research direction
is to combine machine learning method with Grey theory, Markov model and other forecasting methods, and
to predict the complex situation change of industrial control network through multi-layer nonlinear abstract fitting, which needs to be tested and improved in practice,
both in feasibility and optimality.
By analyzing the above research, existing research have
provided a series of feasible solutions for network security
situation prediction, but there are still some problems,
such as insufficient prediction accuracy, difficulty in model
construction, and the need for a large amount of training
data. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes
a security situation prediction method for industrial control network based on adaptive grey Verhulst model and
GRU network. The main innovations of this paper are as
follows:
1) Analyze the error source of the background value of
the traditional grey Verhulst model through the combination of number and shape, and reconstruct the
generation of the background value by the combination method of the complex trapezoidal rule and the
complex Simpson’s rule, so as to adapt to the nonlinear characteristics of the historical and current network security situation sequence;
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2) The improved grey Verhulst model is used to make
preliminary prediction of network security situation
sequence, and the trained GRU network is used to
correct the residual error of the preliminary predicted
value, thus solving the problem that the prediction
model is difficult to build;
3) The improved grey Verhulst model and GRU network
are combined to predict the network security situation sequence, and the poor information of the grey
Verhulst model is used to replace the large sample
required by the neural network, and the non-linear
processing capacity of GRU network is used to compensate for the poor nonlinear fitting of the grey Verhulst model, thus improving the accuracy of network
security situation prediction.
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Definition 5. Vulnerability Threat Factor: Defined as
the impact of each vulnerability on the normal operation
of the network, denoted as impactv .
Definition 6. Probability Factor: Defined as the probability of each vulnerability being successfully exploited,
denoted as psuc .

2.2

Grey Verhulst Prediction Model

The Verhulst model is a single-sequence first-order nonlinear dynamic model [19]. It is mainly used to describe the
process with saturation state, namely S-shaped process.
Set x(0) as the network security situation value sequence,
(0)

(0)

x(0) = (x1 , x2 , · · · , x(0)
n ).

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
x(1) is the one-time accumulation of x(0) to generate
Section 2 introduces the relevant theories of network secusequence (1-AGO),
rity situation prediction. Section 3 describes in detail the
(1)
(1)
improvement of grey Verhulst model and the process of
x(1) = (x1 , x2 , · · · , x(1)
n ),
predicting network security situation value by combining
GRU network. In Section 4, the security situation predic- where x(1) = Pn x(0) (k = 1, 2, · · · , n).
i=1 i
k
tion method is experimentally verified and compared with
z (1) is the sequence generated by the immediate mean
the existing methods. Section 5 concludes the presented value of x(1) ,
work and raises several issues of future work.
(1) (1)
z (1) = (z1 , z2 , · · · , zn(1) ),

2
2.1

Relevant Theories
Network Security Situation Factor

In order to achieve the accurate prediction of network security situation, based on the vulnerability information
existing in the network, aiming at the complexity and
heterogeneity of network operation data, as well as the
relevance of various impact indicators, and analyzes the
impact of attack on situation assessment and proposes
a situation index assessment factor. Including: attack
quantity, attack frequency, attack threat, vulnerability
quantity, vulnerability threat, vulnerability probability of
exploitation, and other six factors, and give the relevant
definition.

(1)

(1)

(1)

where zk = 0.5 · (xk + xk−1 ).
Equation (1) is the grey Verhulst model.
x(0) + a · z (1) = b · (z (1) )2 ,

(1)

where, a is the development coefficient, and its size reflects
the growth rate of series x(0) ; b is the role of grey input
in the grey Verhulst model.
Equation (2) is the whitening equation of grey Verhulst
model, where t is time.
dx(1)
+ a · x(1) = b · (x(1) )2 .
dt

(2)

The grey Verhulst model is assumed as described
above, if α̂ = (a, b)T is the parameter column, and




(1)
(0)
(1)
Definition 1. Attack Quantity Factor: Defined as the
−x2
−z2
(z2 )2



(1)
(1)
(0) 
number of attack types detected within a certain period of
 −x3 
 −z3
(z3 )2 



time, denoted as N .
,
Y
=
B=
..
..
..








.
.
.
(1)
(1)
(0)
Definition 2. Attack Frequency Factor: Defined as the
−zn
(zn )2
−xn
attack frequency of each type of attack in a certain period
of time, denoted as Ci (i represents different attack types). Then the least square estimation of parameter column
satisfies the condition of Equation (3):
Definition 3. Attack Threat Factor: Different attack
types have different degrees of impact on network secuα̂ = (B T B)−1 B T Y.
(3)
rity operations, denoted Xi (i represents different attack
The solution (time response function) of the whitening
types).
equation is as follows.
Definition 4. Vulnerability Quantity Factor: Defined as
(1)
ax0
the number of vulnerability types scanned on a network
x(1) (t) = (1)
(1)
node, denoted as Midv .
bx0 + (a − bx0 ) · eat
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Equation (4) is the time response sequence of grey Verhulst model.

3

(1)

ax0

(1)

x̂k+1 =

(1)

(1)

bx0 + (a − bx0 ) · eak

(1)

(0)

where, if x0 is equal to x1
to Equation (5):

(4)

, Equation (4) is converted
(0)

ax1

(1)

x̂k+1 =

(0)

(0)

bx1 + (a − bx1 ) · eak

(5)

The reductive formula is shown in Equation (6):
(0)

(1)

(1)

x̂k+1 = x̂k+1 − x̂k (k = 2, 3, · · · , n).

(6)

(0)

where x̂k+1 is the predictive value sequence of network
security situation value sequence x(0) .

2.3

GRU Network Model

The gated recurrent unit (GRU) [4] was proposed by K.
Cho et al. in 2014. It can be regarded as a simplified
version of long short-term memory (LSTM) [27]. Both
use the gating mechanism to retain the useful information of the previous sequence, ensuring that it will not
be lost during long-term propagation, which is suitable
for processing and predicting important events with relatively long intervals and delays in the time series. GRU
maintains the LSTM effect while making the structure
simpler. The GRU network model is shown in Figure 1.
As can be seen from Figure 1, the GRU network model
is divided into input layer, coding layer and output layer
from bottom to top.

3.1

The
Proposed
Method
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Prediction

Network Security Situation Prediction Method

The industrial control system communication networks
usually contain a large number of hosts, network devices,
and various detection systems that monitor the network
from different perspectives and generate logs and alerts.
Network security administrators can learn the security
and stability of current network operations in time by analyzing these massive logs, alarms and other network data.
Traditional network security situation prediction methods
have insufficient prediction accuracy. In addition, the existing prediction models are difficult to build and require
a large amount of training data, which directly affects
the timeliness and effectiveness of prediction. As a result,
network security administrators may make misjudgments
about possible future network threats and take unreasonable network warning and defense measures. In response
to these problems, this paper proposes a security situation
prediction method for industrial control network based
on the adaptive grey Verhulst model and GRU network.
The poor information of the grey Verhulst model replaces
the large samples required by the neural network, and the
nonlinear processing capability of the GRU network make
up for the shortcomings of the grey Verhulst model’s poor
nonlinear fitting, and establish a better performance grey
Verhulst-GRU network prediction model. The processing
flow of this prediction method is shown in Figure 2.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the prediction method
mainly includes the following prediction steps:

Input Layer: The network security situation sequence
is processed into a data structure suitable for GRU Step 1: Based on the text SimHash algorithm, the intrusion detection information is transformed into a nonnetwork training.
linear time series of network security situation values.
Coding Layer: GRU can capture the interdependence
Normalize the historical and current network security
among time series by introducing gating mechanism
situation sequences to obtain prediction data samples
and controlling the flow of information adaptively.
(0)
x1 .
GRU has two gates, namely reset gate and update
gate. rt represents the reset gate and zt represents Step 2: According to the processed network security sitthe update gate. Wz represents the weight matrix
uation value sequence, an adaptive grey Verhulst
of the update gate, and Wr represents the weight
prediction model is established, and the grey backmatrix of the reset gate. The reset door determines
ground value generation function is improved to imwhether the previous state is forgotten. When rt
prove the accuracy of preliminary prediction. Obtain
(0)
approaches 0, the state information ht−1 at the prethe preliminary situation prediction value x̂1 (k +1),
vious moment will be forgotten, and the hidden state
(0)
(0)
(0)
and calculate the residual e1 = x1 − x̂1
beh̃t will be reset to the current input information. The
tween
the
predicted
value
and
the
actual
value.
update gate determines whether the hidden state is
to be updated to the new state ht .
Step 3: Determining the number of training samples and
zt

= σ(Wz · [ht−1 , xt ]).

rt

= σ(Wr · [ht−1 , xt ]).

h̃t

=

tanh(W · [rt ∗ ht−1 , xt ]).

ht

=

(1 − zt ) ∗ ht−1 + zt ∗ h̃t .

prediction samples. The predicted value is input to
the input of the GRU neural network, the residual is
the output result, and all training samples pass the
mean square error of the GRU network as the goal
to train the GRU network.

Output Layer: Output the hidden state of the updated Step 4: The trained GRU network was used to predict
coding layer at different times.
the residual sequence, and the predicted residual
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Figure 1: GRU network model
(0)

value ê1

was obtained.

Step 5: The preliminary prediction results are revised
to check the accuracy. If the requirements are not
met, return to Step 3; Otherwise, output the final network security situation prediction value: ŷ =
(0)
(0)
x̂1 + ê1 .

degree of random volatility, and its development presents
a non-stationary random process with a certain changing
trend [8]. Industrial control networks are facing a large
number of malicious attacks. Although many of the attacks are large in scale, the severity of the attacks is very
low. Therefore, the cumulative curve of the risk index
grows slowly. But after this stage, the intruder began to
realize the vulnerability and security level of the target.
Aiming at the security level and vulnerability of the target, a stronger attack is adopted. This intrusion makes
the cumulative curve of the risk index grow faster and
the curve becomes steep. In the following process, the
risk index reached its limit, after which the curve became
smoother.
3.2.1

The Error Source of Background Value of
Grey Verhulst Model

The security situation of industrial control network is represented by a saturated S-shaped process, so the Verhulst model in Section 2.2 can be used to predict it. The
time response sequence Equation (5) of the grey Verhulst
model is further simplified and can be reduced to Equation (7):
1

(1)

x̂k+1 =

b
a

+(

1
(0)

x1

(7)

− ab )eak

It can be seen from Equation (7) that the time response sequence function of the grey Verhulst model
differential equation is in the form of Logistic function
1
. Therefore, for the first-order cux(1) (t) = p+qem(t−1)
mulative generation sequence that is approximately the
Logistic function, the traditional background value calcu(1)
(1)
(1)
lation formula zk = 0.5(xk +xk−1 ) will bring certain errors. It essentially approximates the area of the trapezoid
by replacing the area of the curve x(1) (t) on the interval
[k − 1, k] with the t-axis. The shaded area in Figure 3 is
Figure 2: A network security situation prediction method
the error portion.
based on adaptive grey Verhulst-GRU network

3.2

Improved Grey Verhulst Prediction
Model

The industrial control network is a dynamic time-varying
system, so the network security situation has a certain

Integrating both sides of the whitening Equation (2) of
the grey Verhulst model on the interval [k − 1, k] at the
same time, it can be obtained:
Z

k

k−1

dx(1) (t)
dt + a
dt

Z

k

x
k−1

(1)

Z

k

(t)dt = b
k−1

(x(1) (t))2 dt (8)
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Figure 3: The error source of the background value of the
traditional Grey Verhulst model

k

k−1

Figure 4: The area under the graph function
Applying the complex trapezoidal rule and the complex
(1)
Simpson’s rule, the background value zk can be further
simplified as Equation (10).

where,
Z
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dx(1) (t)
dt = x(1) (k) − x(1) (k − 1) = x(0) (k).
dt

1
(1)
zk = x(1) (k − 1) + x(0) (k − 1)
6
1 (0)
1
− x (k − 2) + x(0) (k)
6
2

(10)

Equation (8) is transformed into the following equation:
By replacing the traditional background value generZ k
Z k
ation
method with the reconstructed background value
x(0) (k) + a
x(1) (t)dt = b
(x1 (t))2 dt.
(9) calculation formula, the error caused by the background
k−1
k−1
value can be eliminated. Substituting Equation (10)
By comparing Equation (9) and Equation (1), it into the grey Verhulst model Equation (1) in Section 2.2
is found that when the first-order accumulation gen- can improve the prediction accuracy of the grey Verhulst
eration sequence is approximately Logistic function, model for the security situation sequence value.
Rk
x(1) (t)dt is used to replace the traditional backk−1

ground value zk = 0.5(xk +xk−1 ), and replacing (zk )2 3.3 Correction of Predicted Value
Rk
with k−1 (x(1) (t))2 dt to obtain the values of parameters a The network security situation prediction results are iniand b, which are more suitable for the whitening equation. tially generated based on the improved grey Verhulst
model. According to experience, the prediction results
deviate from the actual values of the known security situ3.2.2 Reconstruction of Background Value of
ation. In order to further reduce this deviation, the optiGrey Verhulst Model
mized GRU network is used to perform residual correction
It can be seen from Equation (7) that the accuracy of the on the preliminary prediction value.
grey Verhulst model depends on parameters a and b, and
the values of a and b are directly affected by the construc- 3.3.1 Parameter Optimization
(1)
tion form of zk . In order to improve the performance of The GRU network training data in Section 2.3 involves
grey theory, especially in grey Verhulst model, it is nec- the setting of multiple hyperparameters: number of neuessary to eliminate the error term caused by background rons, time step size, and the batch size. The number of
value. Therefore, it is an important task to find an ap- neurons determines the fitting degree of the neural net(1)
propriate background value zk for the model to improve work, and the time step and batch size directly affect
the prediction accuracy.
the results of model training. In practical applications,
Since the curve function x(1) (t) is unknown, the back- different data corresponding to different hyperparameter
(1)
ground value zk is calculated by the combined method settings will affect the prediction accuracy [18]. This paof the complex trapezoid rule and the complex Simpson’s per adopts the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [15]
rule in the adaptive grey Verhulst model.
to optimize these hyperparameters, and automatically adjusts and optimizes the GRU network structure and trainFrom Figure 4, the area under the time interval from ing mode according to the input data to obtain the optimal combination of model parameters.
k − 1 to k can be determined as follows:
The GSA algorithm is a population optimization algoZ k
Z k
Z k−1
rithm based on the law of universal gravitation and New(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
zk =
x (t)dt =
x (t)dt −
x (t)dt.
ton’s second law. As the algorithm loops, the particles
k−1
k−3
k−3
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)
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move continuously in the search space by the universal
gravitation between them. When the particles move to
the optimal position, the optimal solution is found. The
specific method for the GSA algorithm to obtain the optimal parameters of the GRU network is as follows:
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paper. The residual value of network security situation prediction e(0) is taken as the output result, and
the mean square error of all training samples is used
as the target to train the GRU network.

e(0) (t) = ρ(ht , x(0) (t)).
Step 1: Initializing the relevant parameters of the algorithm, determining the population size, the number
of iterations and the change interval of the learning Step 4: The trained GRU network is used to predict the
residual sequence, and the predicted residual value
factor.
(0)
ê1 was obtained.
Step 2: Randomly generating a three-dimensional population particle (number of neurons, time step, batch Step 5: The accuracy of the preliminary prediction resize), and initializing the position and velocity of the
sults is tested by a second revision. If the requireparticle. The dimension of the particle is the paramments are not met, return to Step 2; Otherwise,
eter that needs to be optimized.
output the final network security situation prediction
(0)
(0)
value: ŷ = x̂1 + ê1 .
Step 3: Calculating the fitness function value of each
particle. The loss function of the GRU network is
taken as the fitness function of the particle. The
Experimental Simulation and
smaller the fitness function, the smaller the loss func- 4
tion of the model, and the better the combination of
Analysis
parameters obtained by the particle.

4.1

Experimental Dataset

Step 4: Calculating the inertial mass of the particles, the
gravity and acceleration of each particle in each di- In order to verify the performance of the proposed method
rection.
in predicting the security situation of industrial control
networks, two benchmark datasets are introduced in the
Step 5: Updating the position and velocity of each parmodel, which are the industrial control system intrusion
ticle according to the fitness value.
detection dataset (Gas Pipeline dataset) published by
Step 6: When the number of iterations is reached or Mississippi State University and the NSL-KDD dataset.
the fitness function of the particle becomes stable,
it stops. The particle with the best position of the 4.1.1 Gas Pipeline Dataset
group is the optimal parameter combination obtained
this time, otherwise, go to Step 3 to continue the it- The Gas Pipeline dataset is an intrusion detection data
set of industrial control system published by Mississippi
eration.
State University, which is derived from the network layer
data of natural Gas Pipeline control system [1]. The
3.3.2 GRU Network Correction Process
dataset includes 1 type of normal data and 7 types of difIn view of the time-related characteristics of the network ferent attack data. Each record contains 26 traffic charsecurity situation, the specific procedure of correction acteristics and category labels. The data description is
method based on GRU network is as follows.
shown in Table 1.
Step 1: The network security situation prediction value
sequence x̂ is input to the input end of the GRU
network, and the training sample data is:
(0)

(0)

x̂(0) = (x̂1 , x̂2 , · · · , x̂(0)
n ).
Step 2: The parameters of the GRU neural network are
initialized and set as the optimal combination obtained by the GSA algorithm. The training sample
is input into the encoder GRU, and the input sequence x̂(0) is mapped to the hidden state h̃t of the
encoder through the GRU unit.

Table 1: Gas Pipeline data description
Category
Normal
NMRI
CMRI
MSCI
MPCI
MFCI
DoS
RECO

Label
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Normal
Simple malicious response injection attack
Complex malicious response injection attack
Malicious status command injection attack
Malicious parameter command injection attack
Malicious function command injection attack
Denial of service attack
Reconnaissance attack

Converting other characteristic data in the dataset into
numerical data, and then preprocess these data. In order
Step 3: Updating the hidden state of the GRU predic- to ensure the authenticity of the situation prediction, this
tion network to ht . ρ is a linear transformation func- paper randomly selects 6000 consecutive samples for extion, and the hard sigmoid function is selected in this periments.
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where, ŷi and yi respectively represent the predicted value
and the actual value, and n represents the number of samThe NSL-KDD dataset solves the inherent problems in ples.
the KDD99 dataset. The setting of NSL-KDD training set and test set is reasonable, and the evaluation
results of different research work will be consistent and 4.4 Analysis of Experimental Results
comparable [10]. NSL-KDD includes the training dataset 4.4.1 Comparison of Prediction Accuracy
KDDTrain+ 20Percent and the test dataset KDDTest-21.
The training dataset consists of 21 attack types, and 17 In order to evaluate the prediction performance of each
new attack types are added to the test set KDDTest-21. method as a whole, the final two errors of different models
Each sample in the dataset is composed of 41-dimensional are calculated based on two datasets. The results are
features and one-dimensional labels. The data description shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3 shows the real network situation of 10 time
of NSL-KDD dataset is shown in Table 2.
periods
based on the Gas Pipeline dataset, and succesThe complete NSL-KDD dataset contains more
sively
shows
the prediction results of the 6 network sethan 140,000 records in total. If all of them are used
curity
situation
prediction methods including this paper.
as the verification dataset, it is too large. Therefore, 20%
In
the
process
of
simulation, the proposed method uses
of the NSL-KDD dataset is selected as the sample data
the
situation
value
of the first four moments to predict
for experimental verification in this paper.
the fifth moment, and the prediction effect is the best.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the MAPE values of
the prediction results of this method, LSTM [27] and
4.2 Experimental Parameter Setting
Grey neural network [17] are 1.18%, 0.56%, and 10.94%,
The dataset in Section 4.1 is divided into multiple time respectively. Obviously, the method based on machine
periods by hour. Based on Python3.6 and MATLAB, the learning has a better prediction effect on the fluctuatnetwork security situation assessment method based on ing nonlinear time series. In addition, the MAPE values
text SimHash in [13] is adopted to carry out the situation of SVM [14], BP neural network [24] and grey Verhulst
assessment. The situation assessment value of each time model [11] are 26.82%, 21.07%, and 21.82%, respectively,
slot is taken as the input of the prediction model to predict indicating that the single-type prediction method could
the network security situation at the next time point.
not effectively predict the network situation data of ranIn Section 3.3.1, the GSA algorithm is used to opti- dom volatility.
mize the GRU network parameters, and the GRU network
In order to show the changing trend of the network
structure and training mode are automatically adjusted security situation more clearly, Figure 5 shows the netand optimized according to the input data. The optimal work security situation prediction curves under different
combination of model parameters is obtained: the num- methods.
ber of neurons is 5, the time step is 4, and the batch size
is 1.
4.1.2

4.3

NSL-KDD Dataset

Selection of Evaluation Index

In the simulation experiment, two evaluation indexes are
selected to evaluate the proposed prediction model, including mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root
mean square error (RMSE). MAPE is a measure of the
accuracy of the method of constructing fitting time series values in statistics, especially in trend estimation.
A MAPE value of 0% represents a perfect model, while
a value greater than 100% indicates an inferior model.
RMSE is often used to measure the difference between
model predicted values and actual observed values. The
greater the difference, the greater the RMSE value. The Figure 5: Comparison of situation prediction on Gas
specific formulas of MAPE and RMSE are defined as fol- Pipeline Dataset
lows:
n

M AP E

=

RM SE

=

100% X ŷi − yi
|
|
n i=1
yi
v
u n
u1 X
t
(ŷi − yi )2
n i=1

As can be seen from Figure 5 that the changes of predicted values and real values of several prediction methods are consistent. Obviously, the proposed method and
LSTM network have the best fitting effect for the prediction of network security situation value. At moment 3, the
predicted value of SVM method and grey Verhulst model
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Table 2: NSL-KDD data description
Category
Normal
DoS
Probe
R2L
U2R

Label
0
1
2
3
4

Description
Normal
Denial of service attack
Surveillance and probing
Unauthorized access from a remote machine to a local machine
Unauthorized access to local superuser privileges by a local unprivileged user

Table 3: The prediction results of different models under the Gas Pipeline dataset
T/h

Actual

3
0.2189
4
0.3431
5
0.5147
6
0.3908
7
0.5723
8
0.7168
9
0.7729
10
0.8470
11
0.7581
12
0.5980
MAPE(%)
RMSE(%)

Proposed
Pred
RE(%)
0.2130
2.70
0.3558
3.70
0.5080
1.30
0.3942
0.87
0.5762
0.68
0.7054
1.60
0.7758
0.37
0.8471
0.01
0.7620
0.51
0.5976
0.07
1.18
0.007

References [27]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2203
0.64
0.3445
0.41
0.5167
0.39
0.3924
0.41
0.5740
0.30
0.7194
0.36
0.7767
0.49
0.8505
0.41
0.7645
0.84
0.6058
1.30
0.56
0.004

References [14]
Pred
RE(%)
0.4934
125.4
0.3486
1.60
0.3532
31.38
0.5009
28.17
0.6564
14.70
0.5521
22.98
0.6854
11.32
0.6875
18.83
0.6584
13.15
0.5940
0.67
26.82
0.14

differs greatly from the actual value. The reason is that
there are less data in front of the prediction period, which
has little influence on the prediction period. Therefore,
the method based on mathematical model is difficult to
fit the relation between the data from the less time series
data. In addition, the values of situation sequences are
fluctuating, which is difficult to be described by specific
functional expressions. After time 7, the prediction results of BP neural network and grey neural network are
more consistent with the real value. As the amount of
prediction data increases, the prediction method based
on neural network has a better prediction effect on nonstationary random sequence, and the self-learning ability
of the machine learning method is well reflected.
Table 4 shows the actual network situation of 12 time
periods based on the NSL-KDD dataset, and successively
shows the prediction results of the six network security
situation prediction methods including this paper. It
can be seen from the prediction results that the error
of the test results of the six methods are different. The
MAPE values of the prediction results of the proposed
method, LSTM, BP neural network and grey neural network are 2.91%, 4.30%, 14.64%, and 14.88% respectively.
It is obvious that the method based on machine learning has better predictive effect on the nonlinear time series with fluctuation. Moreover, the MAPE values of
the prediction results of SVM and grey Verhulst model
are 17.32% and 28.45%, successively, and the prediction
effect is not ideal.
In order to show the changing trend of the network
security situation more clearly, Figure 6 shows the network security situation prediction curves under different
methods.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that the predicted values of several prediction methods are consistent with the

References [24]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2195
0.27
0.2220
35.30
0.3412
33.71
0.5185
32.68
0.3891
32.01
0.5709
20.35
0.7132
7.72
0.7692
9.19
0.8512
12.28
0.7605
27.17
21.07
0.13

References [11]
Pred
RE(%)
0.3767
72.09
0.4302
25.39
0.4825
6.26
0.5317
36.05
0.5766
0.75
0.6163
14.02
0.6505
15.84
0.6792
19.81
0.7028
7.29
0.7219
20.72
21.82
0.11

References [17]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2985
36.36
0.3873
12.88
0.4996
2.93
0.4620
18.22
0.5753
0.52
0.6679
6.82
0.7136
7.67
0.7648
9.70
0.7336
3.23
0.6639
11.02
10.94
0.056

actual values, but the proposed method and the LSTM
network have the best prediction and fitting effect on the
network security situation value. Compared with the Gas
Pipeline dataset, selected NSL-KDD dataset corresponds
to the network situation value sequence with less volatility, which can well explain the difference between MAPE
and RMSE in Tables 3 and 4. According to Figure 5 and
Figure 6, the grey Verhulst model is not ideal in predicting local volatility data. The proposed method makes use
of the nonlinear processing capability of GRU to compensate for the problem of poor nonlinear fitting of the grey
Verhulst model and achieves a good prediction effect.

Figure 6: Comparison of situation prediction on NSLKDD Dataset
4.4.2

Accuracy Test of Prediction Model

The prediction model can only be judged to be reasonable
if it is tested, and only the tested model can be used for
prediction. Common test indicators are: mean relative er-
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Table 4: The prediction results of different models under the NSL-KDD dataset
T/h

Actual

8
0.2767
9
0.3220
10
0.3308
11
0.4058
12
0.5866
13
0.5397
14
0.6359
15
0.7337
16
0.8161
17
0.9306
18
0.7275
19
0.6593
MAPE(%)
RMSE(%)

Proposed
Pred
RE(%)
0.2858
3.29
0.3625
12.58
0.3435
3.84
0.4136
1.92
0.5658
3.55
0.5227
3.15
0.6367
1.26
0.7062
3.75
0.8136
0.31
0.9291
0.16
0.7274
0.01
0.6447
2.21
2.91
0.017

References [27]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2848
2.93
0.3045
5.43
0.3543
7.10
0.4520
11.38
0.5191
11.51
0.5776
7.02
0.6415
0.88
0.7429
1.25
0.8287
1.54
0.9332
0.28
0.7332
0.78
0.6692
1.50
4.30
0.028

References [14]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2185
21.03
0.3889
20.78
0.4233
27.96
0.4768
17.50
0.4869
17.00
0.5672
5.10
0.6903
8.55
0.6708
8.57
0.6995
14.29
0.6805
26.88
0.6244
14.17
0.4879
26.00
17.32
0.11

ror, absolute correlation degree, ratio of mean square error
and probability of small error. In general, the most frequently used indicators are mean relative error and mean
square error ratio test. Given a set of time series values,
a level of accuracy of the test model is determined. The
commonly used classification of accuracy levels is shown
in Table 5.
As can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that the mean
relative error value of grey Verhulst model is 21.82%
and 28.45% in sequence. Combined with Table 5, it can
be seen that the traditional grey Verhulst model is not
applicable to network security situation prediction. The
proposed method combines the improved adaptive grey
Verhulst model with GRU network to improve the accuracy of prediction. From Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen
that the mean relative error of the prediction results of
the proposed method is 1.18% and 2.91% respectively,
and the model accuracy is second level.
Assuming that x(0) is the original sequence, x̂(0) is the
corresponding prediction sequence, and ε(0) is the residual
sequence, the mean square deviation of x(0) and ε(0) is S1
and S2 respectively.
C=

S2
S1

References [24]
Pred
RE(%)
0.2493
9.90
0.2763
14.19
0.3190
3.57
0.3282
19.12
0.4061
30.77
0.5854
8.47
0.5420
14.77
0.6300
14.13
0.7314
10.38
0.8166
12.25
0.9277
27.52
0.7290
10.57
14.64
0.10

References [11]
Pred
RE(%)
0.4493
62.38
0.5059
57.11
0.5591
69.01
0.6072
49.63
0.6493
10.69
0.6851
26.94
0.7148
12.41
0.7390
0.72
0.7584
7.07
0.7736
16.87
0.7856
7.99
0.7948
20.55
28.45
0.14

References [17]
Pred
RE(%)
0.3671
32.67
0.4052
25.84
0.4567
38.06
0.5296
30.51
0.5842
0.41
0.6313
16.97
0.6782
6.65
0.7409
0.98
0.7935
2.77
0.8534
8.30
0.7594
4.38
0.7320
11.03
14.88
0.076

number of neurons, the number of internal iterations
once trained by the model is Q = m/batch size, and
the model parameters are updated Q times iteratively.
There are two gate structure functions and one candidate state in GRU unit, then the time complexity of
GRU network is O(Q × 3 × (N × m + m2 )). Furthermore, the time complexity of the initial prediction of
time series by the adaptive grey Verhulst model is O(N 2 ).
Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed model is
O(Q × 3 × (N × m + m2 ) + N 2 ), compared with that of
other prediction models, as shown in Table 6.
There are three gate functions and a candidate state inside the LSTM unit, so the time complexity of the method
adopted in [27] is O(Q × 4 × (N × m + m2 )). The SVM
algorithm in the training stage is relatively complex, and
its time complexity is related to many factors. The time
complexity of standard SVM is O(N 3 ). For a three-layer
neural network, the time complexity of feed forward calculation mainly depends on two matrix operations. Assuming that the number of neurons in the input layer,
the hidden layer and the output layer are m1 , m2 and
m3 respectively, m1 × m2 and m2 × m3 calculations are
required, so the time complexity of the method in [24] is
O(Q × N × m2 ). The grey Verhulst model is a mathematical model, and its time complexity is mainly related
to the process of data accumulation and reduction, so the
time complexity is O(N 2 ). Reference [17] combined grey
theory and BP neural network to establish a grey neural network prediction method, with time complexity of
O(Q × N × m2 + N 2 ), which is higher than the proposed
method.

For a given C0 is greater than 0, when C is less than
C0 , the prediction model is called the mean-variance ratio
qualified model.
By combining the actual and predicted values in Tables 3 and 4, it can be calculated that the ratio of mean
square error of the proposed method is 0.033 and 0.086
in turn. Therefore, the model accuracy is level 1. It can
4.4.4 Aalysis of Convergence
be seen that the model prediction accuracy is relatively
high and can be utilized for network security situation Figure 7 shows how the training loss function values of
prediction.
different models change with the number of iterations
on 20% of the NSL-KDD dataset. As SVM and grey Verhulst model differ from convergence analysis comparison
4.4.3 Analysis of Model Complexity
the proposed method, no comparison is made.
According to the description of model prediction steps
in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3, the time complexity of
It can be seen from Figure 7 that GRU, LSTM and
each model training and prediction is analyzed. As- BPNN reach the inflection point almost at the same time
suming that N is the number of samples and m is the when conducting data training on 20% of the NSL-KDD
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Table 5: Classification of prediction model accuracy
Level
1
2
3
4

Mean relative error
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.20

Absolute correlation degree
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60

Ratio of mean square error
0.35
0.50
0.65
0.80

Probability of small error
0.95
0.80
0.70
0.60

than LSTM, so the number of parameters is less than
LSTM. Therefore, the training speed of GRU is faster
than that of LSTM on the whole. The LSTM execution
time is shorter than the proposed method because of the
process of parameter optimization. The SVM model and
the grey Verhulst model have low execution time cost due
to their simple processing. However, the prediction error
is large and the network security situation value cannot
be accurately predicted.
Table 7: Comparison of execution time
Prediction model
Proposed
LSTM [27]
SVM [14]
BP neural network [24]
Grey Verhulst model [11]
Grey neural network [17]

Figure 7: The relationship between the loss function value
and the number of iterations
dataset, but GRU reaches the convergence state faster
than LSTM and BPNN, and GRU loss value is smaller
than the other two models, indicating that GRU network
can learn data well.
Table 6: Comparison of time complexity
Prediction model
Proposed
LSTM [27]
SVM [14]
BP neural network [24]
Grey Verhulst model [11]
Grey neural network [17]

4.4.5

Time complexity
O(Q × 3 × (N × m + m2 ) + N 2 )
O(Q × 4 × (N × m + m2 ))
O(N 3 )
O(Q × N × m2 )
O(N 2 )
O(Q × N × m2 + N 2 )

Analysis of Execution Time

The execution time referred to in this paper includes three
parts: the initial prediction time of the adaptive grey Verhulst model, the time for GSA algorithm to solve the optimal parameter combination, the GRU network training
time and the prediction time. The execution time of the
method is closely related to the complexity of the model,
iteration times of the algorithm, the quality of the hardware system and other factors. The running time of each
model is recorded through experiments, as shown in Table 7.
As can be seen from Table 7 that the execution time of
the proposed method is only better than that of the grey
neural network, and this difference in execution time is
mainly caused by the structure of the prediction process
and prediction model. GRU has one less gate function

5

Execution time/s
341.9314
246.8073
165.5501
23.3438
0.3590
479.4507

Conclusions

A security situation prediction method for industrial control network based on adaptive grey Verhulst model and
GRU network is presented. The proposed method solves
the problems of the existing industrial control network
security situation prediction methods, such as the insufficient accuracy of prediction, the difficulty of model construction, and the need of a large number of training data.
The source of the background value error of the traditional grey Verhulst model is analyzed through the combination of number and shape, then the background value
generation is reconstructed by the combination method
of complex trapezoidal rule and complex Simpson’s rule,
and the improved grey Verhulst model is adopted to initially generate network security situation prediction sequence values. As a result, the trained GRU network is
used to predict the residual and correct the security situation prediction value. The experimental results show that
the prediction accuracy of the proposed method is higher
than that of existing methods. In the field of industrial
network security, the proposed method can help network
administrators have more adequate time and preparation
to deal with possible threats, reasonably allocate network
resources, and take correct and effective defense measures
against the network.
The shortcoming of the proposed method is that it is
based on the influence of historical and current network
situation values, and does not consider the factors that
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Abstract
Conflict-avoiding codes (CACs) have been used in
multiple-access collision channels without feedback. The
size of a CAC is the number of potential users that can
be supported in the system. A code with a maximum size
is called optimal. An optimal CAC enables the largest
possible number of asynchronous users to transmit information efficiently and reliably. In this paper, a new upper
bound on the maximum size of arbitrary Equi-difference
CAC is presented. Furthermore, three optimal constructions of Equi-difference CACs are also given. One is a
generalized construction for prime length L = p, and the
other two are for two-prime length L = pq.
Keywords: Conflict-Avoiding Codes; Equi-Difference
Codes; Exceptional Code; Non Exceptional Code; Optimal Construction

1

Introduction

Nowadays communication has become an indispensable
part of people’s daily life. Coding plays an important role
in kinds of communication systems, especially in multiaccess communication system. Multi-access channels are
widely used in the fields of mobile and satellite communication networks. TDMA (time-division multiple address)
is an important multi-access technique.
In a TDMA system, the satellite working time is divided into periodic frames and each frame is then divided into some time slots. In order to support userirrepressibility, each user is assigned a protocol sequence
which is derived by a CAC codeword. So conflict-avoiding
codes have been studied as protocol [2] sequences for a
multiple-access channel (collision channel) without feedback [4, 5, 12]. And the technical description of such a
multiple-access channel model can be found in [6]. The
protocol sequence is a binary sequence and the number
of ones in it is called its Hamming weight. The Ham-

ming weight k of the sequence is the minimum weight
requirement for user-irrepressibility and it also means the
maximal number of active users who can send packets in
the same time slot.
For fixed length L, many works are devoted to determine the maximal number of potential users for Hamming
weight three in [1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 15]. Some optimal constructions for constant weight are presented in [14] and [9].
An asymptotic version of this general upper bound can
be found in [10]. A general upper bound on the number
of potential users for all Hamming weights is provided
in [13].
In [10], the asymptotic bound on the size of constantweight conflict-avoiding codes have been discussed. This
is about the arbitrarily CACs, so the bound is not the
best for special cases. In this paper, we will focus on the
equi-difference CACs. First, an upper bound on the maximum size of equi-difference CACs for constant weight is
presented. This upper bound is lower than the former
ones and its concise expression will greatly reduce the
time complexity of validation. Secondly, three new constructions of optimal equi-difference CACs are presented.
Correspondingly, the range of CACs constructed will be
enlarged. Third, the results show that these new codewords’ size can reach this new upper bound. As a result,
these CACs constructed are optimal and this new upper
bound can be reached.

2

Preliminaries

Let P (L, w) be the set of all w-subsets of ZL =
{0, 1, ..., L − 1} and ZL∗ = ZL \ {0}. Given a w-subset
I ∈ P (L, w), we define the set of difference of I by
d∗ (I) = {j − i|i, j ∈ I, i ̸= j},
where the j − i is modulo L.
A conflict-avoiding
code (CAC) C of length L and weight w is a subset
C ⊂ P (L, w) satisfying the following condition
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d∗ (Ik ) = ∅ for any Ij , Ik ∈ C, j ̸= k.

Theorem 1. Let Ω(L, w) = {p is a divisor of L and
w ≤ p < 2w − 1}. For n ≥ 2 and w ≥ 2, then
Each element I ∈ C is called a codeword of length L and
P
weight w.
L−1+
(2w − 1 − p)
p∈Ω∗ (L,w)
A codeword I is called equi-difference if the elements
e
M (L, w) ≤
,
2w − 2
in I has the following form I = {0, g, 2g, ..., (w − 1)g} for
some g ∈ ZL , where the product jg is reduced mod L, for
where Ω∗ (L, w) = {p ∈ Ω(L, w)|p is prime or p satisfies
′
′
′
j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., w − 1. The element g is called a generaif gcd(p, p ) ̸= 1 for p ∈ Ω(L, w), p ≤ p always holds }.
tor of this codeword. For an equi-difference codeword I
Proof. Let C be an (L, w)-equi-difference CAC, in which
generated by g, the set of difference is
there are E exceptional codewords. Suppose C = C1 ∪C2 ,
d∗ (I) = {±g, ±2g, ..., ±(w − 1)g}.
where C1 = {I ∈ C|I is non exceptional} and C2 =
{I ∈ C|I is exceptional}. Then |C2 | = E. For i =
We note that the elements ±g, ±2g, ..., ±(w −1)g may not
1, 2, · · · , E, denote the ith exceptional codeword by Ii and
be distinct mod L. Hence in general we have |d∗ (I)| ≤
let |d∗ (Ii )| = fi . Then we have the following inequalities:
2w − 2. We adopt the terminology in [9] and say that a
E
codeword I of weight w is exceptional if |d∗ (I)| < 2w − 2.
X
Let d(I) = d∗ (I) ∪ {0}, then |d∗ (I)| < 2w − 2 is equivalent
(2w − 2)|C1 | +
fi ≤ L − 1.
i=1
to |d(I)| < 2w − 1.
E
If all codewords in a CAC C are equi-difference, then C
X
e
(2w − 2 − fi ).
(2w
−
2)(|C
|
+
E)
≤
L
−
1
+
is called equi-difference. Let CAC (L, w) denote the class
1
i=1
of all equi-difference CACs of length L and weight w. For
every code C ∈ CAC e (L, w), C = C1 ∪ C2 always holds, In fact, for every exceptional codeword I with generator
i
where C1 = {I ∈ C, I is exceptional} and C2 = {I ∈ C, I g , d(I ) is a subgroup with generator gcd(L, g ) and then
i
i
i
is non exceptional}. The maximal size of CAC e (L, w) is |d(I )| is a divisor of L. Let |d(I )| = p , then
i
i
i
denoted by M e (L, w), i.e.
E
X
M e (L, w) = max{|C||C ∈ CAC e (L, w)}.
(2w − 2)(|C1 | + E) ≤ L − 1 +
(2w − 1 − pi ). (1)
i=1

A code C ∈ CAC e (L, w) is called optimal if |C| =
every
two
exceptional
codewords
I1 , I2 ,
M e (L, w).
optimal code C ∈ CAC e (L, w) is called For T
S An
∗
∗
∗
∗
d
(I
)
d
(I
)
=
∅
if
and
only
if
their
generators
are
rel1
2
tight if
d (I) = ZL .
I∈C
atively prime. This implies that gcd(|d(I1 )|, |d(I2 )|) = 1.
So each element in {p1 , p2 , · · · , pE } satisfies: (i) pi |L; (ii)
3 An Upper Bound on Equi- gcd(pi , pj ) = 1, for i ̸= j; and (iii) w ≤ pi < 2w − 1.
E
P
P
So
(2w − 1 − pi ) ≤
(2w − 1 − p), |C| =
Difference CACs
i=1

p∈Ω∗ (L,w)

|C1 | + E, then Equation (1) turns to be
Lemma 1. [10]: |d(A)| ≥ |A| for any subset A in G.
P
L−1+
(2w − 1 − p)
Lemma 2. [10]: Let w(n) denote the number of distinct
p∈Ω∗ (L,w)
prime divisors of n. For n ≥ 2 and w ≥ 2, we have
(2)
|C| ≤
2w − 2
w(n)
n−1
So we have
+
M (n, w) ≤
2w − 2
2
P
L−1+
(2w − 1 − p)
Lemma 3. [13]: For L ≥ w ≥ 2,
p∈Ω∗ (L,w)
e
M (L, w) ≤
(3)
2w − 2
L − 1 + F (L, w)
M (L, w) ≤ ⌊
⌋,
2w − 2
P
Using this bound, we can easily deal with the Theowhere F (L, w) := max
(x − 1 − 2x⌈w/x⌉ + 2w),
S∈ℓ(L,w) x∈S
rems 5-8 in [10] and Corollary 7 in [13] for equi-difference
ℓ(L, w) := {S ⊆ S(L, w) : gcd(i, j) = 1, ∀i, j ∈ S, i ̸= condition. And we also get the following Corollary 1 imj}, S(L, w) := {x ∈ {2, 3, · · · , 2w − 2} : x divides L, mediately.
and 2x⌈w/x⌉ − x ≤ 2w − 2}.
Corollary 1. Let L be an integer factorized as 2a 3b 5c 7d l,
There are two upper bounds listed above and they have where l is not divisible by 2, 3, 5 or 7. Then we have
their own merits and drawbacks. In this paper, we give a
 L+2
new upper bound for equi-difference CACs using a similar
⌊ 4 ⌋, for w = 3;


 L+4
method to the one in [11]. And it is easier to be reached
⌊ 6 ⌋, for w = 4;
e
M (L, w) ≤
than the one in Lemma 2 and more easily to deal with
⌊ L+8


8 ⌋, for w = 5;

problems than the one in Lemma 3.
⌊ L+8
10 ⌋, for w = 6.
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Constructions on Optimal EquiDifference CACs

{±1, ±g, ±g 2 , · · · , ±g m−1 }. Let A = {±1, ±2, · · · , ±(w −
m−1 t
1)}, then H = ∪w−1
j=1 jN1 = ∪t=0 g A.
So
s−1
s−1
[
[ m−1
[
We adopt the notation in [9] in the following. For a sub∗
i
Z
=
α
H
=
αi g j A.
p
|G|
group H of G with |H| = f , if each coset Hj of H contains
i=0
i=0 j=0
exactly one element in {i1 , i2 , · · · , if } for j = 1, 2, · · · , f ,
then {i1 , i2 , · · · , if } is said to form a system of distinct Let Γ(C) = {αi g j , 0 ≤ i ≤ s−1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m−1} be the set
representatives( SDR for short) of {H1 , H2 , · · · , Hf }. Let of generators of C, then I(i,j) = {0, αi g i , 2αi g i , · · · , (w −
1)αi g i }, for 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1. And
ZL× = {a ∈ ZL |gcd(a, L) = 1}.
Condition 1. There exists a subgroup H of ZL× such that
×
|ZL
|
(w−1)

−1 ∈ H, |H| =
SDR of H’s cosets.

d∗ (I(i,j) ) ∩ d∗ (I(k,s) ) = ∅

and {1, 2, · · · , w − 1} forms a

Condition 2. There exists a subgroup H of ZL× such that

for (i, j) ̸= (k, s). So C = {I(i,j) |0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤
m − 1} forms an equi-difference CAC. The size of C is

|Z × |

L
−1∈H, |H| = 2(w−1)
and {±1, ±2, · · · , ±(w − 1)}
forms a SDR of H’s cosets.

|C| = sm =

p−1
2m(w − 1)s
=
2w − 2
2w − 2

By Theorem 1, C is an optimal equi-difference CAC. And

4.1

Optimal Construction on EquiDifference CACs of Length L = p

Zp∗ =

s−1
[ w−2
[

d∗ (I(i,j) ).

Lemma 4. [9]: Let p = 2(w − 1)m + 1 be a prime
i=0 j=0
number and suppose that {1, 2, · · · , w − 1} forms a SDR
of {Hjw−1 (p) : j = 0, · · · , w − 2}. Let α be a primitive So C is an optimal and tight equi-difference CAC.
element in the finite field Zp and let g = αw−1 . Then the
For s = 1 in Theorem 1, it is exactly the construction
m codewords of weight w generated by 1, g, g 2 , · · · , g m−1
mentioned in Lemma 4. So it is a generalized construcform an equi-difference (2(w − 1)m + 1, w) − CAC.
tion. And the following Example1 shows that it is a real
The p’s satisfying SDR in Lemma 4 are rare. Following, generalization.
we will give a generalized construction in which the range
of p’s will be enlarged.
Example 1. Let p = 919, and in the expression p =
2(w−1)ms+1, let w = 4, m = 51, s = 3 be the parameters
Theorem 2. Let p = 2(w − 1)ms + 1 be a prime numand α = 7 the primitive element of Zp∗ . Let N1 = (α9 )
ber and H be a subgroup of Zp∗ with order 2m(w −
and H = (α3 ) be the subgroup generated by α9 and α3 ,
1). Suppose that {1, 2, · · · , w − 1} forms a SDR of
respectively. N1 is a subgroup of H. We can check that
{N1 , N2 , · · · , Nw−1 }, where N1 is a subgroup of H with
{1, 2, 3} forms a SDR of the cosets N1 , N2 , N3 in H. The
order 2m and Nj ’s are the cosets of N1 in H. Let
153 codewords generated by the generators form an optiα be a primitive element in the finite field Zp and let
mal (919,4)-CAC C. The set of the generators is
gij = αi+s(w−1)j for 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1. Then
Γ(C) = {1, 7, 49, 317, 381, 388, 878, 635, 769, 788, 34, 238,
the sm codewords of weight w generated by gij form an
747,
669, 88, 616, 703, 326, 444, 453, 414, 141, 237, 740, 585,
optimal equi-difference (2(w − 1)ms + 1, w) − CAC.
690, 235, 726, 8, 56, 392, 698, 291, 199, 706, 347, 591, 485, 638,
Proof. Because H is a subgroup of Zp∗ with order 2m(w − 790, 272, 66, 462, 757, 704, 333, 110, 770, 795, 867, 555, 209,
1), then there exists an primitive element α of Zp∗ such 58, 406, 85, 642, 294, 64, 448, 379, 70, 490, 673, 134, 19, 133,
204, 509, 806, 338, 528, 20, 542, 118, 826, 880, 646, 846, 503,
that H = (αs ). Then
764, 753, 464, 491, 680, 48, 336, 514, 512, 827, 275, 560, 244,
s−1
[
789, 153, 152, 145, 713, 396, 15, 866, 548, 160, 660, 25, 175,
Zp∗ =
αi H.
607, 573, 335, 348, 598, 510, 36, 252, 845, 384, 850, 436, 420,
i=0
183, 362, 804, 114, 798, 305, 297, 241, 190, 411, 120, 495, 708,
s(w−1)
Let g = α
and N1 = (g) be the subgroup of H 361, 685, 200, 481, 261, 908, 842, 27, 189, 404, 288, 178, 327,
with order 2m. For {1, 2, · · · , w − 1} forms a SDR of the 315, 367, 731, 603, 545, 139}.
cosets of N1 , then
H=

w−1
[
j=1

4.2
jN1

Optimal Constructions on EquiDifference CACs of Length L = pq

After we have constructed CACs for prime length L = p
And for the the reason that the order of N1 is 2m based on Theorem 2, we will give a recursive construction
p−1
and g m = αs(w−1)m = α 2
= −1, so N1 = of CACs for two-prime length L = pq.
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Furthermore, we will give another optimal construction
Theorem 3. Let C1 be an optimal tight (p1 , w)-equidifference CAC with m1 codewords and C2 be an opti- of CACs for two prime length L = pq. It indicates that
mal tight (p2 , w)-equi-difference CAC with m2 codewords. the new upper bound given in Theorem 1 is lower than
the known one listed in Lemma 2 and is more convenient
Then the set
than the one listed in Lemma 3.
′
C = {I(k,i) , Jj |1 ≤ k ≤ m1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ p2 − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ m2 }
Theorem 4. Let L = pq, where q = 2(w − 1)f + 1 and
w
≤ p ≤ 2(w − 1) are both primes. If L and q satisfy
forms a (p1 p2 , w) optimal equi-difference CAC with
condition
1 or condition 2, then there exists an optimal
m1 p2 + m2 codewords, where I(k,i) = (0, a1 + ip1 , a2 + 2ip1
equi-difference
(L, w) − CAC C with |C| = pf + 1.
· · · , aw−1 + (w − 1)ip1 ) for Ik = (0, a1 , a2 , · · · , aw−1) ) ∈
′
C1 , Jj = (0, b1 p1 , b2 p1 , · · · , bw−1 p1 ) for Jj = (0, b1 , b2 , Proof. It is well known that ZL× is a multiplicative
· · · , bw−1 ) ∈ C2 .
group. Let (p) = {kp (mod L)|k ∈ Z} and (q) = {kq
(mod L)|k ∈ Z} be the additive subgroups of ZL . It
Proof.
is clear that ZL∗ = ZL× ∪ (p)∗ ∪ (q)∗ , where (p)∗ =
(p) \ {0}, (q)∗ = (q) \ {0}. Take L, q satisfying condi1) d∗ (I(k1 ,i1 ) ) ∩ d∗ (I(k2 ,i2 ) ) = ∅, (k1 , i1 ) ̸= (k2 , i2 ).
tion 1 for example. We consider the elements in ZL× , (p)∗
Let I(k,i) = (0, gk + ip1 , 2gk + 2ip1 , · · · , (w − 1)gk + and (q)∗ , respectively.
(w − 1)ip1 ) in C for Ik = (0, gk , 2gk , · · · , (w −
×
1)gk ) ∈ C1 . Then d∗ (I(k,i) ) = {±(gk + ip1 ), ±(2gk + 1) Elements in ZL .
2ip1 ), · · · , ±((w − 1)gk + (w − 1)ip1 )}. For (k1 , i1 ) ̸=
Because L satisfies condition1, there exists a sub(k2 , i2 ), if there exists some xgk1 + xi1 p1 = ygk2 +
group H of ZL× such that −1 ∈ H and {1, 2, · · · , (w −
yi2 p1 for −(w − 1) ≤ x, y ≤ (w − 1), then
1)} forms a SDR of the cosets. Denoted |H| by 2s.
Let α be the generator of H. Select each gi = αi ∈ H
xgk1 − ygk2 = (yi2 − xi1 )p1 (mod p1 p2 ).
(4)
as the generator of Ii = {0, gi , 2gi , · · · , (w−1)gi }, i =
1, 2, · · · , s, then d∗ (Ii ) = {±gi , ±2gi , · · · , ±(w −
So xgk1 = ygk2 (mod p1 ). Then x = y, gk1 = gk2
1)gi }. If i ̸= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s, then d∗ (Ii ) ∩ d∗ (Ij ) = ϕ
for xgk1 = ygk2 ∈ Zp∗1 and xgk1 ∈ d∗ (Ik1 ), ygk2 ∈
and ∪si=1 d∗ (Ii ) = ZL× .
d∗ (Ik2 ). So k1 = k2 . And in Equation (4), we have
yi2 = xi1 (mod p1 p2 ). So x = y and i1 = i2 for 2) Elements in (p)∗ .
−(w − 1) ≤ x, y ≤ (w − 1) and 0 ≤ i1 , i2 ≤ p2 − 1
Because |(p)∗ | = |Zq∗ | and q satisfies condition 1,
which contracts with (k1 , i1 ) ̸= (k2 , i2 ).
So
then there exists a subgroup N of Zq∗ such that
∗
∗
d (I(k1 ,i1 ) ) ∩ d (I(k2 ,i2 ) ) = ∅ for (k1 , i1 ) ̸= (k2 , i2 ).
−1 ∈ N and {1, 2, · · · , (w − 1)} forms a SDR
of the cosets of N . Denoted |N | by 2t. Let β
′
′
be the generator of N . Select each bi = β i p
2) d∗ (Jj1 ) ∩ d∗ (Jj2 ) = ∅, j1 ̸= j2 .
(mod L) ∈ (p)∗ as the generator to construct a code′
word Ji = {0, bi , 2bi , · · · , (w − 1)bi }, i = 1, 2, · · · , t,
Let Jj = (0, bj p1 , 2bj p1 , · · · , (w − 1)bj p1 ) for Jj =
′
∗
then
d∗ (Ji ) = {±bi , ±2bi , · · · , ±(w − 1)bi }. If i ̸=
(0, bj , 2bj , · · · , (w − 1)bj ) ∈ C2 . Then d (Jj ) =
j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, then d∗ (Ji ) ∩ d∗ (Jj ) = ϕ and
{±b1 p1 , ± 2b1 p1 , · · · , ±(w − 1)b1 p1 }. For j1 ̸= j2 ,
∪ti=1 d∗ (Ii ) = Zq∗ .
if there exists x, y ∈ {−(w − 1), (w − 1)}, such that
xbj1 p1 = ybj2 p1

(mod p1 p2 ).

Then xbj1 − ybj2 = 0 (mod p2 ) also holds. So xbj1 =
ybj2 ∈ d∗ (Jj1 )∩d∗ (Jj2 ) which contracts with d∗ (Jj1 )∩
′
′
d∗ (Jj2 ) = ∅. So d∗ (Jj1 ) ∩ d∗ (Jj2 ) = ∅ for j1 ̸= j2 .

3) Elements in (q)∗ .
If the codeword generated by q is noted by K, then
|d∗ (K)| = |(q)∗ | = p − 1 ≤ 2(w − 1) − 1 < 2(w −
1), so K is exceptional and (q)∗ = d∗ (K). Then
C = {I1 , I2 , · · · , Is , J1 , J2 , · · · , Jt , K} forms an equidifference conflict-avoiding code. The size of C is

′

3) d∗ (I(k,i) ) ∩ d∗ (Jj ) = ∅, for any k, i, j.

q−1
(p − 1)(q − 1)
+
+1 = pf +1
|C| = s+t+1 =
If there exists some x(gk +ip1 ) = y(bj p1 (mod p1 p2 ),
2(w − 1)
2(w − 1)
then xgk = 0 (mod p1 ) which contracts with xgk ∈
d∗ (Ik ). So d∗ (I(k,i) ) ∩ d∗ (J(j,j) ) = ∅. By (1)(2)(3), C On the other hand, by Theorem 1, the size of the code
satisfies
is an equi-difference CAC.
P
L−1+
(2w − 1 − p)
4) |C| = m1 p2 + m2 .
p∈Ω∗ (L,w)
|C| ≤
L−1
⌋=
On the other aspect, by Lemma 1 |C| ≤ ⌊ 2w−1
2w − 2
p2 (p1 −1)+p2 −1
p1 p2 −1
p1 −1
p2 −1
L
−
1
+
(2w
− 1 − p)
(5)
= 2w−2 p2 + 2w−2 = m1 p2 +
2w−2 =
2w−2
=
2w
−
2
m2 .
L−p
p(2(w − 1))f
=
+1=
+ 1 = pf + 1
So C is an optimal equi-difference CAC.
2w − 2
2w − 2
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So this construction is optimal.
Example 2. Let L = 671, w = 11, p = 11, q = 61, f = 3
be the parameters. We can check that H = (45) is a
subgroup satisfies condition 2, and s = 30, g = 45. The
34 codewords generated by the generators form an optimal (671,11)-CAC C. The set of the generators is Γ(C) =
{1, 45, 12, 540, 144, 441, 386, 595, 606, 430, 562, 463, 34, 188,
408, 243, 199, 232, 375, 100, 474, 529, 320, 309, 485, 353, 452,
210, 56, 507, 11, 121, 231, 61}.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we first give a new upper bound of equidifference CACs. Using this bound, it is easier to
be reached and is easier to deal with some problems.
Secondly, we give three optimal constructions of equidifference CACs. One shows the superiority of the new
upper bound and the other two make the range of optimal
CACs constructed enlarged.
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Abstract
Cloud storage technology brought by cloud computing relieves the storage performance pressure of independent computers, but it also puts forward requirements
for data storage security. This paper gave brief introductions to the cloud computing-based cloud storage, asymmetric encryption algorithm, the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) algorithm, and an asymmetric encryption algorithm. This SM2 algorithm was used to ensure
the security of cloud storage data. A hybrid encryption
technology combining the AES algorithm and the SM2
algorithm was proposed. Finally, we tested the performance of the three encryption algorithms in cloud storage in the laboratory’s local area network (LAN). The
results showed that the AES algorithm spent the shortest time encrypting and decrypting data. The SM2 algorithm spent the longest time, and the time consumed by
the AES+SM2 algorithm was significantly shorter than
that of the SM2 algorithm and slightly longer than the
AES algorithm. Considering that the complexity of the
ciphertext decoded by the AES algorithm in the encryption performance experiment was the highest, followed
by the SM2 algorithm and the AES+SM2 algorithm, the
defect that the time consumed by the hybrid encryption
technology was slightly longer than that by the AES algorithm in encryption and decryption was almost ignored.
The AES algorithm failed in recognizing the tampering of
ciphertext data in the cloud storage process, but the SM2
algorithm and the AES+SM2 algorithm succeeded.
Keywords: Asymmetric Encryption; Cloud Computing;
Data Storage; Symmetric Encryption

and even banking [10]. Facing the increasing big data on
the Internet, a single computer device has been difficult
to meet the corresponding computing needs [3]. Cloud
computing brought by high-speed and low latency communication technology provides an effective solution for
the efficient processing of Internet big data [12]. When
users use cloud computing to process big data, they no
longer rely on the computing resources of their devices
but upload the processing tasks to the cloud and use the
distributed computing resources in the cloud to solve the
tasks uploaded by users [9]. Cloud storage is an expanding
service of cloud computing, which also uses distributed
storage resources to store data in the cloud. Similarly,
due to the good scalability, the cloud storage space is
large enough, and the performance requirements for client
equipment are low.

Cloud computing and cloud storage can provide users
with computing and storage resources that are not limited
by the performance of devices; however, important privacy information will also be transmitted in the process
of use. Also, the open sharing characteristic of cloud services makes the stored data more vulnerable to intrusion
and theft. Yoon et al. [14] proposed a density-based data
encryption scheme and a database outsourcing query processing algorithm. In the performance analysis, compared
with the existing schemes, the proposed scheme had better query processing performance and ensured the user’s
privacy. Xue and Ren [13] proposed an improved, efficient
data encryption method, which was based on the ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption and used the fixedlength ciphertext to control the time cost. The simulation
results showed that the improved algorithm had high reliability. Due to the traditional cloud computing-based
information transmission mechanism and the problems of
large errors and low security existing in and the Inter1 Introduction
net of things, Ding et al. [2] proposed a network resource
Due to the convenience of the Internet, people use the management algorithm and verified the effectiveness of
Internet more frequently for shopping, watching videos, the algorithm through experiments.
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2

Cloud Computing and Cloud
Storage

Cloud computing [4] is a distributed data computing
mode, which uses the data sharing function of the Internet to process a large number of data in a distributed way.
These processes can be carried out in parallel; thus, it has
higher computing efficiency. As cloud computing technology is based on the data sharing function on the Internet,
although it makes the data processing more efficient, the
openness brought by data sharing makes the data more
vulnerable to attack. If they are public data, the loss will
not be great; but if they are private data very important
for users, the loss will be very serious.
Cloud storage is based on cloud computing technology,
which not only improves the storage capacity but also inherits the characteristics of data sharing and data security
protection in cloud computing [11]. The basic architecture of the cloud computing-based network storage system
is shown in Figure 1. Users use the client to register or log
in directly in the login interface and connect with the control center in the cloud server through the corresponding
user interface to carry out corresponding system operations, including information registration, user login, data
access, etc. After receiving the system operation information from the user interface, the control center obtains
the corresponding service data from the node cluster, and
the data of the node cluster come from the data pool
composed of node clusters. Data pool is cloud computing
space, usually composed of node clusters, and it can store
data.

3

Storage Data Encryption

The growing big data contains a large number of valuable laws. The mining and analysis of the laws can provide effective guidance for activities such as production
and operation. But these big data also contain a lot of
privacy information, which would cause serious losses if
they were used by lawbreakers. Therefore, in the cloud
storage process, in addition to the need for identity authentication in the transmission process, storing data after encryption is also needed.
There are many kinds of data encryption algorithms
in the cloud storage process, but the steps and models
used in information transmission and storage encryption
are nearly the same. Figure 2 is the basic model of transmission information encryption technology. First, at the
sending node, the plaintext information to be sent is encrypted by the key generated by the encryption algorithm
to obtain the ciphertext; then, the ciphertext is transmitted to the receiving node for storage through the secure
channel of the Internet, and the key is transmitted to the
receiving node through the non-secure channel [5]; the receiving node receives the ciphertext and stores it, and the
ciphertext needs to be decoded using the key to obtain
the plaintext before reading. In the basic model, the key
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and ciphertext are transmitted through different channels
to reduce the probability that they are stolen at the same
time. Ciphertext, the main body of data transmission,
is further protected through the secure channel. As the
key of encryption and decryption, the key itself does not
have a specific meaning. As long as the key is not intercepted at the same time as the ciphertext, the plaintext
will not be disclosed; therefore, the key can be transmitted by the non-secure channel to save the resource of the
secure channel.

3.1

Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm

It is seen from the previous description that cloud storage is based on cloud computing technology and uploads
the data to be stored to the cloud composed of server node
clusters. In order to prevent data leakage due to the data
sharing characteristic in cloud storage and strengthen the
security of data storage, the data are encrypted by an
encryption algorithm and stored in the cloud [7].
Advanced encryption standard (AES) algorithm [1] is
a kind of symmetric encryption technology. Considering
that a 128-bit key is enough, it is usually used as the key
of the AES algorithm. The encryption process of the AES
algorithm is as follows.
1) The plaintext that needs to be encrypted is grouped,
and the length of each group is 128 bytes. When it
is less than 128 bytes, the group is supplemented.
2) The plaintext (128 bytes/group) and the key with the
same number of bytes are put into two 4×4 matrices.
3) The plaintext matrix is encrypted by the key matrix.
4) The encrypted ciphertext matrix is processed by byte
replacement, row displacement, and column mixing.
5) The key matrix is extended by using the key schedule
function, and then the ciphertext matrix is encrypted
again by using the extended key matrix.
6) Steps 4 and 5 are repeated ten times. Column mixing
operation is not carried out in the tenth repetition.
Finally, the ciphertext is obtained.
The decryption process of the AES algorithm is the reverse operation of the encryption process. In addition to
the reverse operation of steps, the encryption of the information matrix is also reverse, including reverse byte
replacement, reverse row displacement, reverse column
mixing, etc.

3.2

SM2 Algorithm

SM2 algorithm [6] is a kind of asymmetric encryption
technology, which uses a basic elliptic curve to generate
key pairs. The encryption process is as follows.
1) Integer k generates randomly in [1, n − 1], where n
refers to the order of base point G.
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Figure 1: The basic architecture of the cloud computing-based network storage system

Figure 2: The basic model of information encryption technology in cloud storage

2) Points C1 , S, and Q in the elliptic curve are calculated according to Equation (1), and the formula is:


C1 = [k]G = (x1 , y1 )
(1)
S = [h]PB


Q = [k]PB = (x2 , y2 )
where h is a cofactor; (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) are coordinates of C1 and Q, which need to be converted into
bit string in the following steps, and PB is a public
key.
3) Bit string t of the key data is calculated:
t = DF (x2 ||y2 , klen).

(2)

4) C2 in ciphertext C is decoded using t′ to obtain plain
text M ′ . The hash value of M ′ is calculated using
the hash function of the SM3 algorithm. If the hash
value of M ′ is the same with C3 , it indicates the information has not been tampered, and the decryption
is successful. If the hash value is not the same with
C3 , it indicates the information has been tampered,
and the decryption fails.

3.3

The decryption process is as follows.
1) Whether the equation of the elliptic curve is true or
not is verified according to the coordinate point C1
converted by bit string C1 separated from ciphertext
C. If it is true, decryption will continue; if it is not
true, it means that the ciphertext is not encrypted
by the SM2 algorithm, and encryption is no longer
carried out.
2) Coordinate point C1 is substituted into:
S = [h]C1 .

3) Key bit string t′ used for decryption is obtained based
on coordinate point C1 and private key dB . The calculation formula is:
(
(x2 , y2 ) = dB C1
(4)
t′ = KDF (x2 ||y2 , klen).

(3)

Whether point S is an infinite point in the elliptic
curve is tested. If it is an infinite point in the elliptic
curve, decryption will stop; if not, decryption will
continue.

Hybrid Encryption Algorithm

Although the AES algorithm has high efficiency in encryption and decryption, which is suitable for the big data
environment under cloud computing, the single key is easier to be intercepted during transmission, and the receiver
can not confirm whether the transmission data has been
tampered with [8]. Only the public key will participate in
the transmission of the SM2 algorithm; thus, even if the
public key is intercepted, the third party can not decrypt
by virtue of the public key, and the integrity of information can be verified by calculating the hash value of
the information by the hash function, which greatly improves the security of transmission and storage. However,
as asymmetric encryption technology, the SM2 algorithm
is not as efficient as the AES algorithm in key generation,
encryption, and decryption; thus, it is not suitable for the
big data environment of cloud computing.
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In order to improve the efficiency of encryption as much
as possible on the premise of ensuring the storage security of transmission data, this paper uses hybrid encryption technology to encrypt the network data in the cloud
computing environment.
The flow of hybrid encryption technology used in the
cloud computing-based data storage process is shown in
Figure 3, and the specific steps are as follows.
1) After the user enters the plaintext information in the
client, the client will use a hash function, the SM3 algorithm, to calculate the hash value Z1 of the plaintext and merge it with the plaintext.
2) The client uses the key of the AES algorithm to encrypt the merged information to obtain ciphertext
C1 . The key of the AES algorithm was processed
by SM2 encryption using the public key sent by the
cloud server to obtain ciphertext C2 .
3) C1 and C2 are merged and uploaded to the cloud
server.
4) After receiving the merged information, the cloud
server splits it into C1 and C2 .
5) The server uses the cloud private key pair to decrypt
C2 to obtain the key of the AES algorithm. C1 is
decoded by the key to obtain the ciphertext and the
merged information of Z1 .
6) The hash value Z2 is obtained by performing a hash
calculation on the ciphertext using the SM3 algorithm. Z1 is compared with Z2 . If they are not
consistent, it indicates that the transmission data
have problems, and the cloud server will not store
the data; if they are consistent, the server will store
the ciphertext.
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client. The server as the storage node had a 2 TB capacity. The server for key generation, encryption, and
decryption of the cloud storage service had 16 G memory,
a Core I7 processor, and a 64-bit Windows operating system. The personal computer was configured with 6 GB
memory, a 64-bit Windows operating system, and a Core
i7 processor.

4.2

Experimental Methods

1) One hundred packets in sizes of 5 MB, 15 MB, 25
MB, 35 MB, and 45 MB were set and uploaded to
the cloud server using the personal computer client.
In the uploading process, the data were encrypted
by AES, SM2, and AES + SM2 algorithms. The
time consumed by the three encryption algorithms
in encryption and decryption was detected.
2) Another one hundred packets in sizes of 5 MB, 15
MB, 25 MB, 35 MB, and 45 MB were also set and
uploaded to the cloud server by the personal computer client. Before the ciphertext was stored in the
cloud server, the ciphertext was decoded by another
server to simulate the situation that the information
was cracked by a third party. The maximum cracking time was set as 60 min. The cracked ciphertext
was compared with the original text to obtain the
decryption integrity.
3) One hundred packets in sizes the same as in the previous two experiments were set. Before uploading to
the cloud server through the client, the packets were
uploaded to the third-party server. Without the corresponding key, the ciphertext decryption under the
three encryption algorithms was difficult and could
not be cracked in a short time; moreover, the cloud
server would not store the plaintext after decoding
the ciphertext. Therefore, the ciphertext was tampered with by adding 5-bit ciphertext in the original
ciphertext packet and uploaded to the cloud server
for storage to verify whether the three encryption
algorithms could identify the tampered ciphertext
data.

In the above process, Steps 1, 2, and 3 are carried out
in the user client, and Steps 4, 5, and 6 are carried out
in the cloud server. Also, the decryption operation of the
regular cloud storage service before storing the ciphertext
in the cloud mainly aims to obtain the hash value of the
decoded plaintext to verify whether there is a problem
with the ciphertext information. The plaintext obtained
in the verification process will not be stored in the server, 4.3 Experimental Results
and the ciphertext will be stored only after the verification
In the cloud computing-based cloud storage service,
is passed. Theoretically, there will be no plaintext in the the encryption of information is very important. In addicloud server.
tion to ensuring the security of encryption, the efficiency
of encryption and decryption is also an important factor.
Figure 4 shows the encryption and decryption time of
4 Experimental Analysis
three encryption technologies in cloud computing. First
of all, it was seen that the time consumed by the three
4.1 Experimental Environment
encryption technologies increased with the increase of the
The experiment was carried out in the LAN of the labo- data packet size, i.e., the increase of the amount of data
ratory, in which servers A and B were used as the storage to be processed. The decryption and encryption time of
nodes of cloud service, server C was used as the server different algorithms differed little. The AES algorithm
for key generation, encryption, and decryption of cloud only used a single key, which was more efficient in key
storage service, and a personal computer was used as the generation, encryption, and decryption. The key pair
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Figure 3: The flow chart of hybrid encryption technology

generation of the SM2 algorithm was more complex and
time-consuming, and its encryption process and decryption process were not as reversible as the AES algorithm;
thus, it was inefficient in the face of big data. The AES
+ SM2 hybrid algorithm used the SM2 algorithm for reencryption based on the AES algorithm; thus, the time
consumed was slightly longer than the AES algorithm;
however, the SM2 algorithm was only used for encrypting
the key of the AES algorithm, and the length of the key
was significantly smaller than the plaintext. Thus, the
time consumed by the hybrid algorithm was shorter than
the single SM2 algorithm.
In the cloud computing-based cloud storage service,
the confidentiality of encrypted information is very important. Figure 5 shows the decryption integrity of the data
packet 60 minutes after being cracked by a third party
under three encryption technologies. It was seen from
Figure 4 that the decryption integrity of data packets under the three encryption technologies decreased with the
increase of the data packet size. The increase of the data
packet size meant that the amount of data increased, and
the amount of calculation also increased during cracking;
thus, the decryption integrity decreased under the limited decryption time. Comparing the data integrity of
packets of the same size being processed by different encryption technologies, the AES algorithm was the highest, followed by the SM2 algorithm and the AES + SM2
algorithm. The reason for the above result is as follows.
The AES algorithm only used single key encryption; thus,
the encrypted ciphertext presented a relatively fixed law.
The SM2 algorithm used public-key encryption; thus, the
regularity of encrypted ciphertext was greatly reduced.
The AES + SM2 algorithm not only encrypted the plaintext but also added the ciphertext to the key of the AES
algorithm after asymmetric encryption, reducing the regularity of the ciphertext and improving the decryption
difficulty.
The ciphertext packets that needed to be uploaded to
the cloud server for storage were tampered with by a
third-party server, and the detection performance of the

three encryption technologies on the tampered data was
tested. The results are shown in Table 1. It was seen
from Table 1 that when the AES algorithm was used as
the encryption technology for cloud storage, the tampered
ciphertext packets of any size were successfully stored in
the cloud server; the cloud storage service using the SM2
technology and the AES + SM2 encryption technology
effectively detected and rejected the tampered ciphertext
packets. The reason for the above results is as follows.
The AES algorithm used single key encryption and decryption without an additional verification mechanism.
Even if the encrypted ciphertext was decrypted to plaintext, if there was no actual plaintext for comparison, it
was impossible to confirm whether the data has been tampered with. If the plaintext was sent for verification, then
encryption technology was meaningless. The SM2 algorithm could verify by taking the hash value of the plaintext as a comparison basis. The AES+SM2 algorithm
combined the two algorithms, thereby inheriting the data
integrity detection mechanism in the SM2 algorithm. In
that mechanism, it did not need to send plaintext as a
comparison but used hash values representing the complete plaintext to ensure the security of plaintext.

5

Conclusion

This paper gave brief introductions to the cloud
computing-based cloud storage, a symmetric encryption
algorithm, the AES algorithm, and an asymmetric encryption algorithm, the SM2 algorithm. Combining the
two algorithms, the AES + SM2 hybrid encryption technology was proposed. Finally, the performance of the
three encryption algorithms in cloud storage was tested
in the LAN of the laboratory. The results are as follows.
1) With the increase of the cloud storage packet size,
the encryption and decryption time of the three encryption algorithms decreased; when processing the
packet of the same size, the AES algorithm had
the shortest encryption and decryption time, the
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Figure 4: Time consumed by three encryption technologies in encryption and decryption in cloud computing

Figure 5: Security of three encryption technologies in cloud computing

Table 1: Detection performance of three encryption technologies for tampered ciphertext

AES
SM2
AES+SM2

5 MB
Storage succeeds
Storage fails
Storage fails

15 MB
Storage succeeds
Storage fails
Storage fails

25 MB
Storage succeeds
Storage fails
Storage fails

35 MB
Storage succeeds
Storage fails
Storage fails

45 MB
Storage succeeds
Storage fails
Storage fails
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SM2algorithm had the longest encryption and decryption time, and the time of the AES + SM2 algorithm was between the two other two algorithms.
2) With the increase of the data packet size, the integrity of data under the three encryption technologies decreased, and when processing the data packet
of same size, the integrity of data under the AES
algorithm was the highest, followed by the SM2 algorithm and the AES + SM2 algorithm.
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Abstract
Frequent itemset mining is an important aspect of data
mining. Direct publication of frequent item-set mining
results may cause serious personal privacy leakage, so
this article proposes a frequent item-set mining algorithm
that satisfies differential privacy. This article proposes a
weight truncation algorithm for transaction truncation to
reduce the global sensitivity of differential privacy. The
truncated transaction retains the frequent item information of the original transaction as much as possible. This
article uses average support and maximum support estimation strategies to reduce errors due to transaction
truncation and pruning operations. The experimental results are compared and analyzed, and the proposed algorithm satisfies the differential privacy protection. At the
same time, the frequent itemset mined has good utility.
The proposed algorithm has higher availability than the
existing algorithm TT (Transaction Truncation) and algorithm PB (PrivBasis).
Keywords: Differential Privacy; Frequent Itemset; Support Estimation Strategies; Transaction Truncation

1

Introduction

With the continuous popularization and application of
information technology, data mining brings convenience
to people’s lives, but also brings privacy risks. Frequent itemset mining is an important part of data mining.
Agrawal proposed Apriori algorithm [1] is the most frequent itemset mining algorithm, but the algorithm needs
to repeatedly scan the database, candidate set generation
and testing efficiency is low, and takes up a lot of memory. The FP-growth algorithm proposed [8] by Han et
al. does not generate a candidate set. By compressing
the data set into a frequent pattern tree, the frequent
item set is generated using the pattern growth method.
Therefore, the efficiency is improved compared to the
Apriori algorithm, but recursive Generating conditional

databases and conditional FP-trees takes more time and
memory.The above algorithm uses horizontal data representation to represent the database. Zaki’s Eclat algorithm [16] uses vertical data representation to represent
the database. The performance of algorithms using vertical data representation is generally superior to that of
horizontal data representation, because it only needs to
search the database once.The local differential privacy algorithm used by Wang et al. [14]. Ensures that there is
no trusted third party, but does not use truncation algorithm, which makes the local processing inefficient.
Differential privacy [4] is a new approach to privacy
protection proposed by Dwork in 2006 for the privacy
database leakage problem. Differential privacy can solve
two shortcomings of the traditional privacy protection
model. First of all, the differential privacy protection
model assumes that the attacker can obtain all other
recorded information except the target record. The sum
of these information can be understood as the maximum
background knowledge that the attacker can grasp. Under this maximum background knowledge assumption,
differential privacy protection does not need to consider
any possible background knowledge possessed by the attacker, because these background knowledge cannot provide more abundant information than the maximum background knowledge. Second, it is based on a solid foundation of mathematics. It strictly defines privacy protection
and provides quantitative assessment methods, making
the privacy protection level provided by data sets processed by different parameters comparable.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Differential Privacy

Differential privacy provides a strong privacy guara
ntee that the output of a computation to neighbori ng
databases if they differ by at most one record. Formally,
the differential privacy is defined as follows.
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Definition 1. (ϵ-differential privacy [4]). A private algo- 2.3 Vertical Mining Algorithm
rithm P satisfies ϵ-differential privacy for any two neighMany vertical mining algorithm have been proposed reboring databases D and D′ , and any subset of outputs
′
cently for association mining, which have shown to be
S⊆Range(P), P r[P (D) ⊆ S] ⩽ eϵ P r[P (D ) ⊆ S], Where
very effective and usually outperform horizontal [9] apthe probability is taken over the randomness of P.
proaches. The main advantage of the vertical format [7]
For any pair of neighboring databases, differential pri- is support for fast frequency counting via intersection opvacy guarantees that the difference in the probability of erations on transaction tids and automatic pruning of irany subset of outputs P is bounded by eϵ , where smaller relevant data.
Next we introduce the vertical structure algorithm used
values of ϵ mean a stronger privacy guarantee.
in this paper. The original dataset is shown in TaDefinition 2. (Sensitivity [6]). Given n count queries Q, ble 1. Firstly, statistics are made for 1-itemset, assume
for any neighboring databases D, D′ , the sensitivity of Q the threshold is 0.5. And 1-itemsets of vertical structure
′
is ∆Q = max Q(D) − Q(D ) .
tables is created for frequent items that are larger than
1
the threshold. As shown in Table 2. Connect accordTheorem 1. (Laplace mechanism). Let Q denote a query ing to 1-itemset vertical structure tables, and perform
sequence of length p with sensitivity ∆Q. Let ψ1 ,...,ψp be transaction intersection operations on transaction numa p-length vector, where ψi is drawn i.i.d. from a Laplace bers, retain 2-itemset that are greater than the threshold,
distribution with scale ∆Q
ϵ . Then, the algorithm: P (D) = and build 2-itemsets tables. As shown in Table 3. ConQ(D) + {ψ1 , ..., ψp } Achieves ϵ-differential privacy.
nect the 2-itemset and take pruning to get candidate 3The Laplace distribution with magnitude λ, i.e., itemsets. Performing transaction intersection operations
Lap(λ), follows the probability density function as on transaction numbers of the 2-itemsets that make up
 −|x|
the candidate 3-itemsets, retaining 3-itemsets that are
1
P r [x|λ] = 2λ
e λ , where λ = ∆Q
ϵ is determined by greater than the threshold, and building 3-itemsets tables,
both the sensitivity ∆Q and the privacy budget ϵ.
as shown in Table 4. And so on until no new itemsets are
Theorem 2. (Geometric mechanism [5]). Let Q be generated.
a query sequence of length p with integer outputs, and
its sensitivity is ∆Q. The algorithm: P (D) = Q(D) +
Algorithm Design
{ψ1 , ..., ψp } gives ϵ-differential
where ψi i.i.d. 3
 privacy,

samples from a distribution G

ϵ
∆Q

.

The magnitude of injected noise conforms
to
a
two-sided
geometric
distribution
G(α)
with the probability mass function:
P r [x|α] =
−|x|
((exp (α) − 1) / (exp (α) + 1)) exp (α)
where α > 0.
Theorem 3. (Sequential Composition). Let f1 ,· · · ,fm be
m randomized algorithms, where fi provides ϵi -differential
privacy (1 ≤Pi ≤ m). A sequence of fi (D) over database
D provides( ϵi )-differential privacy.

2.2

Frequent Itemset Mining

Given the alphabet ξ = {i1 , · · · , in }, a transaction t is
a subset of ξ and a transaction databases D is a multiset of transactions [15]. Each transaction represents an
individual′ s record. A non-empty set X ⊂ ξ is called
an itemset. The length of an itemset is the number of
items in it. An itemset is called a k-itemset is if it
contains k items. We say a transaction t contains an
itemset X if X is a subset of t. The support of itemset X is the number of transactions containing X in the
databases. An itemset is frequent if its support is no
less than the user-specified minimum support threshold.
Given a transaction database and a user-specified minimum support threshold, the goal of FIM is to find the
complete set of frequent itemsets. In the rest of this paper, we use “threshold” as shorthand for “user-specified
minimum support threshold”.

In this section, we present a straightforward approach to
make vertical mining achieve ϵ-differential privacy. Our
main idea is to add noise to the support of itemsets and
use their noisy supports to determine which itemsets are
frequent. Suppose the maximal length of frequent itemsets is Lf . We uniformly assign the support computations of i-itemsets a privacy budget Lϵf . Then we add
Laplace noisy L (∆Qi / (ϵ/Lf )) to the support of items.
If the noisy support of an item exceeds the threshold, we
output it as a frequent
The sensitivity of Qi is
 itemset.

no greater than min mi , n , where m is the maximum
length of the transaction and n is the total number of
candidate sets. To limit the cardinality of transactions′
candidate, we propose a transaction truncating approach.
If a transaction has more than a specified number of items,
items are deleted until the transaction is under the limit.

3.1

Design Overview

To discover frequent k-itemsets, we utilize frequent (k-1)itemsets to generate candidate k-itemsets based on the
downward closure property. Intersection operation of the
vertical structure of frequent k-1 itemsets that make up
a candidate k-itemsets, and use the noisy support of each
candidate k-itemsets to determine whether it is frequent.
We truncate the long transaction according to the weight
of 1-itemsets.
The first four lines of algorithm 2 show how to find
frequent k-itemsets in DP-verticals. Given the original
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Table 1: Original dataset table
TID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Itemsets
A,B,C,D,E
A,B,D,F
A,C,E
B,C,F
C,D,F
A,B,D

Table 2: 1-itemset table
item TID set
A
1,2,3,6
B
1,2,4,6
C
1,3,4,5
D
1,2,5,6
E
1,3,5

Table 3: 2-itemsets table
item TID set
A,B 1,2,6
A,D 1,2,6
B,D 1,2,6
C,E 1,3,5

Table 4: 3-itemsets table
item
TID set
A,B,D 1,2,6

database and candidate k-itemsets, we first transform the
database to enforce the length constraint. For the transaction whose cardinality violates the constraint, we truncate it by using our weighted truncating algorithm. For
candidate 1-itemset c1 , We create a vertical table of candidate 1-itemsets by searching the transformed database.
We compute the noise support of 1-itemsets through the
vertical structure table. Then we get a vertical table of
1-itemsets. For each candidate k-itemsets ck , we compute
its noisy support through the vertical structure table of
(k-1)-itemsets. Based on the noisy support of ck , we estimate the actual support of ck in the original database
by using support estimation technique. If the estimated
“maximal” support of ck exceeds the threshold, we keep
its vertical structure table to generate candidate (k+1)itemsets; if the estimated “average” support of ck exceeds
the threshold. We regard it as a frequent k-itemsets.

3.2

Weighted Truncating and Support
Estimation

If we limit the cardinality of transactions by transaction
truncating, we can keep more frequency information. The
noise support of candidate 1-itemsets are arranged in de-

scending order, and the m itemsets with the largest noise
support in the long transaction is formed into a short
transaction. This is because the combination of 1-itemsets
with higher support is more likely to be frequent itemsets.
Despite the potential advantages of truncating the
transaction, it inevitably incurs information loss. because
the support of some itemsets decreases. Suppose a transaction t = {a, b, c} is truncated that transaction to be
{a, b}, the support of the itemset {a, b} and {a, b} change
from 1 to 0.
To quantify this information loss, inspired by the double standards method [17] and Run-time Estimation [11].
In order to adapt to the algorithm in this paper, we have
changed double standards method and Run-time Estimation. The method consists of two steps:
1) We estimate the actual support based on noise support in the transformed database.
2) We estimate the actual support in the original
database based on the solid support in the transformed database.
For each itemset, we estimate its “average” support
and “maximum” support, “average” support determines
whether it is a frequent item, The “maximum” support
determines whether it is used to generate the next candidate itemsets.
In the first step. Let α denote its noisy support
in the transformed database and β denote its actual
support in the transformed database. Based on the
Bayesian rule, We can get this formula P r (β|α) =
P r (α|β) P r (β) /P r (α). We assume a uniform prior on
P r (β), we can see the probability distribution of β follow [17]:
P r (β|α) ∼ e−ϵ|β−α|

(1)

In the second step. According to the actual support in the
transformed database, we estimate the actual support in
the original database.
For a transaction t of length p, after truncating, the
probability of an i-itemset X remaining in the transaction
is, According to the combination theorem, We can get the
m−i
formula: γp = Cp−1
/Cpm .
We quantify the “average” support information loss
caused by truncating transactions. Suppose the size of
the alphabet is n. Let µ (X) = (µ1 , µ2 , · · · , µn ), where µk
is the number of transactions with length k containing iitemset X. We refer vector µ (X) to as the µ-vector of X.
We consider the support of i-itemset X in the transformed
database as a random variable. Then, the expectation of
β is:
E(β)

=

m
X

µk
ω · Pn

j=i

k=i

=

ω·(

m
X
k=i

µj

µ
Pn k

j=i µj

n
X

+

µk
ω · Pn

k=m+1
n
X

+

k=m+1

j=i

µ
Pn k

j=i

µj

µj

· γp

· γp ).
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Pn
Pm
Pnµk
+ k=m+1 Pnµk µj · γp .
Let ratio (i) =
k=i
j=i µj
j=i
Thus, given the actual support of X in the transformed
database, we can estimate the “average” support of X in
the original database to be
βavg = avg (β, i) =

β
ratio (i)

(2)
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where βi is the maximal support of i-itemsets. We use array β to estimate the maximal length of frequent itemsets
Lf . Set r as the maximal length of discover ed frequent
itemsets. For i from 1 to r, we get the maximal support
of i-itemsets βi . Since β is a property of the database,
we add geometric noise G (ϵ2 /logn) to each βi [11].

According to double standards method [17], we could Algorithm 1 Weight truncating
estimate “maximal” support of X in the original database Input:
Original database D;
to be
Privacy
budget ϵ3 ;
(
√
β−ln ρ+ ln2 ρ−2β ln ρ
cardinality
Lm ;
if ln ρ ≤ 2β
ratio(i)
max(β, i) =
(3)
Output:
avg(β, i)
if ln ρ > 2β
Transformed database D′ ;
By associating the first steps and second steps,we can 1: Begin
2: Set=compute the noisy support of all 1-itemsets in D
compute the average original support by:
using ϵ3 ;
Z β=+∞
3: for each transaction t ∈ D do
P r(β|α)avg(β, i)
ωavg = avg supp(α, i) =
4:
if |t| > Lm then
β=−∞
5:
SubTransactions ST = m itemsets with the
and the maximal original support by:
largest noise support in the long transaction;
6:
add ST into D′ ;
Z β=+∞
7:
else
ωmax = max supp(α, i) =
P r(β|α) max(β, i).
8:
Add transaction t into D′ ;
β=−∞
9:
end if
When we get the noisy support of an i-itemset X, we 10: end for
estimate its “average support” to determine whether X is 11: End
frequent. And, by estimating the “maximal support” of
X, we decide whether to use X to generate the candidates
We generate an r×n matrix Z to compute β, where row
of (i+1)-itemsets.
zi is the µ-vector of the i-itemset with the highest support.
It will be used in support estimation method to quantify
4 Algorithm Description and Pri- the information loss caused by truncating transaction [11].
After that, we transform the database by using our
vacy Analysis
weight truncating method. We use 1-itemsets support to
The algorithm consists of two phases [17]. In the pre- take truncated long transactions. Since there is a risk of
processing phase, we extract some statistical information privacy leakage in the calculation of 1-itemsets support,
from the original database and leverage the weight trun- we add geometric noise G(ϵ3 ) to each 1-itemset support.
cating method to transform the database. The preprocessing phase is only execut once. In the mining phase,
for a given the specified threshold, we privately find frequent itemsets [13]. We divide the total privacy budget ε 4.2 Mining Phase
into five portions. In order to improve the accuracy and
privacy of the algorithm, geometric noise is added in the In the mining phase, set the threshold to λ, we estimate
preprocessing process and Laplace noise is added in the the maximal length of frequent itemsets Lf . We set Lf
to be the integer l such that βl is the mining process,
generation of frequent itemsets.
we use the support estimation method to quantify the
information loss caused by truncating transaction. Since
4.1 Preprocessing Phase
Z is a property of the database, to avoid the risk of privacy
We first compute the maximal length constraint Lm en- disclosure, for i from 1 to Lf , we add geometric noise
forced in the database. Suppose the size of the alphabet G(ϵ4 /Lf ) to each element in rowzi of Z [11].
is n. Let α = {α1 , · · · , αn }, where αi is the number of
In order to obtain noise support of items,we add laplace
noise
Lap(∆Q/(ϵ5 /Lm )) to the support computations of itransactions with length
i.
We
set
Lm
to
the
value
such
PLm
Pn
that the percentage i=1
αi / i=1 αi is least η. Because itemsets.Based on its “average” and “maximal” supports
the computation of α has privacy risk, experiments show in the original database. If the estimated “maximal supthat adding laplace noise in the preprocessing stage will port” exceeds threshold λ, we reserve X for generating
reduce the accuracy of the algorithm, we add geometric candidate itemsets. If the estimated “average support”
noise G(ϵ1 ) to each αi . We compute β = {β1 , · · · , βn }, exceeds λ, we output item X as a frequent itemsets.
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Algorithm 2 DP-vertical
Input:
Database D;
maximal cardinality m;
privacy parameter ϵ1 , ϵ2 , ϵ3 , ϵ4 , ϵ5 ;
threshold λ;
Output:
The set of frequent itemsets F ;
1: Begin
2: α=get noisy number of transactions with different
length using ϵ1 ;
3: Lm =get maximal length constraint Lm based on α
and η;
4: β=get noisy maximal support of itmsets of different
lengths using ϵ2 ;
5: Z=compute an r × n matrix using the µ-vectors of
itemsets using ϵ4 ;
6: Lf =estimate maximal length of frequent itemsets
based on β and λ;
7: D ′ = weight truncate(D, m, ϵ3 );
8: c1 (item, value)=set vertical structure table of 1itemsets through D′ ;
9: for each candidate itemset X ∈ c1 do
10:
n sup = compute noisy support(X value,c1 value,
ϵ5 /Lf );
11:
max sup = estimate maximal support(n sup);
12:
if max sup ≥ λ then
13:
Fi + = X;
14:
end if
15:
avg sup = estimate average support(n sup);
16:
if avg sup ≥ λ then
17:
F + = X item;
18:
end if
19: end for
20: while Fi not N U LL do
21:
i=i+1;
22:
ci =Generate candidate i-itemsets based on Fi−1
23:
for each candidate itemset X in ci do
24:
n sup=compute noisy support(X value,c1 value,
ϵ5 /Lf );
25:
max sup = estimate maximal support(n sup);
26:
if max sup ≥ λ then
27:
F + = X item;
28:
end if
29:
avg sup = estimate average support(n sup);
30:
if avg sup ≥ λ then
31:
F + = X item;
32:
end if
33:
end for
34: end while
35: End

4.3

Privacy Analysis
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ric noise G(ϵ1 ) in computing α satisfies ϵ1 -differential privacy. The maximal length constraint Lm is calculated according to α, so ϵ1 -differential privacy is satisfied. Moreover, adding geometric noise G(ϵ2 /logn) in computing β
satisfies ϵ2 -differential privacy. We need the noisy support
of 1-itemsets as a truncation indicator [12]. In order to
protect privacy, adding geometric noise G(ϵ3 ) to the support of each 1-itemset satisfies ϵ3 -differential privacy. In
the mining phase. The maximal length of frequent itemsets Lf is calculated according to β, so ϵ2 /logn-differential
privacy is satisfied. For the computation of row zi . in Z, as
adding or removing one transaction can only affect a single element in zi ., so, the sensitivity of this computation
about Z is 1. Thus, adding geometric noise G(ϵ4 /Lf ) in
computing zi . guarantees ϵ4 -differential privacy. According to the sequential composition property [5], matrix Z
satisfies ϵ4 -differential privacy [11]. After that, we privately find frequent itemsets based on the database transformed by our weighted truncating operation. For i from
1 to Lf , we uniformly assign the support computations
of i-itemsets a private budget ϵ′ = ϵ5 /Lf . The sensitivity
used to perturb the support of i-itemsets is ∆Qi . Thus,
adding Laplace noise Lap(∆Qi /ϵ′ ) to the support of each
item satisfies ϵ′ -differential
privacy.
In summary, our al

P5
gorithm satisfies ϵ = i=1 ϵi -differential privacy.

5
5.1

Experiments
Experiments Setup

We compare our DP-vertical algorithm with the following
two algorithms. The Apriori-based algorithm which privately find itemsets whose support exceeds a given threshold [11]. And the “P rivBasis” algorithm which privately
find the k most frequent itemsets [10]. We use DPVM
to denote out the algorithm, while TT and PB to denote
the algorithms Transaction Truncation and PrivBasis, respectively.
We implement these three algorithm in JAVA and conduct all experiments on a PC with Intel Core i7-6700HQ
CPU(2.60GHz) and 16GB RAM. Since the algorithms involve randomization, we run each algorithm 10 times and
report its average result. We set parameter ρ to be 0.01.
The privacy budget ϵ is set to be 1.0. The parameter η is
set to be 0.85.
The experiment uses datasets Accident and
Pumsb star widely used in frequent project set mining
algorithms [3].
Table 5 summarizes the parameter
settings for the data sets used in this experiment.
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we employ the widely used standard metrics. We use F-score [9]
to measure the utility of generated frequent itemsets. It
is defined as
precision × recall
F − score = 2 ×
precision + recall

In the preprocessing phase, for the computation of α, as
a single transaction only affects one element in α by one, Where precison
=
|Up ∩ Uc | / |Up |, recall
=
this computation’s sensitivity is 1. Thus, adding geomet- |Up ∩ Uc | / |Uc |, Up is the frequent itemsets gener-
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ated by a private algorithm and Uc is the actual frequent
itemsets.
And, to measure the error with respect to the actual
supports of itemsets, we calculate the relative error of
released itemset supports [9]
RE = medianX

|sup′x − supx |
supx

Where X is the generated frequent itemsets, supx is the
actual support of itemset x and supx′ is the noisy support
of itemset x.
Figure 3: Accident: F-score with data set Accident
Table 5: original dataset table
Dataset
Pumsb-star
Accident

Transaction
49046
340183

Items
2088
468

Max.len
63
51

Avg.len
50.5
33.8

Figure 4: Accident: RE with data set Accident

Figure 1: PUMSB: F-score with data set Pumsb-star

It can be seen from the figure that the F-score parameter value of the algorithm DPVM is larger than the algorithms TT and PB under the same threshold, and the
RE parameter value of the algorithm DPVM is smaller
than the algorithm TT.
Figures 5 and 6 set the threshold to 0.6, which shows
the comparison of the F-score parameter and the RE parameter of the privacy budget ϵ of the algorithm DPVM,
TT, PB from 0.5 to 1.25.
It can be seen from the figure that under the same
privacy budget ϵ, the F-score parameter value of the algorithm DPVM is larger than the algorithm TT, PB, and
the RE parameter value of the algorithm DPVM is smaller
than the algorithm TT.

Figure 2: PUMSB: RE with data set Pumsb-star

5.2

Experiment Result

The privacy budget ϵ of Figures 1, 2, 3, and Figure 4
are set to 1, which shows the comparison of the F-score
parameter and the RE parameter of the thresholds of the
algorithms DPVM, TT, and PB from 0.54 to 0.7. Figure 1
and Figure 2 are comparisons of the data set Pumsb-star,
and Figures 3 and 4 are comparisons of the data set Accident.

As shown from the figure, the DPVM achieves better
performance than TT on pumsb star and accidents. This
is because DPVM retains more frequent information than
TT by using weight truncation algorithm and support estimation strategy. We can also observe that DPVM is
better than PB in parameter F-score on pumsb star and
account datasets. Privbasis method uses the fact that all
subsets of a frequent itemset are frequent to achieve dimension reduction. To find the most frequent K itemsets,
the privbasis method finds the itemset IB, decomposes IB
into several subsets, and proposes the concept of θ - basis
set. When the support difference between item sets is very
small, It is likely that infrequent items will be sampled,
resulting in low F-score.
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is the next problem to be studied.
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Conclusions

This paper studies the privacy leakage problem of frequent
itemsets mining algorithm based on a vertical structure.it
proposes a frequent itemsets mining algorithm DPVM
based on differential privacy. By adding noise to the frequency of itemsets, the support of published itemsets is
guaranteed to meet the differential privacy. In the case of
ensuring that the privacy of the original data will not be
disclosed, the amount of added noise is reduced. The data
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strategy is adopted to reduce the error caused by truncation [2]. By reducing the amount of added noise, the accuracy of the algorithm is improved. Finally, the DPVM
algorithm is compared with TT and PB algorithm, and
a large number of experiments show that the algorithm
has high availability under the condition of differential
privacy.
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Abstract
Aiming at the problem of optimal strategy selection in
blackmail virus security defence, starting from the motivation standpoint of both sides and considering the relationship between targets and defenders, the blackmail
virus defence problem is modelled as a security game
problem based on the mixed strategy of multiple defenders, A multi-threading algorithm is designed to solve the
optimal strategy under the coordinated defence of defenders, Dynamic allocation of defence resources is realised.
The experimental results show the effectiveness of the algorithm and analyze the impact of the target value and
association changes on the defence strategy.
Keywords: Blackmail Virus; Multiple Defenders; Multithreading; Optimal Strategy

1

Introduction

In recent years, the global spread and attack of the blackmail virus have caused considerable losses. Tencent security officially released the blackmail virus report in the
first half of 2020, which shows that the blackmail virus
is still very active in the first half of 2020, and more
and more blackmail viruses are targeting the targets with
higher data value and larger scale of traditional enterprises, education, medical care, government agencies, and
so on. Taking an enterprise in Guangzhou, China, which
was attacked by the Phobos blackmail virus, for example,
after the blackmail virus invaded the first computer, it
spread rapidly in the enterprise intranet. Through malicious tools, it constantly attacked the intranet machines,
making more computers infected and unable to run normally. According to incomplete statistics, more than 20
servers of the enterprise were down after the attack, including two core database servers. Because the speed of
the blackmail virus spreading and attacking is very fast,
and the defender needs to consider the cost of statistical
target information, the cost of communication between
the target and the defender, and the time cost of dealing

with the problem. It has not enough coordination ability and response time for a single defender to defend the
blackmail virus. The most effective way is to increase the
number of defenders to improve the coordination ability
and shorten the response speed under the existing ability of the defender; By dispersing the defence target to
multiple defenders, reducing the pressure of a single defender and improving the efficiency of it. Therefore, a
more effective multi defender security game model has
been proposed, and the way to coordinate the defenders
to make the optimal defence strategy under the limited
cost is also an urgent problem to be solved. In this paper,
we use multi defender model to deal with the problem
of blackmail virus defence, through the multi defender
cooperative defence, control reasonable cost to complete
the calculation of the optimal hybrid defence strategy.
The multi defender model needs to simulate the confrontation between the defender who protects the targets
and the attacker who tries to destroy the targets and considers the correlation between the targets (defenders), to
ensure that the defenders coordinate with each other and
jointly protect all the targets [15]. The attacker always
acts before the defender: After observing the defender’s
initial strategy, the attacker seeks the best attack target by maximising the attack expectation; The defender
tries to obtain the maximum defence utility under the limited resources [3, 6]. We need to design an optimal strategy selection algorithm based on multi defender security
game after comprehensively analyzing the influence of defence cost and defence utility on strategy selection [1,5,8].
For the problem of optimal strategy selection in multi defender Game, [13, 19] considered the interaction between
targets, formulated a game of one attacker and N defenders, and formed an optimisation problem for each participant to help select the optimal strategy. This paper also
studies the security game of multiple defenders considering interdependence and proposes a mixed-integer linear
programming formula to calculate the optimal strategy of
multiple defenders [7]. Based on [7, 14] provides a more
efficient optimal multi defender defence strategy selection
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algorithm is designed by converting the optimal policy
selection into a nonlinear programming problem.
In order to make decisions on multiple independent
and possibly non-cooperative utility networks, and to ensure the maximum reduction of investment costs, a theoretical model of infrastructure network restoration based
on the sequential game of multiple defenders based on
interdependence is proposed in [12], which is expressed
as the discrete-time non-cooperative game between networks. This paper studies the multi-player game between
the intruder and the defender, considers the multi-player
cooperative game and proposes a decomposition method
to give a cooperative intrusion strategy to ensure the lower
limit of profit [10]. However, in the case of virus defence,
it is often to seek the maximum profit (upper limit) given
the limited cost, which is also the starting point of our
paper. In [16], a new allocation method is proposed to
solve multiple defenders defending attackers. In other
words, each defender is assigned to a unique attacker. The
behaviour of each defender is determined and the upper
limit of attacker’s profit is given. In contrast, our paper
presents and computes the defender’s strategy (Non-fixed
defence behaviour) through the hybrid strategy, making the defender’s behaviour (strategy) more flexible. [11]
Based on a novel and extensible (polynomial time) allocation algorithm, the algorithm can accommodate the
cooperative behaviour between defenders, superior to the
defence strategy without cooperative behavior. The security game including one attacker and multiple defenders
considered in [18]is similar to our paper. A distributed
defence strategy is proposed for the coordinated defence
of defenders against attackers. However, in our paper, we
use the distributed computing method to keep the game
between each defender, and transfer the results of each
thread game to other defenders immediately. Then, we
use the correlation relationship to maintain the interaction between the defenders in decision-making to ensure
the optimisation of the whole strategy. The model in [9]
is an extension of the matrix attack and defence game
model and Markov decision-making process and is a dynamic attack defence deduction model under multi defender model. However, it is mentioned in [17]that the
defender is supposed to know the attacker’s income in the
matrix game, which is inconsistent with the actual situation, and an equilibrium solution method for the random
game model with incomplete information is proposed.
The work of this paper has made three main contributions. In this paper, a multi defender security game model
is established to solve blackmail defence. The best defence
strategy of each defender is represented and calculated by
using a mixed strategy. Different targets are divided into
different defenders for management by using distributed
computing, which avoids invalid strategies due to the insufficient ability of a single defender. It can ensure the
mutual game between the defenders, dynamically coordinate the defence strategies among the defenders, and
ensure the overall defence effectiveness to achieve the optimal. Finally, the experiment verifies the effectiveness
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of the algorithm. It gives the analysis of the influence of
the parameter value on the strategy, which plays a guiding role in the selection of the optimal strategy in the
blackmail virus defence problem.
Section 2 establishes the multi defender security game
model under the mixed strategy; Section 3 gives the algorithm example; Section 4 analyzes the experimental results; Section 5 summarizes the experiment.

2

Multi Defender Security Game
Model Under Mixed Strategy

2.1

Establishment of Attack And Defense
Model

There are many defenders in the network I = 1, 2, 3...n,
a single attacker, and a series of targets (nodes) T . Each
defender i is responsible for protecting a set of targets
Ti = {ti,1 , ti,2
T , ti,3 , · · · , ti,k }, Ti ⊆ T and
S target jϵTi .Now
suppose Ti Ti′ = ∅ (i ̸= i′ ) and i∈I Ti = T (that
is, the number of objects protected by each defender is
more than 1, and the protection targets are not repeated
between each other).
The strategy set of all defenders can be expressed
as a mixed strategy matrix, as in Equation (1). Suppose that each defender sets corresponding protection
strategies for each target he protects: We use probability qi,j (q ∈ (0, 1)) to represent the security policy of defender i against target j; Therefore, the strategy of defender i against the target he protects should
be a mixed set of policies, which can be expressed as
{qi,ti,1 , qi,ti,2 , qi,ti,3 , · · · , qi,ti,k } with ΣkϵTi qi,ti,k = 1. On
the other hand, assume that the attacker has limited resources and can only attack one target at a time. Then
the target of the attacker is j.


qi,j

q1,t1,1
 q2,t2,1


=  q3,t3,1
 ..
 .

q1,t1,2
q2,t2,2
q3,t3,2
..
.

q1,t1,3
q2,t2,3
q3,t3,3
..
.

···
···
···
..
.

qn,t4,1

qn,t4,2

qn,t4,3

···


q1,t1,k
q2,t2,k 

q3,t3,k 

.. 
. 
qn,t4,k

(1)

As shown in Figure 1, the corresponding hybrid strategy matrix q is shown in Equation (2):


qi,j

0.5
= 0.333333
0.333333

0.5
0.333333
0.333333


0.333333
0.333333

(2)

In the strategy matrix above, the first defender protects
targets 3 and 7 with defence strategies of 0.5 the second
defender protects targets 1, 4 and 8 with defence strategies of 0.333333333, 0.333333333 and 0.333333333; The
third defender protects targets 2, 5 and 6, with defence
strategies of 0.333333333, 0.333333333 and 0.333333333.
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q1 = 0:333333

q2 = 0:333333

1

2

Defender 1

Attacker
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Defender 2

r1;2 = 0:5
t2;2

t1;1

r2;1 = 0:5
q3 = 0:5

q4 = 0:333333

3

4

5

6

q5 = 0:333333

q6 = 0:333333

Target value:
Cost:
Coefficient of Lost:
Defende Utility of target:

t1;1 = 1; t2;2 = 1

ct1;1 = 0:5; ct2;2 = 0:5

st1;1 = 0:5; st2;2 = 1
Ut1;1 = 1:75; Ut2;2 = 2:25

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of parameter values
7

8

q7 = 0:5

q8 = 0:333333

Figure 1: Defense strategy diagram

2.2

Calculation of Defense Utility

Assuming that the defence effectiveness only depends on
the target being attacked and the security strategy (defence cost) of the defender to the target, the attacker can
only select one target with the greatest attack utility to
attack each time. The value of each target j is recorded as
vj . if defender i protects target j, it will consume resource
ci,j . if target j is destroyed or infected, it will infect other
targetj , . the possibility or influence of this infection is
determined by ”correlation degree rj,j , ”. If the attacker
attacks the target j(j ∈ T ), then the defender’s utility
value is recorded as Ui,j and the attack utility value is
recorded as Vi,j . We use Equation (3) to express defence
utility:
X
Ui,j = (1 − sj )(vj + cj +
(vj′ + c′j )rj,j ′ ).
(3)
j′

Correlation degree r: The existence of association affects
the effectiveness of attack and defence at the same time:
The attack of blackmail virus starts from an initial target,
and after the attacker causes direct damage to the target,
it will also cause indirect damage to other targets due to
the association relationship; After the defender allocates
certain defence resources to the target and improves its
defence effectiveness, it will indirectly increase the defence
utility of other targets associated with this target. This
indirect influence is transmitted by the correlation degree
r, r ∈ (0, 1), which ri,j , indicates the association degree
between the current target and an associated target.
Defense investment c: The total defence resource consumed by all defenders is C, and the defence resource
consumed by the defender i is Ci , C = Σi Ci . Moreover,
the P
total defence cost C should also satisfy C ≤ CM AX =
P
i
j vi,j . This is because if the defence investment cost
ci,j of the target j is greater than the target value vi,j ,
Then the defence strategy of the defender against the target is meaningless.
Loss coefficient s: Once an attack occurs, the parameter sj (sj ∈ [0, 1]) is used to reflect the effectiveness of the

attacker’s attack on target j, so sj is called the loss coefficient of the attacked target j. When there is no attack in
the system or the attacking object is not j, the value of sj
is 0; otherwise, the value of sj will be defined according
to the actual loss degree of the target being attacked (a
value of 1 indicates that the target is completely lost after
being attacked).
As shown in Figure (2), there are two defenders, each
protecting a target separately, the value of each target is 1,
the correlation degree of each target is 0.5, and the defence
investment is 0.5; Assuming that the attacker chooses to
attack the first target, the loss coefficient of the attacked
target is 0.5; From Equation (3), the defence effectiveness
of target 1 and target 2 are 1.75 and 2.25, respectively.

2.3

Calculation of Optimal Strategy

Because we use the hybrid strategy in this paper, when
the defender deploys the defence strategy, the ultimate
goal is to make the expectation of defence utility reach the
optimal (maximum); The first step of strategy selection
should determine the conditions for the system to achieve
the optimal profit: That is, to maximise the expectation
of defence utility of multiple defenders under a limited investment cost; The second step is based on the conditions
of the optimal profit, propose a algorithm to calculate the
optimal strategy; The maximization of defence utility expectation of multiple defenders means that the optimal
profit problem of multiple defenders can be transformed
into the optimal solution problem of optimization model.
On the one hand, the defence resources owned by each
defender can only be used to deploy defence strategies
for the targets under their control, so each defender is
independent; On the other hand, the defenders are related because there is always a cascade relationship between boundary targets belonging to different defenders,
and each defender has to take such additional effects into
account. The multi defender algorithm proposed in this
paper reduces the number of target variables and association complexity that each defender needs to consider
by distributed computing [20]. At the same time, the attacker’s changing strategy simulates the infection trend
and effect of the virus (the process of the attacker making the attack strategy), and the game process between
the defenders simulates the repeated calculation of the
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association relationship with the former, repeat the
above steps until all defenders complete solving their
own defence strategy set, defence investment set and
defence utility set.

defender in the real network environment, as well as the
process of making the optimal defence strategy.
Algorithm steps:
1) n defenders protect all target sets T, and each defender i is responsible for protecting a group of targets Ti = {ti1 , ti2 , ti3 , · · · , tik }, Ti ⊆ T , n ∗ k = m,
j ∈ Ti . Then the initial defence strategy set qi,ini[]
of the defender i should satisfy uniform distribution,
and the initial defence strategies are all k1 .
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7) The above steps demonstrate that a defender has
completed the process of solving the defence strategy.
Before the iteration stop condition is reached, we get
the new optimal attack target according to Equations (1), (3), and iterate continuously according to
the new optimal attack target to solve the solution
of the system optimal defence strategy satisfying the
iterative conditions. The above calculation process
is shown in the following pseudo code (Algorithm 1).

2) The defence investment Ci that one defender i can
control is determined by the target it protects. According to the ratio of the total value of each defender’s target, we can divide it into total defence
investment C by Equation (4):
P
Algorithm 1 Optimal strategy calculation in multi dej vi,j
(4)
Ci = C P P
fender game
v
i,j
i
j
1: Begin
From Equation (4) above, we can get the defensive 2: Initialize the Target value set v[], Association degree
set r[], Initial defense strategy set q[], Total defense
investment Ci of defender i, and then according to
investment C, Number of iterations t, Weighted coefci,j = qi,j Ci , we obtain the initial defence investment
ficient set of initial defense loss s[].
set ci,j,ini [] of defender i.
3: Calculate Initial defense utility set Ui,j = (1−sj )(vj +
P
3) According to the defence investment set ci,j,ini[] and
cj + j ′ (vj′ + c′j )rj,j ′ ) Initial defense investment set
P
substituting into Equation (3), the defense utility set
j vi,j
P P
tmp[] = U [].
c
[]
=
q
×
C
i,j
i,j
Ui,ini [] is obtained.
i
j vi,j
4: while 1 ≤Iterate times≤ t do
4) The attack utility is numerically equal to the defence 5:
Compute Attack target j
utility of the target, And the best target of the at- 6:
Set of defense loss weighting coefficients s[] by Vj =
tacker is often the one with the greatest attack efmaxtmp[];
fect, Therefore, the maximum attack utility can be 7:
U [] = sj []U [];
obtained by Equation (5):
8:
while 1 ≤Number of defender a ≤ t do
9:
Running Thread i...
Vmax = max Vi,j = | − max Ui,j |
(5)
10:
Compute
of defender i:
P Defense strategy
P
max j qi,j Ui,j − j qi,j cj
Then the initial attack utility set Vini [], the initial 11:
Update Defensive utility P
of defender a:
maximum attack utility Vmax,ini , the initial optimal 12:
Ui,j = (1 − sj )(vj + cj + j ′ (vj′ + c′j )rj,j ′ )
attack target jini and the initial loss coefficient set 13:
14:
end while
si,ini []are calculated by the above equation;
15:
return qi [] and Ui []
5) Bring the uniformly distributed initial response value 16: end while
qi,j,ini [] into Equations (6), (7), (8), to calculate the 17: return q[] and U []
new protection strategy qi,j,Iter [] in defender i:
18: End
X
X
maxq,c,U
qi,j,Iter Ui,j,ini −
qi,j,Iter Ci,j,ini (6)
j

j

3

s.t
0 ≤ qi,j,Iter ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ Ti

Algorithm Example

(7) An example is given in this section, as shown in Figure 3:
Three departments manage eight computers, of which deX
qi,j,Iter = 1, ∀j ∈ Ti
(8) partment A protects the yellow target computers (targets 3 and 7), Department B protects the red target comj∈Ti
puters (targets 1, 4, 8), and department C protects the
6) Other defenders start with the initial defender i, ac- blue target computers (targets 2, 5, 6). The value of each
cording to their own order in the infectious path target is set to 1, and the iteration times of the algorithm
starting from i, and the latter defender i∗ is based are 1000. When the attacker attacks the target, the loss
on the previous calculation results of defender i (Op- coefficient s is 0.7 (the loss coefficient can be arbitrarily
timal defence strategy set and defence utility set), the selected in the interval [0, 1]).
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q1 = 0:333333
V1 = 1

1

Equation (12):

q2 = 0:333333
V2 = 1

r1;2 = 0:5



2

Uini

r1;4 = 0:5
r2;6 = 0:5

q3 = 0:5
V3 = 1

3

q4 = 0:333333
V4 = 1

r3;4 = 0:5

4

r4;5 = 0:5

r4;8 = 0:5

r3;7 = 0:5

7

8

q7 = 0:5
V7 = 1

q8 = 0:333333
V8 = 1

5

r5;6 = 0:5

q5 = 0:333333
V5 = 1

3.0

3.75
=
3.0

2.25
4.5
3.75


2.25
3.0

(12)

5) Select the target computer with the largest attack
effect by Equation (3), the target 4 computer is the
best target for attacker in the first round.

6

q6 = 0:333333
V6 = 1

6) Each defender substitutes his initial defense strategy
into Equations (6), (7), (8), to obtain the defence
strategy set after the first iteration of departments
A, B and C:


0.800781 0.199219
0
0.067708 (13)
qIter−1 = 0.932292
0.218575 0.609933 0.171492

Figure 3: Target value and initial strategy

In order to resist the attack of blackmail virus on the
internal equipment and data of the company, the company has invested a total of defence costs, which are
used to train employees’ security skills, upgrade system
patches, update firewall configuration, strictly manage
ports, backup important data in different places and multiple points. Now, the company has given the total defence investment C = 4. However, the company will
not allocate the specific defence investment of each target
computer in detail; Department i reports the number of
computers and the value of data to the company, and the
defence investment allocated by the company to department i is Ci , and the defence investment ci,j allocated by
each computer is arranged by its department i:
1) According to Equation (4), the disposable defence
investment can be divided into three parts:
CA,ini = 1, CB,ini = 1, CC,ini = 1.
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(9)

7) After getting the new defence strategy, we update
the investment set according to ci,j = qi,j Ci , and
then according to Equation (3), updating the defence
utility set (Equation (14)):


2.900391 2.099609
UIter−1 = 4.494792 0.461654 1.601562 (14)
3.155701 4.242737 2.878619
8) To the last step, the algorithm has completed an optimal strategy calculation and got the result of the
initial iteration, but this result hasn’t considering the
change of attacker’s strategy and the game between
defenders. Therefore, we need to iterate the algorithm to deal with these two problems; The new
∗∗
= V3 = 4.494792 is
maximum attack utility Vmax
obtained from Equation (5). At this time, if the iteration stop condition is not reached, the third target
∗∗
is regarded as the new attack
corresponding to Vmax
target, and Steps (6) and (7) are repeated to continue the next optimal strategy calculation until the
iteration stop condition is reached.

2) According to the topology of the network and the
division of the target, we give the initial defence
strategy as Equation (10), The initial strategy is uniformly distributed:
4 Analysis of Experimental Re

sults
0.5
0.5
qi,j = 0.333333 0.333333 0.333333
(10)
Through the game between attacker and defender, as well
0.333333 0.333333 0.333333
as between defender and defender, the following optimal
defence strategy matrix (shown in Equation (15)) and
3) According to ci,j = qi,j Ci , the defence investment of defence utility matrix (shown in Equation (16)) are obeach computer in each department is shown in Equa- tained. The distribution of defence strategy in the nettion (11). It can be seen that the initial strategy work is shown in Figure 4:
satisfies the uniform distribution:


0.670513 0.329487



0.5 0.5
0
1
0
qIter−1 = 
(15)


cini = 0.5 0.5 0.5
(11)
0.085805 0.696038 0.218156
0.5 0.5 0.5


3.585256 2.164744
4) Each department calculates the defence utility set by
UIter−1 = 0.389172 5.301573 2.250000
(16)
substituting the initial defence investment set into
2.292326 4.457674 2.913617
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q1 = 0:099901
V1 = 1

1

q2 = 0:092948
V2 = 1

r1;2 = 0:5

egy in the network is shown in Figure 5:

qIter−f in−v


0.520009
0
= 
0.215490

UIter−f in−v



2.979019 2.239960
= 0.329826 4.092519 1.894766 (18)
2.539480 3.665755 2.966245

2

r1;4 = 0:5
r2;6 = 0:5
q4 = 0:333333
V4 = 1

q3 = 0:754549
V3 = 1

3

r3;4 = 0:5

4

r4;8 = 0:5

r3;7 = 0:5

7

8

q7 = 0:245451
V7 = 1

q8 = 0
V8 = 1

r4;5 = 0:5

5
q5 = 0:701112
V5 = 1

r5;6 = 0:5



0.479991
0.873650
0.496183

0.126354
0.288327

(17)

6
q6 = 0:20597
V6 = 1

q2 = 0:224419
V2 = 1

q1 = 0:247825
V1 = 1

Figure 4: Defence Strategy after game

1

r1;2 = 0:5

2

r1;4 = 0:5
r2;6 = 0:5

We compare the full-game defence strategy with the
initial state, the result is shown in Table 1: After considering the mutual game between defenders, the total
defence utility will be increased by 2.57% compared with
the initial state; The change of strategy of each target
is shown in Table 1. Compared with the results of the
game, in the initial state, defender A tilts too many defence resource to target 3; Defender B places much defence
resource on target 1, which fails to protect core target
4; And defender C’s strategy changes little. By reducing the defence strategy of target 3 and improving the
defence strategy of target 7, the game appropriately balances the strategy allocation gap between the two targets
in defender A; While the defence resources of defence B
incline to target 4; This is because target 4 is in the ”core
position of the network” (we call the target with the most
complex relationship as the core target, and the area with
the most dense distribution of core targets is called the
core area ) The resource of defender C inclines to target
5 and target 6 after iteration because target 5 and target 6 are closer to the core area of network than target
2. It is not difficult for us to find that after the defence
strategy is adjusted to the target (target set) in the core
position (area) of the network, the defender has achieved
greater defence effectiveness.

4.1

The Impact of the Change of Target
Node Value

Due to the existence of association, if the value of a node
in the network changes, the defence strategy of itself and
other adjacent targets will change too. Therefore, we take
the modification of target 4 in defender C as an example,
reduce the value of target 4 to 90% of the original value,
that is, v4 = 0.1.The following optimal defence strategy
matrix (Equation (17)) and defence utility matrix (Equation (18)) are obtained. The distribution of defence strat-

q3 = 0:596942
V3 = 1

3

q4 = 0:752174
V4 = 0:1

r3;4 = 0:5

4

r4;8 = 0:5

r3;7 = 0:5

7

8

q7 = 0:403057
V7 = 1

q8 = 0
V8 = 1

r4;5 = 0:5

5

r5;6 = 0:5

q5 = 0:520396
V5 = 1

6
q6 = 0:255185
V6 = 1

Figure 5: Defence Strategy after target 4 value is reduced
by 90%
After the value of target 4 is reduced, the total defence
utility decreases by 11.27% with the iteration (game) going on; The defence resource given by defender B to target 4 are reduced, but because it is in the core position,
the change rate of resource is not big. The reduced part
resource is added to target 1, and target 8 is abandoned
because it is at the edge of the network; Target 3 in defender A is directly related to target 4,so the defence resource of target 3 will decrease with target 4 as well, and
the reduced part of defence resource will be increased to
target 7; Similarly, target 5 in defender C is also directly
related to target 4, so the defence strategy given by defender C to target 5 is also reduced, and the corresponding
reduced part of defence resource is increased to target 2
and target 6. This result shows that if the value of a
target (area) in the network decreases, the defender will
reduce the defence resource of this target (area), and the
reduced part of defence resource will shift to another target (area).

4.2

The Influence of The Change The
Target Node Association Degree

Then we directly modify the association between target 4
and 5, reducing the association by 80%, that is r4,5 = 0.1,
The following optimal defence strategy matrix (Equation (19)) and defence utility matrix (Equation (20)) are
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Table 1: Comparison of the results of the game between defenders
Data

target 3

target 7

target 1

target 4

target 8

target 2

target 5

target 6

Total defence utility

Initial state policy
Strategy under the game
Strategy change
Strategy change rate
Defence utility distribution

0.80078
0.75455
-0.04623
-5.77%
3.478543

0.19922
0.24545
0.04623
23.21%
2.122725

0.65354
0.09999
-0.55364
-84.71%
3.948872

0.34646
0.90010
0.55364
23.21%
5.295105

0
0
0
-%
2.175074

0.16714
0.09295
0.07419
-44.39%
2.368803

0.65514
0.70111
0.04598
7.02%
4.456124

0.17773
0.25094
-0.02822
15.88%
2.904455

24.925456
25.565008
0.639552
2.57%

Table 2: Comparison of experimental results before and after reducing the value of goal 4 by 90%
Data

target 3

target 7

target 1

target 4

target 8

target 2

target 5

target 6

Total defence utility

Strategy under v4 =0.1
Strategy under the game
Strategy change
Strategy change rate
Defence utility distribution

0.59694
0.75455
-0.15761
-20.89%
2.858104

0.40306
0.24545
0.15761
64.21%
2.201529

0.24783
0.09999
0.14792
148.07%
3.567352

0.75217
0.90010
-0.14792
-16.43%
4.08542

0
0
0
-%
1.614131

0.22442
0.09295
0.13147
141.45%
2.713886

0.52040
0.70111
-0.18072
-25.78%
3.771983

0.25519
0.25094
0.04925
23.91%
2.941389

22.683588
25.565008
-2.881142
-11.27

q1 = 0:72937
V1 = 1

1

q2 = 0:30967
V2 = 1

r1;2 = 0:5

2

r1;4 = 0:5
r2;6 = 0:5
q3 = 0:851229
V3 = 1

3

q4 = 0:27063
V4 = 1

r3;4 = 0:5

4

r4;8 = 0:5

r3;7 = 0:5

7

8

q7 = 0:148771
V7 = 1

q8 = 0
V8 = 1

r4;5 = 0:1

5
q5 = 0:427742
V5 = 1

r5;6 = 0:5

6
q6 = 0:262588
V6 = 1

Figure 6: Defence strategy with 80% reduction of correlation degree of targets 4 and 5

obtained. The distribution of defence strategy in the network is shown in Figure 6:


0.668469 0.331531
0
0.842929 0.157061 (19)
qIter−f in−r = 
0.274336 0.385642 0.340022

UIter−f in−r



3.487053 2.165765
= 0.373682 4.382069 2.367796 (20)
2.666521 3.059920 3.005016

After reducing the correlation degree between targets 4 and 5, the overall defence effectiveness is reduced
by 6.99%; The defence strategies of targets 4 and 5 are
reduced by 69.93% and 38.99%, respectively, which indicates that the reduction of association will also reduce the
defence resource of the corresponding two targets; From
the perspective of target 4 in defender B, those targets are
related to it directly: Targets 3 in defender A, target 5 in
defender C and target 1 and target 8 in defender B. except that target 5 reduces the defence resource due to its

association with target 4, defender A inclines the defence
resource to target 3, and defender B inclines the defence
resource to target 1. Target 5 in defender C is associated
with target 1, target 4 and target 6 in defender B. Except
that target 4 of the defence strategy is reduced due to the
same correlation, Defender B increases defence resource
of target 1 and defender C increases defence resource of
target 6. This result shows that in the interconnected
network, when the correlation between two targets is reduced, the defence resource and defence effectiveness of
these targets will also decrease, and the defender will improve the defence resource of other adjacent targets to
make up for the loss.

4.3

The Distribution of Defence Effectiveness

In this section, we try to analyze the defence utility distribution. The defence utility distribution in the above
experimental results is shown in Figures 7, 8and 9:
After comparing the different experimental results’ defence effectiveness distribution, we find that whether it is
the change of target value or the change of target correlation relationship, the final defence resources of defender
A, B and C always incline to the ”core area”. This is
because the targets in the core area tend to have more
complex correlation relationship or higher target value.
Therefore, the defence resources constructed in this paper are designed in the imperial model, the method to
approach the optimal overall defence effectiveness is: All
the defenders’ overall strategies should try their best to
ensure the safety of the targets in the ”core” area, so as to
obtain the maximum defence effectiveness. For targets in
non-core areas, such as target 8,for example, Based on this
paper, we can build honeypot system by adding network
deception game model and using network deception technology to obtain greater defence effectiveness and achieve
better defence effect [2, 4].
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Table 3: Comparison of experimental results before and after reducing the correlation of R4,5 by 80%
Data

target 3

target 7

target 1

target 4

target 8

target 2

target 5

target 6

Total defence utility

Strategy under r4,5 =0.1
Strategy under the game
Strategy change
Strategy change rate
Defence utility distribution

0.85123
0.75455
0.09668
12.81%
3.18409

0.14877
0.24545
-0.09668
-39.39%
2.07439

0.72937
0.09999
0.62947
630.09%
4.30624

0.27063
0.90010
-0.62947
-69.93%
4.03963

0
0
0
-%
1.70297

0.30967
0.09295
0.21672
233.16%
3.20847

0.42774
0.70111
-0.27337
-38.99%
3.52618

0.26259
0.25094
0.05665
27.51%
2.94694

23.777021
25.565008
-1.787987
-6.99%

5

Conclusion

Aiming at the problem of selecting the best strategy
in blackmail virus defence, this paper proposes a dis5
tributed algorithm based on the multi defender security
4.456124
3.948827
game model of hybrid strategy, which is used to solve the
4
3.478543
optimal defence strategy of the whole defender. The al2.904455
3
2.368803
gorithm maximizes the expectation of defence profit and
2.122725 2.175074
2
ensures the coordinated defence among defenders. In the
experiment of changing the target value or association
1
relationship of the network, the distribution of defence
0
strategy always tends to the area where the ”network
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Target Number
core” is located. The above experiments show the effectiveness of the algorithm, and play a guiding role in
Figure 7: The distribution of defence utility in the game the strategy selection when defending the blackmail virus.
Because this model does not consider the situation that
between defenders
multiple targets are attacked at the same time, in the next
step, multiple attackers will be added to make the attacker
4.5
4.08542
change from single point attack to multi-point coopera3.771983
4
3.567352
tive attack, and change the attacker’s strategy, which is
3.5
2.941389
represented and calculated by mixed attack strategy.
2.858104
3
2.713886
6

Defende Utility

Defende Utility

5.295105

2.5

2.201529

2

1.614131

1.5
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Abstract
In an IoT network, sending the big data streams to the
cloud for group-by-sum and the inner product has become
a basic technique. There are two aspects to be considered.
First, due to the indeterminacy of the cloud, security and
efficiency have become two essential indicators to measure
an outsourcing scheme. Second, it is practical that the
scheme should support any two data sources to perform
inner product, and each data source should be equipped
with a unique key, which can help clients trace back to
the original data source. In this paper, firstly, we find
there are still some security flaws in the previous works.
Concretely, the tags can be forged, and the input data
can be replaced. Next, we focus on the group-by sum
and inner product under the multi-keys and propose two
publicly verifiable schemes. It is worth mentioning that
our schemes have no security and are secure under the
co-CDH assumption. Finally, the experiment evaluation
illustrates the efficiency of our scheme.
Keywords: Cloud Outsourcing; Group-By Sum; Inner
Product; IoT; Multiple Keys; Publicly Verifiable Computation

1

Introduction

Because of the advancement of wireless sensor devices [7], the IoT technology has developed rapidly and it
continues to integrate with other new technologies, such
as artificial intelligence, block chain. Consequently, the
gap between the size of data streams which are generated
by devices and the size of data streams which the clients
can handle is increasing. Thus, uploading the messages to
a dedicated server for analysis, aggregation, storage has
become a natural processing mode [19].
Cloud computing also has some risks, the cloud may
wilfully returns an arbitrary result for own savings or a

malicious value due to the benefits which are from the
competitors. Hence, we must ensure that the final result is correct, and the designed scheme can detect any
malicious behavior from cloud. Currently, supporting the
public verification has become a useful solution. With this
property, clients can authenticate by themselves or delegate authentication to a trusted third party [4]. Moreover,
when clients run an outsourcing algorithm, it is necessary
to ensure that the cost of clients is less than original cost,
and the cost is preferably constant [12].
Group-by sum and inner product, which are two fundamental operations in IOT, have many practical applications, such as data mining. There are two classes of
schemes. One class are schemes with single-key, in which
data is from one data source [1, 3, 4, 10, 13, 14, 21]. The
other are classes with multiple-keys, in which data is from
multiple data sources [2, 12, 16]. However, in some outsourcing scenarios which are based on the IOT, schemes
with multi-keys are more practical. For example, in market analysis, each market uploads their own data to the
regulatory authority for statistical analysis. And further
more, we hope that the key of each data source is different. This method ensures that clients can trace back to
the data source by unique key [12] if they are object to
the results with the cloud honestly running the algorithm.

1.1

Related Work

The traditional outsourcing model has only two parties, cloud and clients. The main process is that clients
outsource a complex computing task to the cloud, and
this task can be a scientific computation with high
complexity, such as matrix multiplication, matrix inversion, linear programming, determinant, linear regression [8, 9, 11, 20, 25] or an expensive cryptographic operation, such as modular inverse, bilinear pairings and modular exponentiations [15, 17, 18]. In [8] and [9], the effi-
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cient freivalds’ algorithm is used for verification, but it is
a probabilistic verification algorithm. Therefore, in order
to improve security, people have studied public verification [3, 4, 22, 23]. Compared with the traditional model,
their models added a trusted verifier for public verification. The schemes in [3] and [23] also support public
delegation.

tion, and the second scheme for inner product is based on
the first scheme for group-by sum. With some preprocessing works, we have improved security and efficiency. In
the mean time, due to the pre-computation, our scheme
is mainly applied to the scenario which the dimension of
source data is fixed. Then data sources can compute some
public keys and system parameters under the amortized
model [6]. our contributions are represented as the folSingle-key: Nath et al. [13] proposed the verifiable lowing four pionts.
grouped aggregation query, and their scheme supports public verification. Papadopoulos et al. [14] 1) For the works of [12, 16], we find there are still two
researched three calculations, group-by sum, insecurity flaws, adversary can forge the correct tags
ner product, matrix product under multiple data
for arbitrary data streams, and cloud can replace the
sources, their schemes only support private verifiacurrent input data by using previous data.
bility. Backes et al. [1] used full homomorphic encryption technology for data operation. Fiore et 2) In our two secure schemes, we construct a new tags.
al. [4] presented a scheme of matrix multiplication
with public verification. Then Elkhiyaoui et al. [3] 3) In security analysis, we show our schemes which have
no security flaws. Moreover, under the co-CDH asimproved the fiore’s scheme and made it more effisumption, we prove that our works are secure.
cient. However, both [3] and [4] require a matrix to
be determined in advance. Zhang et al. [21] proposed 4) Experiment evaluation shows the efficiency at the
two schemes for inner product and matrix multiplicaside of data source and clients.
tion (EPPDMM). Zheng et al. [24] found cloud could
replace data maliciously in EPPDMM. To improve
the efficiency of EPPDMM, Zhang et al. [22] also pro- 1.3 Organization
posed two efficient schemes POMM and AFEMM for
The other works are achieved as below: System model,
matrix multiplication. We find there is still a similar
algorithm framework are defined in Section 2. Section 3
security flaw to EPPDMM. Li et al. [10] presented
gives the related definitions. Our attacks on previous
a securely and publicly verifiable aggregation scheme
works are given in Section 4. Following, Section 5 shows
in IOT. Zheng et al. [24] improved the EPPDMM and
the detailed schemes. Subsequently, the security analysis
proposed two schemes for inner product and matrix
is described in Section 6. We also provide performance
multiplication. While a vector or a matrix needs to
evaluation and experiment evaluation in Section 7 and
be determined in [10] and [24].
Section 8. Ultimately, the conclusion is presented in SecMulti-keys: The full homomorphic encryption technol- tion 9.
ogy was used in [2]. Liu et al. [12] achieved three
publicly verifiable schemes for group-by sum, inner
Scheme Formulation
product, matrix product under multi-keys with very 2
attractive efficiency. But Wang et al. [16] proved that
Liu’s [12] works are not secure, they found tags can 2.1 System Model
be forged by adversary in [12] and proposed two modified schemes.
Data Sources

1.2

Our Contributions

After analyzing the schemes in Wang’s [16], we find
the correct tags can still be easily forged for arbitrary
data in Wang’s first modified scheme, and this scheme
is only suitable for group-by sum query. Subsequently,
in their second modified scheme, they just transformed
the order of groups from prime order into the composite
order. However, in composite order, the computation cost
of group and pairing will be very high [5]. Meanwhile,
we find cloud can replace the current input data by using
previous data in these two schemes [12,16]. Consequently,
for the outsourcing of group-by sum and inner product,
there is still some room to improve.
Here, for group-by sum and inner product, we present
two outsourcing schemes which support public verifica-

Data streams
and tags

D1
D2
Dl

Proof and
result
Query clients

.
.
.

cloud
GEK/(GEK,IEK )
Figure 1: System model

Our model is showed in Figure 1. We use l denotes the
total number of data sources and n denotes the dimension of original information. Let data source Dj (j ∈ [1, l])
collect the information γj = {γj,1 , γj,2 , ..., γj,n } and send
them to cloud. For more practical purposes, we consider
that the data sources cannot be communicated with each
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other. Here, we only focus on the efficiency and security, and data privacy is not be discussed. The following
content is the detailed process of the outsourcing scheme.
Data sources: Each data source continuously collects
the specified information and generates data in the
form of stream. It can be an intelligent terminal in
the IoT or an entity that can produce data streams,
such as a large supermarket. Firstly, it has same public system parameters. Next, in each data source, it
has a uniquely public key and a secret key. Then it
calculates evaluation key GEK and returns it to the
clients (In inner product, it also needs two publicly
auxiliary keys, AKj , AKj′ and another evaluation key
IEK). Subsequently, it generates publicly verifiable
tags ρj = {ρj,1 , ρj,2 , ..., ρj,n }. At last, it sends data
streams and tags to the cloud.
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cloud outputs ret1 , ret2 and proofs Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , Γ4
by the input tuple (f2 , ρj , ρk , AKj , AKj′ , γj , γk ).
That is (f2 , ρj , ρk , AKj , AKj′ , γj , γk ) → (ret1 , ret2 ,
Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , Γ4 ).
4) Verify (f1 , GEK, P Kj , ε, ret, Γ)/(f2 , GEK, IEK, λ1
, P Kj , P Kk , ret1 , ret2 , Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , Γ4 ) → (accept 1 or
reject 0 ): For clients, utilizing the public messages,
they ascertain ret = f1/2 (γj ). If ret is correct,
output 1. If not, output 0.

3
3.1

Preliminaries
Security Definition
k

We have our experiment Exp1A under the adaptive
chosen-message attack for f1 . For f2 , the experiment is
Cloud: We deem that the cloud is malicious. After re- similar to f .
1
ceiving the request, cloud performs the operation of
group-by sum or inner product. At the same time, Step 1: The challenger B generates public/secret key
it generates proofs to prove the correctness of result.
and public messages for data source Dj . Then it
Finally, cloud returns them to the clients.
shows public keys to adversary A.
Clients: We consider that the clients are also malicious Step 2: Adaptively, adversary A requests the challenger
and they can not get the secret key from data sources
B to generate the public tags for the chosen messages
directly. When clients receive the result and proofs,
on the discrete time. If B receives the challenge tuple
they use public messages to check whether the result
(Dj , γj ), it will generate tags ρj and return them to
is correct.
A.

2.2

Algorithm Framework

Our publicly verifiable schemes include four
modules (KeyGen,
GenTag,
Compute,
Verify).
γj ={γj,1 , γj,2 , ..., γj,n } and γk = {γk,1 , γk,2 , ..., γk,n }
denote the data streams which are produced by Dj and
Dk . Let f1 denote group-by sum and f2 denote
Pn inner
product separately. For f1 , the P
query is ret = i=1 γj,i .
n
And for f2 , the query is ret1 = i=1 γj,i · γk,i .
1) KeyGen(f1 , 1κ , t) → (bj , P Kj , GEK, AKj ): For f1 ,
the unique key is computed in this phase. After inputting the security parameter κ and query times t,
Dj outputs a secret key bj . Next it produces a public key P Kj . Different from previous works [12], [16],
we also set a evaluation key GEK. For f2 , besides
the works in group-by sum, Dj also needs to compute publicly auxiliary keys AKj , AKj′ and another
evaluation key IEK. That can be described as
(f2 , 1κ , t) → (bj , P Kj , GEK, IEK, AKj , AKj′ )
All keys can be computed in offline stage.

Step 3: According to the challenge input (Dj , γj ), adversary A gives (ret∗ , Γ) to B with ret∗ ̸= f1 (γj ).
Step 4: If verify(ret∗ , Γ) = 1, we get adversary A suck
ceeds in Exp1A .
Definition 1. Let P r represent the probability that
verify(ret∗ , Γ) = 1. If P r is a negligible value, we can
conclude the outsourcing scheme is secure.

3.2

Bilinear Pairings

Definition 2. (Bilinear pairings): Having bilinear groups
Gµ , Gι , Gζ with the prime order p. Then bilinear pairings
e : Gµ × Gι → Gζ can be defined. It provides three properties:
1) Bilinearity: e(mx , ny ) = e(m, n)xy with x, y ∈ Fp∗ ,
m ∈ Gµ , n ∈ Gι .
2) Non-degenercy: e(m, n) ̸= 1.
3) Computation: For arbitrary m ∈ Gµ , n ∈ Gι , e(m, n)
can be obtained easily.

2) GenTag (f1/2 , γj,i ) → (ρj,i ): The public tags are
computed in this phase. Dj outputs public tags ρj,i
Definition 3. (Co-CDH Assumption): Defining the biby source data γj,i for f1 and f2 .
linear groups Gµ , Gι , Gζ with the prime order p. Let
3) Compute (f1 , ρj , γj ) → (ret, Γ): This phase is e : Gµ × Gι → Gζ . g and h are generators of Gµ and
run by cloud. For f1 , cloud produces result ret Gι . Having g x ∈ Gµ , hy ∈ Gι , x, y ∈ Fp∗ , g xy is difficult
and proof Γ by inputting ρj and γj . For f2 , to be obtained with a negligible cost.
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4

Our Attacks

−1

Then we have Z = ( ρ′j,i )(γj,i −γj,i ) .
j,i

For the three schemes in [12] and [16], we only concentrete on the group-by sum, the similar attack can be used
for the other two schemes. Here, firstly we review the
scheme for group-by sum in [16]. Next, we show our first
attack on [16] and prove the adversary can still forge tags.
Finally, we give second attack on [16] and [12], we show
cloud can use previous data to replace current data. Both
of attacks are based on the scheme which can be queried
many times, and the index sequence of data streams is
same i = 1, 2, 3...

4.1

′

ρ
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Review Wang’s Scheme [16]

In their work, ppara = (e, Gµ , Gζ , p, g, g1 , g2 ,
g3 , φ1 , φ2 , φ). Gµ , Gζ are bilinear groups with the prime
order p. e : Gµ × Gµ → Gζ . (g, g1 , g2 , g3 ) ∈ Gµ are
generators. φ, φ1 , φ2 are hash functions.

φ (D ,i) φ (Dj ,i)

Let Ni = (g1 1 j g2 2
can also be described as

φ(Dj , i))bj . Thus, their tags

φ (Dj ,i) φ2 (Dj ,i) γj,i
g2
g3 φ(Dj , i))bj
φ (D ,i) φ (D ,i)
b
=(g1 1 j g2 2 j φ(Dj , i))bj · (g3j )γj,i
=Ni Z γj,i

ρj,i =(g1 1

(4)

ρ

So we conclude Ni = Z γj,i
Consequently, all Ni (i ∈
j,i .
[1, n]) can be acquired by this way. In Dj , we find the
value of Ni is fixed at i -th. Thus, if an adversary knows
Z and Ni , it can forge tags for arbitrary data γj,i by
ρj,i = Ni Z γj,i distinctly.

4.3

Another Attack on Wang’s Scheme
and Liu’s Scheme

In Wang’s works [16], data source stores tags ρj and
data
stream γj on the cloud. Let γj′ and ρ′j denote the
Dj gets
KeyGen (1 ): Using a secret number bj ∈
messages which are used previously. So when data source
pkj = g bj . Finally, it returns (bj , pkj ).
Dj sends the current data streams γj and the tags ρj to
GenTag (γj,i , i): Dj
computes
tags
ρj,i
= the cloud. As long as the index sequences are same, the
′
′
φ (D ,i) φ (D ,i) γ
(g1 1 j g2 2 j g3 j,i φ(Dj , i))bj .
Consequently, cloud can use the previous messages γj and ρj to replace
the current messages γj and ρj . The concrete attack is as
it produces (ρj,i ).
the following steps.
Compute
(γ
,
i,
ρ
):
For
cloud,
it
computes
ret
=
j,i
j,i
P
Q
′
′
It pro- Compute: Because the γj and ρj are stored on the cloud,
i∈Λ γj,i and proof Γ =
i∈Λ ρj,i .
when cloud receives the query for γj , P
it directly reduces (ret, Γ).
′
turnsQ
(ret′ , Γ′ ) to clients, where ret′ = i∈Λ γj,i
and
′
′
Verify (pkjP
, ret, Γ): For preprocessing,
Clients
obtain
Γ = i∈Λ ρj,i .
P
Ψ1 =
i∈Λ φ1 (Dj , i), Ψ2 =
i∈Λ φ2 (Dj , i). SubVerify: Because clients only use the pkj to check the
sequently, they inspect
correctness, obviously, the following equation can be
Y
e(Γ, g) = e(g1Ψ1 g2Ψ2 g3ret , pkj )
e(φ(Dj , i), pkj ).
passed the verification:
i∈Λ
Y
′
(1)
e(Γ′ , g) = e(g1Ψ1 g2Ψ2 g3ret , pkj )
e(φ(Dj , i), pkj ),
Fp∗ ,

κ

i∈Λ

4.2

The First
Scheme [16]

Attack

on

Wang’s

Here, we attack Wang’s scheme and show that their
scheme is still not secure. Specifically, let γj and γj′ denote the data streams which are produced in first query
and second query by the data source Dj respectively. Similarly, ρj and ρ′j are tags in first query and second query.

where Ψ1 =

P

i∈Λ φ1 (Dj , i), Ψ2 =

(5)
φ
(D
,
i).
2
j
i∈Λ

P

Intuitively, Liu’s scheme can be attacked with a similar way [12]. This operation is easily done
P by′ the
cloud and makes a wrong result ret′ = i∈Λ γj,i
to
pass the verification.

The Proposed Schemes
We also set Z = g3j and it is a fixed value. Because 5
′
′
tags ρj , ρj and data streams γj , γj are public, and hash
Suppose there are three bilinear groups Gµ , Gι , Gζ
computation can also be obtained, hence, the following
with
map e : Gµ × Gι → Gζ and the prime order p.
equations can be gotten:
g1 , g2 ∈ Gµ and h ∈ Gι are generators. φ, φ1 , φ2 are
∗
∗
φ (D ,i) φ (D ,i) γ
ρj,i = (g1 1 j g2 2 j g3 j,i φ(Dj , i))bj
(2) hash functions and satisfy (0, 1) → Zp . δ is randomly
∗
δ
′
e = h . Next it calculates
chosen
φ (D ,i) φ (D ,i) γ
Pnin Fp , it is secret. h
Pn
(3)
ρ′j,i = (g1 1 j g2 2 j g3 j,i φ(Dj , i))bj
ε =
φ(δ,
i)
and
λ
=
j
i=1
i=1 φ(δ, i) · φ2 (Dj , i). Finally, ppara = (e, Gµ , Gι , Gζ , p, g1 , g2 , e
h, φ, φ1 , φ2 , ε, λj ).
From Equations (2) and (3), we get
This
step
can
be
regarded
as
preprocessing.
′
ρj,i
)
bj (γj,i −γj,i
Simultaneously, each data source must maintain a pub=g3
′
ρj,i
licly synchronous clock t and it has a linear increment.
′
When a new query arrives, it chooses the current clock
=Z (γj,i −γj,i )
b
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t. Therefore, this t is the same in each data source at
any time. Then we use t to construct a evaluation key
φ(δ,t)
GEK = g1
in group-by sum scheme (in inner product,
it also need another evaluation key IEK = hφ(δ,t) ). Since
t is equal in each data source, hence, we have GEK, IEK
are also equal. Moreover, even if a new data source must
be added at some time, the new t just needs to synchronize with the previous t.

5.1

e(Γ, h) = e(
=e(

n
Y
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ρj,i , h)

i=1
n
Y

φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
) , h)
g2

(g1

i=1
P
φ(δ,t) n
i=1 (φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i))
=e(g1
Pn
P
φ (D ,i)+ n
i=1 γj,i
·g2 i=1 2 j
, hbj )
φ(δ,t)(ε+Ψ1 ) Ψ2 +ret
=e(g1
g2
, P Kj )

=e(GEK (ε+Ψ1 ) g2Ψ2 +ret , P Kj ).

Group-By Sum

Here, we achieve the outsourcing of group-by sum. Dj
sends the data streams γj to the cloud for the sum operation. We give our scheme as follows:

5.2

Inner Product

Our scheme supports the query of inner product for
any two data sources. For convenience, let data source
KeyGen (1κ , t): If a new query arrives, for all data D1 , D2 send the data streams γ1 ={γ1,1 , γ1,2 , ..., γ1,n } and
2,1 , γ2,2 , ..., γ2,n } to the cloud and the query is
sources, they choose the current clock t and compute γ2 = {γP
n
ret
=
1
i=1 γ1,i · γ2,i . On the basis of group-by sum,
evaluation key
Dj also needs to compute two publicly auxiliary keys
AKj , AKj′ and another evaluation key IEK. The speφ(δ,t)
GEK = g1
.
cific inner product scheme has the following four phases.
κ
Then each data source arbitrarily setects a number KeyGen (1 , t): If a new query arrives, for all data
sources, they choose the current clock t and compute
bj and computes public key P Kj = hbj . Finally, it
evaluation keys
outputs (bj , P Kj , GEK).
φ(δ,t)

GenTag (γj,i ): Each data source computes the publicly
verifiable tags
φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
g2
) .

ρj,i = (g1

GEK = g1

Then each data source arbitrarily setects a number
bj and computes public key P Kj = hbj . It also computes two auxiliary keys
φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i) bj

AKj,i =(g1

Finally, it outputs (ρj ).

′
AKj,i

Compute (γj , ρj ): Cloud computes ret =
a proof
n
Y
ρj,i .
Γ=

Pn

i=1 γj,i

, IEK = hφ(δ,t) .

and

) ,

φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i) δbj
=(g1
) .

Finally, it outputs (bj , P Kj , GEK, IEK, AKj , AKj′ ).
GenTag (γj,i ): Each data source computes the publicly
verifiable tags
φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
g2
) .

ρj,i = (g1

i=1

Finally, it outputs output (ρj ).

Finally, cloud returns (ret, Γ).

Compute (ρ1 , ρ2 , AK1 , AK1′ , γ1 , γ2 ): Cloud computes
Verify (ε, P Kj , GEK, ret, Γ) Firstly clients compute
ret1 =
Ψ1
Ψ2

=
=

n
X
i=1
n
X

φ1 (Dj , i),
ret2 =

i=1
n
X

γ1,i γ2,i ,
φ2 (D1 , i)γ2,i ,

i=1

φ2 (Dj , i).
Γ1 =

i=1

Then they check the following equation:
e(Γ, h) =

n
X

e(GEK (ε+Ψ1 ) g2Ψ2 +ret , P Kj ).

Γ2 =
(6)

If the equation holds, clients output 1, otherwise, 0.
Correctness: Because of the correctness of the following
equation, we say our scheme is correct.

Γ3 =
Γ4 =

n
Y
i=1
n
Y
i=1
n
Y
i=1
n
Y
i=1

ρ2,i φ2 (D1 ,i) ,
AK1,i γ2,i ,
′
AK1,i

γ2,i

ρ1,i γ2,i .

,
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Then

Finally, cloud returns (ret1 , ret2 , Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , Γ4 ).

e(Γ3 , h) =e(

Verify (λ1 , P K1 , P K2 , GEK, IEK, ret1 , ret2 , Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 , Γ4 ):
Firstly clients compute

Ψ12

n
X
=
φ1 (D2 , i)φ2 (D1 , i),

Ψ22

n
X
=
φ2 (D2 , i)φ2 (D1 , i).
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n
Y

γ2,i

, h)

i=1
n
Y

φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i) δb1 γ2,i

i=1
n
Y

φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i) b1 γ2,i

=e(

i=1

′
AK1,i

(g1

=e(

)

(g1

)

, h)

, hδ )

i=1

=e(Γ2 , e
h)

i=1

For Equation (9): we have

Then they check the following equations:
e(GEK λ1 +Ψ12 g2Ψ22 +ret2 , P K2 )

e(Γ4 , h) = e(

(7)

e(Γ1 , h)

=

e(Γ3 , h)

= e(Γ2 , e
h)

e(Γ4 , h)

= e(Γ2 , IEK)e(g2ret2 +ret1 , P K1 ) (9)

n
Y

γ

ρ1,i2,i , h)

i=1

(8)
=e((

n
Y

φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i)) φ2 (D1 ,i)+γ1,i b1 γ2,i
g2
)
, h)

g1

i=1

If the above equations hold, clients accept and output
1, otherwise, 0.
Discussion: P
In our scheme, intuitively, the result of
n
ret
=
1
i=1 γ1,i · γ2,i is only related to Γ4 =
Qn
γ2,i
, the detailed structure of proof Γ4 is
i=1 ρ1,i
Γ4 =

=e(

n
Y

φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i))γ2,i

g1

i=1
n
Y

·

(φ2 (D1 ,i)+γ1,i )γ2,i

g2

, hb1 )

i=1

=e(

n
Y

φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i))γ2,i

g1

, hb1 )

i=1
Pn

φ (D ,i)γ

P
+ n

γ

γ

i=1 1,i 2,i
· e(g2 i=1 2 1 2,i
, hb1 )
g2
) .
n
Y
(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i))b1 γ2,i
=e( g1
, hφ(δ,t) )e(g2ret2 +ret1 , P K1 )
Accordingly, the clients
i=1
Pn can not check ret1 until they
ret2 +ret1
know theP
values of i=1 (φ(δ, i) + φ1 (D1 , i))γ2,i and
=e(Γ
, P K1 ).
2 , IEK)e(g2
n
ret2 =
. Thus, we also utilize
i=1 φ2 (D1 , i)γ2,iP
n
(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i))γ2,i b1 Discussion: Only considering single scheme, the origicloud to compute Γ2 = (g1 i=1
)
nal ppara can be divided into ppara1 and ppara2
and ret2 . Respectively, the proof Γ3 and Γ1 can check
in our two schemes. For Group-by sum, ppara1 =
the correctness of Γ2 and ret2 .
(e, Gµ , Gι , Gζ , p, g1 , g2 , φ, φ1 , φ2 , ε), and for inner
product, ppara2 = (e, Gµ , Gι , Gζ , p, g1 , g2 , e
h, φ, φ1 ,
Correctness: For Equation (7):
φ2 , λj ). The size of ppara1 is constant, but the size of
ppara2 is l|Zp |. Hence, when l is large, it is impossin
Y
ble for clients to store them. The technique to handle
φ2 (D1 ,i)
e(Γ1 , h) = e( ρ2,i
, h)
this problem is that the clients can use a trusted third
i=1
party to store these public parameters.
n
Y
φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D2 ,i)) φ2 (D2 ,i)+γ2,i b2 φ2 (D1 ,i)
g2
)
, h)
=e(( g1

φ(δ,t)
(g1

Pn

i=1 (φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i))γ2,i

Pn

i=1 φ2 (D1 ,i)γ2,i +ret1 b1

i=1
P
Pn
φ(δ,t)( n
i=1 φ(δ,i)φ2 (D1 ,i)+
i=1 φ1 (D2 ,i)φ2 (D1 ,i))
=e(g1
Pn
P
φ (D ,i)φ (D ,i)+ n
i=1 γ2,i φ2 (D1 ,i)
· g2 i=1 2 2 2 1
, hb2 )
φ(δ,t)(λ1 +Ψ12 ) Ψ22 +ret2
=e(g1
g2
, P K2 )

6

=e(GEK λ1 +Ψ12 g2Ψ22 +ret2 , P K2 ).

Theorem 1. Under our first attack, the correct tags can
not be forged by any adversary.
Because the public messages that belongs to the groupby sum are a part of the inner product, therefore, we
mainly focus on the inner product.

For Equation (8): First, we have:

Γ2 =

n
Y
i=1

AK1,i γ2,i =

n
Y

φ(δ,i)+φ1 (D1 ,i) b1 γ2,i

(g1

i=1

)

Security Analysis

Firstly we prove the tags can not be forged and cloud
can not replace input data. Subsequently, following our
experiment, the security was proved.

Proof. Suppose clients request the data source Dj to produce data streams twice for inner product query. In first
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φ(δ,1)
query, we set t = 1, then we have GEK = g1
, IEK = Theorem 3. For group-by sum, under the co-CDH ashφ(δ,1) , and the date streams and tags are γj and ρj . In sumption, our scheme is secure.
φ(δ,2)
second query, we set t = 2, so GEK = g1
, IEK =
Proof. We suppose there has an adversary A who can win
φ(δ,2)
′
k
h
. Meanwhile, γj denotes data streams and ρ′j deExp1A , then we can use challenger B takes advantage of
bj
notes tags. With setting Y = g2 , we have
A to break co-CDH assumption. Concretely, knowing the
ab∗
j
b∗
a
j , B can compute g
φ(δ,1)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
values
of
g
,
h
.
2
2
ρ = (g
g
) ,
j,i

1

2

′
φ(δ,2)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
g2
) .
′
divide ρj,i with ρj,i .

ρ′j,i = (g1
Next we

′
ρj,i
b
b
=(g1j )(φ(δ,1)−φ(δ,2))(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) (g2j )γj,i −γj,i
ρ′j,i
′

=AKj,i φ(δ,1)−φ(δ,2) Y γj,i −γj,i

Step 1: Challenger B randomly selects five numbers
−1
a, b∗j , c, δ ∗ , T ∈ Fp∗ . Then it sets g1′ = g2′c , g2′ =
∗
g2a , ĥ = hδ and randomly generates two vector
(Zi )n , (wj,i )n ∈ Fp∗ , (1 ≤ i ≤ n). It computes
φ(δ, i)P= cZi and sets GEK = g1′T . Next it calculates
∗
n
ε∗ = i=1 φ(δ, i). Finally B returns P Kj′ = hbj and
GEK to A.

Intuitively, AKj,i is not fixed and φ(δ, 1)−φ(δ, 2) is secret, Step 2: Adaptively, adversary A requests the challenger
so it is impossible to get the value of Y.
B to generate public information on this data streams
φ(δ,1)
In the mean time, if evaluation key GEK = g1
and
γj . Specifically, when challenger B received the inφ(δ,2)
′
puts, it computes φ1 (Dj , i) = −cZi + cb∗j −1 wj,i ,
GEK = g1
are used to reconstruct tags, we have
φ2 (Dj , i) = −b∗j −1 wj,i δ ∗ − γj,i and returns to A. At
GEK
φ(δ,1)−φ(δ,2)
= g1
.
last, B computes tags
GEK ′
Since GEK is fixed in each query, so we set F =

GEK bj
. Then
GEK ′
ρj,i
=
ρ′j,i



GEK
GEK ′

bj (φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i))

′

Y γj,i −γj,i

′

=F φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i) Y γj,i −γj,i .

′T (φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) ′φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i b∗
g2
)j

ρ∗j,i = (g1

awj,i (T −δ ∗ )

= g2

and returns them to A.
StepP3: Challenger B requests A to calculate ret =
n
According to challenge input (Dj , γj ),
i=1 γj,i .
adversary
A
gives a result (ret∗ , Γ) with ret∗ ̸=
Pn
γ
.
i=1 j,i

Obviously, since φ(δ, i) is secret and not fixed, we can not
find a fixed value to denote F φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i) , thus the value Step 4: If the wrong result (ret∗ , Γ) can be verified, the
of Y still can not be obtained. Therefore, the tags can not
following equation can be obtained.
be forged in our schemes.
∗
∗
∗
Γ =(GEK (ε +Ψ1 ) g2′Ψ2 +ret )bj
Theorem 2. Under our second attack, the malicious
′T (ε∗ +Ψ1 ) ′Ψ2 +ret∗ b∗
=(g1
g2
)j
cloud cannot replace the input data.
P
Pn
φ (D ,i)+ret∗ b∗
(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) ′ n
′T
Here, we only discuss the proof of group-by sum, and
)j
g2 i=1 2 j
=(g1 i=1
the proof of inner product is similar to group-by sum.
Pn
∗ −1
−1
ac T
wj,i
i=1 cZi −cZi +cbj
=(g2
Proof. In our scheme, the tags are
P
a( n (−b∗ −1 wj,i δ ∗ −γj,i ))+a·ret∗ b∗
·g2 i=1 j
)j
φ(δ,t)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
ρj,i = (g1
g2
) .
Pn
∗ Pn
∗ Pn
∗
∗
−aδ
aT
i=1 wj,i −abj
i=1 γj,i +abj ·ret
i=1 wj,i
=g2
g2
Intuitively, due to the update of φ(δ, t), the same data
P
Pn
∗ Pn
ab∗ ( n −γj,i +ret∗ )
aT
i=1 wj,i −aδ
i=1 wj,i
γj,i have different tags ρj,i at the different times. For
=g2
g2 j i=1
P
example, when clients have group-by sum query twice for
ab∗ (ret∗ −ret)
a(T −δ ∗ ) n
i=1 wj,i
=g
g2 j
2
Dj , we set t = 1 or 2. Therefore, we have:
φ(δ,1)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
g2
) ,

ρj,i = (g1

′
φ(δ,2)(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i)) φ2 (Dj ,i)+γj,i bj
g2
) .

ρ′j,i = (g1

if ret∗ − ret ̸= 0, we have:
ab∗
g2 j

Γ

!(ret∗ −ret)−1

P
=
a(T −δ ∗ ) n
i=1 wj,i
φ(δ,1)
g2
Naturally, clients must use GEK = g1
to verify Γ =
Qn
Qn
φ(δ,2)
′
to verify Γ′ = i=1 ρ′j,i .
i=1 ρj,i and use GEK = g1
′
If the cloud uses γj,i
to replace γj,i , our verify algorithm
will output 0. Moreover, from Theorem 1, we know the Theorem 4. If Γ can pass the verification, we say ret
1
2
adversary can not forge tags for arbitrary data stream. is correct.
Therefore, it can not use previous input data to replace
Proof.
current input data.
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Step 1: Similarly with the proof of Theorem 1,
challenger B randomly selects six numbers
−1
a, b∗1 , b∗2 , c, δ ∗ , T ∈ Fp∗ . Then it sets g1′ = g2′c , g2′ =
∗
g2a , ĥ = hδ and randomly generates three vector
(Zi )n , (w1,i )n , (w2,i )n ∈ Fp∗ , (1 ≤ i ≤ n). It computes φ(δ, i) = cZi . Let GEK = g1′T , IEK = hT .
For data sources D1 ,D2 , challenger B computes the
∗
∗
public keys P K1′ = hb1 , P K2′ = hb2 and returns
them.
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Theorem 5. If Γ3 can pass the verification,we say Γ2 is
correct.
Proof. We assume that there has a false Γ∗2 makes the Γ3
pass the verification. Here, Γ2 is correct and Γ∗2 ̸= Γ2 .
We deduce
Γ3 =(Γ∗2 )δ
δ
 ∗
Γ2
· Γ2
=
Γ2
 ∗ δ
Γ2
=
· Γ3
Γ2

Step 2: Adaptively, adversary A requests the challenger
B to generate public information on this inputs γ1 , γ2 .
Specifically, when challenger B received the inputs, it
computes φ1 (Dj , i) = −cZi + cb∗j −1 wj,i , φ2 (Dj , i) =
−b∗j −1 wj,i δ ∗ − γj,i , where j = 1 or 2, and sends them
Pn
Because δ ̸= 0, so the above equation dose not hold. Thus,
to A. Next, it achieves λ∗1 =
i=1 φ(δ, i)φ2 (D1 , i).
when equation holds, Only Γ2 = Γ∗2 .
At last, B calculates
aw1,i (T −δ ∗ )

ρ∗1,i = g2
ρ∗2,i

=

Theorem 6. As long as the cloud computes Γ4 honestly,
we can say ret1 is correct.

,

aw (T −δ ∗ )
g2 2,i

Proof.

and gives them to A.

StepP3: Challenger B requests A to compute ret2 = Step 1: Expect for the following steps, the security proof
n
for inner product is similar to the Theorem4.
According to challenge tui=1 φ2 (D1 , i)γ2,i .
ple (D1 , γ1 ), (D2 , γ2 ), P
adversary A shows a result
Challenger B computes two auxiliary keys AKj , AKj′
n
∗
∗
(ret2 , Γ1 ) with ret2 ̸= i=1 φ2 (D1 , i)γ2,i .
and uploads to A. We have j = 1 or 2, then
Step 4: If the wrong result (ret∗2 , Γ1 ) can be verified, the
following equation can be obtained.
∗

∗
′Ψ22 +ret∗
2 b2

Γ1 =(GEK λ1 +Ψ12 g2

)

′φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i) b∗
j

AKj,i =(g1

)

awj,i

= g2

′(φ(δ,i)+φ1 (Dj ,i))δ ∗ b∗
j
′
AKj,i
=g1

=

,

aδ ∗ w
g2 j,i .

∗
∗
′T (λ∗
1 +Ψ12 ) ′Ψ22 +ret2 b2
g2
)
Step 2: this step is same as Theorem 4.
Pn
φ(δ,i)φ
(D
,i)+φ
(D
,i)φ
(D
,i)
ac−1 T
2
1
1
2
2
1
i=1
=(g2
Step 3: Challenger
B requests A to calculate
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7.3
Theorem 7. The scheme for inner product is secure.
Proof. Obviously, the security of inner product is related
to Theorem 4, Theorem 5, Theorem 6. If Theorem 4,
Theorem 5, Theorem 6 can be proved, then the security
of inner product can also be proved.

7

Performance Evaluation
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Computation Cost

As cloud have the huge computation power, consequently, we mainly consider the computation cost in data
source and clients. Then we use OZ/m/e/p to denote the
time complexity of operations. OZ is multiplication in
Zp . Om is the multiplication in Gµ , Gι , Gζ . Oe is the
exponentiation in Gµ , Gι , Gζ . Op is the bilinear pairing.
In KeyGen and Preprocessing, because public key P Kj ,
evaluation key IEK, GEK, auxiliary keys AK, AK ′ , and
system parameters ppara can be precomputed in the offline phase, consequently we do not discuss the cost of this
phase. The cost of each phase is shown in Table 1 and
Table 2.

We give the evaluation from three aspects: Communication, storage, and computation. In group-by sum,
we mainly compare with Wang’s scheme [16] and Liu’s
scheme [12]. In inner product, we mainly compare with
Liu’s scheme [12] scheme and Zhang’s scheme [21]. And In group-by sum: In GenTag, the cost of Liu’s [12]
is Oe (3 + 3n) + Om (2n). Then Wang et al. [16]
we conduct the transfer of public parameters on the offline
use an modified GenTag algorithm and the cost is
period.
Oe (3 + 4n) + Om (3n). But in our scheme, the cost
is Oe (2 + 2n) + Om (n) + OZ (1). In verify, Liu’s [12],
7.1 Communication Cost
Wang’s [16] and our scheme have a same offline
cost. Only considering online computation, both our
We mainly assess the communication cost of two
scheme and Liu’s [12] are constant. Specifically, the
stages: data source→cloud and cloud →clients. For the
cost of Liu’s [12] is Op (2) + Oe (3) + Om (2), the cost
transfer of public parameters and evaluation keys, the
of our scheme is Op (2) + Oe (2) + Om (1). But in
communication cost is l|Zp |.
Wang’s [16], their cost is Op (3) + Oe (3) + Om (n + 2).
In group-by sum:
Therefore, our scheme is efficient.
Data source → cloud: All Liu’s [12], Wang’s [16]
In Inner product: Similar to previous analysis, in Genand our scheme are n|G| + n|Zp |.
Tag, Liu’s [12] is Oe (3 + 3n) + Om (2n), our cost is
Cloud → clients: All three schemes are constant.
O (2 + 2n) + O (n) + O (1). Zhang’s [21] can be
e

Data source → cloud: In Liu’s [12], the communication cost is n|G| + n|Zp |. Intuitively, in
Zhang’s [21] and our scheme, the communication cost is 3n|G| + n|Zp |. But it can be divided into online cost and offline cost, and two
schemes have a same cost in offline phase and
online phase, 2n|G| and n|G| + n|Zp |.
Cloud → clients: All three schemes are constant.
Consequently, the communication cost is same on these
three schemes.

7.2

Storage Cost

In this part, we mainly consider the storage cost in
data source and clients. Simultaneously, we store the tags,
auxiliary keys and data streams on the cloud.
In group-by sum: The data source only stores the private/public keys (bj , pkj , GEK, t). Consquently, at
side of data source and clients, all three schemes are
constant.
In inner product: Similar to group-by sum, all three
schemes are constant, except for the cost of our
scheme is l|Zp | at side of clients.
Intuitively, compared with previous schemes, our storage
cost is higher.

m

Z

divided into offline cost and online cost, Oe (6 + 4n) +
Om (2n + 1) + OZ (1), Oe (2 + 2n) + Om (n) + OZ (1).
In verify, Both Liu’s [12] and our scheme have precomputation, and the cost is OZ (4n) and OZ (2n)
separately. For online stage, Liu’s, Zhang’s and our
scheme have a constant cost, Op (6) + Oe (9) + Om (6),
Op (4)+Oe (2)+Om (2), Op (7)+Oe (3)+Om (2). With
the comparison, our scheme is more efficient than
Liu’s [12].

In inner product:

8

Experiment Evaluation

In this section, we give our experiments from two
aspects: the number of data sources and the size of
data streams. We use Miracl Library and Intel Core i7
CPU, 1.8 GHz, 4GB RAM. Fairly, we use the tate pairing
under type-1 pairings.
Firstly, we concentrate on the experiment evaluation
when the number of data sources l is in the range of 2
to 32. In the mean time, we assume that any data source
Dj only performs the operation of inner product with D1
and the dimension of data streams is 2000. Thus, as revealed in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the time cost have a linear
relationship with the number of data sources. Noting that
the main cost is at the stage of GenTag and Compute, we
get that clients can process data with a low overhead.
Then, we consider the impact of the dimension of data
streams on our scheme. Here, we show our experiments
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Table 1: Comparison of computation cost for Group -by sum
KeyGen and
GenTag
Compute
Verify
Preprocessing(ppara1)
Oe (1)
Oe (3 + 3n) + Om (2n)
Om (n − 1)
Op (2) + Oe (3) + Om (2)
Oe (1)
Oe (3 + 4n) + Om (3n)
Om (n − 1) Op (3) + Oe (3) + Om (n + 2)
Oe (2)
Oe (2 + 2n) + Om (n) + OZ (1) Om (n − 1)
Op (2) + Oe (2) + Om (1)

Liu’s [12]
Wang’s [16]
Our

Liu’s [12]
Zhang’s [21]
Our

16
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Table 2: Comparison of computation cost for inner product
KeyGen and
GenTag
Compute
Preprocessing(ppara2)
OZ (3n) + Oe (3n)
Oe (1)
Oe (3 + 3n) + Om (2n)
+Om (3(n − 1))
Oe (8 + 6n)+
OZ (n) + Oe (3n)
Oe (3)
Om (3n + 1) + OZ (2)
+Om (3(n − 1))
Oe (2 + 2n)+
OZ (2n) + Oe (4n)
Oe (2n + 6) + OZ (1 + ln)
Om (n) + OZ (1)
+Om (4(n − 1))

Verify
OZ (4n) + Op (6)
+Oe (9) + Om (6)
Op (4) + Oe (2)
+Om (2)
OZ (2n) + Op (7)
+Oe (3) + Om (2)

× 105
KeyGen
GenTag
Compute
Verify

14

15

× 104

5000
Liu[12]
Wang[16]
Our

12

4500

Liu[12]
Wang[16]
Our

10

3500
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Figure 4: Group tag

Figure 5: Group verify
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Figure 2: Each stage on group-by sum
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Figure 3: Each stage on inner product
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with Liu’s [12], Wang’s [16] and Zhang’s [21] and just
compare the online cost with all messages have been preprocessed. The Figure 4 and Figure 5 are the experiment
comparisons of group-by sum in GenTag and Verify. Similarly, the Figure 6 and Figure 7 are the experiment comparisons of inner product. From Figure 4, Figure 5 and
Figure 6, we get our schemes are more efficient. Meanwhile, although our scheme has a larger cost in Figure 7,
it is constant.

9

Conclusion

[6]

[7]

[8]

In this paper, firstly we find there still are some security
flaws in the previous works. Then we give two secure
schemes for group-by sum and inner product under multi[9]
keys. For security, our schemes not only have no security
flaws, but also are secure under the co-CDH assumption.
Experiment result proves that our schemes are efficient.
Althought our schemes have a preprocessing cost in the
[10]
side of communication and storage, comparing with our
improved aspects, our schemes still have many practical
applications. In future, we will extend our schemes to the
matrix multiplication and solve this problem.
[11]
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Abstract
This article proposes for the first time rules which new
1-Dimensional Discrete Chaotic Mapping should follow
in research on chaotic cryptography. Via translation and
scale to the independent and dependent variables of Gaussian Function, a novel 1-Dimensional Discrete Chaotic
Mapping is obtained. Bifurcation Diagram and Lyapunov
Exponent Spectrum indicate that the mapping owns a
broad chaotic area and is suitable for chaotic cryptography. Next, based on the mapping, a pseudorandom bit
generator is designed. Pseudorandom tests illustrate that
the mapping is the 2nd best one so far. Therefore, it possesses great application prospects.
Keywords: 1-Dimensional Discrete Chaotic Mapping;
Gaussian Function; Pseudorandom Bit Generator

1

Introduction

Of all the discrete chaotic systems [3–5], 1-Dimensional
Discrete Chaotic Mappings (abbreviated as 1DDCM) are
the simplest and of the highest efficiency [3]. Our experiments over these years [1, 6, 8, 12–22, 24, 25] have, however, proved that two classic 1DDCMs, i.e. Logistic mapping and piecewise linear mapping (skew tent mapping
for most), to which most attention is paid, are flawed.
The chaotic area of Logistic mapping is extremely narrow and incontinuous, which incurs severe difficulty in
selecting strong parameters. Although the chaotic area of
skew tent mapping is full, when applied to construction
of Pseudorandom bit Generator (abbreviated as PRBG),
its strong cipher space is constrained in a small adjacent
area of 0.5 [2, 9, 10, 23].
It could not be denied that Logistic mapping and
skew mapping contribute a lot to 1DDCM. Logistic mapping is the fastest chaotic mapping (Logistic mapping is
quadratic, whose degree couldn’t be lowered, as linear
mapping could never be a chaotic mapping.) As far as
we know, skew tent mapping is the only mapping with
full chaotic area. Most chaotic mappings possess both

periodic area and chaotic area. Nevertheless, for many
application fields, such as information security, parameters could only be drawn from chaotic area. Thus, skew
tent mapping provides the largest scope for these fields.
However, these contributions couldn’t offer a solid base
for cryptographic applications. Their tiny strong cipher
space facilitates brute force attacks launched by adversaries.
As said by Ref. [3], unimodal mappings often own
chaotic properties. Nonetheless, Ref. [3] doesn’t elaborate on which kind of unimodal mappings could own
chaotic properties. After many failures and several successes [14,15,21,22], we obtain some immature knowledge
for designing new 1DDCM, as shown below:
1) The mapping must be a surjection.
This is the main reason why Logistic mapping is feasible only when u equals 4 or comes extremely near
4. Non-surjection degrades dramatically during iterations.
2) The mapping must be axisymmetric, or, at least approaches axisymmetry as closely as possible.
This is the main reason why the strong cipher space
of skew tent mapping is confined in an extremely
small adjacent area of 0.5. This is also the main
reason why Ref. [14, 22] is the best 1DDCM so far.
3) The mapping shouldn’t contain too many segments.
Nowadays, some Ref. [7, 11] try to design new
1DDCM via making it own many segments, which
is often called as “sawtooth mapping”. I deem this
way infeasible, as skew tent mapping is dramatically slower than Logistic mapping, due to the timeconsuming branch structure. Employing too many
segments, although the cipher space could be enlarged easily, it lowers the efficiency heavily. I think
it’s totally impractical.
4) The mapping shouldn’t go too far away from polynomials.
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In the course “mathematical statistics”, a few func- Let Equation (2) go through point (x∗ , 1), we have
tions are exponential, whose exponent contains ind2 a − f2 = 1.
(5)
tegral. These functions could be cleared from our
concern, as their efficiency must be rather low. PolySubstituting Equation (5) into Equation (3) and Equanomials are of the highest efficiency.
tion (3), we have
In a word, informally speaking, to design an excellent
 1+f
2

= f2
unimodal 1DDCM, we should make it go through the

(f1 −b)2

2

e 2c
point (0.5,1), and try to make it as axisymmetric on the
(6)
line x=0.5 as possible, and try to avoid many segments.

 1+f2

 (d1 +f1 −b)2 = f2
I then take Gaussian function into account, and obtain
2c2
e
results only worse than Ref. [22]. As far as I know, it’s
the 2nd best 1DDCM all over the world, and I hope that From Equation (6), we have
it’ll shed some light on researchers of chaotic cryptology.
(f1 −b)2
The upcoming parts are as follows: Section 2 intro(7)
f2 [e 2c2 − 1] = 1.
duces a chaotic mapping based on a variant of Gaussian
function. Section 3 attempts to apply it to the construc- From Equation (6), we have
tion of PRBG. Section 4 concludes.
f2 [e

2

A Chaotic Mapping Based on a
Variant of Gaussian Function
2

/(2c2 )

− 1] = 1.

(8)

From Equation (7) and Equation (8), via a little elementary calculation, we have
d1 = 2(b − f1 ).

It’s known that, Gaussian function is:
y = ae−(x−b)

(d1 +f1 −b)2
2c2

(9)

From Equation (9), look back at Equation (4), we know
x∗ = 0.5, which exactly fits the requirement in Section 1.
Obviously, Equation (1) has already contained some con- Hence, we could adjust the form of y as follows:
cern on translation & scale of independent variable & de1 + f2
pendent variable. Among elementary transformations, roy =
− f2
(d1 x−0.5d1 )2
tation is one of the commonest. However, it will introduce
2c2
e
sin(·) & cos(·) (Both are implemented by Taylor expan1 + f2
=
− f2 .
(10)
2
sion, which is rather time-consuming.). Therefore, this
d2
1 (x−0.5) r
e 2c2
paper discards rotation. We only employ translation and
scale to obtain a variant of Gaussian function.
Next, replace the parameters in Equation (10). (Notice
For this step, I discard my brain, ignoring the trans- that, the letters after replacement have nothing to do with
lation & scale already contained in Equation (1), put on
d2
the previous ones!) Let f2 = a, 2c12 = b, we have
the translation & scale parts for independent variable &
dependent variable to acquire a new function:
1+a
y = b(x−0.5)2 − a.
(11)
e
d2 a
(2)
y = (d x+f −b)2 − f2 .
1
1
It’s easy to find that, Equation (11) automatically sat2c2
e
isfies going through point (0.5,1), whereas the 2 requireIn Equation (2), f1 and f2 serve for the translation of ments, i.e. going through points (0, 0) and (1, 0), become
independent variable and dependent variable respectively, one equation:
d1 and d2 serve for the scale of independent variable and
b
dependent variable respectively.
1 + a = ae 4 .
(12)
First, demanding Equation (2) go through points (0,
0) and (1, 0), we have:
i.e.

b
1
d2 a

− f2 = 0
+ 1 = e4 .
(13)

(f1 −b)2

a
 e 2c2
(3)
Putting ln(·) to both ends, we have


d2 a

−
f
=
0

2
(d1 +f1 −b)2
2c2
e
1
4 ln( + 1) = b.
(14)
2
a
(d x+f −b)
− 1 (2c12
d1
′
Let y = −d2 ae
· c2 (d1 x + f1 − b) = 0, we have
From the basic knowledge of logarithm, we know it’s required that a1 + 1 > 0. From the image of inverse prob
−
f
1
(4) portional function, we know it’s required that a < −1 or
x∗ =
d1
.

(1)
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a > 0. Once the value of a is fixed, the value of b is settled
by Equation (14) automatically.
In conclusion, the variant of Gaussian function Equation (11) acquired in this paper owns only one free parameter a. Once a is fixed in (−∞, −1) ∪ (0, +∞), b is settled
accordingly. Thus, the entire mapping Equation (11) is
fixed.
For convenience hereafter, we name the new mapping
Equation (11) Gaussian Function’s Variant Chaotic Mapping (often abbreviated as GFVCM).
Next, let’s analyze its chaotic properties.
For GFVCM, set x0 = 0.1, let a go from -100 to -1.1
and 0.1 to 100 with Step 0.1. For the 1990 parameters,
iterate the system 500 times respectively, filtering the first
200 times, draw the x value for the last 300 times as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: Lyapunov exponent spectrum

tion, compares it with 0.5 to emit a new bit:

si

Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram

From Figure 1 it could be seen that, for the aforementioned initial values and parameters, GFVCM doesn’t
have any obvious periodic area and is quite suitable for
PRBG. The white vertical line in Figure 1 is because a
skips interval [-1, 0].
Set x0 = 0.1, let a go from -100 to -1.1 and 0.1 to
100 with Step 0.1. For the 1990 parameters, iterate the
system 2000 times, filtering the first 1000 times, calculate
the Lyapunov exponent from the last 1000 times as shown
in Figure 2.
From Figure 2 it could be seen that, for the initial
values and parameters mentioned above, the Lyapunov
exponent of GFVCM is positive for the most part, i.e.
the system always dwells in chaotic area. Hence, it fits
PRBG perfectly.

3

A PRBG Based on GFVCM

This paper designs PRBG as the same as Ref. [22] did.
Given x0 , a, GFVCM obtains a new xi after each itera-

=

0
1

xi < 0.5
xi ≥ 0.5

(15)

In Ref. [22], when c goes from -1000 to 0 with Step 0.01,
for the 100001 parameters, there’re 60841 ones passing
all the 5 pseudorandom tests, i.e., about 60% parameters
are strong, which is the champion of 1DDCM. As to the
PRBG in this paper, when a goes from -100 to -1.001 and
0.001 to 100 with Step 0.001, for the 199000 parameters,
this result becomes 94612, i.e., approximately 48% parameters are strong. Although it’s worse than Ref. [22],
it’s already the silver medalist of 1DDCM, overwhelming
Logistic mapping and skew tent mapping.
Next, for x0 = 0.1, this paper tests 3 bit streams of
length 50000 with a set to -57, -16, 99 respectively and
acquires results under significance level 0.05. This paper
omits all the basic knowledge for tests. Reader interested
in them could refer to Ref. [12–22, 24].
Tables 1 - 5 illustrate that, all the 3 bit streams have
passed the 5 pseudorandom tests. As BM algorithm is too
time-consuming, this paper sets the length of bit steams
to 1000 while computing Table 6 with all the other conditions unchanged. It’s obvious that all the 3 bit streams
own excellent Linear Complexity (All is close to BSS.).

Table 1: Results of monobit test
a
-57
-16
99

χ2
0.2785
1.2103
0.0353

Critical Value
3.84
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Table 2: Results of serial test
a
-57
-16
99

χ2
0.3851
1.2781
3.1592

Critical Value
5.99

Table 3: Results of poker test
χ2 (m = 4)
19.5443
10.3821
17.8445

a
-57
-16
99

Critical Value
25
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Conclusion

Based on Gaussian Function, after translation and scale,
we obtain a variant mapping with 1 free parameter. Both
Bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov Exponent Spectrum
demonstrate that the new mapping possesses wonderful
chaotic properties. Based on it, a PRBG is devised. Its
strong cipher space is smaller compared to our best result,
but it’s already overwhelmed Logistic mapping and skew
tent mapping. All the statistical tests illustrate that, the
bit streams generated own excellent pseudo randomness
and superior linear complexity. In the future, we decide
to test other 1DDCM and try to excel our best result.
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Abstract
The development of the Internet of Things (IoT) has
helped the smart grid address many of the security challenges and weaknesses of the traditional grid. Due to
the special characteristics of the smart grid transmission
data, malicious entity (users or authority) can obtain private information, such as electricity habits, by analyzing
the users’ power consumption characteristics. The existing accountable schemes focus on connectivity, but not
for security purposes. Securely sharing sensitive data with
fine-grained access control to them is a serious problem in
smart grids. In this paper, we aim to find a global method
based on encryption techniques to cover the security requirements and privacy protection in sharing smart grid
data. We also propose a black-box accountable scheme
based on attribute-based encryption (ABE). This scheme
uses the ABE technology to achieve fine-grained access
control. And on this basis, it uses token-based and protocol interaction to achieve black-box traceability of users
and accountability of authorities. Security analysis and
performance comparisons show that our scheme is more
effective than previous schemes.
Keywords: Attribute-based Encryption; Authority Accountable; Black-Box Traceable; Smart Grid

1

Introduction

The smart grid can not only use diversified renewable energy as a source of electrical energy but also realize automatic and intelligent management of the grid. It is characterized by self-healing, reliability, interaction, economy,
efficiency, compatibility, and resource optimization. In
particular, its two-way transmission of electrical energy
means that users can input excess storage power into the
power transmission network according to market and grid
requirements [11]. As shown in Figure 1, the distributed

smart grid has a hierarchical structure for data acquisition and power transmission control. Power transmission consists of power generation, transmission, distribution and power consumption, and includes a main control
center (MCC), multiple district control centers (DCCs)
and multiple substations. A substation contains remote
terminal units (RTUs), circuit breakers, communication
equipment, and routing network management. Each substation covers a Neighborhood Area Network (NAN), and
each NAN contains one or more base stations and multiple building area networks (BANs). The NAN gateway
can monitor how much power is transmitted to a specific
area. Each BAN contains a specific number of home area
networks (HANs), and either WiFi or ZigBee is generally
used for communication between a BAN and a HAN. In
this way, the smart grid is divided into several hierarchical
networks, which was introduced in [3].
Smart meters are in charge of collecting power consumption information and monitoring data from smart
devices through an HAN, and sends information to the
MCC through the BAN and the NAN [14]. In this process, the protection of sensitive data and the authentication of legal users have become problems faced by smart
grids. At the same time, different users want to access
power information according to different needs, so as to
ensure the safety and privacy of the grid [25].
There are many methods based on cryptographic techniques to assure the confidentiality, integrity, and accountability of the data shared in the smart grid, but
most of them are based on a one-to-one mechanism and
only ensure the security from data. In 2005, attributebased encryption (ABE) for one-to-many mechanism was
proposed [28]. The ABE was derived from identity-based
encryption (IBE), which provides fine-grained access control [7]. In the smart grid, a user’s power consumption
information, environmental monitoring information (humidity), system load monitoring information (voltage),
equipment fault information (power outage) and other
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Figure 1: Smart grid structure
information can be employed as user attributes, which
is an effective method for implementing access control.
Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
is used to eliminate security threats in the smart grid. In
CP-ABE, attribute sets are contained in secret user keys,
and the access policy is contained in ciphertext. Only
attribute sets that satisfy access policy can decrypt data
file.

midity: 85% }. DCC1 and DCC2, respectively, feed back
two commands: “User temperature of the first area is
over 40◦ C degrees power failure”, “User humidity of second area is greater than 80% power failure”, and the access strategy is W1={(user number) AND (power consumption) AND (voltage>35 kV) OR (temperature > 40
◦
C)}, W2 = {(user number) AND (power consumption)
AND (voltage > 40 kV) OR (humidity > 80%)}, so only
the first user can execute the command of first area, and
the second user can execute the command of second area.
This is shown in Figure 2.

1.1

Figure 2: Example of smart grid

Motivation

Many traditional ABE schemes still face several problems.
In reality, user and authority are not trustworthy. For
one thing, a malicious user (which is authorized) could
use a secret key to generate decryption devices, then provide the decryption device to other unauthorized users
and profit from it. For another, if a secret key is fully
controlled by authority, the authority can then generate
secret keys, and if authority uses the secret keys to engage in malicious activities, it will not be captured and
prosecuted. Moreover, there have been few studies on
user traceability and authority accountability in the smart
grid.

For example, suppose the attribute set collected by
one user is {user number: A-0009, power consumption: Traceability. Under normal circumstances, the use of
the grid requires network access. The user provides
10 kW, voltage: 33 kV, temperature: 45◦ C }, and the
identity information and related attributes, then the
attribute set collected by another user is {user number:
secret key is distributed by the data management deB-0016, power consumption: 20 kW, voltage: 30 kV, hu-
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partment in the control center (CC). The key allows
the user to view the power information on the internet. As an example, consider the situation in which
a mall needs to enter the network as a user, and then
provides the attribute information of all the shops to
obtain the private key. The mall can now view the
electricity usage information of all the shops from the
network, assuming that the secret key is utilized to
generate a decryption device by the shopping mall’s
electricity management department. Furthermore,
unauthorized users could now obtain a shop’s electricity usage data of the store through the decryption device and profit from it. This is why there is
a need to set up a traceable mechanism to trace the
departments that leak information.
Accountable Authority. In the smart grid, if the secret key distribution is completely controlled by the
authority, then it could engage in malicious activities
that will lead to the leakage of information and invasion of privacy. In addition, it is hard to determine
whether the authority has leaked the private keys or
not. To this end, it is necessary to provide an authoritative and accountable mechanism to determine
whether it is the private key of the authority leak.

1.2

Related Works

As part of a smart city, the smart grid has been studied by
researchers. Bose proposed the smart grid structure in [3]
and summarized the application of smart grid and the
supporting infrastructure. Kim et al. divided the smart
grid infrastructure into two types [9]. One is the power infrastructure, which includes related electrical equipment
such as transformers and electricity meters, and the information infrastructure, which is mainly used for auxiliary
equipment for communication, while ensuring safe operation of the power grid and reliable power transportation.
In the smart grid, security is a basic requirement. Liang et
al. proposed the installation of fiber-optic cable, a mobile
link, and data monitoring and acquisition equipment to
ensure the security of the grid [14], as well as ethical behavior on the part of users and service providers. To prevent military threats, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) has insisted on requirements of
security in smart grids [11].
To securely store data collected by smart meters, finegrained access control of data is required. Fadlullah et
al. and Bobba et al. proposed fine-grained access control
schemes for the smart grid [2, 4]. Ruj et al. proposed a
framework [26], which includes two schemes, one for data
aggregation between three regional networks, and one for
using ABE to ensure data collection security of RTUs and
user access control. However, ABE cannot prevent malicious users from abusing private key permissions. For
solving this problem, Li et al. first proposed an accountable ABE scheme [12, 13] to support users and authorities center accountability. After that, Liu et al. pro-
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posed two CP-ABE schemes for tracing malicious users’
accountability. One is a white-box tracing feature with
weak concepts [16], which was first proposed by Goyal [5];
The other was a black-box tracing feature with strong
concepts [15], which was introduced in [6]. As an extension, Liu et al. further proposed ABE schemes [17]
and [18] with a sub-linear length ciphertext. Later, Yu et
al. proposed an accountable CP-ABE scheme with multiauthority [32]. Zhao et al. proposed a black-box traceable
ABE scheme with multi-authority [37]. And Zhang et
al. proposed a white-box traceable CP-ABE scheme with
multi-authority [34]. In their schemes, a trace algorithm
can trace the malicious entity which leaked credentials.
Since ABE inherits the method of key escrow in IBE,
a corrupt key distribution authority has the ability to
fully generate private keys. In order to weaken the central authority, Goyol et al. proposed the concept of
accountability [6]. Wang et al. proposed a KP-ABE
scheme [30] that included accountability mechanisms and
traceability features, which is a collusion-resistant traceability. After that, Ning et al. and Zhang et al. came
up with two CP-ABE schemes for accountable authority [21] and [35], respectively, which are white-box traceable. Later, Zhang et al. applied the traceable technology
to smart health to prevent malicious users from revealing
private information [36]. Ning et al. proposed two kinds
of traceable schemes for malicious users in the cloud environment [20]. Yu et al. proposed accountable CP-ABE
scheme in could [31]. And Liu et al. proposed traceable
and revocable CP-ABE scheme [19]. Their schemes are
constructed on the composite order group with white-box
traceability and do not support authority accountability.
Jiang et al. came up with a CP-ABE scheme about the
problem of secret key abuse in fog computing [8], Wang et
al. proposed a CP-ABE scheme for cloud storage [29].
These schemes are white-box traceable, but cannot support authority accountability. Qiao et al. proposed a
black-box traceable scheme [24] which is based on [1].
Its access structure is a tree structure, but it does not
support the authority accountability mechanism. Lai et
al. proposed a general and accountable ABE construction
method [10], and this framework can implement large universe and the tracing of malicious entities. However, it has
no specific implementation scheme. In addition, the efficiency of the trace algorithm needs to be applied to the
actual ABE scheme, and its efficiency needs to be tested
and verified.

1.3

Our Contributions

We extend the [38] to the ABE scheme and strengthen
its selective security to adaptive security. We present a
black-box accountable data access control mechanism and
the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
Black-box traceability. Compared with white-box
traceability, which is only trace the owner of secret
key, black-box traceability can be traced back to
the creator of the decoding box generated using the
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secret key. We use two tokens tk and tc to mark the
secret key and ciphertext. Then it can symmetrically decrypt the extracted identity information for
malicious user. Once the normal user decrypts, it
can only be decrypted correctly when tk ̸= tc . The
trace algorithm feature can use this token to achieve
the purpose of black-box traceability.

2.2
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Access Structure

Definition 1. (Access Structure [1]). Let P be a set of
attributes. A collection A is monotone if ∀Pa , Pb ⊆ 2P
and Pb ⊆ Pa , ∃C ⊆ 2P and Pb ⊆ Pc , then Pc ∈ A.
A monotone access structure is a monotone collection A
of non-empty subsets of P, i.e., A ⊆ 2P \{∅}. There is
an attribute set PS ⊆ P, PS is called authorized set if
P
S ∈ A, otherwise called unauthorized set. A is satisfied
Accountable authority. For dishonest authorities that
by
authorized PS and is not satisfied by unauthorized PS .
use the secret key to generate a decrypted black box,
the trace algorithm can also be used to track the
Definition 2. (Linear Secret Sharing Scheme).
Let p be
Q
authority. The tracing algorithm can also trace a
a prime, then the secret sharing scheme
over a set of
result for a good form of private key. We use a proparties P is called linear (over Zp ) if P have two propertocol instead of a key generation algorithm to weaken
ties:
the right of authority. Authority interacts with the
user through a secret key generation protocol. This 1) There exists a vector(over Zp ), each party has the
scheme has a token mechanism to control the private
shares to constitute this vector.
key, that is, the authority completes part of token
and generates part of private key. The user then
completes the construction of the entire private key. 2) M is a share-generating matrix which has l rows
Q
User and authority use zero-knowledge proof interand n columns according to , Mi is the ith row
action to prove that user-generated components are
of M . The ith row of M is connected with a party
valid.
ρ(i)(i = 1, 2, · · · , l) where ρ : {1, 2, · · · , l} → Zp .
−
Select a random vector →
y = (s, y2 , · · · , yn )T ∈ Zpn ,
Stronger security. Compared with the selective secuwhere s represents the secret that the data owner
rity model, which declare a challenge before the
wants to share, the l shares of secret s are expressed
−
game, adaptive security is more stronger. In the
as M →
y which is the share for a ρ(i).
game, the adversary will declare public parameters
after publishing the challenge ciphertext in the selective security model. We verify later that the scheme Linear reconstruction: Define a set I = {i|ρ(i) ∈ S, S is
is adaptive security.
an authorized set }. P
There exists a set of constants
{ωi ∈ Zp }i∈I satisfy
i∈I ωi λi = s, where λi is any
Q
valid shares from .

1.4

Organization

The rest of this paper is divided into the following sections. Section 2 presents preliminaries. Section 3 defines
the system model and security model. Section 4 presents
the concrete construction process of the scheme. Section
5 analyzes the security of this scheme. Section 6 evaluates
the performance of this scheme. We give our conclusions
in Section 7.

2
2.1

2.3

Complexity Assumption

Definition 3. (DBDH). Let G1 , GT be multiplicative
cyclic groups with prime order p according to a security parameter λ and g is the generator of G1 . Let
e : G1 × G1 → GT be a bilinear map [28], η, θ, δ ∈ Zp
and Q ∈ GT are selected randomly. For any P P T algorithm T , there exists a negligible function negl(.), such
that:

Preliminaries

ηθδ

| Pr[T (g, g η , g θ , g δ , Z = e(g, g)
η

) = 1]

− Pr[T (g, g , g , g δ , Z = Q) = 1]|

Prime Order Bilinear Maps

θ

≤ negl(λ).
Let G1 and GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of
prime order p. Let h1 and h2 be the generator of G1 and e
be a efficient computable bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → GT .
A bilinear map e has the following properties:
1) Bilinearity: ∀η, θ ∈ ZN , e(hη1 , hθ2 ) = e(h1 , h2 )ηθ ;

3
3.1

System and Security Model
System Model

The structure considers a smart grid access control system
that involves five entities: Remote Terminal Unit (RTU),
Cloud Data Center (CDC), Control Center (CC), User
3) Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm and Third-Party Auditor (TPA) as below. As it is shown
could compute e(h1 , h2 ).
in Figure 3.

2) Non-degeneracy: e(h1 , h2 ) ̸= 1;
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 RTU: RTU comes from the substation, which responsible for collecting user data, encrypting the collected
data and sending it to the CDC, while RTU is responsible for updating and deleting files.
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public input parameters are P K, attributes set S and
user ID. The private input parameter is M SK. The
end result of this protocol is secret key SK about ID
and S.

 CDC: CDC is distributed in different geographical Encrypt(P K, m, (M, ρ)) → CT : The input parameters
are P K, a message m, and an access structure A
areas. It consists of a Data Service Manager (DSfor attribute universe U. The output parameter is a
Manager) and database. DSManager is semi-trusted
ciphertext CT .
and runs programs and related access protocols faithfully, but may be curious about the data content.
Decrypt (P K, SK, CT ) → m or ⊥. The input paramThe database only for storing the corresponding data
eters are key pair (P K, SK), and CT . If access
file.
policy A is satisfied by the attribute set S, it returns
message m. If not, it returns ⊥.
 CC: Based on the actual application of the smart
grid, CC contains a key distribution authority
KCheck (P K, SK) → true or f alse. The input pa(KDA). KDA is semi-trusted or malicious and carameters are P K, and SK, and it returns true if
pable of generating user secret keys.
SK is well-formed, otherwise it returns f alse.
 User: User can access the corresponding data when Trace (P K, SK, D) → U ser or Authority. The input
the access condition is met. And it may be malicious.
parameters are P K, SK which is pass KCheck
The communication channel between all participants
algorithm, and an ϵ − usef ul black-box D, it
is considered secure.
returns Authority or U ser means D is generated by

authority or user.
 TPA: TPA is a third-party entity whose main task
is to trace malicious entities and centers to guard Definition 4. (ϵ − U sef ul Decoder Box). Define a deagainst key abuse and accountability to the center. coder black-box D that includes a value ϵ and a pair(t , t ),
k c
where ϵ is non-negligible probability and (tk , tc ) represents
a secret token and ciphertext token respectively. This
decoder black-box D can decrypt ciphertexts by tk under tc with probability at least ϵ(called ϵ − U sef ul, and
ϵ = 1/f (λ) for some polynomial f ), that is [27]:
Pr[m ← D(Encrypt(P K, m, A))] ≥ ϵ.

Figure 3: Interaction between entities in smart grid

3.2

BTA-CP-ABE Scheme

A black-box traceable and accountable CP-ABE scheme
is similar to traditional ABE. For a given ϵ − usef ul decoder box D, the creator of the box can be found through
the trace algorithm. However, CP-ABE differs from traditional ABE in that the key generation is replaced by a
protocol that can be used to implement the tracing feature. This scheme includes five algorithms and a protocol,
as listed below.

The abovementioned decryption black box reflects most of
the real situation. Such a black box includes the decryption black-box similar to the key-like decryption black-box
for sale mentioned in [22] and the decryption black-box
”found in the wild”. Once a black-box is found to decrypt ciphertexts which is associated with the token, we
can regard it as a ϵ − U sef ul Decoder black-box.

3.3
3.3.1

Security Model
The IND-CPA Game

The IN D − CP A game for BTA-CP-ABE scheme is similar to that in the CP-ABE scheme but with the exception
that key generation process is a interactive protocol. The
game works as follows, which are played between a challenger C and an adversary A.
Setup. The challenger runs Setup algorithm to generate
a key pair (P K, M SK) and sends P K to A.

Setup (λ, U)→ (P K, M SK). The input parameters are
a security parameter λ and attribute universe U. The Phase 1. In this phase, A adaptively queries C for secret keys which contains attribute sets and user ID
output parameters are public key P K and master
{(IDi , Si )}i∈q1 . Note that the secret keys obtained
secret key M SK.
by any two identical (ID, S) are the same. For each
KeyGen (P K, M SK, S, ID) → SK. This is an interac(IDi , Si ), A obtains secret key SKi which is genertive protocol between the authority and user. The
ated by key generation protocol with C.
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Challenge. When Phase 1 is over, A declares two equal KeyGen. A sends {(IDi , Si )}i∈q to C for the complete
length messages m0 , m1 , and an access structure A∗ .
secret keys, then A obtains secret key SKi which is
The challenge C flips a random coin σ ∈ {0, 1} and
generated by key generation protocol with C.
sends CT ∗ to A, where CT ∗ is generated by En∗
crypt algorithm. Note that A∗ is not satisfied by Output. A uses the ID and attribute SD∗ to generate a
∗
decoder box D , and will succeed if Trace algorithm
{Si }i∈q1 (associated with IDi ).
returns Authority.
Phase 2. A queries secret keys with C adaptively
in this phase, where the sets of attribute If the trace algorithm returns the authority,
{(IDi , Si )}i∈[q1 +1,q] are not satisfy A∗ . A interacts then A has a advantage whose probability is:
Pr[Trace(P K, SK, D∗ )=Authority].
with C for each (IDi , Si ) are same as Phase 1.
Guess. A makes a guess σ ′ , and A will succeed if σ ′ = σ. Definition 7. If the advantage of A winning the game is
negligible in PPT, the BTA-CP-ABE scheme is Dishonest
The probability of σ ′ = σ is P r[σ ′ = σ]. And the advan- User secure.
IN D−CP A
tage of A in this game is defined as: AdvA
(λ) =
′
|Pr[σ = σ] − 1/ 2|.
Definition 5. If the advantage of A winning the game is 4
Scheme Construction
negligible in PPT, the BTA-CP-ABE scheme is IND-CPA
secure.
The detailed construction of the proposed BTA-CP-ABE
scheme will be explained in this section. The workflow of
this scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.
3.3.2 The Dishonest Authority Game
The dishonest authority game works as follows. And
A(act as adversarial authority) try to create an ϵ−usef ul 4.1 System Initialization
decoder box D∗ that will frame the challenger C(act as a
At this stage, all of the entities will generate public pahonest user).
rameters. They select two cyclic groups G and GT with
Setup. A generates public key P K, and sends P K, a prime order p randomly. Let P G = (G, GT , g, p, e) be
user’s pair (ID, S) to challenger C. The challenger the public parameters, where g is the generator of G and
checks the P K with (ID, S) whether is well-formed e : G1 × G1 → GT is a bilinear map. Select a probabilistic symmetric encryption algorithm that could encrypt
or not, if not, it will abort.
{0, 1}∗ to Zp∗ by using key k̄, and define the encryption
KeyGen. C obtains the secret key SK which is generated and decryption algorithms as Enc and Dec respectively.
by key generation protocol with A. C runs KCheck Then the KDA generate P K and M SK by performing
algorithm, it aborts if algorithm returns f alse.
Algorithm 1 and it retain M SK
Query. A adaptively chooses ciphertexts CT and makes
decryption queries. Then C sends m to A, where m Algorithm 1 Setup
Input: λ and U
is decrypted by Decrypt algorithm.
Output: P K and M SK
Output. A uses the ID∗ and attribute SD∗ to generate a 1: Randomly chooses g2 ∈ G,α, β ∈ Zp , computes g1 =
decoder box D∗ , and will succeed if Trace algorithm
gα ;
returns U ser.
2: for i from 1 to |U| do
3:
Randomly chooses ui ∈ Zp , computes Ui = g ui ;
If trace algorithm returns user, then A has a advantage
4: end for
whose probability is: Pr[Trace(P K, SK, D∗ )=U ser]
5: return
ui
Definition 6. If the advantage of A winning the game is 6: P K = P G, g1 , g2 , e(g1 , g2 ), {Ui = g }i∈U ;
negligible in PPT, the BTA-CP-ABE scheme is Dishonest 7: M SK = α, β, k̄ ;
Authority secure.
3.3.3

The Dishonest User Game

4.2

Secret Key Generation

In the dishonest user game, A(act as adversarial user) This phase is interactive. It requires users and the KDA
may attempt to create an ϵ − usef ul decoder box D∗ that to track the following protocols together.
will frame C(act as authority). The process of game is as
 First, user selects ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ , and defines an atfollows.
tribute set S. Then user selects t2 ∈ Zp and computes R1 = g t2 , R2 = g2t2 . Then it runs a zeroSetup. C(act as authority)runs Setup algorithm, and
knowledge protocol (ZKP) with KDA as Figure 5.
sends the public key P K to A.
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Figure 4: BTA-CP-ABE scheme

User
Randomly
pick
l1 , l2 ∈ Zp , compute ȳ1 = g l1 ,
ȳ2 = g2l2 .

KDA

ȳ1 , ȳ2
−−−→

Compute s1 = l1 −
t2 c1 , s2 = l2 − t2 c2 .

 KDA outputs ⊥ if the proof fails. Otherwise,
Note
it randomly compute x̄ = Enck̄ (ID).
that the value x̄ has the same distribution as
a random element in Zp∗ . KDA picks r1 , t1 ∈
Zp randomly, and compute the partial private
e ′ }i∈S ⟩,
key SK ′ = ⟨S, D̄1 , D̄2′ , D1′ , D2′ , D3′ , D4′ , D5′ , {D
i
α+r1
′
′
′
where D̄1 = x̄, D̄2 = t1 , D1 = g2
, D2 = g r1 ,
r1
r β
D3′ = (R1 g t1 )r1 , D4′ = (R1 g t1 ) 1 , D5′ = (R2 g2t1 ) ,
(x̄+β)r
1
e′ = U
{D
}i∈S . Then KDA sends the SK ′ to
i
i
user.

Randomly
c1 , c2 ∈ Zp .

chooses

c1 , c2
←−−−
s1 , s2
−−−→

Verify if whether ȳ1 =
g s1 R1c1 , ȳ2 = g2s2 R2c2
or not, if so accept
R1 , R2 . Otherwise reject R1 , R2 .

Figure 5: A zero-knowledge protocol (ZKP) with KDA

 User randomly chooses r2 ∈ Zp and computes
D̄2 = D̄2′ + t2 , D1 = D1′ · g2r2 , D2 = D2′ · g r2 ,
D3 = D3′ · (g D̄2 )r2 , D4 = D4′ · (g D̄2 )βr2 , D5 =
D̄
e i = (D
e ′ · U (x̄+β)r2 ) 2 }i∈S . Let r =
D5′ · (g2D̄2 )r2 , {D
i
i
r1 + r2 , tk = t1 + t2 , then it gets the decryption
e i }i∈S ⟩,
key SK = ⟨S, D̄1 , D̄2 , D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 , {D
α+r
where D̄1 = x̄, D̄2 = tk , D1 = g2 , D2 = g r , D3 =
e i = U (x̄+β)rtk }i∈S .
g rtk , D4 = g βrtk , D5 = g2rtk , {D
i

4.3

Data Encryption

At this stage, user data is encrypted by RTU through performing Algorithm 2. After RTU obtains the ciphertext,
it uploads it to the CDC.
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Data Retrieval

the ciphertext to leak private information. In order to
trace the owner of the decoder, the TPA needs to exeIn this phase, users can employ the secret key to execute
cute the Algorithm 4 to check whether the secret key
the Algorithm 3 for data retrieval and access data.
is valid, and then preform the Algorithm 5 to trace the
malicious entity.
Algorithm 2 Encryption
Input: P K, m, (M, ρ)
Algorithm 4 KCheck
Output: CT
Input: P K, SK
→
−
1: Randomly choose tc ∈ Zp , s ∈ Zp , a vector y =
Output:
true or f alse
(s, y2 , · · · , yn ) ∈ Zpn ;
1: if SK is well-fromed then
2: for j from 1 to l do
2:
Check
whether SK
has n the
form of

o 
3:
Choose τj ∈ ZN for each row Mj of M randomly;
ei
−t τ
S, D̄1 , D̄2 , D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 , D
and
4:
Compute Cj,1 = g λj Uρ(j)c j , Cj,2 = g tc τj ;
i∈S
5: end for
e i }i∈S ∈ G, D̄1 ∈ Z ∗ ;
D̄2 , D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , {D
p
6: return
3:
Compute e(D1 , D3 ) = e(g1 D2 , D5 );
for i from 1 to |S| do
CT = ⟨C = m · e(g1 , g2 )s , C̄ = tc , C1 = g s , C2 = g stc , 4:
e i , g) = e(D3 D̄1 D4 , Ui );
−t
τ
5:
Compute e(D
{Cj,1 = g λj Uρ(j)c j , Cj,2 = g tc τj }lj=1 ⟩;
6:
return true;
7:
end for
8: else
9:
return false;
Algorithm 3 Decryption
10: end if
Input: P K, SK, CT
Output: m, if C̄ ̸= D̄2 and S satisfy the (M, ρ); ⊥,
otherwise
Algorithm 5 Trace
1: Compute constants ωj
∈
ZN such that
P
Input: P K, SK,D
ρ(j)∈S ωj Mj = (1, 0, · · · , 0);
Output: U or Authority
2: Compute
1: if KCheck(P K, SK)=f alse then
ω
Q
e ρ(j) , Cj,2 )) j
2:
return ⊥;
(e((D3 )D̄1 D4 , Cj,1 )e(D
1
ρ(j)∈S
3:
else
C̄−
D̄
2 ;
E=(
)
e((D3 )D̄1 D4 D5 , C1 )e(D2 , C2 )−1
4:
Define a counter ξ = 0;
5:
for i from 1 to L(L = λ/ϵ) do
3: if C̄ ̸= D̄2 then
6:
Set tc = tk ;
4:
Compute F = e (D1 , C1 ) , m = C·E
;
7:
Construct an access structure (M ,ρ) that can be
F
5:
return m;
satisfied by the box attribute set SD ;
6: else
8:
Run Algorithm 2 to generate a ciphertext CT ;
7:
return ⊥;
8: end if
9:
Use the black-box D to decrypt CT , and gets m′ ;
Compute the correctness of decryption:




10:
11:
12:
13:

1
c −tk

14:
15:

ω
Q 
e ρ(j) , Cj,2 ) j
e((D3 )D̄1 D4 , Cj,1 )e(D
 ρ(j)∈S


e((D3 )D̄1 D4 D5 , C1 )e(D2 , C2 )−1


E

=



Q


ω
j
e(g (β+x̄)rtk , g λj )

ρ(j)∈S

=





=

e(g, g2 )

F

=



α+r
s
e (D1 , C1 ) = e g2
,g ,

m

=

C·E
m · e(g1 , g2 )s · e(g, g2 )rs


=
;
F
e g α+r , g s

e(g, g)(β+k̄)rstk e(g2 , g)rstk e(g, g2 )−rstc
rs

t




;



1
C̄−D̄2

if m′ = m then
Set ξ=ξ+1;
end if
end for
if ξ = 0 then
Extract ID from Deck̄ (D̄1 ) = Deck̄ (Enck̄ (ID));

return U ser;
else
18:
return Authority;
19:
end if
20: end if
16:
17:

2

At this scheme, token tk marks the secret key, which
is used to trace the malicious entity, and tk is composed
This stage includes two algorithms: A key check algo- of two parts: One generated by the user and one by the
rithm and a trace algorithm. A malicious user or author- KDA. This effectively weakens the KDA’s complete conity may generate a decoder, which may illegally decrypt trol of the key. Once a malicious entity conducts an illegal

4.5

Secret Key Check and Trace
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transaction of the private key on both entities. In the Algorithm 5, if tk = tc , the secret key (associated with tk )
cannot correctly decrypt the ciphertext (associated with
tc ). Therefore, CT cannot be decrypted correctly if the
input SK is used to generate D. If it decrypts the ciphertext CT correctly, then the creator of D is KDA. The
message space size is the exponential level of λ, so the
probability that D can correctly guess m is negligible.

5

Security Analysis

Lemma 1. (IND-CPA Security): If the advantage of an
adversary in wining the IND-CPA game for the scheme
is negligible, then the scheme is IND-CPA security.
Proof: If there exists a adversary A who can break the
DBDH assumption with a non-negligible advantage ε,
then a polynomial-time simulator C can be built to solve
the DBDH problem.
Setup. C randomly chooses β ′ ∈ Zp , and implicitly sets
α, β as a, β ′ ,respectively. For each attribute x ∈ U,
select a element u′x ∈ Zp randomly. Then public
key is set as P K = ⟨P G, g1 = g a , g2 = g b , {Ui =
′
g ux }i∈U ⟩, and is sent to A.
Phase 1. In this phase, A adaptively queries C for secret keys which contains attribute sets and user ID
{(IDi , Si )}i∈q1 . For a query on (IDi , Si ), A obtains
secret key SKi which is generated by key generation
protocol with C:
1) C and A interact through ZKP. Abort the proof
if fails. Otherwise C receives R1 = g t2 , R2 = g2t2 .

where D̄1 = x̄, D̄2′ = t1 , D1′ = g2α+r1 , D2′ =
r
r β′
g r1 , D3′ = (R1 g t1 ) 1 , D4′ = (R1 g t1 ) 1 , D5′ =
′
r1
e ′ = U (x̄+β )r1 }.
(R2 g2t1 ) , {D
i
i
Therefore, the simulator C can successfully simulate the partial private key.
3) A random choose r2 ∈ Zp , and computes:
D̄2
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
(

= t1 + t2 = tk
= D1′ · g2α+r2 = g2α+r1 g2r2 = (g b )a−a+er+r2
= D2′ · g r2 = g −a+er+r2
= D3′ · (g D̄2 )r2 = g (−a+er+r2 )tk
′
′
= D4′ · (g D̄2 )r2 β = g (−a+er+r2 )tk β
(−a+e
r +r2 )tk
= D5′ · (g2D̄2 )r2 = g2

′
′
r +r2 )tk
f = (D
f′ · U (x̄+β )r2 )D̄2 = U (x̄+β )(−a+e
D
j
j
j
j

)
j∈Si

The complete secret key is set as SK = (Si , D̄1 =
e j }i∈S ), then C sends
x̄, D̄2 , D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 , {D
i
SK to A.
Challenge: When Phase 1 is over, A declares two equal
length messages m0 , m1 , and an access structure
A∗ = (M ∗ , ρ∗ ). Note that {Si }i∈q1 (associated with
IDi ) is not satisfy the A∗ . C flips a random coin
σ ∈ {0, 1}, and implicitly sets tc = t, s = c, it chooses
→
−
∗
a vector y ′ = (1, y2′ , · · · , yn′ ∗ ) ∈ Zpn and computes:
C = m · e(g1 , g2 )s = m · e(g, g)abc ,
C̄ = tc = t,
C1 = g s = g c ,
C2 = g stc = (g c )t .

For each row Mj∗ of M ∗ , it randomly chooses δi ∈ Zp ,
2) C chooses t, r′ ∈ Zp randomly, and sets
then computes:
r1 = −a + r′ , tk = t implicitly.
Then
∗
computes simulatively a partial secret
−t τ
−tδ
{Cj,1 = g λj Uρ(j)c j = g cλj Uρ∗ (j)j , Cj,2 = g tc τj = g tδj }lj=1 .
key as the for well-formed secret key
b
b̄ , D
b̄ , D
d = ⟨S, D
b 1, D
b 2, D
b 3, D
b 4, D
b 5 , {D
e i }⟩,
SK
1
2
The ciphertext sets as CT ∗ = (C, C̄, C1 , C2 , {Cj,1 ,
α+r
b̄
b̄
1
b
b
where D1 = x̄, D2 = tk , D1 = g2
, D2 =
Cj,2 }), then C sends CT ∗ to A.
b
b 4 = g βr1 tk , D
b 5 = g r1 tk , {D
ei =
b 3 = g r1 tk , D
g r1 , D
2
Phase 2. In this phase, A queries secret keys
(x̄+β)r1 tk
Ui
.} C rewinds A to obtain t2 . Then
with C adaptively, where the sets of attribute
computes partial secret key:
{(IDi , Si )}i∈[q1 +1,q] are not satisfy A∗ . Secret key
generation is same as Phase 1.
b̄ − t = t − t ,
D̄2′ = D
2
2
k
2
Guess. A outputs its guess σ ′ of σ, A will succeed if
b 1 = g α+r1 ,
D1′ = D
2
σ ′ = σ.
b 2 = g r1 ,
D2′ = D
b 3 = g r1 tk = (g t2 g tk −t2 )r1 ,
D3′ = D
The advantage of C as follows. According to the assumpb 4 = g βr1 tk = (g t2 g tk −t2 )r1 β ′ ,
D4′ = D
tion that A can break the scheme with a non-negligible
b 5 = g r1 tk = (g t2 g tk −t2 )r1 ,
D5′ = D
advantage ε, then the probability of A in guessing the
2
2 2
encrypted message correctly to be |P r[σ ′ = σ]|Z =
For i ∈ U, it sets:
e(g, g)abc ]| = 1/2 + ε. A does not know anything about
CT ∗ because Z is random. And Z is used to encrypt
1
′
tk
b
(x̄+β
)r
1
′
e =D
e =U
m. Then the probability of A in guessing the m cor.
D
i
i
i
rectly is |P r[σ ′ = σ]|Z ̸= e(g, g)abc ]| = 1/2. C could solve
Let t1 = tk − t2 . The partial secret key is set DBDH problem, and the probability is |P r[σ ′ = σ]|Z =
e ′ }⟩, e(g, g)abc ]| − P r[σ ′ = σ]|Z ̸= e(g, g)abc ]| = ε.
as SK ′ = ⟨S, D̄1 , D̄2′ , D1′ , D2′ , D3′ , D4′ , D5′ , {D
i
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Lemma 2. (Dishonest Authority Security): If the advantage of an adversary in wining the dishonest authority
game for the scheme is negligible, then the scheme is dishonest authority security.
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Proof. Assume an adversary A can break the dishonest
user security of this scheme. Then another adversary B
can be constructed according to A, then the adversary B
can break the IN D − CP A security.

Proof. If A let the trace algorithm return U ser with chal- Setup. The challenger C generates P K through Setup
lenger C as follows, then A wins the dishonest authority
algorithm. Then B obtains P K and sends it to A.
game.
Phase 1. A adaptively queries the secret key on (ID, S).
Setup. A generates public key P K, and sends P K, a
B interacts with A and C respectively to generate a
user’s pair (ID, S) to C. C aborts if P K and (ID, S)
well-formed SK by (ID, S, tk ) through key generaare not well-formed.
tion protocol, where B acts as a middleman. B sends
anything received from A to C, and sends anything
KeyGen: C interacts with A to obtain secret key SK
received from C to A, and finally A gets the private
corresponding to a token tk for the pair (ID, S)
key SK.
through key generation protocol. C obtains secret
key SK and runs KCheck algorithm ensure that the Challenge. B obtains a black-box D∗ and SK by
key is well-formed, it aborts if check fails.
(ID∗ , S ∗ , t∗ ). Then it sends two equal length mesk

Query. A adaptively chooses ciphertexts CT (associated
with the token tc ) and makes decryption queries. C
checks whether CT is well-formed, if not, it aborts.
C runs Decrypt algorithm and sends the result to
A.

sages m0 , m1 , and an access structure A∗ to C. C
makes t∗c = t∗k and flips a random coin σ ∈ {0, 1}.
Note that A∗ cannot be satisfies by any queried attribute set (ID∗ , S ∗ ). Then C runs Encrypt algorithm to generate a challenge ciphertext CT ∗ , and
sends CT ∗ to B.

Output: A outputs an ϵ − usef ul decoder box D∗
Phase 2. B gets decoder box D∗ about (ID∗ , S ∗ ), so this
for user ID∗ and attribute SD∗ , and will succeed if
phase is omitted.
Trace algorithm returns U ser.
If Trace(P K, SK, D∗ )=U ser, it means that the counter
ξ = 0 after trace algorithm has finished running. Assuming authority generates the decoder box D, the probability
that the counter ξ = 0 after the end of the trace algorithm
is negligible for the following reasons.
The probability that malicious authority can obtain
the token tk is negligible. Due to KG-Anonymity security
(proven in Lemma 5), the possibility that A can obtain tk
from the private key SK during the private key generation
phase is negligible. A adaptively selects the ciphertext for
decryption in the decryption query phase. Only a wellformed ciphertext can be correctly decrypted, and a wellformed ciphertext only can be decrypted by a well-formed
secret key for obtaining same result, so the probability
that A obtains the tk is negligible.
The authority may extract the token tk with negligible
probability. If decoder box D is considered stateless, the
probability of keeping ξ constant is at most 1 − ϵ in the
trace algorithm. The probability is negligible, and it can
be computed as follows:
L

Pr[ξ = 0] ≤ (1 − ϵ) ≈ exp(−ϵλ)exp(−ϵ·λ/ϵ) = exp(−λ).
Hence, the advantage of A in wining the game is negligible.
Lemma 3. (Dishonest User Security): If the advantage
of an adversary in wining the dishonest user game for the
scheme is negligible, then the scheme is dishonest user
security.

Guess. Trace algorithm will return Authority. This
means at least in one iteration the decoder box D∗
outputs m′ =m and CT ∗ is encrypted by t∗k . So the
A will succeed in dishonest user game. Note that
t∗k is the token of the input SK. B uses the D to
decrypt CT ∗ , the probability of that D output m∗σ
is 1/L(L = λ/ε) which is non-negligible. B receives
m∗σ , if m∗σ = m0 , B returns its guess as σ = 0. Otherwise if m∗σ = m1 , it returns σ = 1. If adversary
guesses σ correctly, the probability is non-negligible.
Hence, The probability of B break IN D − CP A security is non-negligible if A could break the dishonest user
security. The BTA-CP-ABE scheme is dishonest user secure if and only if scheme is IN D − CP A secure.
Lemma 4. Lemma 4(KG-Anonymity Security): If the
key generation protocol satisfies KG-Anonymity Security,
the interactive protocol is secure.
Proof. User obtain a corresponding secret key SK with
(ID, S, tk ) through key generation protocol, where the token tk is computed by t1 , t2 , and R1 , R2 is computed with
t2 as R1 , R2 without leaking the secret of t2 . ZKP protects
t2 from being leaked, that is, authority cannot obtain any
information about tk . The ZKP is mentioned in [33]. The
probability in guessing tk is negligible because of tk ∈ Zp .
Therefore, the key generation protocol is satisfying the
KG-Anonymity security.
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Schemes
[17]
[30]
[8]
[15]
[21]
[23]
[24]
[33]
[35]
Ours

6

Category
KP-ABE
KP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE
CP-ABE

Table 1: Comparisons with other schemes
Access Structures Group Order Traceability
√
LSSS
Composite
√
Tree
Prime
AND
Prime
White-box
LSSS
Composite
Black-box
LSSS
Composite
White-box
LSSS
Prime
Black-box
Tree
Prime
Black-box
LSSS
Prime
White-box
LSSS
Prime
White-box
LSSS
Prime
Black-box

Authority Accountability
×
√
×
×
√
×
×
√
√
√

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare the function and performance
of this scheme with other schemes. We mainly rely on
the type of the category, access structure, group order,
traceability, and authority accountability. In Table 1, the
two schemes ( [17] and [30]) are KP-ABE, which support user traceability, but the category is not suitable
for smart grid. The schemes in [8, 15, 21, 23, 24, 33, 35] are
CP-ABE, and in [21,33] and [35] tracing and authority accountability are combined. [15] and [21] scheme are based
on the composite order, so the performance of these two
schemes is worse than the others under the same conditions. Although the scheme in [8] is based on prime order
groups, its access structure is AND gate which may not
be as flexible compared to other schemes and it is whitebox traceable. Both [23] and [24] schemes are constructed
from prime order groups and support black-box traceability, but they cannot support the authority accountability
function.
Table 2: Parameters and descriptions
Parameters
Descriptions
|U|
Number of attributes in system
|G|
Number of elements in group G
|GT |
Number of elements in group GT
|S|
Number of attributes of user
l
Access policy length(number of
attributes in access policy)
|I|
Minimum authorized set in decryption
process(number of attributes that
satisfy access policy)
E
Exponential operation in groups G
and GT
P
Bilinear pairing operation
In the performance comparisons phase, we compare our
schemes with [8, 23, 24, 33] and [35] are given as follows.
The parameters are defined in Table 2. The comparisons mainly include public key length, secret key length,
ciphertext length, encryption overhead and decryption
overhead. According to the theoretical comparison re-

Figure 6: Size of public parameters

Figure 7: Size of private parameters

Figure 8: Size of ciphertexts
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Schemes
[8]
[23]
[24]
[33]
[35]
ours

Table 3: Performance comparisons with other schemes
Public Key
Secret Key
Ciphertext
Setup Cost
Encryption
Size
Size
Size
Cost
2|U||G| +
2|S||G|
3l|G| + |GT |
(2|U| +
(3l + 1)E
|GT |
1)E + P
(2|U| +
(4|S| + 1)|G| (5l + 1)|G| +
(2|U| +
(7l + 2)E
3)|G| + |GT |
|GT |
2)E + P
2|G| + |GT |
(4|S| + 1)|G| (4l + 1)|G| +
|U|E + P
(5l + 2)E
|GT |
(|U| +
(|S| +
(2l + 2)|G| + (|U| + 8)E +
(3l + 3)E
2)|G| + 6|GT | 5)|G| + 3|Zp∗ |
|GT |
P
|U||Zp∗ | +
(2|S| +
(3l + 3)|G| + (|U| + 3)E +
(5l + 3)E
7|G| + |GT |
4)|G| + 3|Zp∗ |
|GT |
P
(|U| +
(|S| +
(2l + 2)|G| + (|U| + 1)E +
(3l + 3)E
2)|G| + |GT | 5)|G| + 2|Zp∗ |
|GT |
P

sults of Table 3, the lengths of the secret key and ciphertext in our scheme are shorter than in other schemes, and
fewer indexing operations and the pairing operations are
required for the encryption and decryption overhead. Figures 6, 7, and 8 are the length comparison of each scheme
more intuitively, and the proposed scheme has an advantage when it comes to the length of the secret key and
ciphertext.
The experimental results are shown in Figures 9, 10,
11, and 12. The scheme is based on the JPBC library, and
the experimental environment is a Windows 7 laptop with
a 3.30 GHz Intel Core CPU and 4 GB RAM. We compared
the [8, 23, 24, 33, 35] and our schemes in terms of the time
consumption for setup, key generation, encryption and
decryption. The result is the average value obtained after
performing the experiment multiple times.

Decryption
Cost
2|I|P
(5|I| + 1)P
(4|I| + 1)P
5E + (2|I| +
3)P
4E + (3|I| +
2)P
E + (2|I| +
3)P

Figure 10: Time of key generation

Figure 11: Time of encryption

Figure 9: Time of setup
Figure 9 shows the linear relationship between |U| and
the time of setup. Figure 10 shows the linear relationship between |S| and the time of generating the secret
key. Figure 11 shows the linear relationship between S in
access policy length l and the time of generating ciphertext, and Figure 12 shows the linear relationship between
|I| and decryption time when correctly decrypted. Our
scheme performs better than the other schemes. Our access policy is more flexible than other schemes, and this
scheme is proven to be secure under the standard model.

Figure 12: Time of decryption
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Results show that our proposed scheme is more practical
and efficient than others for smart grid applications.

7

Conclusion

[8]

In this study, a novel secure and accountable sharing
framework for smart grids is proposed. This scheme can
protect data security, as well as data privacy in smart
grids. Our scheme achieves the traceability of malicious [9]
users and the accountability of malicious authorities using
a token-based technology. In order to weaken the control
of authority, we introduced a user-authority interaction
protocol, which uses zero-knowledge proof to ensure that [10]
secret keys are not tampered by malicious authorities.
The comparisons show that our solution is more secure
and more efficient than other schemes. We hope to extend the system by adding features, such as large universe [11]
or user revocation, in the future.
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Abstract
The 0/1-encoding is a new encoding method, mainly used
to compare the numerical size of two positive integers
without giving the specific integers. Its main idea is to
reduce the problem of comparing two integers to the problem to find whether two sets have intersections. In this
paper, we first analyze and discuss the inherent properties
of the 0/1-encoding method by three theorems. Then, if
the 0/1-encoding sets are used directly, it will make the
adversary get 0/1-encoding results easily, and the adversary has a greater probability of recovering the positive
integers being compared. Finally, we theoretically prove
the above findings and depict the degree of privacy leakage
compared to positive integers when the adversary obtains
different 0/1-encoding results.
Keywords: 0/1-Encoding Method; Greater Than (GT)
Problem; Millionaire Problem; Privacy Leakage; Set Intersection Problem

1

Introduction

The Millionaire problem is a well-known problem in cryptography [18], which is similar to the greater than (GT)
problem [10], namely, to determine which of two integers
is larger without leaking any information about integer
values being compared. Since Yao introduced this problem and gave a solution, many scheme [1, 6, 8, 10, 15] have
been put forward to solve this problem using different
methods. In particular, Lin et al. [10] proposed a special encoding method, namely 0/1-encoding, which transformed the greater than problem into the set intersection
problem. Because of the simplicity of the 0/1-encoding
method, more and more researchers pay attention to it
and it is widely applied in many fields.
References [2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20] introduced the
0/1-encoding into their schemes to solve problems in different fields. The schemes [7, 11, 14] introduced the 0/1-

encoding into the time-limited signature. Firstly, the key
expiration time T1 was embedded into the user’s private
key, and then T1 and the signature time T2 were encoded
according to the 1-encoding and 0-encoding respectively.
If there was a common element in these two encoding sets,
then the signature was valid and can be verified. The
specific problems in [2, 3, 5, 12, 16, 19, 20] were also solved
by the 0/1-encoding method. For example, Shishido et
al. [16] proposed a test scheme to judge whether an integer d belongs to a range of [a,b]. This scheme first encoded
the left and right endpoints a and b with 1-encoding [4]
and 0-encoding, respectively, and then detected whether
the prefix string set [16] of integer d has common elements with the encoding sets of two endpoints. If they
had a common element, then d can be judged to be out
of the range [a, b].
In this paper, we find that if the 0/1-encoding sets
are directly used without any processing, it may lead
to the privacy leakage of the integer values being compared, which obviously contradicts the original intention
of the 0/1-encoding method obviously. For example, some
attribute-based encryption schemes [13, 17] used the 0/1encoding method to compare whether the numerical attributes (height, weight, or age) of the data owners and
the data users are matched or not. These numerical attributes often are the personal privacy and the user does
not want to expose their privacy, so they make indirect
comparison using the 0/1-encoding method. If all 0/1encoding results are stored in the cloud server, and any
entity who obtains the encoding results can recover the exact values of these numerical attributes according to the
original encoding sets, which is contrary to the original
designed intention of the 0/1-encoding method. Therefore, this paper analyzes and discusses the properties and
defects of the 0/1-encoding method, and points out the
precautions for its use. Here, we summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
 We analyze and discuss the inherent properties of the
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0/1-encoding method by three theorems, and further 3
Main Properties
extend the 0/1-encoding method to indirectly judge
the relations (” > ”, ” ≤ ” and ” = ”) of two positive In this section, three theorems are given to illustrate how
to determine the relations (” > ”, ” ≤ ” and ” = ”) of
integers.
two positive integers by the 0/1-encoding method, which
 We find that if the 0/1-encoding is used directly, it indicates that the 0/1-encoding can indirectly judge the
will make the adversary get 0/1-encoding results eas- above relations (” > ”, ” ≤ ” and ” = ”) of two inteily and the adversary has a greater probability to re- gers. First, we give some notations and their meanings in
cover the positive integers being compared, and prove Table 1 that might be used later.
the findings by a theorem.
Theorem 1. Let x and y are any two positive integers.
 We depict the degree of privacy leakage of the com- Then x > y if and only if Sx1 and Sy0 have only a common
pared positive integers when the adversary obtains element.
different 0/1-encoding results by two theorems and
Proof. Let x = xn xn−1 ...x1 ∈ GF2n , y = yn yn−1 ...y1 ∈
some examples.
GF2n .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec- Prove sufficiency. Suppose there is an element t =
T
tion 2 reviews some basic knowledge which might be used.
tn tn−1 ...ti ∈ Sx1 Sy0 with ti = 1, i ∈ [1, n]. Since
Section 3 gives three theorems to introduce properties of
t ∈ Sx1 , there must exsit xn xn−1 ...xi = tn tn−1 ...ti .
the 0/1-encoding method. Section 4 describes the correAnd due to t ∈ Sy0 , we can get that yn yn−1 ...yi =
lation between the exposure of the 0/1 encoding sets and
tn tn−1 ...t¯i , namely
the privacy leakage of the compared integers via three the(
orems and specific examples. Section 5 gives some suggesxj = yj ,
j ∈ [i + 1, n]
.
tions for 0/1-encoding to protect the privacy of integers
xi = 0, yi = 0, i = j
being compared.
Therefore, we can infer that x > y.

2

Preliminaries

Prove necessity. We first prove that Sx1 and Sy0 have a
common element, that is, prove the existence of the
Definition 1. (see [10]) Let x = xn xn−1 ...x1 ∈ GF2n be
common element. If x > y, then there must be an
a n-bit binary string, then the 0/1-encoding set of x are
integer i ∈ [1, n], such that
defined as sets Sx0 and Sx1 , which are shown below:

xj = yj ,
j ∈ [i + 1, n]
(1)
xi = 0, yi = 0, i = j
Sx0 = {xn xn−1 ...xi+1 1|xi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ,
Sx1

=

{xn xn−1 ...xi |xi = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} .

Both Sx0 and Sx1 have at most n elements.
To compare which of two integers x and y is greater by
the 0/1-encoding method, we first encode them as binary
strings of the same length (and if the length is not equal,
the top should be added with 0 to the same length), then
determine whether there is a non-empty intersection between the 1-encoding set Sx1 of x and the 0-encoding set
0
Sy0 of y (or between the 0-encoding
T 0 set Sx of x and the 11
1
encoding set Sy of y). If Sx Sy ̸= ∅, we can determine
that x > y. Otherwise, x ≤ y. We illustrate it with the
following example.
Example 1. Let x = 45, y = 40 and their binary
strings be 101101 and 101000 respectively. Then the 0/1encoding sets of x and y are
Sx0
Sy0

= {10111, 11} , Sx1 = {101101, 1011, 101, 1} .

= {101001, 10101, 1011, 11} , Sx1 = {101, 1} .
T
Since Sx1 Sy0 = {1011} =
̸ ∅, we can T
infer that x > y.
Of course, we also can get y ≤ x by Sx0 Sy1 = ∅. By the
0/1-encoding, we can get a conclusion that x is greater
than y.

where i must be the first value of i that satisfies the above condition (1). From the above
conditions (1), we can know xn xn−1 ...xi+1 xi =
yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1. According to the 1-encoding set Sx1
of x and the 0-encoding set Sy0 of y, it is easy to
get xn xn−1 ...xi+1 xi ∈ Sx1 and yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1 ∈TSy0 .
Hence, xn xn−1 ...xi+1 xi = yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1 ∈ Sx1 Sy0 ,
namely, Sx1 and Sy0 have a common element.
Next, we will prove that Sx1 and Sy0 have only a common element, i.e., the uniqueness of the common element.T Assume there is another common element
t ∈ Sx1 Sy0 , then t must be represented as follows:
t = xn ...xi+1 xi xi−1 ...xj+1 xj (or
yn ...yi+1 1yi−1 ...yj+1 1).
Obviously, the corresponding values of the above
two binary strings are equal, namely, xk = yk , k ∈
[j, n], where yi = yj = 1.
Since t ∈ Sy0 ,
there be yn yn−1 ...yj = yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1yi−1 ...yj+1 0,
and then yn yn−1 ...yi+1 yi = yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1. And
due to yn yn−1 ...yi+1 1 ∈ Sy0 , we can infer that
yn yn−1 ...yi+1 yi = yn yn−1 ...yi+1 0. This is a contradiction obviously. Therefore, Sx1 and Sy0 have only a
common element.
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notations
[1, n]
t̄
Cnm

Table 1: Notations
meanings
notations
all integers between 1 and n
GF2
complement of t in GF2
|S|
n!
the combinations number m!(n−m)!
||

4
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meanings
Galois field
the cardinality of the set S
cascading symbol of binary strings

Correlation between the 0/1Encoding Sets and the Privacy
of Compared Integer

Remark 1. From the uniqueness proof process of Theorem 1, we know that their encoding sets Sx1 and
Sy0 (or Sx0 and Sy1 ) do not have two or more common
elements for any two positive
integers x and
T
T y. Therefore, the following Sx1 Sy0 ̸= ∅ (or Sx0 Sy1 ̸= ∅) If the 0/1-encoding sets are not processed and directly
indicates that Sx1 and Sy0 (or Sx0 and Sy1 ) have only a submitted to the third party or both parties exchange
the 0/1-encoding sets to find whether there is a non-empty
common element.
intersection, which may lead to the privacy leakage of the
Theorem 2. LetTx and y be any two positive integers. integer values being compared. This contradicts with the
Then x ≤ y ⇔ Sx1 Sy0 = ∅.
original designed intention of this encoding method. The
T
Proof. We use apagoge to prove it. Given Sx1 Sy0 = ∅, following will illustrate this fact via three theorems and
if x > y, then Sx1 and Sy0 haveTonly a common element. concrete examples.
This is contradictory with Sx1T Sy0 = ∅, so x ≤ y. On
the contrary, let x ≤ y, if Sx1 Sy0 ̸= ∅, namely, Sx1 and Theorem 4. If the length(n-bit) of binary string of a
positive integer x is known, and
Sy0 have only a common element, then x > y according
T
to Theorem 1. It contradicts with x ≤ y, so Sx1 Sy0 =
|Sx1 | = n1 ( or |Sx0 | = n2 ),
∅.
1
Theorem 3. Let x and y be any two positive integers. then we have the probability of 1n1 (or n−n
) to recover
Cn
Cn 2
The following three conditions are equivalent:
x, where n = n1 + n2 .
1) x = y;
T
T
Proof. Let x = tn tn−1 ...t1 ∈ GF2n . If |Sx1 | = n1 , then
2) Sx1 Sy0 = ∅ and Sx0 Sy1 = ∅;
there are n1 values of ti (i ∈ [1, n]) which are equal to
T 0
T
1. And there are totally Cnn1 positions that locate ti = 1,
̸= ∅.
3) Sx1 Sy0 = ∅ and Sx1 Sy−1
thus there is the probability of C1n1 to get x. Similarly,
Proof.
n
if we know |Sx0 | = n2 , we can also prove that there is the
(1) ⇒ (2) x = y ⇔ x ≤ y and y ≤ x. According to The1
probability of n−n
to recover x value.
Cn 2
orem 2, we can get that
T
T
x ≤ y ⇔ Sx1 Sy0 = ∅, y ≤ x ⇔ Sy1 Sx0 = ∅.
Example 2. Suppose that an adversary knows the numT
T
ber of elements in a 0/1-encoding set, namely, |Sx1 | =
Therefore, Sx1 Sy0 = ∅ and Sx0 Sy1 = ∅.
T 0
3 (or |S 0 | = 3), then the adversary has the probability of
(2) ⇒ (3). We just need to prove Sx1 Sy−1
̸= ∅. From 1 = 1 x to get x. See Table 2.
20
C63
Theorem 2, we know that
Obviously,
there are 20 possible x values. HowT
Sx0 Sy1 = ∅ ⇒ y ≤ x.
ever, since x is usually associated with a specific attribute (height, weight, or age), the adversary can further
Since y − 1 < y, we can get y − 1 < x. It is known
determine x based on other information. For example, x
by Theorem 1 that
represents the age of the breast cancer patient in the ex0
ample, then the range of x can be determined to [40,56],
x > y − 1 ⇔ Sx1 and Sy−1
have only a common
and the possible values of x are 41, 42, 44, 49, 50, 52, 56.
element.
Therefore,
the adversary has the probability of 17 to get x.
T
0
Therefore, Sx1 Sy−1
̸= ∅.
Next, we first discuss the rule of binary strings of the
T
T 0
(3) ⇒ (1). Suppose that Sx1 Sy0 = ∅ and Sx1 Sy−1
̸= 0/1-encoding sets for a certain integer x by Theorem 5,
and then summarize how to recover the integer x from the
∅. According to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
0/1-encoding
sets and prove the fact with Theorem 6.
T
T
0
Sx1 Sy0 = ∅ ⇒ x ≤ y, Sx1 Sy−1
̸= ∅ ⇒ x > y − 1.
(i)

k
That is, y −1 < x ≤ y. And due to x be a positive integer, Theorem 5. Assume that x = xk = tk tk−1 ...t1 ∈ GF2 ,
(i)
then x = y.
then the 0/1-encoding set of xk can be represented by
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Table 2: All the possible values of x
x
binary
decimal
x
binary
decimal

x1
111000
56
x11
011100
28

x2
110100
52
x12
011010
26

x3
110010
50
x13
011001
25

x4
110001
49
x14
010110
22

x5
101100
44
x15
010101
21

(j)

the 0/1 encoding set of xk−1 as follows.

Sx0(i)
k




0

,
1,
0||c|c
∈
S

(j)
xk−1

= 


 1||c|c ∈ Sx0(j) ,

tk = 0
,
tk = 1

Sx1(i)
k

xk−1

(
i,
where j =
i − 2k−1 ,

tk = 0
,

=

(2)
x1

=

Let n = 2, x =
cases:

(i
x2 )

=
=

x2

x2

(2)

=





t2 = 0
 0||c|c ∈ Sx1(j) ,
1

,
= 


 1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , t2 = 1

Sx0(i)
3




0

 1, 0||c|c ∈ Sx(j) , t3 = 0
2

,
= 

0

t3 = 1
 1||c|c ∈ S (j) ,
x2

Sx1(i)
3




1

t3 = 0
 0||c|c ∈ Sx(j) ,
2

,
= 


 1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , t3 = 1
x2

(

x2 = 01, S 0(2) = {1} , S 1(2) = {01} ;
=

Sx1(i)

= t2 t1 ∈ GF22 , then there are four

(1)

(4)
x2

x10
100011
35
x20
000111
7

x1

{1} , S 1(1) = ∅;
x1
∅, S 1(2) = {1} .
x1

x2 = 00, S 0(1) = {1, 01} , S 1(1) = ∅;
(3)
x2

x9
100101
37
x19
001011
11

(
i,
1≤i≤2
where j =
.
i − 2, 2 < i ≤ 22

1 ≤ i ≤ 2k−1
.
2k−1 < i ≤ 2k

0, S 0(1)
x1
1, S 0(2)
x1

x8
100110
38
x18
001101
13

From above, we can see that




 1, 0||c|c ∈ Sx0(j) , t2 = 0
1

Sx0(i) = 
,

2
0

t2 = 1
 1||c|c ∈ S (j) ,

2

tk = 1

Proof. We will use the mathematical induction to prove
it.
(i)
Let n = 1, x = x1 = t1 ∈ GF2 , then there are two
cases:
(1)
x1

x7
101001
41
x17
001110
14

x1

k−1





 0||c|c ∈ Sx1(j) ,
k−1

= 


 1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) ,

x6
101010
42
x16
010011
19

x2
10, S 0(3)
x2
11, S 0(4)
x2

=
=

(i

x2
{11} , S 1(3) = {1} ;
x2
1
∅, S (4) = {1, 11} .
x2

Let n = 3, x = x3 ) = t3 t2 t1 ∈ GF23 , then
eight cases:

i,
1 ≤ i ≤ 22
. So when n = 2 and
2
i − 2 , 22 < i ≤ 23
n = 3, the conclusion holds.
Now suppose n = k − 1, the conclusion also holds,
namely



0

 1, 0||c|c ∈ Sx(j) , tk−1 = 0
k−2
there are

Sx0(i) = 
,

k−1
0

tk−1 = 1
 1||c|c ∈ S (j) ,
where j =

xk−2

(1)

x3 = 000, S 0(1) = {1, 01, 001} , S 1(1) = ∅;
(2)
x3

=

(3)
x3

=

(4)
x3

=

(5)

x3 =
(6)
x3

=

(7)
x3

=

(8)

x3 =

x3
001, S 0(2)
x3
010, S 0(3)
x3
011, S 0(4)
x3
100, S 0(5)
x3
101, S 0(6)
x3
110, S 0(7)
x3
111, S 0(8)
x3

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

x3
1
{1, 01} , S (2) = {001} ;
x3
{011, 1} , S 1(3) = {01} ;
x3
{1} , S 1(4) = {01, 011} ;
x3
{101, 11} , S 1(5) = {1} ;
x3
1
{11} , S (6) = {1, 101} ;
x3
{111} , S 1(7) = {1, 11} ;
x3
∅, S 1(8) = {1, 11, 111} .
x3

Sx1(i)

k−1




1

tk−1 = 0
 0||c|c ∈ Sx(j) ,
k−2

= 
,


 1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , tk−1 = 1
xk−2

(
i,
1 ≤ i ≤ 2k−2
where j =
. Then when n =
i − 2k−2 , 2k−2 < i ≤ 2k−1
(i)

k, namely, x = xk = tk tk−1 ...t1 ∈ GF2k , there are two
cases:
1) tk = 0.
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(i)

a. Let tk−1 = 0, that
 is, xk = 00tk−2 ...t1 , we
0
and
can get S (i) = 1, 01, 0||0||c|c ∈ S 0(j)
xk−2
x

 k
S 1(i) = 0||0||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , where 1 ≤ i = j ≤
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Theorem 6. Let x be an any positive integer. Given
the 0/1-encoding sets Sx0 and Sx1 , the value of x must be
recoverable.

Proof. Given a positive integer x, it must be equal to some
(i)
xn . Thus we can recover x according to Theorem 5 the2
.
oretically. The proof process of Theorem 5 shows that we
(i)
(i)
b. Let tk−1 = 1, namely,
xk = 01tk−2
 ...t1 , can recover the value of xn when given the correspond
0
and S 1(i) , where n = 1, 2, 3.
and ing 0/1-encoding sets Sx(i)
we can get S 0(i) = 1, 0||0||c|c ∈ S 0(j)
xn
n
xk−2
xk


When n = 4 , given the 0/1-encoding sets S 0(i) and S 1(i)
x4
x4
S 1(i) = 01, 0||0||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , where j = i −
(i)
xk−2
xk
of x4 , they must be represented by the 0/1-encoding sets
(j)
2k−2 , 2k−2 ≤ i ≤ 2k−1 .
S 0(j) and S 1(j) of x3 , where i and j satisfy Theorem 5.
xk−2

xk
k−2

x3

x3

So when tk = 0, we can get S 0(i) = Specifically, we just need to figure out the correspond(j)
(j)
xk



ing x3 . Assume x3 = t3 t2 t1 , if the 0/1-encoding sets
(j)
1, 0||c|c ∈ S 0(j) , S 1(i) = 0||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , where of x(i)
4 and x3 satisfy the first case of Theorem 5, then
xk−1
xk
xk−1
(i)
(i)
x4 = 0t3 t2 t1 . Otherwise, x4 = 1t3 t2 t1 . In this way, we
1 ≤ i = j ≤ 2k−1 .
(i)
can certainly recover the value of xn when n ≤ k − 1.
2) tk = 1.
When n = k, given the 0/1-encoding sets S 0(i) and
xk

(i)

(j)
1
a. Let tk−1 = 0, that is to say, xk = 10tk−2
, we can definitely find the corresponding xk−1 ,
 ...t1 , Sx(i)
k
and where the 0-encoding sets Sx0(j) and Sx0(i) (and the 1we can get S 0(i) = 11, 1||0||c|c ∈ S 0(j)
xk−2
xk
k−1
k


encoding sets S 1(j) and S 1(i) ) satisfy Theorem 5. Sup1
1
xk−1
xk
S (i) = 1, 1||0||c|c ∈ S (j) , where j = i −
xk
xk−2
(j)
(i)
pose
x
=
t
...t
t
,
we
can get xk = 0tk−1 ...t2 t1 or
k−1
2 1
k−1
2k−1 , 2k−1 < i ≤ 3 × 2k−2 .
(i)
xk = 1tk−1 ...t2 t1 according to Theorem 5.
(i)
b. Let tk−1 = 1, that means
x
=
11t
...t
,
k−2
k
To sum up, if Sx0 and Sx1 of x are given, we can definitely

 1
we can get S 0(i) = 1||1||c|c ∈ S 0(j)
and recover the value of x theoretically.
xk
xk−2


Remark 3. In the above proof, we can recover the value
S 1(i) = 1, 11, 1||1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , where j =
(j)
(i)
xk
xk−2
x = xn by finding the corresponding xn−1 , and re(j)
(k)
i − 3 × 2k−2 , 3 × 2k−2 < i ≤ 2k .
cover the value of xn−1 by the corresponding xn−2 ,


and so on. We can finally get the value of x using
So when tk = 1, S 0(i) = 1||c|c ∈ S 0(j)
and S 1(i) =
the recursion method. However, it is a little bit tex
xk−1
xk

k
dious, Theorem 5 just claims that x can be recovered
1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j)
hold, where j = i − 2k−1 , 2k−1 <
theoretically.
xk−1

In the following, we will give a specific method to
recover the value of x.

i ≤ 2k .
Therefore, when n = k, we can get



0

 1, 0||c|c ∈ Sx(j) , tk = 0
k−1

Sx0(i) = 
,

k
0

tk = 1
 1||c|c ∈ S (j) ,

Proof. Assume x = tn tn−1 ...t1 ∈ GF2n and t be the
longest binary string of the 0/1-encoding sets of x, then
there must be two cases:
1) If t1 = 1, then t = tn tn−1 ...t1 ∈ Sx1 ;

xk−1

Sx1(i)
k

2) If t1 = 0, then t = tn tn−1 ...t¯1 ∈ Sx0 ;





tk = 0
 0||c|c ∈ Sx1(j) ,
k−1

= 
,


 1, 1||c|c ∈ S 1(j) , tk = 1
xk−1

(

i,
1 ≤ i ≤ 2k−1
.
k−1
i−2
, 2k−1 < i ≤ 2k
To sum up, the conclusion of Theorem 5 is true.

where j =

Remark 2. When S 1(i) = ∅ (or S 0(i)
xk
xk


1||c|c ∈ S 1(i) or S 0(i) = ∅.
xk

xk

=

∅),

Given the 0/1-encoding sets Sx0 and Sx1 of x, it is easy
to find the longest binary string t = yn yn−1 ...y1 of two
sets, and then we can determine the relationship x and t
according to the set which t belongs to. Finally, we can
recover x, i.e.,
(
x = t = yn yn−1 ...y1 , t ∈ Sx1
.
x = yn yn−1 ...y¯1 ,
t ∈ Sx0
From above, we can see that the value of x depends on
the set which the longest binary string t belongs to, and
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it mainly depends on the value of t1 (t1 ∈ GF2 ). Given
an any positive integer x, it must be
(
0, x = 2n
, n ∈ N ∗.
t1 =
1, x = 2n − 1
Since P r(x = 2n) = P r(x = 2n−1) = 21 , so P r(t1 = 1) =
P r(t1 = 0) = 12 , namely P r(t ∈ Sx1 ) = P r(t ∈ Sx0 ) = 12 .
Therefore, if an adversary only has a set Sx0 or Sx1 of x, it
also has a probability of 12 to recover the value of x.
Example 3. The adversary captures two encoding sets of
x (and it maybe do nor know which set of S1 and S2 is
the 0-encoding set or 1-encoding set),
S1

= {10110101, 1011011, 10111, 11} ,

S2

= {101101, 1011, 101, 1} .

The adversary can first find the longest binary string
t = 10110101 and t ∈ S1 . By observing the relationship of these elements in S1 , it can be found that S1 is
0-encoding set (because short codes must be prefixed to
long codes in the 1-encoding set). Hence, t ∈ S1 = Sx0 and
x = 10110100 = 180. To sum up, even if the adversary
captures part of the 0/1-encoding sets, there still exists
a certain probability that the adversary will recover the
integer values being compared.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, three theorems are given to illustrate how
to determine the relations (” > ”, ” ≤ ” and ” = ”) of
two positive integers by the 0/1-encoding method. Then,
another three theorems and related examples show that if
the 0/1-encoding results are not blindly preprocessed, it
is easy to leak the integer values being compared, which
obviously contradicts the original designed intention of
the encoding method. Since the privacy of integer values
in many fields, when using the 0/1-encoding method for
numerical comparison, the 0/1-encoding sets should be
properly encrypted or blinded, or the intersection of two
0/1-encoding sets should be calculated confidentially [9]
to avoid privacy leakage.
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Abstract
Aiming at security vulnerabilities, complex identity token management, and lack of privacy protections in the
smart lock protocol, we propose a novel smart lock protocol based on group signature. As a result, two types of
cyber-attacks in existing protocols are discovered: Random number attacks and parallel session attacks. With
challenge and response, the improved protocol fixes these
two security vulnerabilities by group signature and mutual identity authentication. Furthermore, the complexity of unlocking identity tokens is reduced from O(n) to
O(1), and the improved protocol can be applied to anonymous unlocking scenarios. Finally, the indistinguishability game proof and analysis show that the proposed smart
lock protocol complete anonymous unlock, satisfy other
security requirements of smart lock system such as mutual identity authentication and traceability for identity
information of the unlocker, and has certain application
prospects in the lightweight IoT smart device market.
Keywords: Anonymity; Group Signature; Mutual Identity
Authentication; Provable Security; Smart Lock

1

Introduction

With the development of 5G mobile communication technology, big data, artificial intelligence, and other technologies, as well as the development and popularization of
information acquisition and processing technologies such
as smart sensors and cloud computing, people can obtain more knowledge from massive data and improve the
level of human civilization, human society has also entered the Internet of Things [15] era. As an important
derivative concept of the Internet of Things, smart devices [20] refer to equipment, appliances or machines that
have sensitive and accurate perception functions, correct
thinking and judgment functions, and effective executive
functions. Smart devices have brought great convenience
to our lives, such as smart home devices [5, 18], Inter-

net of Vehicles [23], wearable devices [9], etc., and have
quickly penetrated into various fields of economy and society, involving education, logistics, medical care, automobiles, transportation, construction, etc. In 2020, smart
device market has reached trillions in China, and smart
homes, consumer electronics and smart cars are developing rapidly [6]. As a typical smart device, smart locks
are gradually replacing traditional locks and are widely
used in smart homes, smart cars, shared bicycles [19] and
other fields. The user only needs to approach the smart
lock and use the smart phone to unlock it. However, because smart lock manufacturers focus more on function
realization, lack of security protection research and development capabilities, or considering development time
and cost, there are common security risks in smart lock
designs [24].
At present, the deep integration of smart devices with
cloud computing and big data to form a data market [11]
is the main deployment mode. While improving the level
of intelligent control of devices, producers and consumers
can trade data to discover user habits and preferences to
improve the quality of products and services. But this
also brings a new attack surface. Hackers can penetrate
cloud servers, traverse and break through the access point
of smart devices to connect to the Internet of Things,
such as smart gateways [22], infect gateways and smart
devices through malicious code, and launch distributed
denial of service attacks, etc., which can lead to data privacy leakage, malicious control, and serious consequences
such as system failure [10]. Compared with other smart
devices, the security of smart locks is more important.
Once breached, it will cause huge threats to smart devices,
family property and even personal safety, such as burglary
after breaking the door lock. Therefore, considering the
potential security risks of smart locks online for a long
time, the difficulty of smart lock wiring in the door, and
the energy consumption and cost of hardware modules,
most smart locks in the industry cannot directly connect
to the Internet through a fixed gateway, and need to use
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Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Technology to connect to
the Internet through smartphones as a mobile gateway,
which is called Device-Gateway-Cloud model (DGC) [3].
The discussion of the security of smart locks in this article
is also limited to the DGC model. Although the smart
lock system using the DGC model can be offline for a long
time to mitigate remote attacks and penetration, there
are still serious security threats such as malicious unlocking, man-in-the-middle attacks, state consistency attacks,
and even undiscovered security vulnerabilities. Furthermore, some anonymous unlocking scenarios, such as entering a self-serving adult product store are not considered.
Therefore, based on previous research works, this article
has discovered two security vulnerabilities in the original smart lock protocol, and proposed an improved smart
lock protocol based on group signatures, which fixes the
security vulnerabilities, simplifies the complexity of the
certificate, and support anonymous unlocking.
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Compared with traditional digital locks, the use of biological features improves the security of remembering and
storing keys, but increases the complexity of system deployment, additional hardware, and product costs. At the
same time, in view of the application background of the
Internet of Things, smart locks with biometric authentication usually lack fine-grained authority management
and access control mechanisms.

2.3

Smart Lock with Other Auxiliary
Technology

Some smart locks use other communication technologies
as auxiliary authentication methods [7], such as audio
channel, USB, NFC, VLC, etc. Among them, visible light
communication (VLC) technology uses visible light as the
information carrier, and direct transmission of light signals in the air, which can effectively construct a secure
information space with anti-interference and low energy
consumption. Song et al. [14] use visible light recogni2 Related Work
tion technology to realize a smart lock. After the user
uses the smart phone to complete the authentication, the
This section will summarize and review relevant re- LED light will send out a visible light signal, and the researches on the security of smart locks.
ceiver on the smart lock receives the signal to complete the
decoding, authentication and unlocking. However, smart
phones and LED lights should be connected to the same
2.1 Traditional Digital Lock
home gateway, which increases the complexity of system
deployment.
A digital lock system called Grey project is developed
for office environments in 2005 [2]. An equipment-based
authentication method is proposed in this project by us- 2.4 Smart Lock with DGC Model
ing early smart phone features, including usage of camera
to scan a QR code to obtain public keys and network In order to adapt to the Internet of Things environment
addresses, mobile phone anti-theft, and proof of access and reduce system complexity and control costs, most
rights. However, the system unlocking delay is relatively smart lock manufacturers adopt DGC architecture, such
high, and smart phones are evolving rapidly. Nowadays, as August, Danalock, Okidokeys, and Kevo. Since the
mobile phone features and user needs have changed. Al- smart lock has no fixed network connection under the
though the gray project is outdated, it has certain guid- DGC model, the user’s smart phone is required to act as
ance for developing smarter locks that are safer, more a mobile gateway. Therefore, if a malicious user forcibly
user-friendly, and faster unlocking. The Raspberry Pi is offline the phone, it will cause the communication intera tiny and affordable computer, Pinjala et al. [13] realize ruption between smart lock and the cloud server, incona smart lock based on the Raspberry Pi. After the visitor sistency of system status, and revocation evasion. Ho et
presses the doorbell, the smart lock activates the cam- al. [3] use eventual consistency to solve the above probera and sends reminders and real-time images to the ad- lems. As long as an honest user approaches the smart
ministrator’s smartphone. The administrator views and lock, the cloud server will update the user permission list
remotely authenticates visitor to complete the unlocking. of the smart lock. However, this solution has an attack
time window. During the time window, malicious users
can still use the recovered credentials to unlock the door
2.2 Smart Lock with Biometric Authen- before the owner reaches home. In addition, in order to
solve the location spoofing in the man-in-the-middle attication
tack, wireless body area network technology is used to
Smart locks with biometric authentication solve the prob- indicate the unlocking intention and assist the authentilems of traditional digital lock that passwords are easy to cation of the unlocker. Patil et al. [12] introduce an addilose and difficult to remember, and currently occupy cer- tional random number segment in the interaction between
tain markets, such as fingerprint recognition, face recog- the smart lock and the cloud server in order to compensate
nition, gesture recognition, and voice recognition. Zhu et for the attack time window of the state consistency attack.
al. [27] use face recognition technology and open source For users whose unlocking authority has been revoked,
software OpenCV to propose an attribute tracking algo- the server no longer provides encrypted random numbers
rithm and effectively improve the recognition accuracy. for users. Therefore, illegal users will be rejected because
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the administrator functions provided by the smart lock
manufacturer, such as granting/recovering permissions,
viewing unlock access logs, and updating keys. Residents
can unlock the smart lock at any time but cannot use
the administrator functions. Recurring guests can unlock
the smart lock during the authorized time period, such
Figure 1: DGC model of smart lock
as housekeepers who come to clean the house every Tuesday from 9 to 11 am. Temporary guest can unlock the
smart lock during a temporary period, such as a neighbor
they cannot provide the random number encrypted by the visiting from 3 to 4 pm on a sunny day.
server within the attack time window. In addition, in order to prevent attackers from maliciously concealing the
unlock access logs, additional cameras are used to directly 3.2 Smart Lock Protocol
upload the access logs to the cloud server, but the attack The existing smart lock protocol [12] is divided into three
surface of the system is undoubtedly increased. Xin et phases: Initialization, permission update, and unlocking.
al. [21] propose an attribute-based access control mechanism for the problem of cascading deletion of smart lock
permissions, using multiple environment attributes to re- 3.2.1 Initialization
fine access control and support group management, which
 The smart lock (unique identification IDL ) is built
is applicable to complex family relationships. Bapat et
with the root key RKL at the factory, and RKL is
al. [1] use steganography to enhance the security of Bluesent to the owner safely and confidentially along with
tooth low energy communication between smart phones
the product manual. At the same time, secure storand smart locks.
age (IDL , RKL ) in the manufacturer’s cloud server
In summary, the smart lock with biometric authentiis processed. And each user has his own public and
cation enhances the authentication security to a certain
private key pair (P KU , SKU ).
extent, but requires additional hardware and lacks the
 The owner uses RKL to access into the cloud
classification control ability of multiple roles. The auxilserver and generates the user’s unlock identity
iary smart lock also requires additional hardware, which
certificate (T okenU ), which is stored in the cloud
increases the complexity of system deployment. The exserver subsequently. T okenU = (IDL , IDU , SN ,
isting DGC smart locks still have security vulnerabilities.
N ameU , T ypeu , DaysU , T imeU , DatesU , P KU )RKL ,
Due to the use of unlock identity token management, as
Wherein, N ameU is the user’s name; IDU is the
the number of users increases, smart locks have the probunique user identification, which can be the user’s
lem of token storage space overhead, and anonymous unmobile phone number; SN is the sequence number
locking scenarios are not considered, such as entering a
of the unlock identity certificate for permission
self-serving adult product store. Therefore, this article
update; T ypeU is the user type such as owner,
will solve these issues.
recurring guest, etc.; A combination of DaysU and
T imeU describes the authorized unlocking times for
3 DGC Model and Security Analrecurring guests, DatesU describes the authorized
unlocking times for temporary guests. T okenU is
ysis
encrypted by RKL .
This section introduces the DGC-based smart lock system
architecture and conducts a security analysis.

3.1

DGC Model

 The owner sends T okenU to the user, or after the
user accesses the cloud server and passes identity authentication, such as a short message SMS, the user
downloads the T okenU in the smart phone.

The DGC model consists of three parts: a smart lock installed in the door, a smart phone, and a remote cloud 3.2.2 Permission Update
server. Smart locks do not have a direct network connec The owner access into the cloud server and updates
tion to cloud services deployed on the Internet, requiring
the user’s token.
a smart phone to act as a wireless mobile gateway. The
smart phone communicates with the smart lock through
 The owner’s smartphone enters the Bluetooth comBLE, and the smart phone communicates with the remote
munication range of the smart lock, and the cloud
cloud server through mobile communication network such
server sends the updated T oken′U to the smart lock.
as 5G, as shown in Figure 1.
Users are divided into four categories: owner, resident,
 The smart lock uses RKL to decrypt T oken′U , verifies
recurring guest, and temporary guest. Among them, the
whether the SN is fresh, and updates the permission
owner can unlock the smart lock at any time and use all
list.
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3.2.3

Unlocking

 When the user’s smart phone enters the Bluetooth
communication range of smart lock, the user sends
the T okenU stored in the smart phone to the smart
lock.
 The smart lock uses RKL to decrypt T okenU , verifies
whether the authority is consistent with the local tokens stored in the smart lock, and obtains the user’s
public key RKU , and then (IDL , N1 ) is encrypted
by P KU and is sent to the user.
 The user uses the private key SKU to decrypt to
received (IDL , N1 ), verifies the IDL and sends N1
to the smart lock.
 The smart lock verifies N1 and unlocks. The unlock
access log is encrypted by RKL and is sent to the
cloud server.

3.3

Attack Behavior Analysis
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regardless of owner unlocking the lock, it will trigger the permission update operation, but this action
still has an attack time window. In addition, the unlock access log sent by the smart lock should be confirmed by the cloud server’s signature, otherwise it
will be retransmitted. Therefore, even if the attacker
blocks the forwarding, the access log will be eventually uploaded to the cloud server when the honest
user unlocks the smart lock. However, the attack
time window still exists. Patil et al. [12] introduce
a random number Nc between the smart lock and
the cloud server in order to defend revocation evasion. In the final step of unlocking phase, the user
sends Nc encrypted by the cloud server using RKL .
The smart lock cannot be unlocked within the attack
time window as the encrypted Nc is not be provided
by the cloud server. However, the unlocking process
requires the participation of the cloud server, in case
of network connection problems or cloud server failure, the smart lock cannot be unlocked and the system availability cannot be guaranteed. In addition,
in order to defend access log evasion, an additional
camera with permanent network connection is used
to directly upload the access log to the cloud server,
but this undoubtedly increases the attack surface of
the system.

Since smart locks with DGC model belong to distributed
system, which is inevitably with a network partition. According to the CAP theorem, the availability and consistency of access permission lists, unlock access logs and
other data in smart locks and cloud servers cannot be realized at the same time. Therefore, the most serious threat 3.3.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
of smart locks is state consistency attacks, such as revo The man-in-the-middle attack of the smart lock is escation evasion, access log evasion, etc. In addition, due
sentially a collusion attack. Attacker A and attacker
to the characteristics of BLE communication, there are
B have BLE communication channels, and both parman-in-the-middle attacks and denial of service attacks
ties establish a hidden tunnel connection. A is close
against the BLE protocol itself. In this section of attack
to the smart lock and is paired through BLE, and B is
behavior analysis, we analyze the previous research work
close to the user’s smartphone and is paired through
about state consistency and man-in-the-middle attacks in
BLE. The user will mistakenly find that there is a
Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 are
smart lock around and sends token to B. B receives
our novel work. We discovered random number attacks
the token and forwards to A through the hidden tunand parallel session attacks against security vulnerabilinel. A sends the token to the smart lock. The smart
ties in the original smart lock protocol.
lock generates a challenge. A continues to forward
the challenge to B through the hidden tunnel, and
3.3.1 State Consistency Attack
B sends the challenge to the user. The user generates the challenge response and sends to B, and then
 Revocation evasion. The owner access into the cloud
B forwards the challenge response to A through the
server to withdraw the attacker’s unlocking authortunnel. Finally, A sends the challenge response to
ity, and then the owner with the smart phone apthe smart lock, and the unlock succeeds.
proaches to the smart lock to update the permission.
However, in the attack time window, the attacker can
 Threat mitigation. Some commercial smart locks use
still unlock the smart lock before the owner reaches
geo-fencing [16] technology to assist the user’s mohome.
bile phone to determine whether the smart lock is
nearby. Therefore, the user’s smartphone can recog Access log evasion. After the attacker unlocked the
nize that the attacker B is not a real smart lock, and
smart lock, the malicious smartphone receives the
refuses to send token to initiate the session. However,
unlock access log and refuses to forward to the cloud
studies have pointed out that geo-fencing technology
server. In this way, the attacker could claim that
has security threats such as mistaken unlocking in
stealing after unlocking is not convicted because the
multiple entrances and exits scenario, and there are
log was lost.
also geo-fencing spoofing attacks. The root of the
 Threat mitigation. Ho et al. [3] use eventual consisproblem lies in auto-unlocking. If the user’s unlock
tency to solve the above problems, all honest users
intention is asked every time, such as APP pop-up
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window, SMS, etc., man-in-the-middle attacks can
be easily identified. However, it greatly reduces the
user experience and brings boredom. Therefore, the
existing improvements are mainly to balance user experience and safety. Kevo smart lock combines geofencing and touch unlocking technology, the user reenters the geo-fencing boundary and touches the unlock button to unlock. However, the system cannot
verify the identity of the toucher. Ho et al. [3] use
wireless body area network technology to indicate the
unlocking intention. Compared with the Kevo smart
lock, after the user touches the unlock button, the
smart lock and the user’s wearable device will complete the authentication to confirm the user’s identity
and then unlock.
3.3.3

 Threat mitigation. The random number N1 is not
predictable or is transmitted encrypted. In addition,
the impersonation attack is fixed according to Section 3.3.4.

3.3.4

Figure 2: Parallel session attack

attack and acquire (IDL , N1 ) encrypted by P KU .
Secondly, without SKU , we cannot acquire N1 , then
launch a parallel session attack to impersonate a legitimate smart lock to ask the oracle of N1 from a
legitimate user. Finally, the response of N1 is sent to
victim of smart lock to complete malicious unlocking.
The attack details are showed in Figure 2.

Random Number Attack

 We find an attack called random number attack. In
the last step of the unlocking phase, the user sends
N1 to the smart lock in plaintext. Therefore, the
attacker passively listens for all communications between the smart lock and the legitimate user. And
then, the attacker initiates a new session and replays
the messages acquired during the passive listening.
If the N1 is predictable, the attack can be succeeded,
for instance, the N1 is incremental, the attacker injects N1 + 1 to maliciously unlock.

Smart Lock Impersonation Attack

We find a smart lock impersonation attack launched by
parallel session attack. The existing smart lock protocols
mainly focus on authentication of user rather than the
authentication of smart lock, because even if user unlock
a fake smart lock, none of assets are lost. For instance,
the original smart lock protocol only uses IDL to authenticate the smart lock, the attacker can easily predict IDL
through manufacturer past product identification number
and product information.
 Attack description. Although the P KU is protected
in T okenU and encrypted by RKL , compared to
private key, the P KU is more easily to disclosed.
Therefore, the attacker can predict IDL and acquire
P KU in order to impersonate a legitimate smart lock.
And then, the attacker launches unlocking interaction with legitimate users and obtains all communication traffic for replay attack, offline RKL cracking and user unlocking behavior analysis. Under the
conditions that the random number N1 is not predictable and is transmitted encrypted, we find a new
parallel session attack to make random number attack successful. Firstly, we launch random number
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 Threat mitigation. The smart lock and the user are
authenticated by a secure mutual authentication protocol, such as a challenge-response based mutual authentication protocol.

4

Improved Smart Lock Protocol
based on Group Signature

The existing smart lock has high storage and communication overheads of unlocking identity certificate. In addition, in some scenarios, users have a strong desire to protect privacy, such as entering a self-serving adult product
store. And as mentioned in Section 3.3, we found random
number attacks and parallel session attacks. In response
to the above problems, we propose a novel smart lock protocol to improve the smart lock protocol of reference [12]
and use group signature with a shorter signature length [4]
in our improvement protocol to realize the above security
goals, as well as, suitable for lightweight smart home devices [8] such as smart locks. Detailed group signature
algorithm can be found in the literature [4]. The improved protocol in this article focuses on anonymity, reducing communication and storage overheads of lengthy
unlocking identity credential, and the security feature of
the protocol to resist random number attacks and parallel
session attacks that we have discovered.

4.1
4.1.1

Group Signature
Setup

The algorithm is given a system safety parameter
λ and generates system public parameters P P =
(q, G1 , G2 , GT , e, P1 , P2 , H(·), n), wherein, G1 , G2 , and
GT are cyclic groups of order q (of length λ bits). e :
G1 ×G2 → GT is a bilinear mapping. P1 and P2 are generators of G1 and G2 respectively. H(·) : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n is
a safe hash function. The random numbers d, s, u are
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chosen to calculate D = d · P1 , S = s · P2 , U = u · P1 and
respectively. The private key of group administrator sk
is (d, s); the tracing private key tk is u; the group public
key gpk is (D, S, U ).
4.1.2

Enroll

According to the P P and the group administrator sk,
the group member private key gsk is generated. xi is
randomly select and calculate Zi = (d−xi )(sxi )−1 ·P1 and
tagi = H(xi · Zi ). The private key of the group member
gski = (xi · Zi ). The group administrator manages the
list of members list = (GUi , tagi ).
4.1.3

GSign

According to P P , gski , gpk, group members randomly
select k and calculate C1 = k · P1 , C2 = xi · Zi + k · U
and Q = e(U, S)k . For the message m to be signed, the
group members further calculate c = H(C1 , C2 , Q, m) and
w = kc + xi . The signature GSig(m) = (C1 , C2 , c, w).
4.1.4

GVerify

The verifier verifies whether the signature is legal according to m, GSig(m), and gpk. The verifier calw
2 ,S)·e(P1 ,P2 )
and verifies whether c =
culates Q′ = e(Ce(c·C
1 +D,P2 )
H(C1 , C2 , Q′ , m).
4.1.5

GTrace

The group manager determines the signer according to the
tracing private key tk and GSig(m).tagi = H(C2 − u · C1 )
is calculated and search to determine the signer in the list
of members List.
4.1.6

Figure 3: Improved unlocking protocol

and sk. The owner/administrator uses sk to generate
gsk of each user. T oken = (IDL , SN , GN , T ime,
Cycle, gpk)RKL . Wherein, GN is the group number,
1 represents the permanent user group, and 2−n represents the guest group with overlapping visit times,
such as cleaning staff and water and electricity maintenance workers who visit from 8:00 to 9:00 every
Tuesday. gpk is group signature public key. Given
that guests often visit periodically, such as weekly
cleaning and annual house maintenance, the field of
the Cycle is made to replace the field of Days and
Dates for simplifying and reducing the length of token in original smart lock protocol. For instance,
Cycle is 0 for temporary visit once, 1 for every day, 30
for every month, etc. And access time determination
is whether current time is equal to T ime + nCycle.
 The owner/administrator securely sends the T oken
and the corresponding group member private key gsk
to each user.

Compared with the original protocol, all users from
one group only store one token on the smart lock and
cloud server, where n is the number of users, the complexity is reduced from O(n) to O(1). And the length
of the token is also reduced, which is more friendly
to lightweight IoT devices such as smart locks.

Revoking

The group administrator adds the revoked member’s pri- 4.2.2 Unlocking
vate key material xi or xi · Zi to the revocation list RList,
 When the smart phone of user enters the scope of
the verifier traverses all the xi or xi · Zi in the RList,
Bluetooth communication with smart lock, the user
and recognizes the revoked member by whether e(C2 , S) ·
sends T oken||Nr to the smart lock.
′
′
e(xi · P1 , P2 ) = e(D, P2 ) · Q or e(C2 − xi · Zi , S) = Q
respectively.
 The smart lock uses RKL to decrypt T oken, and determines freshness and updates T oken through SN ;
the smart lock verifies whether the permissions are
4.2 Improved Smart Lock Protocol
consistent with the local Token stored in the smart
Due to space limitations, this section focuses on describlock; the T oken will be stored in the smart lock diing the differences and improvements compared to the
rectly, if a user of the group opens the lock the first
original smart lock protocol. Wherein, the details of untime; the smart lock acquires the group signature
locking are shown in Figure 3.
public key GP K. (N1 , Nr ) is encrypted by the private key SKL of smart lock and sent to the user.
4.2.1 Initialization
 User decrypts (N1 , Nr ) by the public key P KL of the
 The smart lock generates its own public-private key
smart lock, verifies the Nr , sends N1 to the smart lock
pair (P KL , SKL ). The users are managed by group
and signs N1 with the private key GSK of the group
including permanent user group and guest group, and
member.
the token is simplified. The owner/administrator creates a group signature system to generate one perma The smart lock verifies N1 , uses GP K to verify the
nent user group and n guest groups with GP K, tk,
signature, and judges whether the user’s permission
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has been revoked according to the group member re- 4.3.1 Adversary Model
voking algorithm. If the above verifications pass, the
The system has smart locks, users, cloud servers, and adlock will be unlocked, and the unlock access log is
versaries A. The ability of the adversary A is consistent
sent to the cloud server.
with the Dolev-Yao model [17], which can passively listen,
steal, forge, and block all communication between users
in the channel. Using an oracle to simulate an instance
4.2.3 Permission Update and Log Access
run of the protocol, the attack capabilities of adversary A
 The owner/administrator accesses into the cloud can be simulated as the following oracle queries:
server and generates the RList using the group mem Setup-Oracle. A can acquire P P , gpk and public key
ber revoking algorithm.
P KL of the smart lock by querying the oracle.
 The smart phone of the honest user enters the Blue Excute-Oracle. The oracle simulates passive attacks.
tooth communication range of the smart lock, and
A can acquire all the messages sent by honest users
the cloud server sends encrypted RList to the smart
running the smart lock protocol by querying the orlock.(IDL , SN, GN, RList)RKL
acle.
 If the above algorithms are performed or partly performed on the smart door lock or the user’s mobile
phone, that the smart door lock is directly controlled
by the mobile phone, more functions and class libraries related to smart lock hardware should be installed on the smart phone, which increases the complexity of the system and the energy consumption
of the smart lock undoubtedly. Moreover, for the
equipment manufacturer, the control of the smart
lock and the collection of product usage data are
lost. Under the DGC model, the wireless communication link such as 5G from the mobile phone to
the cloud server has more mature security protection
methods, but the BLE link between the mobile phone
and the smart door lock is relatively insecure, and
there are more security threats such as illegal eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle attacks. Therefore,
in the balance between cloud server single point of
failure and system security, this paper also continues
to use the DGC model for group signature algorithm
performed in could server.
 Two methods can be adopted to trace unlocker. The
former one is that the smart lock sends unlock access log with group signature to the cloud server, the
owner/administrator logins cloud server and use tk to
trace unloker. The latter one is that the cloud server
sends (IDL , SN, GN, RList)RKL to the smart lock in
the initialization phase, the smart locks use tk trace
unlocker and sends unlock access log with revealed
unlocker directly to the cloud server. This approach
conflicts with the original intention of anonymity and
increases the security risk of the system when the
smart lock is physically attacked or captured, so we
adopt the former.

 Send-Oracle. The oracle simulates active attacks, A
sends a message msg to the oracle, and the oracle
processes msg according to the protocol rules, and
sends the result msg ′ to A.
 Corrupt-Oracle. The oracle simulates the loss of the
unlocking identity credential, and A can acquire the
token of any user through query.
 Handle Dispute-Oracle. The oracle simulates signature tracing, and A asks the identity of the signer
associated with the N1 . The oracle calculates tagi
through tk and returns tagi to A.
 Test-Oracle. The oracle does not simulate attack
ability of A, but judges the advantage of A in winning
the game. After receiving the query request, A randomly selects two unlocking sessions S0 and S1 that
A has never inquired in the handle dispute oracle.
The oracle randomly selects b ∈ {0, 1}, and uses tk to
trace the message in the session Sb: N1 ||GSig(N1 )
and calculate tagb . A gets tagb and guesses b′ . If
A
b′ = b, A wins, otherwise, A loses. ADVSL
(A) is
defined as the winning advantage of A.
A
ADVSL
(A) = |P r(b′ = b) − 1/2|

4.3.2

(1)

Indistinguishability Game Proof

Theorem 1. The improved smart lock protocol is anonyA
mous, if and only if ADVSL
(A) is negligible for any polynomial adversary A.

A
Proof. Assumes that ADVSL
(A) is not negligible in distinguishing unlock session S0 and S1 . Defines adversary B that can break the group signature system, and
the attack capabilities of adversary B can be simulated by similar oracles in Section 4.3.1, wherein, in the
Test-Oracle, B randomly selected two group signature
4.3 Security Analysis
message m1 ||GSig(m1 ) and m2 ||GSig(m2 ). The oraIn this section, using the provable security theory, a secu- cle randomly selects b ∈ {0, 1}, and uses tk to trace
rity model of our improved smart lock protocol is estab- the message mb ||GSig(mb ) and calculate tagb . B gets
lished, and security analysis is processed.
tagb and guesses b′ . If b′ = b, B wins, otherwise, B
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A
A
loses. Obviously,ADVSL
(A) = ADVGS
(B) then the adversary B has a non-negligible advantage in breaking the
anonymity of group signature, which contradicts with the
Theorem that there is no polynomial adversary can attack
the group signature anonymity with a non-negligible advantage [4], so the hypothesis is not valid and Theorem 1
is correct.

smart lock cannot be obtained, the Send-Oracle cannot be performed. Even if the attacker replays the
question N6 encrypted SKL , however the Nr of two
parallel session are different, the attack is impossible
to succeed. Therefore, C can only passively listen to
the communication traffic of the legitimate user and
smart lock for a long time until C captures the N6
signature and replays.

4.3.3

Assumes that |N1 | represents the length of random
number N1 . Obviously, the following winning advantage of adversary C can be conducted.

Other Security Analysis

In addition to unlocking anonymity, the improved smart
lock protocol has other security features.

Replay
ADVSL
(C) ≤ 1/2|N1 |

 Resistance to state consistency and man-in-themiddle attacks. (in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) Aiming
at state consistency attacks and man-in-the-middle
attacks, we follow the improvements of previous researchers. Due to system complexity considerations,
we use the honest user mechanism and log confirmation mechanism of Ho et al. [3] to mitigate state
consistency attacks, and use the mechanism of disabling auto-unlocking by the advisement of Patil et
al. [12] to mitigate man-in-the-middle attack in our
improved protocol.
 Mutual authentication for resistance to random number and parallel session attack. (in Section 3.3.3
and 3.3.4)The improved smart lock protocol uses
challenge Nr and the smart lock private key SKL
to encrypt Nr . Since the attacker cannot obtain
SKL , the smart lock cannot be faked. Simultaneously, a group signature is used for user authentication. Since the attacker cannot obtain the group
member’s private key gski , the signature of N1 cannot be constructed for the attacker to impersonate
the user. Therefore, the improved smart lock protocol can resist random number attacks and parallel
session attacks.
 Token loss and forgery. If the user’s Token is illegally
leaked, although the attacker can initiate an unlock
request, but since the group member’s private key
gski cannot be obtained, the signature of N1 cannot
be constructed to impersonate the user. In addition,
because the attacker cannot obtain the root key RKL
and cannot forge T oken.

(2)

Under a secure random number length, such as 256
bits, the winning advantage of adversary C can be
ignored, and the improved smart lock protocol can
resist replay attacks.
 Traceability. When a security accident or property
loss occurs, the owner/administrator can use the
tracing key tk to find the intruder. Since the attacker cannot obtain tk, the attacker cannot acquire
traceability.

5

Conclusions

With the advent of the Internet of Things era, smart devices have gradually entered all aspects of social and economic life. As an important smart device, the security
of smart locks has attracted much attention. Two new
security vulnerabilities in the existing DGC architecture
smart lock protocol are discovered in this article: random number attacks and parallel session attacks. A smart
lock protocol based on group signature is proposed, which
simplifies the complexity of unlocking identity credentials
from O(n) to O(1), resists random number attacks and
parallel session attacks, and can be applied to anonymous unlocking scenarios. The indistinguishability game
proof and security analysis show that the improved smart
lock protocol proposed in this article satisfies the security
requirements of smart locks and has certain application
prospects. In the next step, we will study the proposed
improved smart lock prototype system and explore the
combination of other related security technologies, such
as machine learning [26] and blockchain [25].
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Abstract
Data security is a threat for delivering data through the
internet, and it is concerned with protecting sensitive
data from unauthorized access. The security threats increase with the increase of sensitive data, so security issues should be considered because hackers may use vulnerabilities over public networks to thieve the information. Video steganography is considered an efficient technique and becomes an important research area for data
security. This paper aims to embed images and text into
a video. The proposed algorithm selects the best frames
and pixels for embedding images and the best video tags
to hide text. As a result, the video’s size and visual quality are not altered even after embedding secret data.
Keywords: Encryption; Flash Video; Genetic Algorithm;
LSB Technique; Steganography

1

Introduction

Steganography comes from the Greek words which divide
into two parts, the first part is ”steganos” means covered or concealed and the second part is ”graptos” means
writing. Steganography is defined as hiding the existence of messages in a particular medium ”cover-medium”
such as audio, video, image, text communication [13].
Steganography is the art and science of secret communication which conceals the very existence of communication [16]. It is defined as the process of embedding a
secret data (message, image or audio) to be hidden in
a cover-medium to reproduce stego-medium that no one
apart from the sender and receiver even realizes that there
is a hidden message.
The basic steganography algorithm of embedding is
shown in Figure 1, Steganography hides the data and the
fact of communication. It ensures the anonymity of the
communication parties. The amount of information trans-

mitted is greater than the secret encrypted information.
It needs an additional carrier. A good steganography algorithm should be measured by embedded data as much
as possible (embedding capacity), and the perceptual distortion of the cover medium after the embedding process
should be minimum as possible (invisibility) [3].Steganography is the procedure of covertly without changing its
quality it inserts information inside a data source. In the
major section, while concealing the information, Original
data is not retained in its unique format. Steganography
depends on hiding an undercover message in unsuspected
different media information and is by and largely used as
a part of secret correspondence between recognized gatherings [1]. In contrast to cryptography, which is the art of
protecting secret data by transforming it into an unreadable format, it does not hide the data or hide the fact
of communication so no need to any additional carrier.
Cryptography has become a basic requirement of public
electronic connectivity to secure data during transmission
against the possibility of message eavesdropping and electronic fraud [7].
This paper will focus on developing one system that
uses both Cryptography and Steganography for more confidentiality and security [18]. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is a very secure technique for cryptography, which is characterized by its flexibility and simplicity. The amount of information transmitted in the
communication process depends on the amount of the encrypted information. Both transform information into a
form that is incomprehensible to a third party, use the
secret key to encrypt or decrypt data that becomes more
secure. It is used when communicating over an untrusted
medium such as the internet, where information needs
to be protected from other third parties. We can apply
steganography on text, image, audio or video. In this paper, we hide secret data inside the video file. We select
video as cover-medium for reasons like larger spaces of the
video in hiding or embedding data and can be embedded
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Figure 1: The basic steganography embedded algorithm

data in video/audio tags. Videos are considered as collections of images and sound files which make some of the
effective methods of steganography on images and audio
files also possible for applying in video files.
Larger space for embedding and having small unnoticeable distortions make video steganography a reliable
method in hiding data [12]. Also, we select Flash video
format (FLV) because it has smaller file size compared
to all the other formats. FLV is very simple. It starts
with the headers then metadata tag (data that describes
the FLV), then interleaved audio and video tags (actual
data). This paper will use two methods to embed image and text in cover video. One of these methods is
the least significant bit (LSB) in the pixel/video tags
value of the video. It works by replacing the least significant bit of some randomly selected pixels or tags in
the cover image with value of new secret data. Another method is embedded secret data with Genetic Algorithm (GA) by calculating the highest fitness function
which depends on the lowest difference between pixel of
cover image and secret data. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
including machine learning, Genetic Algorithm, heuristic optimization is one sub branch of computer science,
which can be used to steganography technology and can
achieve high visual quality, robustness, low cost, optimal
and adaptive solutions. Recently, AI technology is rarely
used in video steganography, though applied to various
kinds of image steganography, including Genetic Algorithms. Due to the generality of image steganography
and pre-embedding video steganography, the AI technology applied to image steganography has great reference
value for pre-embedding video steganography [20].
The Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work of steganography. Section 3
presents the proposed work. Section 4 gives results of the
work and Section 5 concludes the papers.

2

Related Works

Sahu and Mitra [17] described an algorithm to hide the
message in the frames of the video. The algorithm suggested selecting a random video frames then using a pixel
swapping algorithm for blue channel of the frames. The
secret message is encrypted using AES technique then
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embedded it into video frames with Least Significant
Bit (LSB) technique. Authors conclude that using only
LSB technique for data hiding is not a secure method
therefore, they was used the random frames selection algorithm and pixel swapping algorithm to improve the security of the method.
Eltahir et al. [5] described an algorithm to hide secret
data in video by splitting the digital video file into separate frames. They suggested algorithm [9] is based on LSB
technique but using a 3-3-2 approach. The 3-3-2 approach
uses least significant bits of RGB (Red Green- Blue) level
but it takes 3 bits of the red and green and only 2 bits
from Blue color to form one byte. They only take 2 bits
from blue color because they depend on HVS (Human
Vision System) that is more sensitive to blue color. The
algorithm produces image look visually like the original
one.
Ibrahim et al. [8] described an algorithm to conceal
data in video frames. They selected video frames and
splitted them into three bands (red, green and blue), then
applied discrete cosine transform (DCT) and ZigZag scan
to convert image from two-dimensional array form to onedimensional array and after that they sort it from low to
high frequency who converted the secret image to binary
form then the secret data is embedded using LSB in high
frequencies to get little distortion places.
Sudeepa et al. [19] proposed an algorithm to hide
secret information in cover video based on randomization, Steganography, Symmetric encryption and parallelization. They designed an algorithm which selects random frames and split secret data into parts then apply
encryption and embedding technique for each part in parallel which it takes less computational time.
Manisha and Sharmila [11] described an algorithm for
hiding secret image within one frame of AVI video. They
did a two level of encryption process that uses only two
bit positions in a particular video frame to accommodate
bits of a secret image and it is placing in four different
quadrants. The Size of secret image must be compatible
with size of the video frame. They proposed to use a
hashing function to hash the bits of the secret image onto
the video frame.
Limkar et al. [10] proposed an algorithm to hide secret
information behind audio and video files. Dividing secret data and video/audio file into frames then embedding
secret data in frames and dividing resulting frames into
bits and encrypted them using Rivest -Shamir-Adleman
RSA/Data Encryption Standard DES/Triple Data Encryption Standard 3DES algorithm. The algorithms try
to increase the level of security by encrypted video/audio
file after embedded secret information.
Dasgupta et al. [4] proposed architecture for hiding information in video frames using 3-3-2 LSB for embedding
technique and a genetic algorithm is used as an optimization technique. The optimizer is trying to optimize the
stego-frame using the objective function then take the optimized value and goes through the Anti-steganalysis test
module. Genetic algorithm is trying to optimize hiding
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process in video.
Khodaeia et al. [9] proposed a new adaptive steganographic technique to hide secret data within a gray-scale
cover image by dividing the cover image into several nonoverlapped blocks with two consecutive pixels and then
producing the number of secret bits that could embed
into two consecutive pixels. They embedded the secret
bits into the cover image by modifying the LSBs of two
consecutive pixels.

3

Proposed
Method

Steganography

In this section, the proposed steganography algorithm will
try to embed image and text inside the cover video without a third party suspected in.
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bytes to be more secured, this AES step for adding a new
layer for security data [14] before embedding data into the
video so that secret image will be changed to encrypted
byte parts (Ep1, Ep2, Ep3, · · · , EpN ). After the Encryption process is completed for all parts of secret image, it
can embed each part of the image in the frames video
using deep genetic algorithm approach. Deep genetic algorithm helps the proposed method for searching to select
the best pixel to replace its value with the value of the
secret image based on high fitness function. Fitness function is measured with the lowest difference value between
image pixel of the cover image and image pixel of stegoimage after applying mutation with image part value as
shown in Equation (2).
f itness[x] = min[stegoimage[x] − coverf rame[x]].

(2)

Also, it helps for searching to select the best frame for each
part of the image with respect to the highest fitness func3.1 Hiding Data Algorithm in Video
tion after applying mutation on each selected frames with
This algorithm will discuss how to hide image and text each part of the secret image as shown in Equation (3).
message in video using deep genetic algorithm and Least
f itness[x] = min(coverf rame[i], imagepart[j]).
(3)
Significant Bit LSB method. Figure 2 shows the proposed embedding algorithm for hiding image and text in
The difference between the two images is saving in Pixel
the video. This video called a ”cover video” because it
Index Table (pit file) and encrypted pit file with Rivest,
is selected to cover or hide all secret data ”image and
Shamir and Adelman RSA algorithm [15] to add a level of
text”. The cover video was splitted into frames. In the
security. We selected a genetic algorithm (GA) approach
proposed method, we are using Genetic Algorithm befor embedding images in the video for many reasons like
cause it is one of the best search techniques that are used
keeping visual video quality and more dynamically emto find an optimal or near-optimal solution to the combedding to be hard for detecting with a hacker. Afplicated problems [4]. The sender will apply a genetic
ter GA embedded successfully we recombine stego-frames
algorithm to the frames to get the highest fitness functogether to reproduce video with secret image ”stegotion which is calculated by the highest difference between
video”.
video frames. The reason behind selecting the highest difference between frames is to be less noise sensitive when
embedding the secret data and this is described in Equa- 3.1.2 Input Secret Text
tion (1).
This is a secret text that trying to hide from a hacker.
(1) This text is converted to bytes then encrypted using the
AES technique. After the encryption process is comApplying noise mutation to the frames (that sender is se- pleted, it can be embedded in the encrypted byte in
lected from previous step) to get the best frame that is stego-video (that generated from the previous step) with
calculated by the lowest affected frame after noise mu- many methods like using Least significant bit LSB in
tation. The sender takes the selected frames with high FLV tags [16] or using the genetic algorithm to find the
fitness function (hF 1, hF 2, · · · , hF n) to embed parts of best pixel with high fitness. After the embedding step
the secret image in them. Taking into consideration, the is completed, it will produce the final Stego-Video with
numbers of frames selected are equal to the number of encrypted images and text and can easily send the video
image parts, to put each part of the image in different on the public network to the receiver without a hacker
frame. Also, we must consider the minimum number of suspected in.
the secret image to be divided is four parts and the maximum number is the count of frames that change scene 3.2 Extracting Data Algorithm from
inside the video.
Video
f itness[x] = max[f rame[i] − f rame[i + 1]].

This algorithm explains how the secret image and text
message will be extract from stego-video. This is an opThis is a secret image that we are trying to hide from a posite technique for embedding process.
third party. At first, the secret image are splitted into
parts (p1, p2, p3, · · · , pN ) then applying Advanced En- Input: stego-Video, Encryption key, Pixel Index Tacryption standard AES technique for each part of image
ble (pit) file.
3.1.1

Input Secret Image
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Figure 2: The proposed steganography embedding algorithm
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frame and stego-frame where the cover frame is Lena and
its size is 265*265 and Figure 3 shows the secret image
Step 1: Taking Stego-video and extract secret data from which is Alexandria university logo and its size is 110*143.
the least significant bit of FLV tags and decrypted As you can see from the result below, the histogram of
with the AES technique. From this step, the receiver the cover image and histogram of the stego-image seem
has the actual message from the sender.
approximately identical.
Output: Secret Information.

Step 2: Splitting stego-video into frames and selecting
frames with the highest difference that sender embedded secret image parts in them.
Step 3: Decrypted pit file then use it to extract encrypted image parts from each frame.
Figure 3: The secret image

Step 4: Decrypted image parts with AES technique.

Step 5: merge image parts to get the actual image. From
this step, the receiver has the actual image from the
sender.
Table 1: The PSNR, MSE and histogram Results of our
proposed method

4

Experimental Results

The experimental results discussed in this section to show
and verify the performance of our proposed steganography
method. We are selecting a random Flash video (.FLV
extension) as cover video because FLV video can easily
remove data tags [12] or add new data at the end of tags
without any corruption for original video or hidden secret
data at the Metadata [2] and we are using this tags for
embedding secret text and for these reasons we have chosen the embedded method is Least significant bit LSB in
FLV tags [16] so Adding this encrypted byte to tags is to
preserve the quality of the video.
The proposed method was implemented using eclipse
java version (4.12.0) and MATLAB release R2011a on
Lenovo with Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.70 GHz 2.90 GHz
processors and 8 GB memory running on Microsoft Windows 10 to get the stego-video. It was found that the
cover and stego-video/frames visually seemed identical.
We measure the quality of the video frame by using two
parameters, the first one is Mean Square Error (MSE)
and the second is Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) described in Equations 4 and 5. The following equations
have defined these parameters:
M SE

=

m−1 n−1
1 XX
[I(r, c) − K(r, c)]2
mn r=0 c=0

P SN R

=

10. log10

M AXI2
M SE

(4)
(5)

where I(r,c) is the original image and K(r,c)is the stegoimage, m and n is the number of rows and columns in
the input images respectively. MAXI is the maximum
possible pixel value of the image. It is desirable to have
low values of Mean Square Error (MSE) and high values of
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) which gives indicator
for good quality of the image and more similar to the cover
image. Table 1 shows the values of PSNR and MSE of
the proposed method and display histogram for the cover

Table 2 shows the results of PSNR and MSE values
for some images on the proposed method compared with
Steganography Technique using the Genetic Algorithm
method in [6]. They are used an advanced search algorithm such as GA to generate a key of sequence of blocks
that minimizes the fitness function in which it is defined
as the MSE between the original hidden text/image and
the covered image. At first, initialize the population of
size by rearranging the order of the blocks of the secret
message using uniform random number generator. Each
gene in a chromosome contains index of image pixel then
using a genetic algorithm to find the optimal distribution
of secret message blocks in cover. For each chromosome,
the best position of each block (gene) is determined by
converting each block of cover image to vector then compare all pixels of this vector with one pixel of blocks of
secret message then choose minimum different and then
hide the secret message/image within cover to generate
the stego-image. After that, Encrypt the fit chromosome
obtained from GA by adapting the BITXOR function to
increase security.
But in our proposed method, At first we select the best
frames using GA depending on high difference between
frames and the secret image is divide it into a different
numbers of parts according to its size. the secret image
encrypted using AES technique and then each pixel of
frame describe as chromosomes contain its position and
the RGB values. we are applying cross over and mutations
to get the highest fitness which is depending on the lowest
difference between the video frame and the secret image
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Table 2: The PSNR and MSE Results

so can be easily replace secret data in the selected pixel.
we trying to select the best image parts that is fit in the
best frame in the best pixels/positions.
It was concluded that the proposed method gave better
values [lower values of MSE and higher values of PSNR]
than the steganography method in [6] where the size of
the secret image is 32*32 and size of the cover image
is 384*384. Finally, these results were shown no changes
observed between the original video and stego-video, also
the size of stego-video will remain unchanged.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed steganography algorithm, which is seeking
for data hiding technique, can be applied to a video to
hide secret text messages and secret images inside the tags
and frames of the video. The proposed algorithm gave
good results because it used many levels of deep genetic
algorithm. Using genetic algorithm for selecting the best
frames and the best pixels to embed images with small
visual distortions also using least significant bit method
for hiding secret text in video tags. We conclude that the
size of the video and the quality of the secret image remain the same before and after embedding. In the future,
we will apply video steganography to hide a secret video
using deep genetic algorithms.
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Abstract
With the prosperity of Android, the compatibility issues
in apps cause security flaws and bring damages to the user
experience. Unfortunately, recent studies cannot help
the developer to identify the apps that are compatibilityissue-proneness. It motivates us to propose an automated
approach to identify these apps derived from multimodal
learning. To this goal, we first present some potential
modalities of apps based on previous insight and then
leverage statistical methods to test the modalities. Finally, we use the selected modalities to identify these apps
on a real dataset. Experimental results on apps demonstrate the effectiveness of our work.
Keywords: Android; Compatibility Issues; Modality

1

Introduction

Android has been the largest mobile platform in the
world, with 74.43 % market share of global smartphone
shipments in Sept 2020 [28]. For profits and the competitive power, manufacturers (e.g., Xiaomi, Huawei, Samsung) choose to release new devices and customized systems on the Android platform. At the I/O developer conference in 2019, Google announced that there are more
than 2.5 billion active Android devices with 180 hardware
manufacturers [7]. Given the large number of devices with
different hardware and system configurations, it is a nontrivial task for Android developers to ensure their apps
behave as expected among those myriad devices as possible [11]. The cross-devices inconsistencies problem is
defined as the compatibility issue in many studies [30,33].
The compatibility issue may bring damage to user experience and cause security issues [11, 34]. For this reason, it
was reported that 94% of developers identified the issues

as the main reason to cause themselves to avoid working
on the Android platform [17, 22].
The problem of identifying compatibility-issueproneness apps is crucial because it is good for each
stakeholder in the whole Android ecosystem.
For
example, from the view of the market maintainer, the
compatibility issues that occur in apps can be detrimental
to the user base. If the problem has been solved, the
mobile app market can provide maintenance advice to
developers. Besides, the developer can reduce the test
efforts and fix the compatibility issue for targeted apps,
which is also beneficial for the user experience. The
potential value of solving this problem motivates our
work.
Existing researches deal with compatibility issues on
Android apps from several aspects. Some studies help
Android developers to prioritize major test device via user
reviews [17] or app usage data [22,33]. However, the developers still need to conduct extensive testing for each app
on selected test devices. Some studies discover that compatibility issues derive from multiple reasons [30], such as
device variations [17, 22, 31], complex user interfaces [11],
API evolutions [13, 15, 20], etc.
PIVOT [31] discovers APIs in the Android framework
which are caused by compatibility issues among different devices. DiffDroid [11] leverages a differential testing to automatically identify cross-platform inconsistencies in the UI of Android apps. API-evolution-based approaches [13, 20] compute the additions and removals of
Android framework APIs between consecutive API levels
to find fragmentation-induced compatibility issues. Nevertheless, these automated approaches can only help to
detect a specific type of compatibility issues.
Detecting compatibility-issue-proneness apps is a nontrivial and difficult problem, as our goal is to find the
apps that are derived from multi reason. In this paper,
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Table 1: Android OS distribution
Version

Codename

API

Distribution

Release Date

4.0.34.0.4
4.1.x
4.2.x
4.3
4.4
5.0
5.1
6.0
7.0
7.1
8.0
8.1
9.0
10.0

Ice Cream
Sandwich

15

0.2%

Dec, 2011

16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0.6%
0.8%
0.3%
4.0%
1.8%
7.4%
11.2%
7.5%
5.4%
7.3%
14.0%
31.3%
8.2%

Jul, 2012
Nov, 2012
Jul, 2013
Nov, 2013
Nov, 2014
Mar, 2015
Oct, 2015
Aug, 2016
Oct, 2016
Aug, 2017
Dec, 2017
Aug, 2018
Sept, 2019

Jelly Bean
KitKat
Lollipop
Marshmallow
Nougat
Oreo
Oreo
Pie
10

we try to solve this problem by exploiting multi-modal
heterogeneous app data from different source.
The information presents conceptual characteristics of
apps, and thus is helpful in addressing our problem.
The challenge in our work is how to select and use
the multi modalities of data to measure the degree of
compatibility-issue-proneness. The previous researches
only leverage one specific type of data and detect compatibility issue derived from a single cause. To solve the problem, we model the degree of compatibility-issue-proneness
by leveraging multi-modal heterogeneous data. Specifically, we select some potential modalities from different
source, such as app market, resource file and class files.
Then we adopt statistical approach to test whether significant difference among the two samples in term of each
potential modality. In the end, we use the selected modalities to identify the compatibility-issue-proneness apps.
Our work is evaluated on a large real-world dataset
consisting of 7,526 Android apps in Google Play. The
evaluation results show that our work is an effective approach to identify compatibility-issue-proneness apps.
This paper makes the following contributions:
 We provide an insight into the root causes of compatibility issues in Android apps and present potential
modalities of app that may influence on the compatibility issues. To the best of our knowledge, such
relations have not been empirically investigated yet.
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described in Section 6. We finally conclude and briefly
mention future directions in Section 7.

2
2.1

Background
Compatibility Issues

Compatibility issues come up when an app may not suitable for all devices that carry it. Specifically, an Android
app may present different outputs across devices, and do
harm to user experience [11, 33]. For example, an app
behaves as expected on a Huawei device, but its behavior
is inconsistent among others devices, even the app may
crash on some devices.
Compatibility issues can be small, for example a features not working properly, but they can also be problematic, such as the crash of the app or the system may come
up.
Compatibility issues can refer to interoperability between the device and the app. While Android devices
are released frequently, it is a challenge for developers to
deal with compatibility issues in apps. The developers
are unable to choose some device models among thousands of devices to test compatibility issues. According
to OpenSignal [26], there are more than 682,000 Android
devices, covers 24,093 distinct device models and 1,294
device brands as early as 2015. OpenSignal also referred
that the number is more than doubled from the 11, 868
models based on a survey in 2013. Besides, the hardware
configuration composition and driver implementation of
these devices varies, which bring the heavy workload to
the test process.
Meanwhile, the Android OS carrying on the devices
varies as well. The OSs are evolving regularly for profits
and security needs, with 115 API updating per month
on average [25]. Even after releasing a new version, its
market could not notably increase.
Table 1 lists the information of the major Android OS
versions on April 10, 2020. Note that Android Oreo had
been released about 1 year, yet the market share only
reached 8.2 %.

2.2

APK Files

 We study the problem of identify the modeling Android Package (APK) is a package file which is used
compatibility-issue-proneness apps based on multi- in installation and execution of an app on the Android
modal learning.
platform. Specifically, Android apps are written in Java
 We conduct the evaluation on our work among a real- by leveraging Android Software Development Kit (SDK).
Then, all of app’s part is required to be compiled into
world dataset.
one package file with a ”.apk” extension. If the app is
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, required to be released the app on the application market,
we present the background of compatibility issues and the compilation process is necessary. With the APK file,
APK files on Android platform. We describe our modali- user can manually install the app on the Android device.
ties extraction methodology and data processing steps in
For the intellectual property right, the resource code of
Section 3. We present the experimental results of modal- apps is not available to the public. The primacy approach
ities extraction and app identification in Section 4. We to analyze the Android app is to transform Java bytecode
discuss threats to validity in Section 5. Related work is into intermediate representation for code analysis [3, 19].
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Android
Applications

UI Complexity
The Dependence on Libraries
The Dependence on Hardwares
Etc.

Modality Extraction
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App Identification

Apps store page

Scrapy

Manifest file

Apktool

Class file

Soot, Flowdroid

Modality Analysis

Classifier Construction

Compatibility-IssuesProneness
Applications

Figure 1: Architecture of our work

3

Empirical Study Methodology

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of our work. first, we select the potential modalities based on root causes of compatibility issues in apps. Then we extract these modalities
from three sources that are store page, manifest file and
class file. For the each modality, we measure its usability in app identification, and finally build a classifier to
identify the compatibility-issues-proneness apps.

The dependence on hardwares. Indicates
the
amount of the dependence of hardwares in apps.
Some functions in apps rely on hardware composition. For example, A social app have to use the
camera to provide features with photos. However,
compatibility issues may occur with the problematic
implementations of hardware drivers.

3.2
3.1

Modality Extraction

Modality Selection

In our work, the modalities are derived from three sources
First we choose 5 potential modalities and elaborate them as follows.
as follows:
Google play store page. The description of the app on
The category. Indicates a group of apps having apthe store page explicitly presents information (e.g.,
propriately similar characteristics on the application
descriptions, category, install size, user reviews, inmarket. It also presents the purpose of this type
stalls and rates) to users. Therefore, the information
of app for users to select. For example, the apps,
can be achieved by indirectly processing the google
with the Entertainment category tagging, are often
play store page [24].
used to fill your time and enjoy yourself. Developers
might pay varies attention to the compatibility issues Manifest file. The AndroidManifest.xml file is located
among different categories of apps. For example, the
in the root directory of project source set, which is
developer might be more conscious about compatiused to statically define some essential information
bility issues for financial apps than other apps. Till
of the app.
now, there are 32 app categories in the Google Play
For each component (e.g., activity, service) that
Store.
the developer creates, and each permission or hardThe size. Indicates the size of code in apps, which inware feature that app requires, must be declared
cludes the size of the APK file and the LOC in the
in it [4]. For example, if an app needs to access
decompiled Java files. The larger app in terms of
the camera, CAMERA permission is necessary to
amounts of code may be harder to be maintained.
be declared in its AndroidManifest.xml. SpecifiAs a result, large size code in apps may introduce
cally, the manifest file would have <uses-permission
more compatibility issues in apps.
android:name=”android.permission.CAMERA”> in
it. Besides, to relieve compatibility issues, the
The UI complexity. Indicates the amount of the user
developer can declare the minimum API level reinterface in apps. Note that activity represents a
quired to run the app in AndroidManifest.xml. Note
single-screen UI in apps. A representation of comthat each line in the manifest file always begins
patibility issues is the inconsistent output on the UIs.
with an element (e.g.<activity>, <service>, <usesTherefore, the app with more complex UIs may have
permission>), which is used to indicate the kind of
more compatibility issues. Here we use the amount
the information in the line.
of activity to measure the UI complexity.
The dependence on libraries. Indicates the amount Class files. Some modalities involving code complexity
of the dependence of the third-party libraries in apps.
required static code analysis. We first decompile the
The third-party libraries are extensively used in AnAndroid apps from their DEX byte code into interdroid to provide functionalities and ease human cost
mediate Smali code by Apktool [2]. To capture the
in the development process. However, the dependependency of libraries, we use package names in the
dence on these libraries may bring compatibility isSmali code to identify third-party libraries. The same
sues in apps.
process is also used by recent studies [5, 23].
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3.3

Table 2: Summary of the Apps Used in Our Dataset

Dataset

Category
Arcade
Books and reference
Brain
Business
Casual
Comics
Communication
Education
Entertainment
Finance
Games
Health and fitness
Libraries and demo
Lifestyle
Media and video Cards
Medial
Music and audio
News and magazines
Personalization
Photography
Productivity
Racing
Shopping
Social
Sports
Tools
Transportation
Travel and Local
Weather
Total

The dataset is built on a server with an Intel Xeon E52620V4 2.2G CPU and 128 GB physical memory. We
first randomly collect 30,000 apps in Androzoo [1]. Note
that these apps were derived from Google Play. We map
each app in our dataset with its Google Play store page if
exists and leverage the scrapy framework [27] to extract
the data. Then, we use Apktool [2] to decompile the
APK file and extract AndroidManifest.xml, and leverage
FlowDroid [3] to conduct code analysis. Specifically, we
remove some subject apps out of 30,000 apps for some
reasons below:
 Unavailable store page. Some apps maybe withdrawn by developers or pulled off shelves by market
maintainers thus failed to be found in Google Play.
 Low installs. We filter apps if they have less than
100 installs to make sure the quality of the apps.
 Limitations of the code analysis tool. Some
apps are heavily obfuscated and unable to be used
in our evaluation. Besides, FlowDroid [3] runs out of
memory or exceeded the time limit or threw the Soot
exception in the process of doing static analysis on
some apps.

After the filtering process, we have 7,526 apps in the
dataset. We present a summary of these apps with the
descriptive statistics in Table 2.
In order to measure the degree of compatibility-issueproneness in term of each modality, we compute the statistical differences among these apps whose amount of compatibility issues differs. Since no existing the ground truth
to distinguish the app has compatibility issues or not (it
is also our motivation), we conduct program analysis on
these apps and manually label each app is compatibilityissues-proneness or not in term of the compatibilityrelated APIs it contains. We leverage the statistical result
of CRA provided by the tool ICARUS [32] and Pivot [31].
Besides, note that third-party libraries account for a
large portion of the code in Android apps, program analysis on Android apps typically requires detecting or removing third-party libraries first. We remove the codes
imported by third-party libraries via a library list. More
precisely, we first add the package names of the identified libraries into a list and remove such packages according to the list in decompiled apps. The test result
shows that about over 95 % apps in our dataset contain
the third party libraries such as com/google/ads, com/facebook and com/umeng. By program analysis, we sort
each app into three samples in term of the amount of
compatibility-related APIs it contains, and then consider
the bottom 10% apps as the high-quality apps and top
10% apps as compatibility-issues-proneness apps. Finally,
we get 139 high-quality apps and 131 compatibility-issuesproneness apps for the study.
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4

Apps(%)
327 (4.3%)
416 (5.5%)
357 (4.7%)
257 (3.4%)
426 (5.7%)
14 (0.2%)
610 (8.1%)
307 (4.1%)
825 (11.0%)
142 (1.9%)
294 (3.9%)
21 (0.3%)
124 (1.6%)
214 (2.8%)
610 (8.1%)
12 (0.2%)
119 (1.6%)
163 (2.2%)
491 (6.5%)
316 (4.2%)
241 (3.2%)
121 (1.6%)
73 (0.1%)
92 (1.2%)
243 (3.2%)
619 (8.2%)
10 (0.1%)
71 (0.9%)
11 (0.1%)
7526

KLOC
623-8K
92-18K
1K-32K
1K-18K
372-12K
1K-2K
297-12K
1K-8K
493-8K
726-14K
79-146K
1K-28K
182-7K
2K-7K
1K-23K
2K-8K
1K-11K
615-17K
393-8K
194-87K
782-39K
4K-38K
1K-5K
2K-13K
870-43K
169-38K
3K-13K
3K-8K
708-7K
109-146K

Study Results

This section presents and discusses the results of our selected modalities in Section 3.1. First, we leverage the
statistical methods to measure the association between
each modality and compatibility issues in apps. Then we
use these modalities to identify the compatibility-issuesproneness apps.

4.1

Evaluation on Modalities

Approach. Here, we measure each selected modalities among two group of samples. Specifically, we
first analyze the statistical significance of the difference between the two samples that respectively
contain 139 high-quality apps and 131 compatibilityissues-proneness apps by applying non-parametric
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test [10] at pvalue =0.01 [8]. We also used Cliff’s Delta statistic
that is a nonparametric effect size to measure effect
size of the difference between the two groups [12].
We interpret the effect size values as small for 0.147
<d <0.33, medium for 0.33 <d <0.474, and large for
d >0.474 with the guidelines in previous work [14,21,
29].
Results. We find that the two groups have statistically
significant differences in term of selected modalities
except for size and category.
In terms of size and category, we found no signifi-
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cant difference with d of 0.116 and 0.071. For UI
complexity, the effect size is medium with d of 0.372.
In terms of dependence of libraries and hardwares,
the results show statistical significant difference, with
p-value<of 0.0001 and the large effect size (d=0.682,
0.517). We discuss each modality one by one as follows.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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return b l a c k l i s t e d ;
}
public s t a t i c C i p h e r g e t I n s t a n c e ( ) {
if (! deviceBlacklisted ())
return C i p h e r . g e t I n s t a n c e ( ) ;
}

Listing 1: A code segment in keepass2android

As the example shows, the dependence on libraries
UI complexity. Compared with high-quality apps,
may cause serious compatibility issue. Therefore the
compatibility-issues-proneness apps tend to have
documents of third-party libraries are required to be
more complexity UI. In fact, a symptom of compatcarefully read. However, most libraries either lack a
ibility issues is the inconsistencies in the UI of Anfull documentation or do not indicate its potential
droid apps among various devices. Users have direct
compatibility issue in the documents.
interaction with the UIs of the apps thus the inconsistent behaviors among UIs are easily noticed. When Dependence on hardwares. Compared with highan app has more UIs to present to the user, it is more
quality apps, compatibility-issues-proneness apps
difficult to maintain app compatibility. For example,
tend to have more dependence on hardwares. The
an app may not have specific UI declarations for dimore hardwares the app used, the greater chance for
verse density screens.
compatibility issues arise. The function of hardwares
relies on low-level drivers, whose implementations
Besides we find the APIs which directly involving
can make inconsistent behaviors among different dewhat is displayed on the device screen are prone
vices. Besides, the diversity of hardware composition
to compatibility issues.
Such as the class ancan easily lead to compatibility issues.
droid.widget.ZoomButtonsController, which is used
to handle showing and hiding the zoom controls and
positioning it relative to an owner view in UI. How- For example, the usage of SD card may introduce the comever, the class was deprecated in API level 26 and patibility issues. Some devices (e.g., Samsung Galaxy S2,
may introduce compatibility issues on devices carry- HTC Evo 4G) do not use the external storage convention
ing the new OS. If the app contains more UI, the /mnt/sdcard/. Besides, there exists other devices with
developers may unconsciously use these APIs thus no SD card and multiple SD cards on the market. To
deal with the issues, developers have to make extra effort
bring compatibility issues.
among the various devices. Specifically, the developers
Dependence on libraries. Compared
with
high- may hardcode the SD card path for some targeted dequality apps, compatibility-issues-proneness apps vices. However, the issues would still occur since the new
tend to have more dependence on libraries. Although devices continue to emerge.
the usage of libraries eases the development process,
the third-party code of the libraries introduce
4.2 Evaluation on Identification
more compatibility issues. For some libraries, the
potential compatibility it may introduce may not Approach. We leverage the 3 modalities to identify the
explicitly indicate in its documentation.
compatibility-issues-proneness apps. We use the labeled apps both as training and test data in a ten-fold
To elaborate our results, we present a code segment
cross-validation [18], which is a standard approach
in keepass2android [16], a popular Android project
for evaluating the approach. Specifically, we partiwith 11,410 stars on GitHub, as shown in Listing 1.
tion the apps in 10 subsets, and we use 9 subsets for
In this example, the app leverages a library to create
training the model and 1 for testing. We run this
a cipher object for encryption and decryption. Befor 10 times, each time we use a different subset for
fore invoking the library, the developer probes the
testing. Here we adopt the support vector machine
device model, and verifies whether it is Acer Iconia
(SVM) as the classifier.
A500 (Line 2) and records the result into a boolean
value. The boolean value is then used in the condiMetrics. We consider two evaluation metrics, the pretional statement (Line 7) to control the callsite of
cision and recall. Precision means the fraction of
API Cipher.getInstance(). Notably, the developer
compatibility-issues-proneness apps correctly idenwrites “The Acer Iconia A500 is special and seems
tified as compatibility-issues-proneness apps among
to always crash in the native crypto libraries” as
those labeled.
Recall means the fraction of
an annotation (not showing on the code example for
compatibility-issues-proneness apps correctly idenbrevity) below this line, which implies that the ustified as compatibility-issues-proneness apps among
age of the API provide by the library may cause the
those reported by our approach.
compatibility issue.
Given the ground truth and the detection results,
1 public s t a t i c boolean d e v i c e B l a c k l i s t e d ( ) {
2
b l a c k l i s t e d = B u i l d .MODEL. e q u a l s ( ”A500” ) ;
there are four possible outcomes: True positive(TP),
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Table 3: Effectiveness of our approach to identify
compatibility-issues-proneness apps
Modalities
The UI Complexity
(UC)
The Dependence on Libraries
(DL)
The Dependence on Hardwares
(DH)
UC & DH
UC & DL
DL & DH
Total
(UC & DL & DH)

Recall(%)

Precision(%)

72.1

74.1

78.2

70.1

75.1

72.2

75.5
85.2
82.3

76.3
80.5
76.4

84.3

80.4

5
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Threats to Validity

In this section, we present and discusses threats to validity
as follows.
Construct validity. Is related to whether our study reflects real-world situations. A possible threat to the
validity of our study could be due to the limitation of
the dataset. In our study, we have tried our best to
make dataset general and representative. Given the
fact that the Android platform and app ecosystems
are quickly evolving, the investigated apps in dataset
over five years, which make sure our experimental
results may generalize to most apps.

true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false neg- Internal validity. Is related to uncontrolled aspects
that may affect the experimental results. Our results
ative (FN). TP means that an app is compatibilityare based on the static analysis that may be subject
issues-proneness with respect to the ground truth
to issue from analysis tool Apktool and Flowdroid.
and it is identified by our approach. TN means
We may consciously or unconsciously favor the rethat an app is compatibility-issues-proneness with results it presents. Another threat is related to the
spect to the ground truth and our approach does
manual inspection in misidentified samples. We innot identify it correctly. FP means that an app
deed understand that such manual inspection can be
is not compatibility-issues-proneness with respect to
error-prone, so this activity has been done with spethe ground truth but our approach identifies it by
cial attention, double-checking and support of the
mistake. FN means that an app is not compatibilitysecond and third experience developers. We believe
issues-proneness with respect to the ground truth but
that the threat to construct validity is minimal.
our approach truly does not identify it. Finally, the
precision and recall are computed by the following
External validity. Is related to the possibility to generformulas:
alize our results. We try to study several apps from
different categories. Note that a threat to external
TP
P recison =
validity is that we focus on the free apps in Google
TP + FP
Play rather than the paid apps whose APK files are
TP
Recall =
difficult to collect. To be fully conclusive, we will conTP + FN
struct our study with paid apps in the future. The
apps on platforms other than Android are outside the
Finally, we report the average precision and recall in
scope of this paper.
Table 3.
Results. Results show that our work achieves both
higher recall and precision. The precisions and the
recalls of the analysis results for apps from different
categories are listed in Table 3 (the last two columns).
The first column shows the modalities used. The
second and the third column list the recall and precision. We also present the experimental results based
on each single modality and the combination of different modalities. Note that each modality is useful
to improve both the precision and recall of the identification results.
We also analyze the misidentified samples. Specifically,
we invite three Android experts to test the apps that
are misidentified by our approach. We find some apps
that are false positives have compatibility issues in the
practical scenario. However, due to the limitation of the
compatibility-related APIs dataset, we label them as negative samples. To improve the recall and precision of identification, we will label the app with consideration for test
results from Android devices in the future.

6

Related Work

Some of the existing researches are confined to help developers to find compatibility issue in development test.
Lu et al. [22] mined large-scale usage data from Wandoujia, and proposed an approach to prioritizing Android
device models for individual apps to help developers to
identify compatibility issues, based on mining large-scale
usage data from Wandoujia. Khalid et al. [17] also helped
game app developers deal with a similar problem. They
picked the devices that have the most impact on app ratings by studying the reviews of game apps. Zhang et
al. [33] proposed a systematic and cost-effective mobile
compatibility test method for selecting mobile devices
and their diverse platforms and configurations. Mattia et
al. [11] automatically identify cross-platform inconsistencies in the UI of Android apps. These proposed schemes
have effectively helped developers identify whether compatibility issues are occurring in the test process, but we
note that it is challenging for developers to deal with compatibility issue in code-level. Since that existing work dis-
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covered that developers are unable to resolve nearly 40%
reported crashes [9], which is a possible consequence of
the compatibility issue [17, 20, 30, 34].
Besides, some studies are proposed to understand the
compatibility issue at code-level in Android apps. Wei et
al. [30] conducted the first empirical study of compatibility issues caused by Android fragmentation in real-world
Android apps at the source code level. Specifically, their
work manually studied root causes, symptoms and fixing strategies of compatibility issues in open-source apps.
Cai et al. [6] conducted a large-scale study of app compatibility issues in Android, concerning the occurrences of
these issues at installation time and runtime. Specifically,
their work gathered the app trace as well as the system log
on the apps’ executions and installations, and then analyzed these logs to recognize the execution and installation
as a success or failure with related reasons. FicFinder [30]
is used to automatically detect compatibility issues in Android apps, but its performance completely relies on the
investigation into open-source apps, which requires the
labor-intensive process and may lead to a high rate of
false negatives. CiD [20] generalizes FicFinder to more
compatibility issues, with mining of Android framework
versions and modeling the lifecycle of all API methods.
PIVOT [31] extracts and prioritizes API-device correlations from a given corpus of Android apps, and consider
APIs in such correlations are compatibility issues derived
from the device causes. However, they cannot provide
deeper insights to help the developers to relieve the human effort in the development process. one can possibly
assume that some modalities in apps may jeopardize its
compatibility, to the best of our knowledge such relations
have not been empirically investigated yet. Our work shed
light on the relationship between the compatibility issues
and some modalities of Android apps, which is a complement to recent studies.

7

Conclusion

We have contributed to this paper with a novel approach
to identify compatibility-issues-proneness apps. We also
present some modalities of apps that are related to compatibility issues in Android apps. To this goal, our approach starts with the analysis of given apps and extracts
the potential modalities from Google Play and APK files.
We then use a statistical approach to measure the association and leverage a classifier to identify the compatibilityissues-proneness apps. The evaluation on a large realworld dataset shows that the accuracy and validity of
these modalities.
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Abstract
The authors studied the issue of network security risk
assessment and proposed a method for the network security risk assessment based on enterprise environment.
First of all, the authors proposed a vulnerability severity risk assessment method based on economic losses of
an enterprise to evaluate the vulnerability severity for the
enterprise. Next, the authors proposed a dynamic security risk assessment method by using the Bayesian attack
graph model and combining the changes of network environment. Last, the case study interpreted the detailed
calculation processes of the dynamic security risk assessment method, and the simulation experiment showed that
the proposed method conforms to the real threat level of
the network or information system evaluated, therefore,
the evaluation results are more accurate and objective.
Keywords: Bayesian Attack Graph; Bayesian Inference;
Dynamic Risk Assessment; Network Security

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of computer technology and
network technology, the application of computers and networks has penetrated into all aspects of social life. However, due to security vulnerabilities in network systems,
the number and variety of network attacks have multiplied, making network security problems more and more
serious [8]. Typical cases include: In June 2019, Canada’s
largest credit cooperative, Desjardins, encountered security breaches and 2.9 million customer information was
leaked. In 2020, many websites such as China’s JD.com
could not be accessed normally due to man-in-the-middle
attacks, resulting in large-scale network hijacking incidents. The attack is likely to be based on the DNS system
or at the operator level. Currently, users in some areas are
mainly affected by all operators. For example, China Mo-

bile, China Unicom, China Telecom and Education Network can reproduce the hijacking problem [12, 18].
Network security incidents have caused huge economic
losses to enterprises. According to Allianz Risk Barometer Top Business Risks 2020 issued by Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty Risk (AGCS) [1], cybercrime caused a
global economic loss of $1.5 trillion, of which about 50%
occurred in the top 10 economies of the world and this loss
is expected to hit $2.5 trillion this year with an increase
of 60%.
In order to solve network security problems and conduct security management and control, network security
risk assessment has become a research hotspot in the field
of information security. The results of the security risk
assessment not only reflect the security status of the network or information system, but also predict the possibility of future attacks on the network and risks brought by
these possible attacks. This is the main basis for security
administrators to take further security risk control measures. The current cybersecurity risk assessment methods mainly use the models such as attack tree, attack
graph and Petri net to model network attacks and analyze various possible attacks and the relationship between
them [14]. These models mainly quantitatively evaluate
the attack probabilities of network nodes from the perspective of the vulnerabilities existing in the network and
the associated utilization of the vulnerabilities.
An important aspect of cybersecurity risk assessment is
the assessment of security vulnerabilities that exist in the
network. An effective assessment of security vulnerabilities can improve the effectiveness of patches and system
security hardening and the typical example of this aspect
is the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [4].
CVSS is a vulnerability assessment standard jointly issued by the US Information Security Response and Security Group and the General Security Vulnerability Scoring System Expert Group in 2007. The current common
standard of CVSS is version 3.1 published in 2019 [5].
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CVSS uses quantitative score to determine the risk level
of vulnerability from a technical perspective. In some
publicly available vulnerability databases and scanning
tools, CVSS method is commonly used. CVSS evaluates
the risk of a vulnerability through three measure groups:
The base measure group, the time measure group, and the
environment measure group. However, in the actual situation, usually only the basic metric group is used, and the
time metric group and the environmental metric group are
not universally applicable [21].
Since the environmental characteristics of the enterprise affected by the vulnerability are not considered, the
same vulnerability risk score is often calculated by using CVSS in the different enterprise environments. However, the impact of vulnerabilities on various corporate
organizations is very different in the real world. Some
previous research work has also raised this issue and it is
recommended to use the CVSS method carefully to determine the risk of vulnerabilities [6]. Moreover, technically
dangerous vulnerabilities do not necessarily have a large
economic impact on corporate institutions, which is not
uncommon [11]. Current cybersecurity risk assessment
methods, such as the attack tree and attack graph models
are based on a risk assessment of security vulnerabilities
that exist in the network. However, the shortcoming of
the current work is that when calculating the risk of a
node (the probability of an attacker reaching the node),
it only uses the CVSS base score of the vulnerability ignoring the characteristics of the vulnerability in a specific enterprise environment, such as the confidentiality,
integrity and availability requirements of the enterprise,
as well as the economic losses caused by the vulnerability.
Because the risk assessment of the vulnerability is inaccurate, it is impossible to obtain an accurate cybersecurity
risk assessment result that is consistent with the actual
situation of the enterprise [9].
In summary, in order to develop a reliable cybersecurity risk assessment method that is consistent with the actual situation of the enterprise, it is necessary to fully consider the environmental background information of a specific enterprise. First, the risk of the vulnerability should
be assessed based on the characteristics of the enterprise
environment, and then the network security risk assessment should be conducted within the enterprise. Based
on the above observations, the main contributions of this
paper are:
1) In order to assess the risk of security vulnerabilities,
this paper proposes a set of metrics based on the
economic loss of enterprises.
2) In order to assess the risk of security vulnerabilities quantitatively, this paper proposes a quantitative
method to integrate CVSS metrics, enterprise’s economic loss metrics and enterprise’s security requirements metrics.
3) Based on the above two points, this paper
proposes a dynamic security risk assessment
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method (NSRAEE), which can be combined with the
environmental changes of enterprises to assess the enterprises’ risks dynamically.

2
2.1

Related Work
Security Vulnerability Assessment

In order to assess the seriousness of system vulnerabilities, Karie et al. [9] proposed a quantitative evaluation
model based on grey evaluation method and analytic hierarchy process. Mahdavifar et al. [11] selected the access
route, and used the complexity and degree of influence as
the three elements to evaluate the threat of the vulnerability. The users used the analytic hierarchy process to
establish the evaluation model and the vulnerability level
of the vulnerability was classified as super-risk, high-risk,
medium-risk and low risk. Atapattu et al. [2] used a medical ”case-control study” approach to compare the severity and availability of vulnerabilities. Xiao et al. [20] used
fuzzy analytic hierarchy approach to evaluate the security
level of software vulnerabilities, and further considered
human subjectivity in reality, emphasized the relationship between different factors affecting information security, improved the traditional fuzzy comprehensive decision model, and proposed fuzzy integral decision model.
Zhu et al. [23] proposed a new vulnerability rating and
scoring system (VRSS) based on the existing vulnerability level system. VRSS combines the advantages of the
existing vulnerability level system and can qualitatively
determine vulnerability threat levels and rate vulnerabilities quantitatively. In order to further improve the quality
of vulnerability scores, Rosli et al. [7,13] used the analytic
hierarchy process to classify vulnerabilities through vulnerability types and quantitatively describe the characteristics of vulnerability types on the basis of VRSS, thus
improving the quality of vulnerability scores.

2.2

Cybersecurity Risk Assessment

The traditional cybersecurity risk assessment methods
mainly use the models of attack tree, attack graph and
Petri net to model network attacks and analyze various possible attacks and the relationship between them.
These models mainly quantitatively evaluate the attack
probability of network nodes from the point of view of
vulnerabilities existing in the network and the correlation
of vulnerabilities.
In order to further study the uncertainties in cyberattacks, some probabilistic models are proposed to study
the quantitative assessment of cybersecurity risks, including Markov decision process models, Bayesian networks,
Bayesian attack graphs and other models. These approaches model the uncertainties in the existence of cyber attacks. For example, Wang et al. [3] proposed a
probabilistic model for assessing cybersecurity risks, using attack graphs to model network vulnerabilities, and
applying Bayesian networks to perform cybersecurity risk
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analysis. Sun et al. [19] used Bayesian networks to model
the potential attack paths in the system and proposed an
attack path optimization algorithm based on attacker’s
knowledge and attack patterns in the attack graph, thus
conducting security risk assessment. In this work, the
node is given a probability value to describe the probability of an attack occurring at the node and the probability
value of the system is destroyed by the Bayesian network.
The above work can only deal with the simpler situation in the network system and is the static security risk
assessment. Although the results of the static security
risk assessment are accurate, due to the uncertainty and
suddenness of the network security incidents, the evaluation results are relatively lagging and it is difficult to
meet the actual needs [17]. In response to this problem,
Li et al. [15] introduced a Bayesian attack graph model
and based on this, the authors proposed a dynamic security risk assessment method. The fundamental difference
between their work and our work is that they do not fully
consider the environmental characteristics of the enterprise when assessing cybersecurity risks.

3

Security Vulnerability Assessment

3.1.1
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Enterprise’s Economic Loss Classification

The quantitative scoring process is more objective than
qualitative ratings. However, quantitative scoring does
not give a relatively straightforward understanding of the
risk of security vulnerability. Referring to the CVSS
vulnerability risk classification principle, this paper divides the economic loss into four scales, namely low-level,
intermediate-level, advanced-level and severe-level. There
are two advantages to this: One is to facilitate the economic loss caused by different attack scenarios within
the company; the other is to facilitate the understanding
of non-technical personnel, such as business management
personnel. Since it is impossible to compare the absolute
value of property damage between enterprises of different scales, for example, the property loss of 100,000 US
dollars may be a high-level loss for a small and mediumsized enterprise, but it may be a low-level loss for a large
multinational company. Therefore, the proposed qualitative level of property loss is related to the specific financial
system of a specific enterprise. The enterprise needs to define the currency interval threshold according to its own
characteristics, as shown in Table 1, where the quantitative score is in decimal.
Table 1: Enterprise economic loss levels

low
[0, Cmedium ]
3.5
Security Vulnerability assessment is the basis for cybermedium [Cmedium , Chigh ] 6.1
security risk assessment. To assess the risk of vulnerahigh
[Chigh , Ccritical ]
7.1
bilities associated with the environmental characteristics
serious [Ccritical , ∞]
10.0
of an enterprise, we first introduce a set of security vulnerability assessment metrics that determined by the economic loss caused by exploits to the enterprise, and then
introduce the integration of CVSS metrics, enterprise’s
economic loss metrics and quantitative metrics for enter- 3.1.2 Enterprise’s Economic Loss Metrics
prise security requirements to quantify the risk of security
We define a set of vulnerability economic loss metrics
vulnerabilities.
based on the empirical work of Spagnuelo et al. [22]. Spagnuelo et al. defined economic cost units based on publicly
known
security incidents. This paper integrates the “po3.1 Enterprise’s Economic Loss Metrics
tential economic loss” as shown in Figure 1. The definiCorporate’s economic loss metrics focus on the economic tions and calculation formulas for each type are described
impact of exploits on businesses, with the goal of specifi- below.
cally quantifying the damage caused by cyber attacks into
Definition 1. Revenue loss (RevL). Computer systems
financial data. Before describing the metric set in detail,
bring benefits to enterprises. Suppose c represents the
we first introduce several necessary conditions:
number of customers in a business and r represents the
average
customer revenue for a transaction. There are
1) After the introduction of the new measurement stantwo
main
reasons for the loss of corporate’s revenue: One
dard, the comprehensive score of the security vulis
that
system
services are not available; the other is cusnerability should be diversified, that is, it should
tomers’
loss
due
to longer service response time. Suppose
avoid the excessive concentration of vulnerability risk
A
indicates
the
availability
of system services, A = 1 inscore;
dicates that system services are available and A = 0 indicates that system services are unavailable. Then the loss
2) The vulnerability risk scoring process should not be
of revenue due to the unavailability of system services is:
too complicated referring to the CVSS scoring principle;
RevL = c × r × (1 − A)
(1)
3) For ease of understanding, the score should be con- Definition 2. Reputation loss (RL). The reputational
damage caused by exploits is harder to measure. The usual
sistent between different analysts in the company.
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Economic loss of enterprise

Revenue loss
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Select vulnerability risk assessment metrics

Reputation loss

CVSS metrics

User security
requirements

Economic loss
metrics

Customer loss

Establish a vulnerability
assessment metric hierarchy
Investor loss

Determine the weight of
each level of indicators
Data loss

Figure 1: Economic loss of the enterprise

Calculate the vulnerability
risk value

Figure 2: Risk assessment method for security vulnerameasure of reputational loss is by measuring the histori- bilities
cal impact of exploits and security incidents on corporate
stocks. Assuming that ise is the average historical impact
3.2 Quantitative Assessment Method for
of exploits on a company’s stock price, then the reputation
Risk of Security Vulnerabilities
loss is calculated:
This paper considers the risk of vulnerabilities from three
n
1X
Pt − Paf ter
(2) aspects: Economic losses caused by vulnerabilities, enterise =
n t=0
prise security requirements and CVSS scores of vulnerabilities for the vulnerability risk assessment based on the
Definition 3. Customer loss (CL). After the enterprise’s economic losses caused by cyber attacks to enterprises.
exploit event is announced, the security-sensitive cus- The metrics for assessing the vulnerability risk are:
tomers will terminate the cooperation with the enterprise,
1) Corporates’ economic loss metrics.
which will lead to customer losses. The calculation formula is:
2) Enterprises’ security requirements metrics.
CL = ssc × arct
(3)
3) CVSS basic metrics.
where ssc is the number of customers who are sensitive
Because these metrics do not affect the risk assessment
to security and arc is the average customer’s revenue in
of
vulnerabilities
on average, they need to be weighted by
each time period.
a user-centric approach that considers the security needs
Definition 4. Investor loss (IL). After the company’s ex- of specific users and the specificities of the enterprise enploits are announced, security-sensitive investors will stop vironment. All three types of metrics use “cost” as the
investing in the company. The formula for calculating in- sole criterion, that is, in an ideal situation, how to minimize the cost loss caused by the vulnerability. Therevestors’ losses is:
fore, this is a typical multi-criteria decision-making analIL = ssi × ait
(4) ysis (MCDA) which sorts a certain number of objects according to established standards [10]. In this article, vulwhere ssi is the number of security-sensitive investors and nerabilities are objects that need to be sorted according
ait is the average investment amount of the investor in to standards. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is
one of the most widely used and accurate MCDA metheach time period.
ods [16]. The method is divided into three levels: Target
Definition 5. Data loss (DL). Data leakage will cause layer, criterion layer and solution layer according to the
property damage to the company. The calculation formula overall goal and decision-making scheme of the problem,
and then the method of pairwise comparison is used to
for data loss due to data leakage is:
determine the importance of the decision-making scheme,
DL = avr × nlr
(5) so as to make a satisfactory decision. AHP can be divided
into the following four steps:
where avr is the average value of each data record and
nlr is the number of lost data records. The avr value can 1) Identify problems and establish a hierarchy;
be determined by using historical audit data within the 2) Construct a judgment matrix;
enterprise.
3) Hierarchical single sorting and consistency test;
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4) Hierarchical total ordering and combination consistency test.
According to the four steps, the established risk vulnerability assessment method is shown in Figure 2.

4

Cybersecurity Risk Assessment
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3) ε is a set of elements of the form ⟨Sj , dj ⟩. For all
∀Sj ∈ Ninternal ∪ Nterminal and dj ∈ {AN D, OR},
dj is AN D if Sj = 1 ⇒ ∀Si ∈ P a [Sj ], Si = 1. dj is
OR if Sj = 1 ⇒ ∃Si ∈ P a [Sj ], Si = 1.
4) P is a set of conditional probability distributions.
Each attribute Sj ∈ Ninternal ∪ Nterminal has a
conditional probability distribution with a value of
P r (Sj |P a [Sj ]).

In this section, we introduce the cybersecurity risk assessment method which is based on the quantitative assessment of vulnerability risk. First, we introduce the relevant definitions, then introduce the assessment method
that can be combined with the characteristics of the enterprise environment for dynamic security risk assessment.

Definition 8. Condition probability distribution (CPD).
Let BAG = (S, τ, ε, P ) be a Bayesian attack graph, Sj ∈
Ninternal ∪ Nterminal . For Si ∈ P a [Sj ], ei is an exploit
related to the atomic attack Si → Sj . The conditional
probability distribution of Sj is P r (Sj |P a [Sj ]) and the
definition is:
if dj = AN D,

4.1 Related Definitions

 0, ∃Si ∈ P!a [Sj ] |Si = 0
T
Definition 6. Atomic attack. Suppose S is a set of netP r (Sj |P a [Sj ]) =
(6)
ei , otherwise

 t
work attributes, A is a conditional dependency between a
Si =1
pair of network attributes and A is represented as a form
of mapping S × S → [0, 1]. Then, given Spre , Spost ∈ S,
if dj = OR,
a : Spre → Spost is called an atomic attack if:


 0, ∀Si ∈ P!a [Sj ] |Si = 0
1) Spre ̸= Spost ;
S
P r (Sj |P a [Sj ]) =
(7)
ei , otherwise

 t
Si =1
2) A (Spre , Spost ) > 0 when Spre = 1 and Spost = 1;
When multiple exploits are involved, in order to calcu3) There does not exist S1 , S2 , ..., Sj ∈ S − {Spre , Spost } late the conditional probability distribution, we proceed
making A (Spre , S1 ) > 0, A (S1 , S2 ) > 0, ..., as follows: For the case of ”AN D”, each exploit is an inA (Sj , Spost ) > 0.
dependent event. The probability of destroying a target
node depends on the probability of successfully exploitAn atomic attack indicates that the attacker successing a single exploit. Therefore, the law of independence
fully reached attribute Spost from attribute Spre with a
of events is:
non-zero probability. Among them, the condition 3 indi!
\
Y
cates that the attacker directly reaches the attribute Spost
t
ei =
t (ei ) .
(8)
from the attribute Spre , and does not pass other network
Si =1
Si =1
attributes in the middle. In addition, an atomic attack
is usually associated with an exploit which exploits an
In the case of ”OR”, this relationship is actually a
attacker from one network property to another. We use Noisy-OR relationship. There is:
ei for vulnerability utilization and t(ei ) for the danger of
!
exploiting the vulnerability.
[
Y
t
ei = 1 −
[1 − t (ei )] .
(9)
Si =1
Si =1
Definition 7. Bayesian attack graph (BAG). Suppose S
is a set of network attributes and A the set of atomic
attacks defined on S. A Bayesian attack graph is a quad 4.2 Cybersecurity
Risk
Assessment
of BAG = (S, τ, ε, P ), where:
Method
Cybersecurity risk assessment is the basis for network security risk management. Currently, cybersecurity risk assessment techniques can be divided into two categories:
Static security risk assessment and dynamic security risk
assessment.
The static security risk assessment is to evaluate the
security risks of the network in a short period of time or at
2) τ ⊆ S × S. If Spre → Spost ∈ A, then ordered pair a certain point in time. Although the assessment results
(Spre , Spost ) ∈ τ . In addition, for Si ∈ S, the set are accurate, they are relatively lagging, so it is difficult
P a [Si ] = {Sj ∈ S| (Sj , Si ) ∈ τ } is called the parent to meet the actual needs. Dynamic security risk assessnode set of Si .
ment studies the evolution trend of network security risks
1) S = Ninternal ∪ Nexternal ∪ Nterminal . Nexternal is
a set of attributes Si , for the set of Si , there does
not exist a ∈ A|Si = post (a). Ninternal is a set of
attributes Sj and there does not exist a1 , a2 ∈ A|Sj =
pre (a1 ) ∧ post (a2 ). Nterminal is a set of attributes
Sk and there does not exist a ∈ A|Sk = pre (a).
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Figure 3: Risk assessment method for security vulnerabilities

Integrity

Availability

Reputation loss

and evaluates the network security in a period of time in
combination with the changes of network environment, so
Revenue loss
as to grasp the changes of network security risks with the
changes of network environment factors. The dynamic seEconomic loss metrics
Customer loss
curity risk assessment method we use is described below.
During the life cycle of a network system, the probabilInvestor loss
ity of occurrence of each network state changes. Emerging
cybersecurity events can affect the likelihood of an attack.
This paper evaluates network security risks from these
Data loss
emerging cybersecurity incidents by using the Bayesian
attack graph model to calculate posterior probabilities.
Figure 4: Hierarchical structure of vulnerability severity
Suppose S = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sn } is an set of attributes
o in
′
′
′
a Bayesian attack graph and E = S , S , ..., S
⊂ S assessment
1

2

m

is a subset of S, the attributes in this set represent the
attack events that have occurred. These attributes are
′
′
called “evidence”, i.e. for all Si ∈ E, there is Si = 1.
Existing Sj needs to determine the posterior probability
of Sj . According to Bayes’ theorem, there is:

For example, the edge between node A and node B indicates that ”the attacker exploited the buffer overflow vulnerability to launch an attack.” The value next to each
edge is the result of dividing the vulnerability risk quantified value by 10, in order to make the score between 0
Pr (E|Sj ) × Pr (Sj )
and 1. The attacker’s goal is to gain root access to the
Pr (Sj |E) =
(10)
Web server for damage. It is assumed that in this case,
Pr (E)
the availability of the Web server is high, and the security
where
Pr
(E|S
)
is
the
conditional
probability
that
risk assessment of the network structure is performed for
j
n ′ ′
o
′
S1 , S2 , ..., Sm are combined in the state given S. P r(E) this feature. The specific calculation process is as follows.

and P r(Sj ) are priori unconditional probability values Step 1. Establish a hierarchy of vulnerability risk assessfor the corresponding attributes. The evidence in E
ments.
is independent
of each other, so we
have Pr (E|Sj ) =




Q
Q
The hierarchy of the risk assessment for vulnerability
′
′
i Pr Si |Sj and Pr (E) =
i Pr Si .
CVE-2019-9933 is shown in Figure 4.

5
5.1

Case Study
Case Analysis

This paper takes a small bayesian attack graph shown in
Figure 3. as an example to illustrate the calculation process of the network security risk assessment method in
detail. In Figure 3. node A represents ”remote attacker”,
node B represents ”a buffer overflow vulnerability exists
on the web server (CVE-2019-9933)” and node C represents ”SSHd remote buffer overflow vulnerability”. Node
D stands for ”root privileges for the web server.” The
edges in Figure 3. indicate the corresponding exploits.

Step 2. Construct a judgment matrix.
In this case, the availability of Web servers is high,
so the CVSS metrics, user security requirements and
economic loss metrics are constructed in a 1:3:1 ratio.
The importance
layer for the target
 of the criteria

1 1/3 1
layer is G =  3 1 3 .
1 1/3 1
Similarly, the importance matrices of the solution
layer 
for the criterion
layer are C1 =


1 4 4
1 1 1/3
 1/4 1 1 , C2 =  1 1 1/3 , and C3 =
1/4 1 1
3 3 1
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1
2
3
5
6
 1/2 1
3
4
5 


 1/3 1/3 1
3
5 
. Considering that the

 1/5 1/4 1/3
1
2 
1/6 1/5 1/5 1/2 1
data loss accounts for the largest proportion of economic losses, the loss of revenue, reputation loss, customer loss, investor loss and data loss construct the
matrix C3 in a ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 : 5 : 6.


Step 3. Hierarchical single sorting and consistency
check. Taking the judgment matrix G as an example, we use Matlab to calculate the maximum
eigenvalue, the corresponding eigenvector, the consistency index and the random consistency ratio of
T
the matrix G are λmax = 4, W = (0.15, 0.45, 0.1) ,
λmax −n
4−4
C = n−1 = 4−1 = 0 and CR = 0 respectively.
Therefore, the CVSS base metrics, user security requirements and economic loss metrics can be considered to have weights of vulnerability risk assessments
of 0.1, 0.45, and 0.35 respectively.
Step 4. Hierarchical total ordering and its combination
consistency test. Hierarchical total sorting combination consistency check C = 0, CR = 0 < 0.1.

5.2
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Effect Evaluation

This section uses the network topology shown in Figure 5.
as the evaluated network for simulation experiment. We
suppose a small and medium-sized enterprise X specializes
in providing online electronic trading services to users.
The enterprise’s network topology is shown in Figure 5.
The network consists of three sub-networks, namely the
external service area, the internal management area and
the internal user area. The three areas are divided by a
firewall, and the entire network is connected to the Internet through a gateway. Among them, the external service
area mainly includes a network server and a mail server.
The two servers provide network services and mail services to external and internal users respectively. The internal management area includes a file transfer server, two
database servers and two clients. The file transfer server
mainly provides web-related file storage and management
services for the web server and the two clients can operate the file transfer server through SSH links. Potential
attackers on the network come from external attackers
accessing the Internet. We use Nessus as a vulnerability
scanning tool to obtain vulnerability information on each
host/server in the network as shown in Table 2.
Taking into account the characteristics of enterprise
X, we simulate two application scenarios for experimental
analysis.

Step 5. Calculate the vulnerability value of vulnerability
risk. According to the expert’s scoring sample matrix of vulnerability CVE-2019-9933, the risk of the Scenario 1. In this network, the web server is just a
common web server for publishing common sense and
vulnerability is quantified as:
introductory, without storing important and valuable
data and information. In this case, the enterprise
Pv = W × S = 8.6428
(11)
has high demand for the availability of the network
server.
The risk of other vulnerabilities in Figure 3. can be
quantified using the same method.
Scenario 2. In this network, the network server bears
the main service of the network, and the collapse of
Step 6. Calculation of node risk value.
the network server will have a greater impact on the
Suppose the network administrator detects a network
enterprise. In this case, the enterprise has higher
attack on node D, that is, the attacker gains root
requirements for the availability and confidentiality
access to the web server. The posterior probability
of the network server.
of node B is calculated as follows:
We use the proposed cybersecurity risk assessment
Pr (D|B) Pr (B)
Pr (B|D) =
(12) method (NSRAEE) to calculate the risk quantified values
Pr (D)
of the servers in these two scenarios and use the method
of [15] to calculate the risk quantified values of the servers
where,
in the two scenarios. The results are shown in Table 3.
X
Table 3 shows the calculation results of the server risk
Pr (D|B) =
[Pr (D|C, B = T ) Pr (C)] (13) quantized values in the two scenarios of this method and
C∈{T,F }
the calculation results of the reference method. The reference method has the same result in both scenarios, so
The posterior probability of the Node B is 0.6830. It is only a set of results is shown. It can be seen from Taworth noting that the node’s unconditional probability is ble 3 that the method of [15] does not consider the secu0.4810 without considering the web server being attacked. rity requirements of the enterprise network and the risk
After considering the attack event occurring on node D, quantified values of the respective servers calculated in
the posterior probability of node B becomes 0.6830. There the two scenarios are the same. With this method, the
is a significant improvement over the previous one. By server’s risk quantification value will vary depending on
taking into account the environmental information of the the enterprise environment. For example, in scenario 2,
system, it is possible to make a more accurate and effec- the network server assumes the main service of the nettive assessment of the security of the network.
work and is an important business asset of the enterprise.
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Figure 5: Network topology
Table 2: Vulnerability information
host
network server
mail server
ftp server

database server 1
database server 2
gateway

CVE number
CVE-2019-8952
CVE-2019-12497
CVE-2019-10735
CVE-2019-10967
CVE-2018-7240
CVE-2019-11380
CVE-2019-5632
CVE-2019-7667
CVE-2019-8319

Attack type
DDoS
remote attack
information leakage
privilege escalation
remote attack
remote attack
remote attack
remote attack
information leakage

Table 3: Risk quantification values of servers
Host
network server
mail server
ftp server
database server 1
database server 2
gateway

Reference method
0.6127
0.6854
0.6987
0.6218
0.6142
0.5874

NSRAEE: Scenario 1
0.3891
0.5588
0.4847
0.3456
0.5754
0.6683

NSRAEE: Scenario 2
0.7628
0.7359
0.7983
0.8742
0.6877
0.7531

If it collapses or is invaded, it will have a greater impact 6
Conclusion
on the enterprise. Therefore, the network server obtained
using the calculation method of this paper has a larger
In the process of cybersecurity management, cybersecurisk quantized value in scenario 2 than in scenario 1.
rity risk assessment is the premise and foundation of network security management. In order to develop a reliable
cybersecurity risk assessment method that is consistent
with the actual situation of the enterprise, it is necessary
to fully consider the environmental characteristics of a
In summary, the proposed network security risk assess- specific enterprise. In response to this problem, this pament method considers the security requirements of the per proposes a method to assess the security risks of enterenterprise network environment and covers the impact of prise network systems based on the characteristics of enenvironmental threat information on the node risk, mak- terprise environment. First, we assess the risk of security
ing the method more suitable for the network or informa- breaches based on enterprise security needs, the economic
tion system being evaluated. The actual situation of the losses caused by the attack and the CVSS base metric.
possibility of an attack is more objective and accurate.
Then, we use the Bayesian attack graph model combined
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Abstract
As an algorithm of machine learning, extreme learning
machine has good classification and prediction performance in shallow models. Still, there is a security problem of user data leakage in the cloud environment. We
propose a new privacy-preserving extreme learning machine based on the CKKS homomorphic encryption (HE)
scheme. As a result, users can send encrypted data to service providers for analysis and prediction without revealing their data privacy. We also designed a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) method adapted to the extreme learning machine, which reduces the number of homomorphic operations and user’s waiting time. Through
experiments, this paper verifies the superiority of CKKSELM in efficiency and accuracy.
Keywords: CKKS; Cloud Service; Extreme Learning Machine; SIMD

1

Introduction

With the development of artificial intelligence in recent
years, Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) has been
proposed, which provides Machine Learning tools as a
part of cloud computing services for users to use, including
image processing, speech recognition, and data analysis.
However, the service provider is not necessarily honest,
and it may steal the user’s information. For example, the
hospital needs to send the images to the cloud server for
predictive analysis of some patients’ symptoms. However,
the data is very sensitive, and sending the images to a
third party may have privacy disclosure problems.
Extreme learning machine(ELM) is a simple and efficient single hidden layer feedforward neural network
learning algorithm proposed by Huang et al. [13], Which
can quickly learn the characteristics of data sets, and has
good performance in shallow classification model. It has
been widely used in disease diagnosis, Traffic Sign Recognition, and image quality evaluation.
To protect data privacy, many researchers have studied

the ELM for privacy protection. Samet et al. [22] Proposed a Privacy Protection protocol for back-propagation
and ELM, based on the multi-party Secure Computing
protocol they proposed, data is divided into several parts
vertically or horizontally for multiple servers to process,
but there are some problems such as low efficiency and
large communication cost. Masato et al. [10, 11] and proposed an ELM-based privacy preserving protocol for implementing aware agents, which protects the user’s privacy. Ferhat et al. [5] proposed a privacy-preserving extreme learning machine based on Paillier homomorphic
encryption called CPP-ELM, the training data is vertically divided into several parts, each piece of data is processed, encrypted, and transmitted to the server for integration. Yoshinori et al. [15] proposed a PP-ELM outsourcing scheme based on Paillier homomorphic encryption for training process of regularized ELM. Lin et al. [16]
focuses on outsourcing ELM in cloud, and presents an optimization mechanism to improve training speed of ELM.
Yang [14] proposed a privacy protection extreme learning
machines based on fully homomorphic encryption scheme
and carried out ciphertext image comparison experiments
on medical image classification data sets.
These papers [5, 10, 11, 14–16, 22] are based on Paillier
homomorphic encryption and expose the training model
to the user, who can always use the model in the local
environment after obtaining the model. Wang et al. [24]
Proposed HOMO-ELM based on fully homomorphic encryption BGV scheme, which adopts HE-friendly activation function and prevents the leakage of training model.
However, the amount of homomorphic operations in a single prediction is too many, which leads to a long waiting
time for users and can only ensure the safety of single
users.
1) We propose a privacy model scenario with high confidentiality, which is more satisfied with actual commercial application scenarios;
2) We combine the ELM with the CKKS homomorphic
encryption scheme that is more suitable for floating-
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point calculations and propose a better homomorphic a single hidden layer neural network can be transformed
friendly activation function to improve the classifica- into solving Equations (3):
tion performance;
β = H +T T
(3)
3) According to the ELM’s structure, we propose a suitable SIMD method to reduce latency during predicwhere H + is Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of matrix
tion.
H.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In SecBecause the ELM mainly reduces the error rate durtion 2, we introduce the ELM and the CKKS fully homo- ing training, it may cause the model to overfit. To solve
morphic encryption. In Section 3, a CKKS-based ELM is this problem, Huang et al. [12] later introduced the regproposed. In Section 4, we present experimental results ularization parameters C. Finally, the weight β can be
and performance comparison. Finally, our conclusions are expressed as Equations (4):
presented in Section 5.
I
(4)
β = ( + H T H)(−1) H T T.
C

2

Preliminaries

Where I is the identity matrix.

2.1

Extreme Learning Machine

Extreme learning machine is a single hidden layer neural
network. It is composed of an input layer, a hidden layer
and an output layer. The neurons of the input layer and
the hidden layer, and the hidden layer and the output
layer are fully connected. Let n be the neurons number
of input layer, corresponding to n input features. Let l be
the neurons number of the hidden layer, and let m be the
neurons number of the output layer, corresponding to m
classification results. Let g(x) be the activation function
of the hidden layer neuron, for the j -th training input data
xj = [x1j , x2j , · · · , xnj ]T , the output defines as follow:


t11
 ..
T = .
tm1


···
..
.
···


t1Q
..  ,
. 

(1)

tmQ

l
P


β
∗
g(w
x
+
b
)
i1
i
j
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   i=1
 l

t1j
P

 t2j  
βi2 ∗ g(wi xj + bi ) 
  

t =  .  =  i=1
 (j = 1, 2, · · · , Q)

 ..  
.
..




tmj
P

l
βim ∗ g(wi xj + bi )
i=1

Where wi = [wi1 , wi2 , · · · , win ], represents the connection
weight between the i -th neuron in the input layer and
the j -th neuron in the hidden layer. bi = [b1 , b2 , · · · , bl ],
represents the bias value of the hidden layer neuron. βjk
represents the connection weight between the j -th neuron
in the hidden layer and the k -th neuron in the output
layer.
The Equation (1) can also be simplified as Equation (2):
Hβ = T T
(2)
Because both w and b are randomly generated weights,
and the target label matrix T is also known, the hidden
layer output matrix β is uniquely determined. Training

2.2

Homomorphic Encryption

The concept of homomorphic encryption was proposed [21] in 1978, and homomorphic operations can be
performed between homomorphically encrypted ciphertexts. For example, two plaintexts a and b are homomorphically encrypted to c and d, and the encryption
function Dec(Enc(a) ⊙ Enc(b)) = Dec(c ⊙ d) = a ⊕ b is
satisfied, where Enc is the encryption operation and Dec
is the decryption operation, ⊙ and ⊕ correspond to the
operations on the plaintext and ciphertext domains, respectively. The early homomorphic encryption cryptosystem only supports addition or multiplication. Until 2009,
Gentry [9] proposed the first fully homomorphic encryption scheme based on the ideal lattice. Homomorphic encryption is widely used in cloud environment for image
comparison, face recognition, disease diagnosis, and various kind of data analyst [5, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24].
But Cao et al. [4] stressed that some typical schemes are
not suitable for cloud computing scenarios because the
lack efficiency and do not naturally support decimal operations.
In 2017, Cheon et al. [7] proposed an approximate
homomorphic encryption scheme called CKKS17. This
scheme has greatly improved the computational efficiency
of the floating-point number, which makes the use of homomorphic encryption in machine learning achieve ideal
efficiency. In 2018, Cheon et al. [6] used the residual system as an optimization method based on the CKKS17
scheme, which improved the efficiency. Their implementation showed speed-ups 17.3, 6.4, and 8.3 times for decryption, constant multiplication, and homomorphic multiplication. This scheme is still one of the most efficient all
homomorphic encryption schemes. Users can encrypt sensitive information and then send it to the service provider
for analysis and processing. Finally, the user decrypts
the ciphertext with his private key to obtain the analysis
results.
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2.3

′

The CKKS Leveled Fully Homomor- Add(ct, ct ): Given a ciphertext message ct ∈ lj=0 Rq2j
Ql
′
2
phic Encryption Scheme
and ct ∈
j=0 Rqj , return a ciphertext mes-

CKKS scheme is an approximate homomorphic encryption scheme. This scheme can maintain a certain precision in homomorphic operation. For example, 1.234 ×
2.222 = 2.741948 ≈ 2.742. Although the precision is
decreased, CKKS is faster in operation speed, and this
property is very consistent with the characteristics of
machine learning. As long as the relative value is correct, the prediction results are correct. Since the module
length of CKKS greatly affects the computational efficiency, Cheon et al. later proposed the residue number
system (RNS) variant of CKKS scheme.
CKKS scheme is based on learning with errors(LWE)
problem. Let N be a power of 2 integer and R =
Z[X]/(X N +1) be the ring of polynomials modulo X N +1.
For a fixed base q and bit precision η, select the coprime chain of moduli {q0 , · · · , qL }such that q/ql ∈ (1 −
2(−η) , 1 + 2(−η) ). The level represents the modulus of
the current ciphertext. In the leveled fully homomorphic encryption, the multiplication between ciphertexts
will consume a level. When the ciphertext is in level 0,
the ciphertext cannot do multiplication operation again.
τ denotes a variant of the canonical embedding. The following is a brief description of the main operation part
of the scheme. Readers can reference specific details and
noise analysis in [6].
Setup(q, L, η; 1(λ) ): Given a base q, maximum computation levels L, bit precision η and security parameter
λ, return power-of-two integer N , secret key distribution χkey , encryption key distribution χenc , error
distribution χerr and RNS basis D.
KSGEN (s1 , s2 ): Given
a
ciphertext(s1 , s2 )∈R,
Qk−1
′
′
(0)
(k+L)
sample
(a , · · · , a
)←−U ( i=0 Rpi
×
QL
′
R
)
and
e
←−χ
.
Return
swk
=
q
err
j
j=0
′
(0)
(0) ′ (0)
(k+L)
(swk
=
(b , a ), · · · , swk
=
Qk−1
QL
′
′
(b (k+L) , a (k+L) ))∈U ( i=0 Rp2i × j=0 Rq2i ), where
′
′
′
′
b (i) ←− − a (i) ·s2 + e ( mod pi ), 0≤i < k, b (k+i) ←− −
′
′
a (k+j) ·s2 + [P ]qj ·s1 + e (mod qj ), 0≤j≤L.

Q

sage ctadd ∈
qj ), 0≤j≤l.

Ql

j=0

′

Rq2j , where ctadd ←−ct + ct (mod

Ql
′
M ult(ct, ct ): Given a ciphertext message ct ∈ j=0 Rq2j
Ql
′
and ct ∈ j=0 Rq2j , after the relinearization in RNS
Ql
(j)
form, finally return a ciphertext ctmult ∈ j=0 Rq2j .
CM ult(ct, v, p): Given a ciphertext message ct ∈
Ql
′
(−1) p
2
(2 ·v) ∈ Rq2j ,
j=0 Rqj and vector v, ct = τ
′

(j)

where ctCM ult ←−ct(j) ·ct (j) (mod

qj ), 0≤j≤l.

Rescale(ct): Given a level-l ciphertext ct = (ct(j) =
Ql−1 2
′
(j)
(j)
(ct0 , ct1 ))0≤j≤l , return ct
∈
j=0 Rqj ,
′

(j)

where cti
{0, 1} and

3
3.1

(j)

= ql−1 · (ci
0≤j < l.

(l)

− ci )(mod qj ), i =

CKKS-ELM
Model Training

The PP-ELM scheme proposed a safe model training protocol. Without exposing the data sets of all parties, the
data of all parties can be aggregated, and these data can
be used for training on the ELM, and finally, a complete
training model can be obtained. But the premise of the
original scheme is to assume that the data analyst is honest and will not steal intermediate data from the outsourced server. Let f be the dimension of data, l be the
number of hidden nodes, k be the number of classes, N
be the amount of record. The data provider will not leak
data information when the following conditions are satisfied:
(
2
N f > l 2+l
2
N (f + k) > l 2+l + l·k

Because the data analyst has n equations with at least
n + 1 unknown values. That is to say, each data
provider needs to provide a data amount N greater than
2
max( l 2f+l , l) and carry out sum operation locally and then
upload it to the cloud server, making it impossible to ob(0)
(L)
KeyGen: Sample s←−χkey , (a , · · · , a ) ←− tain any data even if the plaintext is decrypted. For deQL
U ( i=0 Rqj ) and e←−χerr , return private key sk = tails of sum operation, please refer to the paper [15]. No(1, s), switching key swk←−KSGEN (s2 , s), public tably, the activation function used during training needs
to be HE-friendly.
key pk←−(pk (j) = (b(j) , a(j) )∈Rq2j )0≤j≤L .
N

Enc(m, pk, p): Given a plaintext message m ∈ C 2
and precision ρ, public key pk. Sample
v←−χenc
QL
2
and e0 , e1 ←−χerr . Return ct ∈
R
, where
q
j=0
j
ct(j) ←−v·pk (j) + (τ −1 (2p ·m + e0 , e1 )(mod qj ), 0 ≤
j ≤ L.

3.2

Tanhre Polynomial Approximation

In neural networks, nonlinear functions have stronger expressive ability than linear functions, thereby improving
neural networks’ classification performance. Common activation functions include Sigmoid, Tanh, and ReLu. The
sigmoid function is widely used in ELM, but it compresses
Ql
Dec(ct, sk, p): Given a ciphertext message ct ∈ j=0 Rq2j the data in the interval (0, 1). In contrast, Tanh comand secret key sk, return τ (2−p · < ct(0 , sk >)(mod presses the data in (−1, 1) On the interval. Relu directly
q0 ).
removed the negative part of the data and only kept
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the positive one. Accordingly, Matthew et al. [19]combined the advantages of Tanh and Relu and designed a
new activation function TanhRe, which has the following
two characteristics: (1) Replace the negative part of Relu
with Tanh, thereby improving network classification performance;(2) Negative values have boundary limits, while
positive partdo not. TanhRe is defined as follows:
(
T anh(x) x < 0
f (x) =
x
x≥0
Dian et al. [20] used ELM to classify active compounds in
Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES)
and compared several activation functions. TanhRe was
found to be one of the best activation functions. Therefore, TanhRe is used in this scheme to compare with previous HOMO-ELM schemes. Because the scheme based on
fully homomorphic encryption only supports polynomial
operation, and the common activation functions are nonlinear functions, the traditional activation function cannot be directly used under homomorphic operation, and
the nonlinear activation function can only be expressed by
polynomial approximation. The common approximation
methods include Taylor expansion, Lagrange interpolation and least squares approximation. In this paper, the
least squares approximation is adopted to ensure that the
error between the approximation function and the original function in the specified
interval is small. Suppose the
Pn
fitting polynomial i=0 ai ·xi , and the highest degree of
polynomial is k. For a given n points (xi , yi ), the problem
is reduced to solving the following system of Equation (5):
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(5)
The polynomial approximation of TanhRe is obtained by
the least square method. tr3 (x) and tr7 (x) denote the
approximate polynomial of TanhRe in the (−5, 5) interval,
respectively. Table 1 shows the results of TanhRe approximation. Figure 1shows a comparison between TanhRe
and its polynomial approximation.

3.3

Data Encoding

To pack data into the same ciphertext for parallel calculation, the data needs to be re-encoded. w denotes the
weight matrix from the input layer to the hidden layer
and β denotes the weight matrix from the hidden layer to
the output layer. In the homomorphic encryption scheme,
let N = 2 ∗ len ∗ wid, C = N/2, where len and wid are
both powers of 2. Therefore, w and β are divided into
(l/C) submatrices z as follows, where l denotes the weight

Figure 1: Comparison of Tanhre and Tanhre polynomial
approximation

amount of w or β.

z1

zwid+1
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..

.
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···
···
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.
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..
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Let n be the width of weight, where n < wid. For the 1st
to (l/C − 1)th submatrices zi , the (n + 1)th to (wid)th
elements of each row are filled with zero. For the (l/C)
th matrix, the (n + 1)th to (wid)th elements of the 1st
to (l%C)th rows are filled with zero. The(l%C + 1)th to
(C)th rows are filled with zero. For the input data x, pack
to the first n positions of the submatrix.

3.4

Horizontal SIMD

In the Homo-ELM scheme, the author encrypts the data
features and network weights one by one, which requires
a large number of homomorphic operations. For example,
the user needs to predict an image with 64 pixels, so he
needs to call the encryption method in the BGV scheme
64 times for a single image, and the obtained 64 polynomials also need to do a lot of homomorphic operations with
the connection weight w. Although the Chinese remainder theorem can be used to package pixels in the same
location, in practical applications, the user often does not
perform too many prediction requests in the same period,
so it is more practical to reduce the latency of inference
stage.
3.4.1

Rotation and Summation

In CKKS scheme, by using Frobenius automorphism
mapping, the ciphertext m(x) corresponding to the
original private key s2 can be converted into the cii
phertext m(x5 ) corresponding to the private key s1
by switching key swk, then the corresponding ciphertext slot space will rotate i positions to the left,
and the plaintext value corresponding to the ciphertext slot changes from the original {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN/2 }to
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Table 1: Polynomial approximation result of TanhRe
tr3 (x)
tr7 (x)

Result
−0.0068661x3 + 0.0828685x2 + 0.7495332x + 0.1245075
−0.0000419x7 + 0.0000704x6 + 0.0022615x5 − 0.0044224x4
−0.0422012x3 + 0.1474116x2 + 0.8906998x − 0.0137859

{xi , xi+1 , · · · , xN/2 , x1 , · · · , xi−1 }, which is called rota- Algorithm 3 MatrixMulVector
tion. For the encoded matrix vector, the method of rota- 1: Input: A matrix ciphertext c, a vector ciphertext v
′
tion summation can be used to calculate the sum of rows 2: Output: A ciphertext c
′
or columns quickly.
3: v = Colsum(v);
′
4: tmp = M ult(c, v )
′
Algorithm 1 Colsum
5: tmp = Rescale(tmp)
′
6: c = Rowsum(tmp);
1: Input: A ciphertext c, an encryption of len ∗ wid
′
7: return c
matrix satisfying len is the power of 2
′
2: Output: A ciphertext c
′
3: c = c;
Algorithm 4 Multi-hidden Node Calculation
4: for 1≤i≤ log2 len
1: Input: A ciphertext c, an encryption of len ∗ wid
5:
cRot = Rotate(c, (−1) ∗ 2i−1 ∗ wid);
matrix satisfying len is the power of 2
′
′
′
6:
c = Add(c , cRot);
2: Output: A ciphertext c
7: end for
3: f = ∅;
8: return c
4: for 1≤i≤n
′
5:
c = M atrixM ulV ector(ci , v);
′
6:
f = Add(f, c )
Algorithm 2 Rowsum
7: end for
8: return f
1: Input: A ciphertext c, an encryption of len ∗ wid
matrix satisfying wid is the power of 2
′
2: Output: A ciphertext c
′
3: c = c;
4 Construction of Security Model
4: for 1≤i≤ log2 wid
In the previous scheme based on Paillier homomorphic
5:
cRot = Rotate(c, 2i−1 );
′
′
encryption, the CPP-ELM and the PP-ELM schemes re6:
c = Add(c , cRot);
trieve the initial connection weights from the third-party
7: end for
server to the local and then use their own data set for op8: return c
eration and encryption. Finally, they return to the thirdparty server for integration, and calculate the weights
from the hidden layer to the output layer. When the
3.4.2 Matrix-Vector Multiplication in Cipheruser predicts, the user directly obtains the trained model
text
parameters and processes data locally. Although this proTo obtain the prediction results for a single data, it is tects user’s data privacy and security, it exposes the ennecessary to multiply between the weight matrix and the tire ELM model. After the user predicts the result once,
intermediate vector. Firstly, the column summation algo- subsequent cloud services are no longer needed. For comrithm is needed for the data ciphertext vector x, and the mercial service providers, this is not willing to see.
In the previous HOMO-ELM scheme, the model pax needs to be copied and filled. The matrix ciphertext
is then multiplied by the data ciphertext x, and the row rameters are encrypted with a public key sppk and upsummation algorithm is carried out. Finally, the first col- loaded to the cloud server. When the user needs data
umn of the matrix corresponding to the ciphertext is the prediction, the data is encrypted with sppk and uploaded
to the cloud server for calculation. Finally, retrieve the
multiplication result of matrix and vector.
calculated data locally and decrypt it with the user’s private key to get the result. Although the HOMO-ELM
3.4.3 Multi-hidden Node Calculation
ensures that neither the training model nor user inforWhen the parameter N in the CKKS scheme is set, the mation is disclosed, since the model in the cloud server
capacity of a ciphertext is fixed. When ELM is applied is encrypted and uploaded by the model provider, other
for complex classification tasks, ELM may need a large users who want to use it need to send their data encrypted
number of hidden nodes, and multiple ciphertext matrices with sppk to the server but cannot rule out malicious theft
are required to pack all the weights for calculation.
by the service provider. On the other hand, even if the
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Figure 3: Multiplication in sequence

Figure 2: Operation process of CKKS-ELM

service provider does not steal user data, there is still a
risk of eavesdropping when the plaintext returns to the
user.
This paper proposes a privacy preserving system with
better security and more suitable for commercialization.
In the model training phase, we follow the PP-ELM
scheme modified in Section 3.1 for model training, so that
the data provider does not disclose any data, but the service provider can use the data for model training. In
terms of prediction, the user generates his public and private key locally, encrypts the data with the public key,
and then sends the public key and the encrypted data
to the service provider. It is worth noting here that the
user only needs to send the public key at the time of the
first prediction, and there is no need to send the public key in later use. Then the service provider performs
homomorphic operation on the encrypted data by using
the ELM model and returns the encrypted data to the
user, and the user decrypts the ciphertext with his private key to obtain the prediction result. Throughout the
process, the data provider will not leak any data, the service provider’s model will not be stolen, and neither the
user’s data nor the prediction results will be leaked. The
process is shown in Figure 2 and the scheme comparison
is shown in Table 2.

4.1
4.1.1

Figure 4: Multiplication in optimal sequence

4.1.2

Level Optimization

Suppose the degree of the polynomial is k. If the homomorphic multiplication operation is performed in sequence, the number of levels L that the highest degree
term needs to consume is k. When the low-order term
and the high-order term are added and merged, they are
aligned with the lowest-order ciphertext, so the number of
layers consumed by the entire polynomial operation is k.
However, you can reduce the level of consumption through
level optimization, and reduce the number of layers consumed from k to log2 k + 1, as shown in the Figure 3 and
Figure 4:
4.1.3

Procedure

In this section, we integrate the above-mentioned to describe the complete process of data prediction phase. The
concrete procedure will be given in Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6.

Prediction Process
Normalization of Data

Normalization can compress the data to the specified interval, simplify the neural network calculation and improve the classification performance. In general, the
model training bases on normalized data, so the input
data need to be normalized in data prediction. For the
input data x, normalize it to the interval (−1, 1) and do
the following equation:

5
5.1

Experiments
Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out from the Dell computer,
which has a core i5 8500 3.00 GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM,
and based on Matlab 2018b and homomorphic encryption library SEAL. The main hyperparameters of SEAL
are as follow: parameter N = 16384 of polynomial ring,
levels L = 7, scale = 232 , the length of q is 324bit and
x − min(x)
xN ormalization = 2·
− 1.
error standard deviation σ ≈ 3.2. According to the runmax(x) − min(x)
ning results of the LWE-estimator proposed in APS15
Where min(x) and max(x) represent the minimum and scheme [2], the ciphertext generated under the above pamaximum values of a feature of x, recorded by the service rameter setting method meets the 128-bit security and
achieve the 128-bit security against a quantum computer.
provider while training the model.
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Table 2: Security comparison with three schemes
Scheme
PP-ELM
CPP-ELM
HOMO-ELM
Our scheme

Model protection
×
×
✓
✓

User data privacy protection
✓
✓
✓
✓

Algorithm 5 User Prediction
1: Input: A data x∈Rf eature
2: Output:Prediction classification results predict
3: //User initialize the CKKS scheme in local environment, set polynomial degree N , module Q and scale
factor p, and generate public key pk, private key sk,
switching key swk.
4: scheme = init(params);
5: //read in data,x = x1 , x2 , · · · , xf eature
6: x = getData();
7: //encrypt x into ciphertext with pk
8: ct = enc(x, pk, p);
9: if the user has not predicted or needs to change the
public key then
10:
//Send ct, pk, swk and p to the service provider
11:
result = ServerP rocessing(ct, pk, swk);
12: else
13:
//Send ct to the service provider
14:
result = ServerP rocessing(ct);
15: end if
16: // Retrieve the result and decrypt the ciphertext with
user’s private key
17: pres = dec(result, sk, p);
18: // For the data with k labels, the user finds the maximum value in the first k data slots in the plaintext
pr es. The corresponding index idx is the current prediction result.
19: predict = M axIn(pres );
20: return predict

To objectively evaluate the classification performance of
the model, the data set will be randomly shuffled 10
times, and the 5-cross validation method will be used for
each shuffled data set. Since the input layer’s connection
weights and the hidden layer in the ELM are randomly
generated, which will cause the randomness of the model
accuracy, each evaluation is carried out 50 times, and the
average value is taken. Finally, the average value of all
experimental results of the activation function is taken.

5.2

Experimental Results and Comparison

To verify the classification performance of our proposed
scheme, five real-world datasets from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository are used for classification prediction:
Iris Data Set, Glass Identification Data Set, Ionosphere

Multi-user safety use
✓
✓
×
✓

Algorithm 6 ServerProcessing
′

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

Input: A ciphertext x ,public key pk, switch key swk,
and scale factor p
′
Output:A ciphertext c with prediction result
//Gets min(x) and max(x) from model training and
′
normalizes x
′
ct = normalize(x );
//duplicate ct vertically
ct = colsum(ct);
//Get the weight w and put it into the vector according to the data encoding format, and then generate
the corresponding plaintext polynomial. Finally, multiply with ct and perform a rescale operation
IWX = Rescale(CM ult(getW eightIW (), pk, p)));
//duplicate IWX horizontally
IW X = Rowsum(IWX );
//Do an addition between IW X and bias B
IW XB = Add(IW X , enc(getW eightB()), pk, p));
//Approximate polynomial activation is performed,
and Hout is the output of the hidden layer.
Hout = poly activate(IW XB );
// Except for the useful information in the first column of Hout , the other useless information needs to be
eliminated by multiplying a mask vector with Hout .
Hout = Rescale(CM ult(getM askV ec(), Hout )));
//The weight LW from the hidden layer to the output
layer is multiplied by Hout and rescaled
LW H = Rescale(CM ult(Hout , getW eightLW ()));
//Finally, perform a Colsum operation to get the final
result
result = colsum(LW H );
return result

Data Set, Skin Segmentation Data Set and Landsat Satellite Data Set. The information about these datasets is
shown in Table 3:
We compare the classification performance of the activation function proposed in HOMO-ELM. The first four
lines of the Table 4 below are the experimental results
of the model accuracy, all of which are predicted on encrypted data. The numbers in the table below represent
the number of hidden nodes. tr3 (x) and tr7 (x) are defined in the Table 1. The activation functions proposed
in HOMO-ELM with better classification performance are
x2 = x2 + x + 1 and x3 = x3 .
Experiments show that TanhRe activation function has
better model performance than HOMO-ELM in the data
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Datasets
Iris
Glass
Ionosphere
Satellite
Skin

Table 3:
Total
150
214
351
6435
245057

Datasets
Features
4
9
34
36
3
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Classes
3
6
2
6
2

Table 4: Classification accuracy
Datasets
Method
x2
x3
tr3
tr7
HOMO-ELM
PP-ELM

Iris100

Ionosphere50

Glass100

Satellite100

Satellite300

Satellite500

Skin100

96.5%
95.58%
96.38%
97.65%
89.55%
-

87.1%
83.09%
88.2%
87.08%
-

64.34%
64.73%
66.89%
66.88%
65.4%

85.29%
84.24%
85.49%
86.43%
78.62%
85%

86.14%
86.67%
87.06%
87.71%
87.5%

86.29%
87.36%
88.7%
89.43%
-

95.86%
97.09%
97.15%
98.53%
-

set with fewer features. Because CKKS scheme naturally
supports the characteristic of decimal, it can approximate
any nonlinear activation function for different data sets to
obtain better classification accuracy, while HOMO-ELM
is limited in expressing activation function because of the
integer-based BGV scheme.
Let the number of hidden nodes be L, the number of
data features be F , the number of classes be K and the
highest degree of activation functions as T . From the
perspective of efficiency, the complexity of homomorphic
operations for each data prediction by HOMO-ELM is
O(LF + KF + log2 T ) and the number of ciphertexts for
communication is F + K. Let the highest degree of the
polynomial ring of CKKS is N , the complexity of homomorphic operations for each data prediction in our scheme
is O( LF +KF
+ log2 T ) and the number of ciphertexts for
N
F
communication is ⌈ N
⌉+⌈K
N ⌉, which significantly reduced
latency for user prediction. Table 5 summarizes benchmark results of our experiments.
For more comparisons, the accuracy of skin data set
in PP-LG results from the classification test of Logistic model under Privacy Protection proposed by Aono et
al. [3] is 93.89%. F. Al-Obeidat et al. [1] achieved
88.29% accuracy on their proposed optimized method
while achieving 82% and 85.71% on ID3 and C4.5 respectively. DU et al. [8] proposed a privacy preserving optimized k-NN algorithm and the highest accuracy of Iris
and skin segmentation dataset is 97% and 98%, which is
closed to our scheme on tr7 method. But they need a
few seconds to interfere with a single input. Sarpatwar et
al. [23] proposed a systematic approach to perform multiplicative depth constrained knowledge distillation that
enables efficient encrypted inference. They carried out on
two other UCI Dataset: Bank Management and MAGIC
Gamma Telescope, and we achieve a closed result in accu-

racy but very low latency since their SIMD strategy need
lots of computation consumption, which leads to approximately 5 minutes. The above facts all show that the
privacy preserving extreme learning machine scheme proposed in this paper not only guarantees certain accuracy
in the lightweight privacy preserving model but also has
lower computation cost.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, a new privacy preserving extreme learning machine scheme called CKKS-ELM is proposed. In
the aspect of homomorphic encryption, we use the CKKS
scheme, which is more suitable for machine learning applications. In the aspect of ELM, we propose horizontal
SIMD processing method and better activation function.
In communication construction, we propose a privacy preserving system that is more suitable for commercialization. Extreme learning machine has been studied as a
classifier with good classification performance. The future research direction can combine fully homomorphic
encryption with the new extreme learning machine theory while taking into account efficiency and accuracy.
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Table 5: Runtime in different dataset and setting (Seconds)
Datasets
Method
x2
x3
tr3
tr7

Iris100

Ionosphere50

Glass100

Satellite100

Satellite300

Satellite500

Skin100

0.126
0.151
0.159
0.322

0.16
0.2
0.22
0.257

0.143
0.18
0.187
0.291

0.164
0.211
0.217
0.322

0.391
0.525
0.54
0.843

0.505
0.685
0.706
1.128

0.126
0.15
0.157
0.245
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Abstract
In this article, we propose a campus safety management system based on radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology. In this work, the evaluation based on
the system adoption was used to establish a campus-safety
management system model and related implementation
issues. With the implementation of the RFID system for
campus safety management, the system could save the
administrators’ time and improve the efficiency of service
quality. In addition, it helps to prevent the occurrence of
security incidents on campus. The critical success factors
of the system include the participation of students and
parents. Finally, the evaluation on the system adoption
is made by questioners. The results show the first three
factors affecting the administrators in the school to decide whether the system is used the convenience of use,
agreement of students’ parents, and the relative advantage. However, school competition and school reorganization could not be the preferred factors to adopt the
system.
Keywords: Campus Safety Management; RFID; System
Adoption Evaluation

1

Introduction

School provides the primary function of teaching and
learning [9]. However, the school might not be a safe
but public environment for the people walking in. For
example, the restrooms, the basements, the rooftops, the

stairways, the parking lots, and the construction locations
without proper insulation might be where the accidents
are held [3, 5]. Especially in the school, the staffs have to
pay more attention to those students with physical disabilities [3]. The Campus Security Report indicated that,
in addition to teaching and learning services, a school
must have a safe and reliable campus environment [15].
Hence, campus safety is the most critical concern for the
school administration. Traditionally, campus safety management is primarily based on human resources and auxiliary equipment, such as surveillance cameras. Students
with particular disabilities cannot respond to the dynamic
changing circumstances immediately. Therefore, it would
be harmful and cause various dangers. Under the limitation of human resources in the school, we might complement the increasing works on the safety guards with the
assistance of information technology [2].
Innovation is defined as something an individual or receiver considers to be a new concept or behavior [7]. Diffusion is a process in which the innovation is expanded
and spread through specific ways to individuals or organizations in the social system and, then, accepted by
members in the social system. In addition to consideration on adoption by organizations, diffusion of innovative
technology is significantly related to the levels of acceptance and fitness at the end-users toward technology [8].
For example, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology [4, 6] uses radio waves to carry the identification
information for recognization. The administration might
employ this technology at the school for a safe campus.
RFID provides real-time information to the administra-
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tion. This information could rescue the accident on the
campus in a short time. Moreover, the integrated system could provide some safety management schemes and
construct a safe campus to reduce possible safety incidents [1, 10]. Therefore, it might benefit the school management.
To approach a safe campus by employing RFID, the
RFID safety system in this work refers to the safety management for supervising the hazardous areas on the campus [4]. The information technology used consists of the
hardware and the software. The hardware includes the active tags and the RFID reader. The integrated framework
for the safety campus is constructed with the connection
among these elements, including the hardware and software management. Initially, the system considers the scenario as the following. Students wear active tags on their
wrists on the campus, and the RFID readers are located
in various dangerous areas. The RFID safety system will
have an alarm signal when the RFID reader receives the
signal sent by the active tag. Furthermore, it automatically sends a text or e-mail related to the safety management of hazardous areas on campus and informs the
administrators for safety purposes. Besides, based on the
innovation property, the system is evaluated with relative advantage, compatibility, ease of use, privacy risk,
and cost. The following section describes the proposed
system considering the innovation properties. Section III
shows the proposed system adoption evaluation according
to the census results. Finally, the conclusion is given in
the final.
This paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2,
we introduce the consideration of the proposed system.
Then, the system adoption evaluation is described in Section 3. Finally, a conclusion is conducted in Section 4.

2

System Consideration

RFID, the e-tag, uses radio waves for transmitting
identification information. An RFID system consists of an
RFID tag, an RFID reader, and the application [11–14].
The RFID system and safety management on campus refer to the dangerous area management service in three disabled students. The project got permission from the students’ parents for the human rights concern. All students
in this project wear RFID active tags on their wrists. On
the campus, the RFID readers are installed in various
dangerous areas.
The system is designed with the following scenario.
When the RFID reader receives the signal, the safety
management system will alarm and send text or e-mail regarding safety to the administrators on campus. It means
the students are close to those hazardous areas. For the
safety concerns, all administrators should pay attention to
safeguarding the students. Mainly, the disabled students
might not concentrate their attention on the environment
changing rapidly, and they hardly respond to avoid the
danger in a short time. Hence, this system helps the staff
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to avoid accidents efficiently.
Beyond considering system functions, the system is established with other factors like the following. In Taiwan,
a student ID card with RFID is already used on campus
for library use and making payments. Hence, the degree of
acceptance for the students to use the RFID is high, without a doubt. It is the relative advantage of adopting RFID
in the safety system. Besides, danger detection is necessary for students to prevent danger. Therefore, using the
RFID for danger detection could be accepted for the students who currently use this technology. The compatibility of RFID includes the function of student identification
and payment convenience and provides danger prediction
and accident reduction. Hence, the RFID safety system
could be realized and could be extended. Moreover, RFID
is a device for easy use. For example, students could enter
the library if they carry an RFID card. Moreover, almost
all stores accept payment with RFID cards. Therefore, it
gives people an easy life. Hence, almost all people could
appreciate the extra benefits of using RFID. However, the
tag used in this project is active. Therefore, some users
might worry about their health and privacy.

3

System Adoption Evaluation

Traditionally, safety management primarily works for
the administration office in the school. The performance
depends on the human resource, including safety guards
and administrators. However, the human resource in the
school is limited. Hence, employing information technology is an efficient method. The information technology
for safety management on campus could be innovative
and could be applied to almost all schools.
According to Innovation diffusion theory by Rogers, innovation is defined as something an individual considers
to be a new concept or behavior. Diffusion is a process
in which an innovation is expanded and spread through
particular communication channels to individuals or organizations in the social system and, then, accepted by
those people. Innovation diffusion mainly depicts specific
special processing. By the way, the individuals or organizations could understand and adopt the innovation for
some purposes [7]. In addition to consideration on adoption by organizations, diffusion of innovative technology
is significantly related to levels of acceptance and fitness
at the clients.
Wireless application with RFID is convenient to use.
Primarily, it is employed in the safety management system on the campus. Hence, the system evaluation could
be based on personal behavior factors. There is compatibility, the convenience of use, private risk, and cost. Compatibility is the degree that the RFID safety management
system is consistent with the user’s current needs. It will
be affected by the users’ knowledge of the operating experience. Also, it will affect the adoption in the further.
Convenience is the degree that end-users could easily use
the RFID safety management system. The lower degree
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represents the users without a desire to use the system.
Once the system could not significantly help the users
improve the existing difficulty, the users could not adopt
the system anymore. Privacy risk is an essential factor
for users who recognize the risk it might bring by using
the system. Since there are actual laws and related policies to regulate the tag reading of RFID, some risks might
come with this proposed system. The worry about this
risk might prevent the system adoption. Another factor could be the cost of the system. Cost in this safety
management system includes the hardware and software.
Although the system effectively reduces the cost of human resources, not only the building, end-users could pay
the maintenance cost if the system is working. Therefore,
based on the above consideration, the evaluation should
reflect the following aspects.
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Q3. Compatibility;

Moreover, some internal factors in the school could be
evaluated as the impact factors. For example, disabled
students could not respond to changing circumstances and
determine various dangers, and a massive amount of human resources is required to assist in students’ safety on
campus. Hence, the school recognizes that using this safe
management system could help students’ safety. If it is
positive, the school will choose this system for safe management. Also, if a disaster prevention and rescue scheme
exists within the administration policy, the school might
adopt the RFID safe management system. As the school
is responsible for many students, it often employs quick
and convenient schemes to maintain safety. If the system is a requirement to the school, administrators could
adopt the system without a doubt. On the other hand, on
the campus, the staff could affect the system’s adoption.
Almost all staff should prepare to handle the accident
immediately. Thus, the support from staff, including the
administrators and teachers, could be the factors that affect the system adoption. Hence, the evaluation should
include the following opinions.

Q4. Privacy risk;

Q10. School reorganization;

Q5. Cost.

Q11. Requirement of safety management;

On the other hand, some external factors could affect system adoption. For example, the support of the
safe management system will affect the adoption decision by the users. Hence, the system evaluation should
consider some factors from the system suppliers. In the
integrated RFID system, the establishment, cooperating
service, operation, and problem-solving support provided
by software and hardware establishing firms will affect the
adoption decision of the introduced RFID campus safety
system. Besides, the support from the government could
be a factor to affect the system adoption by the school.
Usually, the Ministry of Education is the primary support
to the school to use the safe management scheme. It is
related to the critical policy for all the schools. With this
support, the system could be accepted by the schools.
Furthermore, in the RFID safe system, students should
wear the tag; as mentioned above, human rights should
obtain consent from the students’ parents. Hence, the
agreement could be one evaluation factor. Moreover, the
application of RFID could be an attractive point for the
school could be another evaluation factor. With this IT
application, the school might give a good impression to
all students, and it increases the school competition and,
then, the school has a solid willingness to use this system.
Based on the above consideration, the evaluation should
add the following aspects.

Q12. Support from administrative executives;

Q1. Relative advantage;
Q2. Convenience of use;

Q6. Support of software and hardware suppliers;
Q7. Government support;
Q8. Agreement of parents;
Q9. School competition.

Q13. Support from teachers.
This work uses the questionnaire to evaluate the RFID
safe management system on campus. The purpose is to
explore the practical case of schools that adopt RFID systems for those disabled students. According to the consideration above, the decision to accept and use this system
depends on the user. It includes reasoned action theory,
planned behavior theory, and the technology acceptance
model (TAM). Also, this work combines the innovation
diffusion theory and the theory of planned behavior, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The consideration to adopt RFID safe system
This work collects 30 valid samples to evaluate the system adoption. According to Likert scaling, each question
is scaled from 1 to 5 points to represent strongly disagree,
disagree, ordinary, agree, and strongly agree, respectively.
In the questionnaire, the “School’s adoption of RFID system for managing safety in the dangerous areas on campus” is divided into three aspects, including “innovation
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Table 1: The statistical analysis of the consideration factors to adopt the system

Relative advantage
Cost
Convenience of use
Compatibility
Privacy risk
Support of supplier
Government support
Agreement of parents
School competition
School reorganization
Requirement of safety management
Support of administrators
Support of teachers

Mean
4.37
4.17
4.47
4.17
4.27
4.30
4.17
4.40
3.80
3.90
4.20
4.17
4.27

property”, “special education school environment,” and
“organization property”. A five-point scale is used to divide the evaluation of senior school managers or administrative officers toward factors affecting the application
of the system on campus safety in the dangerous areas
into: “strongly agree”, “agree”, “ordinary”, “disagree”
and “strongly disagree”. The lowest value, 3.5 of the median value (M), is used as the entire evaluation of particular education school senior managers or administrative
officers toward factors affecting the application of RFID
system on campus safety in dangerous areas. The higher
the score indicates, the more significant the impact of a
senior manager or administration officer on applying the
RFID system.

Standard Deviation
.490
.592
.629
.874
.640
.651
.648
.563
.887
.712
.610
.747
.691

4

Standard Error
.089
.108
.115
.160
.117
.119
.118
.103
.162
.130
.111
.136
.126

Order
3
8
1
8
5
4
8
2
13
12
7
8
5

Conclusion

This work uses a questionnaire to evaluate the RFID
safe management system on campus. Although the sample is limited, the survey results show some important information. It discovers that radio frequency identification
(RFID) could be a noticeable trend for safe management
on campus. The first three factors affect the administrators in the school to decide whether the system is used
the convenience of use, the agreement of students’ parents, and the relative advantage. However, school competition and school reorganization could not be the preferred
factors to adopt the system. It might be the noble application could not be accepted for the people who are not
familiar with information technology. Some efforts could
continue to promote this RFID safe management system
in the future. For example, the RFID campus safety management system is currently used for the researcher’s proposal. Hence, there is no regulation to describe the security requirement. It might cause the worry of the users.
We should consider the legislation on the reading of RFID
tags before the application is widespread.

The results show the average and standard deviation
of the 13 factors of the three aspects of an RFID system in managing safety in the dangerous areas on camps
are as shown in Table 1. Factors of school’s senior manager or administration officer affecting the introduction of
RFID system for managing safety in the dangerous areas
on campus. The top is “Convenience of use” (M=4.47),
followed by “Agreement of parents” (M=4.40) and “relative advantage” (M=4.37). It indicates that the impact Acknowledgments
of senior managers or administrative officers toward the
The Ministry of Science and Technology partially supintroduction of an RFID system in the management of
dangerous areas on campus is most significant on “Con- ported this research, Taiwan (ROC), under contract
venience of use,”; but the impact is minor on “School com- no.: MOST 109-2221-E-468-011-MY3, MOST 108-2410petition” (M=3.80) and “School organization” (M=3.90). H-468-023, and MOST 108-2622-8-468-001-TM1.
According to the above results, when the RFID system
is introduced in a school for disabled students, most senior
managers or administrators believe that the RFID safety
management system is effectively helpful and valuable to
those students without rapid reaction. In addition, the
RFID helps to give a safe environment on campus significantly.
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